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Preface

Frederik Voetmann Christiansen and Michael May

Department of Science Education, University of Copenhagen

This is the sixth publication in a series of development projects made in
relation to the Teacher Development Course for Assistant Professors and
Postdocs at the University of Copenhagen. The volume comprises develop-
ment projects by participants in the courses ending in 2013.

In the period from 1993 onward, compulsory teacher development
courses for Assistant Professors have been established at all Danish Uni-
versities. The total workload of the course is between 175 and 250 hours
equalling around 10 ECTS credits. The courses comprise supervision of
the participants’ teaching, and theoretical teaching in university pedagogy.
In the theoretical part of the course offered at the Medical Sciences and
Science faculties, participants make a – typically individual – development
project in which they explore a problem in relation to a course in which
they are teaching and make relevant teaching interventions. Participants are
required to draw upon pedagogical models or theoretical frameworks in
their analysis, but it it not the intention that participant should do pedago-
gical research. The aim is to improve participant’s teaching practice, not
to strengthen their research CV. Given this, it is worth considering why it
is useful to publish these development projects. There are several reasons
why we find that the publications are well worth the effort:

• The projects make visible some of the substantial development work
that is being done by young academics in improving teaching at the
University of Copenhagen.
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• The projects provide participants with a visible public output of their
development effort that demonstrate their reflections about teaching, to
be added, for instance, to their teaching portfolio.

• The projects contribute to the knowledge sharing about teaching and
teaching practice within the University of Copenhagen and beyond.

Of these three reasons, the last one is in our view the most important.
The anthologies have come to play a central role in the teacher development
course. As teachers in the course we often direct participants to former par-
ticipants’ work, or participants find projects of relevance themselves. In the
pedagogical research literature one can find general knowledge about teach-
ing and learning, often abstracted from the particular situation in which the
knowledge was created. What can be found in the anthologies of projects
is development work in its specificity – for instance with respect to course
schedules, students’ prior knowledge and attitudes, political boundary con-
ditions etc. Many of these conditions are shared or at least similar within
the Science oriented Faculties. In this way the project anthologies can com-
plement the research literature in a fruitful way, and there are now many
examples that this occurs – also in this volume.

The projects in these anthologies provide good examples of what is
sometimes referred to as “Scholarship of Teaching”. The concept of Schol-
arship of Teaching was formulated by Boyer (1990) as one of four distinct
types of Scholarly activity in which academics are engaged, the three others
being Scholarship of Discovery, Scholarship of Application and Scholar-
ship of Integration. While Boyer referred mainly to the scholarly approach
to teaching carried out by individuals, the notion was elaborated in sub-
sequent years and now also crucially contain the idea that the scholarly
activities should be made public (and the concept is now referred to “Schol-
arship of Teaching and Learning" – with the abbreviation SoTL). Thus, for
instance, educationalist Lee Shulman writes:

Scholarly teaching is teaching that is well grounded in sources and
resources appropriate to the field. It reflects a thoughtful selection
and integration of ideas and examples, and well-designed strate-
gies of course design, development, transmission, interaction and
assessment. Scholarly teaching should also model the methods and
values of the field, avoiding dogma and the mystification of evi-
dens, argument and warrant. We develop a scholarship of teach-
ing when our work as teachers becomes public, peer-reviewed and
critiqued, and exchanged with other members of our professional
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communities so they, in tur, can build on our work. These are the
qualities of all scholarship. (Our italics added) (Shulman 2000)

The notion of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning as an integral part
of university teaching practice is becoming increasingly recognized in the
universities in Scandinavia. In Sweden for instance, it is required of all
teaching staff that they should demonstrate “pedagogisk skicklighet” or
teaching competence, when applying for positions. The Swedish Univer-
sities define this teaching competence in various ways, but Ryegård et al.
(2010) sums up some commonalities in the way the concept is defined:

A description of teaching competence. . .
1. must be based on what supports student learning
2. must include the teacher’s ability to, with the support of theory,

develop and make public his/her teaching practice
3. must make it possible to describe a threshold (a lowest level)

and a progression within the teaching competence. (Our trans-
lation) (Ryegård et al. 2010, p. 12)

In the elaboration of the second bullet they write: “A competent teacher
investigates his or her own teaching practice and uses this knowledge to
create even better conditions for student learning. The teacher shares his
or her knowledge in the same way that the researcher shares his or her
research findings.” (Ryegård et al. 2010, p. 13). It is worth stressing that
there are many ways in which research findings are shared in addition to
scientific articles: Seminars and meetings with colleagues, presentations at
conferences, briefs, reviews, reports, research stays etc.

Danish Universities are also increasingly recognizing the need for
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning. At the University of Copenhagen, a
number of development projects have been initiated to strengthen the status
of teaching at the institution. Just to mention a few of them:

• The teaching portfolio project – where all teachers at the university are
required to develop a teaching portfolio to document teaching qualifi-
cations.

• The development of a teaching academy – where excellent teachers
can become members and contribute to the dissemination of knowledge
about development of teaching and learning at the university.

• Colleague supervision – a development project about improving teach-
ing practices on the basis of supervision by colleagues.
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These initiatives and and range of others with them can be seen as an
efforts to strengthen the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning at the uni-
versity, as can the current project anthology series.

The projects in this volume have been divided into the six categories
below:

• Planning, designing, or redesigning units, courses or programmes
– Papers that focus on the development of teaching activities in partic-

ular courses. The focus is on improving the quality of the students’
learning experiences through implementation of particular changes
in the modules.

• Evaluating and revising courses or units – course development
– Papers concerning the evaluation and discussion of present course

designs including suggestions for course improvement.
• Stimulating student activity and deep learning

– Papers that emphasise the development of students’ active partici-
pation in the teaching as a way to increase student learning and
to achieve a learning experience with more focus on deep learning
approaches. Both these principles are central to the Teaching De-
velopment course.

• Supervision and supervision styles
– This part contains only one paper concerned with online/distance

supervision.
• Peer teaching and Peer assessment

– Feedback is conducive to student learning, and students generally
feel that they get too little feedback on their work. Peer teaching and
peer assessment are methods of teaching that holds great potential
for both teachers and students.

• Students’ perceptions of teaching environment and implications for
teaching
– A central idea of the course is to inform teaching practice by feed-

back from students on their perceptions their study environment, for
instance their perception of the coherence of the course.

We would like to thank the contributors for making public aspects of
their teaching practice, so that the University can learn from their experi-
ences and new ideas for developing teaching.



Part I

Planning, designing or redesigning units, courses
or programmes





1

Redesigning the course Theories of Urban
Planning and Governance

Dorthe Hedensted Lund

Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management, University of
Copenhagen

Introduction

The course “Theories of Urban Planning and Governance” is a part of the
landscape architecture study program, formally as a part of the specializa-
tion in urban design.

Landscape architects are typically employed at architect firms, or as ur-
ban designers or planners in the public sector (municipalities, regions, min-
istries), which their education should prepare them for. Candidates should
be able to design, plan, project and manage urban areas from the local to
the regional scale. That includes that candidates should have an understand-
ing of the political processes and governance situations in which the plan
or project is embedded, as well as understand the different stakeholders in-
volved, the historical and normative foundations of planning etc. Theories
of Urban Planning and Governance was developed to teach urban design
students this last part.

The course was offered for the first time last year 2011-12, and did
not work out quite as intended. This paper will investigate possible reasons
for the problems we encountered in the first year, and come up with some
suggestions on how we can improve the course in the future.

Problem definition

There were a number of problems with “Theories of urban planning and
governance” when it was offered for the first time. We intended that the
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students should work with the somewhat challenging theoretical content
of the course in a group assignment, applying theory to a real life case
throughout the course in order to stimulate a deep learning approach (Biggs
& Tang 2007). However, the students did not begin to work on their group
assignment until the very last moment, and we learned too late (just before
exam) that they had not understood some of the main ideas in the theory – or
at least found it very hard to relate the theoretical concepts to the cases. The
students also performed rather poorly at the oral exam which took a starting
point in their group reports where it appeared that most of the students
had applied a surface approach. In the evaluations students pointed out that
the course presupposed knowledge they did not have, and that the group
assignment was a good learning tool, but had cost a lot of time, they did
not feel they got credit for, since the report was not part of the final grade.
Furthermore, there was a very low number of students. This year this last
problem has increased: only seven students signed up for the course, and
it was therefore transformed into a supervised assignment, which only two
students have chosen to do.

This project aims to redesign/adapt the course based on the experiences
and evaluations from last year. I will first consider the alignment between
the course content and the previous parts of the study program. Then I con-
sider to redesign the group assignments to consist of smaller tasks which
can be used for formative assessment earlier in the course in order to both
improve learning outcome and for the teachers to have a better idea of what
the students find difficult and how we can adapt our teaching to accommo-
date this early in the course. Thirdly, I will shortly reflect on some of the
possible reasons for the low number of students and what can be done about
it.

Because the course is not running as intended it will not be possible to
implement the changes I suggest for the course before next year, and I have
consequently not been able to get student feedback or test the effect of the
changes for the purpose of this assignment.

Constructive alignment

According to John Biggs and Catherine Tang (2007) as there should be
alignment between the intended learning outcomes (ILOs) of the course,
teaching and learning activities (TLAs) taking place during the course and
assessment of the course, so that students in fact get to practice and are as-
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sessed in what the course intends the students to learn. Furthermore should
the course be aligned with the ILOs of the study program in order for the in-
dividual courses to provide students with the skills, knowledge and compe-
tencies expected of a candidate. While this seems obvious, it is not always
the case. Insufficient constructive alignment is likely to cause insufficient
learning (Biggs & Tang 2007).

Alignment with the study programme

Since the students in our course complained that “Theories of Urban Gover-
nance and Planning” presupposed knowledge, they did not have, it is worth-
while to look into how well the course content is aligned to the mandatory
courses in the study program. In Figure 1.1 the mandatory courses for the
landscape architect degree (Urban design) is shown. It can be seen that the
course is intended for the end of the program in the final year just before
they begin to write the final thesis.

One could therefore expect that the students have acquired most of the
skills, competencies and knowledge expected form a candidate. Eg.in the
purpose with the bachelor program it is stated that bachelors are able to
“carry out projects in urban planning and landscape architecture, which in-
cludes the analysis of problems, propose strategies and solutions, and com-
municate these in a way where they can be part of a political process” (http:
//www.life.ku.dk/uddannelse/studerende/studieordninger/Studieordninger_
2012-13/Bacheloruddannelsen_i_landskabsarkitektur.aspx, my translation)

Nonetheless, judging from the exam performance the first year, and in
part also from student presentations of texts the students lack practice in
critical reading of academic texts. Judging from how they have approached
the assignment they also lack tools to do analysis of political planning pro-
cesses. Both of which are skills we had taken for granted when planning
the course for the first time, but given how broad the education is (as is
evident from Figure 1.1) where students both have to learn technical skills
related to architectural design and drawing, as well as natural science in or-
der to understand human interaction with ecosystems and landscapes, there
may have been very little time left to learn critical engagement with socio-
political theory and tools for policy analysis. Furthermore, students who
have chosen to study architecture may feel that the core of their education
is to gain the ability to master the design process, and not how the design
will be received in a political context. They may therefore not have been

http://www.life.ku.dk/uddannelse/studerende/studieordninger/Studieordninger_2012-13/Bacheloruddannelsen_i_landskabsarkitektur.aspx
http://www.life.ku.dk/uddannelse/studerende/studieordninger/Studieordninger_2012-13/Bacheloruddannelsen_i_landskabsarkitektur.aspx
http://www.life.ku.dk/uddannelse/studerende/studieordninger/Studieordninger_2012-13/Bacheloruddannelsen_i_landskabsarkitektur.aspx
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Table 1: Schematic overview of the study program with the specialization in urban design. 

Bachelor: Compulsory courses  

Year 1 

Blok 1 

Plan & design 

Naturgrundlaget 1: Den levende jord  

Blok 2 

Blok 3 
Naturgrundlaget 2: Vegetation og økologi  

Blok 4 

Year 2 

Blok 1 Bypolitik  Byplananalyse 

Blok 2 Miljø- og planlovgivning - natur og by  
Fagets videnskabsteori - landskabsarkitektur og 
bydesign  

Year 3 

Blok 1 Byplan - projekt 

 
Blok 2 Byplan - strategi 

 

Blok 3 Bachelorerhvervsprojekt, landskabsarkitektur 

Blok 4 Bachelorprojekt 

Candidate: Compulsory courses 

Year 1 

Block 1 Theories of Urban Design 

Urban Ecosystems: Structures, Functions and 

Designs 

Block 2 
Urbanism Studio 
  

Year 2 

Block 2 
Theories of Urban Planning and 
Governance (Not mandatory)  

Block 3 
Thesis (30 or 45 credits) 

Block 4 

 

Nonetheless, judging from the exam performance the first year, and in part also from student 

presentations of texts the students lack practice in critical reading of academic texts. Judging from 

how they have approached the assignment they also lack tools to do analysis of political planning 

processes. Both of which are skills we had taken for granted when planning the course for the first 

time, but given how broad the education is (as is evident from Table 1) where students both have to 

learn technical skills related to architectural design and drawing, as well as natural science in order 

to understand human interaction with ecosystems and landscapes, there may have been very little 

Fig. 1.1. Schematic overview of the study program with the specialization in urban
design.

particularly motivated to learn the skills that our course presupposed, when
they (maybe) had the opportunity. The question is than: Have they learned
policy analysis methods at all? Have they learned to engage with academic
texts from the social sciences in a critical way? Or have the TLAs so far in
the in the program mainly been design oriented?

In Figure 1.1 I have highlighted the courses which judged from the title
might provide the students with the analytical skills we observed lacking
as well as practice in critical reading of academic texts. Looking through
the different course descriptions of the highlighted courses students should
be able to do policy analysis since they according to the descriptions
have practiced stakeholder analysis in “Bypolitik”, agent and user analy-
sis in “Byplananalyse” along with more spatial analyses, and engaged very
specifically with the context for planning in Danish municipalities, planners
roles etc. in the course “Byplan-strategi”. Critical reflections of academic
texts have according to course descriptions been practiced at least in “By-
politik”, “Fagets videnskabsteori - landskabsarkitektur og bydesign” and
”Theories of urban design”. These courses along with the practical expe-
rience they get from the internship taking place in “Bachelorerhvervspro-
jekt” should have given the students all the prerequisites necessary to follow
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our course. While the theoretical content in our course is unfamiliar, they
should possess the knowledge, the skills and the competences to engage
with it having completed the bachelor degree.

The problems the students experienced in our course do therefore not
appear to be a result of insufficient alignment with the study program.

However, students may have other backgrounds besides urban design,
which may not have given them the necessary prerequisites to follow the
course. Actually most of the few students on the course the first year had
other backgrounds. But these students did not do worse than the landscape
architecture students, so the problems are likely to be internal to the course.
Furthermore, given the low number of students signing up for the course,
we are not going to discourage students with other backgrounds from at-
tending the course, we must simply teach the course better. In the following
section, I will discuss how we can do that.

Internal alignment: ILOs, the written assignment and
assessment

In this section I will shortly concern myself with the ILOs and the TLAs
of the course but I will mainly concern myself with one of the teaching-
learning activities: the written assignment, because the assignment was the
student activity which worked least to its purpose. I will describe what the
intentions were with this TLA and how it worked out in the course.

But first a short introduction to the ILO’s of the course, since they may
neither have been operational enough to guide TLA’s, nor been properly
aligned with the TLAs.

The course aim is that “Students will afterwards know and be able to use
the knowledge about different forms of planning and governance processes
in a critical-reflective way in their own design and planning practices.” In
terms of knowledge, skills and competences to be acquired, the course de-
scription was not very operational the first year. See Figure 1.2.

Keeping the rather poor performance of the students in mind, these
ILO’s have not aided the students very much in terms of specifying ex-
pectations or assessment criteria: E.g. When are central points of discus-
sion within theories understood? What does it mean to use knowledge in
a critical reflective way? A contributing factor to the poor exam perfor-
mance may have been that the students have not had a clear understanding
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Knowledge: Students will obtain an 
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Boks 1: ILO’s in the course description the first 

year. 

Fig. 1.2. ILO’s in the course description the first year.

of what was expected and the assessment criteria. That is why we have al-
ready changed the ILOs using verbs from Bloom’s taxonomy (described in
a previous assignment), and will further develop them in order to clarify
both what students can expect will happen in the course and clarify assess-
ment criteria, both of which is important in a constructively aligned course
(Biggs & Tang 2007).

One of the main teaching activities has been lectures, and while we
have quite successfully tried to engage students in discussions during these,
the students may not have had sufficient opportunities to practice engaging
with the theory in a critical reflective way. However, students have been
given the task to present some of the texts in plenum and not least have
they worked in groups on a written assignment, where they certainly were
expected to use the theoretical content of the course in the analysis in a
critical reflective way. We considered the written assignment as the main
learning activity, which is why I the main part of this paper is concerned
with the redesign of this element in the course and the possibility to use it
for formative assessment.
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The written assignment, where the students are to relate the theoretical
content of the course to a contemporary planning process, should give the
students the opportunity to engage with the course content in a deep way
by reflecting on the planning process they engage with through the lens
of theoretical concepts, as well as reflecting on the theoretical concepts
through the lens of praxis.

The background for this idea is what John Dewey among other schol-
ars has pointed out, i.e. that learning takes place in the context of what is
already known, and that knowledge is constructed in relation to previous
experiences. It is therefore important that teaching does not become a mat-
ter of transmitting abstract and universal knowledge but becomes related
to the daily life experiences of the students and to practice (Dewey 2008,
Innes & Booher 2010, p. 65,p. 26-27). For that reason it is important that
the students learn to relate theoretical concepts and ideas to actual planning
processes, and learn to use theoretical concepts to understand the politically
imbued practices architects and planners operate in. This is reflected in the
course aim (see above) The assignment is meant as a tool for the students to
practice this critical reflective engagement with theory and the reconstruc-
tion of knowledge in relation to praxis as they experience it through their
project work.

Our idea was that this should happen throughout the course to aid their
learning; an idea that we introduced in the first lecture, as well as repeat-
edly during the course. Nonetheless, students did not really begin to work
on the assignments before the end of the course, and it became clear when
we read the assignments that they had found it difficult to engage with the
theoretical concepts. The assessment was an oral exam taking its point of
departure in the assignments and revealed that most of the students had
not been able to use the assignment as a learning tool. They were able to
describe the processes they had written about but were only to a limited de-
gree able to reflect on the processes in relation to theory. This points to (at
least) two issues: First, we discovered too late, that the students were not
learning what we intended, second, that the students were not able to use
the assignment as intended - maybe because they had not received appro-
priate feedback during the course? Gibbs & Simpson (2002) argue that the
most powerful influence on student achievement is feedback. The logical
consequence of this possibility is to use the assignment as a way to give
formative feedback/assessment during the course and not just in the end.
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Formative assessment

The central purpose of formative assessment (unlike summative assess-
ment) is to provide the students with information on how they are perform-
ing during the course, in order for the students to use this information to
learn and to improve their performance and for teachers to adapt teach-
ing. Formative assessment furthermore helps to clarify what expectations
are Yorke (2003), Biggs & Tang (2007), Lauvås (2002a), Black & William
(2001).

However, the type of feedback and the manner in which it is given is
important for learning to take place. It should not be overly focused on
negative aspects, but be supportive and constructive criticism that helps the
student to build internal standards with which they are better able to evalu-
ate their own work, which are aligned with teachers’ expectations. It is only
possible to gauge if learning has taken place as a result of the formative as-
sessment if the students get the opportunity to act on it (Yorke 2003).

Formative assessment can take many forms and be more or less formal.
It can be written feedback, conversations, informal comments etc. It can
also have the form of peer supervision, where students can assess the work
of each other. It can also be combined with summative assessment, where
the performance of tasks during the course becomes part of the final course
assessment; although some authors warn against this, as the summative as-
sessments tends to take focus away from the formative assessment. In par-
ticular if summative assessment has the form of a grade, there is evidence
that students might not even read the feedback because they are so focused
on the grade, and their own feelings concerning how their achievement has
been measured (Lauvås 2002b, Gibbs & Simpson 2002). The form (written,
oral, a combination) does not appear to be of consequence to the outcome
as long as it is supportive and stimulates a focus on learning, and does not
inadvertently discourage students. The student should have the opportunity
to enter into dialogue about the feedback and how to interpret it (Yorke
2003).

Biggs & Tang (2007) talks about the importance of creating a comfort-
able theory Y climate, where teachers trust students ability to take respon-
sibility for their own learning and there is room for students to experiment
without fear of failure in order to motivate students to engage in deep learn-
ing. This includes that when students fail to meet teachers’ expectations,
feedback should attribute this to controllable efforts which can be amended,
not uncontrollable efforts such as inability in order for students to feel that
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it is possible to succeed (Black & William 2001, Gibbs & Simpson 2002).
However, teachers giving feedback should not be so supportive that they
fail to communicate what is lacking in the students’ work, in which case
the student does not learn what expectations are and will be rightfully dis-
appointed if the teacher brings up the deficits in the summative assessment
(Lauvås 2002a). A point to notice is that students may not be willing to
use the feedback because, among other things, it is sufficient for them to
just get by and they therefore they are not willing to or not in the habit of
applying a deep approach to learning (Black & William 2001).

In addition, formative assessment by means of two-way dialogue also
serves to provide teachers with detailed information on what aspects of the
curriculum students find difficult, which relates both to content, to methods
of analysis, using appropriate discourse for the subject, academic writing
style etc. which can help teachers spending their resources where it is most
needed (Yorke 2003, Lauvås 2002a,b, Askham 1997).

If the assignment in our course is to function as a tool for engaging the
students in a deep learning approach and inspire to reflection of the theory
in relation to practice, it is important it serves that function throughout the
course and not just in the final week. And it is perhaps even more impor-
tant that the students get feedback on the assignment during the course in
order to avoid the situation from the first year where it turned out that it
had not served very well as a learning tool. It would therefore be better to
divide the assignment into smaller, progressive tasks to be handed in during
the course. In that way the students still can get the benefits from engag-
ing with the real word of urban planning and governance, while they get
guidance and feedback regarding how they relate this engagement to theo-
retical concepts. And not least do we, the teachers, get timely information
regarding where to focus our efforts.

In order for students to feel that they can experiment and that it is al-
lowed not to do things perfectly in the first try, the assignment parts should
not be part of the final, summative assessment. Instead the students should
have the opportunity to act on the feedback later in the course.

As a consequence of these reflections we have divided the assignment
into three parts in our new study plan, where teachers will give oral feed-
back to the first part, there will be peer supervision to the second part which
students are supposed to present to each other, end then these two parts as
well as the final part will be handed in as the final assignment, which is
part of the summative assessment constituting 30% of the final grade. The
idea is that the teachers give the first feedback in order to guide both the
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assignment work, and to guide how to give feedback. This is meant to give
the students some point of departure when giving peer-feedback at the sec-
ond stage. Giving feedback to others will then hopefully aid the students
in their self-assessment of their work before they hand it in for summative
assessment.

Unfortunately, too few students had signed up for the course this year
to carry it out in the intended form, so it has not been possible to implement
these changes yet.

In the next section I will shortly reflect on two possible reasons for the
low number of students because it is a major problem, and not just for our
course but for other courses at candidate level as well. It may not be a peda-
gogical problem per se, but it does relate to alignment of the study program
if the placement and supply of courses does not allow for students to follow
courses which are important for their attainment of the knowledge, skills
and competencies the program intends.

Recruitment

There can be many reasons why so few students find it worthwhile to sign
up for the course. As previously mentioned, they may not find it important
in relation to their understanding of architectural skills to be concerned with
governance and the political settings for planning. Or it could be because
it is a new course which they have not heard of? It could be that the name
“Theories of urban governance and planning” does not appeal? Or there
could be other courses which they find more relevant which are offered in
the same block? Perhaps there are simply too many courses offered for too
few students to expect that more than ten students will choose a course? Or
it could be that there should be made an effort to attract students from other
specializations than urban design, or even from other study programs? I
will only discuss a few of these questions of these questions in the follow-
ing which relate to the management of the course and the study program,
namely the placement in the block structure and the recruitment base.

Placement in the block structure

Our course is not the only course at master level in block 2 which suf-
fers from a low number of students. According to a colleague the problem
is that a very large number of courses are offered in the block, and with
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only a limited number of Master students a logical consequence is insuf-
ficient students for a number of courses. There are nineteen master-level
courses offered in block 2 at the institute which is significantly more than
in block 3 and 4 where respectively eleven and thirteen master-level courses
are offered and slightly more than in block 1 where seventeen master-level
courses are offered. Furthermore there are no compulsory courses in block
3 or 4 which claims the attention of most of the students in a year. That
means that one way to attract more students which is worth considering
would be to move the course to block 3 or 4 in year 1 of the master’s pro-
gramme.

The recruitment base

With the merger between the former institute of Forest & Landscape and the
former institute of Geology and Geography the course should not only rely
on students from the landscape architecture program but also on students
from the geography program. Already geography students occupy a large
proportion of the students in some of the bachelor courses at the landscape
architecture program notably the urban politics course where I have been
censor the last two years. Here I have noted that most of the students actu-
ally chose topics that our course elaborates on for their exam assignments.
I.e., there is apparently an interest among geography bachelor students in
the content of Theories of Urban Planning and Governance. For that reason
the course should also appeal to Master’s students at Geography and at least
an effort should be made to inform the geography students of Theories of
Urban Planning and Governance.

Conclusion

I have in the above investigated how Theories of Urban Planning and Gov-
ernance can be redesigned in order to overcome three problems experienced
in the first year of the course. The problems were that students did not learn
what was intended, teachers became aware of this too late, and that too few
students signed up for the course.

I have investigated whether the problems could be related to insufficient
alignment between the course content and the study program, but this does
not seem to be the case. By the time students take our course, they should
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have acquired the skills, knowledge and competencies necessary. The prob-
lem of insufficient learning must therefore lie in the internal course align-
ment between ILOs, TLAs and assessment. A previous study of the ILOs
revealed that they certainly could be operationalized more and better re-
flects what students can expect from the course and what they are supposed
to be able to after the course.

A further aspect which could improve the learning taking place in the
course is to divide the assignment up in smaller parts which could be used
for formative assessment thereby providing students with feedback to im-
prove their learning and teachers with knowledge to better adapt teaching to
student needs. After considering the many benefits of formative assessment
we have decided to implement this change along with revised ILOs when
the course is offered the next time and we look forward to see if it improves
learning outcomes.

In order to increase the number of students it should be considered to
move the course to block 3 or 4 where fewer courses are offered, and no
compulsory courses. This should increase the potential number of students.
Furthermore an increased effort can be made to advertise the course to ge-
ography students in particular considering the recent merger of institutes.
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Redesigning the course: “Dynamisk biokemi”
for B.Sc. in Pharmacy
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Aim

The aim of this project is to redesign and optimize the course ”Dynamisk
biokemi” for students taking a B.Sc. in Pharmacy so that the teaching and
learning activities (TLAs) better support deeper learning, i.e. enforce un-
derstanding rather than memory.

Background

The course ”Dynamisk biokemi” is a mandatory course for students taking
a B.Sc. in Pharmacy. The course is placed in the 3rd semester and has a
volume of 36 lectures and 14 tutorials (Fig. 2.1), equivalent to 7.5 ECTS
(206 hours including 153 hours for preparation and a three hour exam).
The intended learning objectives (ILOs) for the course are comprehensive
and contain several aspects within biochemistry including cellular orga-
nization, replication, enzyme and receptor function and kinetics, as well
as metabolism of glucose, amino acids and fatty acids. Since “Dynamisk
biokemi” provides the fundamental basis for understanding physiological
and pathological conditions at the cellular level as well as understanding
possible targets for drug intervention, this subject is crucial for students
taking a B.Sc. in Pharmacy. Accordingly, it is of great importance that the
students obtain sufficient knowledge within the field of biochemistry to be
able to follow the subsequent courses included in the study program for
B.Sc. in Pharmacy.
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Currently, about 40% of the students fail this course and this propor-
tion has been more or less stable for at least a decade although it increased
slightly when laboratory exercises were removed (these were removed for
economic reasons). The reason for this high proportion of students failing
the course has been intensely speculated, the most likely explanation be-
ing that the students do not read the curriculum during the semester but
begin to study only a couple of weeks before the exam. This may be a con-
sequence of “Dynamisk biokemi” being placed simultaneously with other
courses like “Farmaceutisk fysisk kemi” (12 ECTS), “Bioorganisk kemi”
(6.5 ECTS), “Farmaceutisk mikrobiologi” (9 ECTS, divided into the third
and fourth semesters, approximately 4 ECTS in third semester) and “Vi-
denskabsteori” (3 ECTS), i.e. the workload on the third semester is high
(above 30 ECTS). In addition, both “Farmaceutisk fysisk kemi” and “Far-
maceutisk mikrobiologi” have laboratory exercises with reports, and ap-
proval of these is required in order for the student to sign up for the exams
associated with these courses. Accordingly, it appears that students priori-
tize the courses that require approval of reports during the semester while
“Dynamisk biokemi” is not prioritized until the exam is approaching. The
exam consists of four parts which each account for 25% of the final score.
One part comprises 21 multiple choice questions each with three possible
answers while the other three parts consists of four questions each which
do not necessarily contribute equally to the final grade. It is ensured that a
broad spectrum within the curriculum is assessed by always having three
different topics in the three question parts. Another issue which constitutes
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a problem with regard to a large proportion of the students failing the course
is that the students tend to rely on memory rather than understanding in
their approach to learning (as described by Eric Mazur), as indicated by the
following sentence repeatedly used by students: “there are so many things
to remember". Although this statement is to some extent reasonable since
the curriculum is comprehensive, the issue of relying on memory rather
than understanding appears to be reflected in the final assessment in which
a large proportion of the students are not capable of employing logic or
reason when solving problems. Finally, the course design itself could be
improved since it is not optimal to teach a practical subject exclusively by
using theoretical methods, i.e. to teach a “wet” subject in “dry” surround-
ings.
Provided the theoretical nature of “Dynamisk biokemi” in its current form,
several initiatives have been taken in order to make the students work dur-
ing the semester and thereby encourage deeper learning (i.e. enforce under-
standing rather than memory). The use of “clickers” has for several years
been an integrated part of the lectures and serves to continuously test the
students within the topics that have just been explained. The test results
are used by the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding and deter-
mine whether to proceed with the next topic or keep focusing on the previ-
ous topic, i.e. the teaching is continuously adapted to the students’ needs.
Moreover, the “clickers” results give the students some feedback on their
understanding on a given topic. In the tutorials, the problems to be solved
have been designed so that they are comparable to exam problems in order
to secure constructive alignment in the course and to ensure that the stu-
dents are familiar with the type of problems they are confronted with in the
final assessment. Also, the tutorials are designed to encourage the students
to present the answers to the problems in groups of two or three in order to
obligate the students to read the textbook during the semester and actively
participate in the tutorials. Finally, from September 2013, the students will
have access to a virtual laboratory exercise on enzyme kinetics (provided by
Labster, Copenhagen, Denmark). The initiatives that have been taken with
regard to changing the teaching methods are in agreement with the theory
of constructivism proposed by Shiiland (1999), particularly the part that
“Learning requires mental activity”. However, since the concept of the tu-
torials requiring active student participation has not been incorporated into
the course description (Fagbeskrivelsen), the implementation of this con-
cept has only partially been successful. With that said, given the limitations
of the current course design providing only theoretical teaching, several
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initiatives have been taken. In order to further optimize the students’ learn-
ing within biochemistry, a new course design is required which implements
laboratory exercises and redefines the assessment form.

Strategy

One of the underlying problems leading to a high proportion of students
failing “Dynamisk biokemi” appears to be the high workload on the 3rd

semester for students studying for a B.Sc. in Pharmacy. However, this
project will focus only on initiatives which can be implemented at the
course level and not at the education level. In order to consider an im-
proved teaching strategy, this project will focus on describing an ideal bio-
chemistry course of 7.5 ECTS (i.e. a workload equivalent to approx. 210
hours) which is not changed from the current course design. The major
changes within the revised course design are implementation of three labo-
ratory exercises as well as changes in the assessment since group reports
from laboratory exercises will be evaluated and the grade will contribute to
the final assessment. In order to implement the laboratory exercises within
the current volume of the course, i.e. 7.5 ECTS, it is necessary to cut the
amount of lectures from 36 to 25 and the amount of tutorials from 14 to 10.
This revised course design describing an improved teaching strategy will
not be restricted by limitations in resources such as teaching capacity, cost
of chemicals or access to equipment. Neither will a possible requirement
for external examiners for evaluation of group assessments be taken into
account.

The revised course design

In order to implement laboratory exercises, the amount of lectures and tuto-
rials needs to be reduced so that the revised course in “Dynamisk biokemi”
encompass 25 lectures, 10 tutorials, one virtual laboratory exercise (approx.
3 hours) and three laboratory exercises (4 hours each), exam (3 hours) and
preparation (153 hours; Figure 2.2).

The ILOs of the course will be as follows (these are not significantly
different from the current ILOs):
After having attended the course “Dynamisk biokemi”, the students should
be able to:
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1. Describe the cellular organization
2. Explain processes involved in replication and transcription
3. Classify enzyme function and -kinetics
4. Classify membrane transporter function and -kinetics
5. Describe receptor function and second messenger systems
6. Distinguish different metabolic pathways involved in the metabolism

of glucose, amino acids and fatty acids
7. Describe the interaction between these different metabolic pathways
8. Describe the interconnection between energy- and amino acid metabolism.

Lectures

The concept of the lectures in the revised course design will not change
significantly from the lectures in the current course design and will still be
based on interactive and student activating teaching methods.

Tutorials

The tutorials in the revised course design will still include solving of prob-
lems that resemble the character of those included in the final exam. In the
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tutorials the problems should be illustrative of the ILOs of the course in or-
der to ensure alignment. Active participation of the students will be ensured
by including in the course description (Fagbeskrivelsen) that active partici-
pation in the form of student presentations is a prerequisite for signing up
for the exam. In the tutorials having topics related to those of the laboratory
exercises, the problems should be illustrative of the ILOs of the laboratory
exercises as well.

Virtual laboratory exercise

The virtual laboratory exercise has been designed so that it illustrates dif-
ferent forms of enzyme kinetics as well as allosteric modulation (activation
and inhibition), competitive, non-competitive and uncompetitive inhibition.
The students are to complete different tasks in a virtual laboratory with a
number of realistic features. For instance when using a pipette, the student
must change the tip when switching between different solutions otherwise
they will be met by an error message. Also during the task, the students
can look up different relevant topics and explanations by clicking boxes
within the program. This virtual laboratory exercise will illustrate the major
concept of enzyme kinetics and regulation of enzyme activity and test the
students’ ability to identify these. This virtual laboratory exercise demon-
strates 1) Enzyme kinetics and 2) Different ways of modulating enzyme
activity.

“Wet” laboratory exercises

In the revised course design, laboratory exercises will be implemented.
The virtual laboratory exercise on enzyme kinetics which will be imple-
mented on the “Dynamisk biokemi” course in the fall semester 2013 will
be maintained. In addition, three “wet” laboratory exercises with the topics:
1) Information flow, 2) Energy metabolism and transporter kinetics, and 3)
Energy- and amino acid metabolism will be implemented. The concept of
these laboratory exercises will be that the students receive a manual con-
taining ILOs, objectives, a list of materials and apparatus available for the
exercise and in some cases additional literature. The students are to work
together in groups of four, and the groups have to design their experiments
themselves. They should turn in a protocol for the experiment including an
aim, a rationale for the designed experiment to be conducted as well as a
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time schedule for their experiment approximately one week before the labo-
ratory exercise. The protocols and time schedules need to be approved prior
to the day of the experiment in order for the students to have access to the
laboratory facilities. After having conducted an experiment (or having re-
ceived the data which may take a couple of days) each group has one week
to make a short report (approx. 2-3 pages) including a short background, the
aim, the design of the experiment, results and a short discussion of whether
the results match their expectations. The reports generated after each of the
three laboratory exercises will be graded and each report will contribute to
the final grade (for details see assessment below).

Description of the laboratory exercises

All laboratory exercises involve the use of stable cell lines.

Laboratory exercise 1

For laboratory exercise 1, each group selects one enzyme that they want
to inhibit the expression of (after having been given a number of options;
all available siRNA inhibit the expression of enzymes involved in energy-
and amino acid homeostasis), and subsequently use Western blotting to test
that the expression of the enzyme is diminished. In order to understand the
mechanism of action of siRNA (which should be described in the protocol
as well as in the report) it is necessary that the students are able to explain
the different steps in replication and transcription. At the point when mak-
ing a choice of what enzyme to inhibit the expression of in this exercise, the
students are not acquainted with the different metabolic pathways and the
choice may be rather random. However, at this point this is not crucial and
the fact that the students have heard about a number of enzymes essential
for the major metabolic pathways - and have worked with one of them - is
likely to increase their attention at later points in the course. This laboratory
exercise demonstrates 1) Consequences at the protein level of manipulation
of the cells’ information flow.

Laboratory exercise 2

In laboratory exercise 2, each group tests the functional consequences of
siRNA knock down of the enzyme chosen in laboratory exercise 1. This is
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tested by measuring the cellular capacity to perform sodium coupled co-
transport which is an energy demanding process, i.e. transporter kinetics.
In addition, the effects of inhibiting glycolysis, glycogen degradation, TCA
cycle activity, the electron transport chain (i.e. inhibitors of energy produc-
tion) or the Na+/K+-ATPase will be tested using a variety of pharmaco-
logical tools when using glucose as an energy substrate. In this exercise
transporter capacity is tested employing radioactively labeled substrates for
Na+-coupled transport. The students should choose one inhibitor or a com-
bination of inhibitors and test the effect on transporter kinetics. In order
to complete this exercise and the associated report, the students need to
be able to explain transporter kinetics, which is comparable to enzyme ki-
netics, and this interconnection should be illustrated in this laboratory ex-
ercise. Also, in order to plan and conduct experiments testing an energy
demanding process in the presence of different inhibitors of energetic path-
ways, the students need to be able to explain and distinguish the different
energy producing pathways involved in glucose metabolism and identify
which metabolic pathway they have manipulated when knocking down the
enzyme in laboratory exercise 1. This laboratory exercise demonstrates 1)
Transporter kinetics and 2) Energy production from glucose metabolism.

Laboratory exercise 3

In laboratory exercise 3, each group tests the metabolic consequences of
siRNA knock down of the enzyme chosen in laboratory exercise 1. The
group chooses one 13C labeled substrate (glucose, a fatty acid and an amino
acid will be available) that they want to investigate the metabolism of when
the expression of the enzyme chosen in laboratory exercise 1 is knocked
down. The cell extract is subsequently analyzed using mass-spectrometry
providing information about how the 13C labeled carbon atoms of the sub-
strate is incorporated into organic- and (other) amino acids. In order to de-
termine which 13C labeled substrate to employ in this exercise, the students
need to be able to distinguish the different metabolic pathways and identify
which metabolic pathway they have manipulated when knocking down the
enzyme in laboratory exercise 1. This laboratory exercise demonstrates 1)
The interaction between different metabolic pathways and 2) The intercon-
nection between energy- and amino acid metabolism.
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Assessment

The assessment strategy in the revised course design is based on the con-
cept that the students are assessed continuously during the course. Each
of the three reports elaborated by the groups following the laboratory ex-
ercises contributes to the final assessment by 10 points, i.e. 30% of the
final grade results from practical group work. This has two major purposes:
1) the course becomes important to the students early in the semester and
thereby increases the students’ motivation to take a deeper learning ap-
proach when studying the subject and 2) the students are evaluated early in
the semester and thereby receives some feedback on their understanding of
the subject at an early point. The remaining 70% of the points included in
the final assessment are obtained from a three hour written exam as in the
current course design. From January 2014, the exam will be digital and such
platform used for assessment will enable the student to receive a grade for
the 25% of the exam being based on multiple choice questions immediately
after submitting their answer.

Conclusions

This project has defined an improved course design for the biochemistry
course “Dynamisk biokemi” having a volume of 7.5 ECTS. The major
changes involve:

1. Implementation of laboratory exercises
2. Implementation of a new assessment strategy

Perspective

When this project was initiated, the prospect of the course “Dynamisk
biokemi” was that the course design needed a major revision in order to
increase the fraction of students passing the course. We (the teachers at
the course) applied for money to implement the virtual laboratory exercise
and the money was granted. However, we sincerely wanted to implement
“wet” laboratory exercises also, and this project was constructed to rethink
the course design and propose three laboratory experiments. In this process,
the “Farmaceut 2020” initiative was commenced and the B.Sc. in Pharmacy
is redesigned at the educational level. Therefore, the course “Dynamisk
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biokemi” will no longer exist as a separate course after January 2016, and
it is unlikely that the course will be revised to the extent described in this
project before January 2016. However, since the laboratory exercises de-
scribed in this project entail essential topics for students taking a B.Sc. in
Pharmacy, it is likely that they will be implemented in the revised educa-
tional design which is currently being developed.
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Introduction

The design and structure of a course may have a major impact on the oppor-
tunities for students to obtain the learning intended for that course. There-
fore, attention should be paid to this when introducing a new course; and
a change in programme structure could be seen as a possibility for careful
re-evaluation of existing courses and course elements.

The MSc education at University of Copenhagen in Food Science and
Technology with specialization in Dairy Technology has in recent years in-
cluded a 15 ECTS thematic course dealing with processes and equipment
used in the dairy industry. While the relevance of the course is obvious
to both students and teachers, and the course description outlines a fairly
well aligned course, the student evaluations of the course performed on
Absalon at the end of the course, have been relatively negative. There are
several reasons for this, and some of these will be touched upon in more
detail in this document, but the overall conclusion must be that improve-
ments are needed. Furthermore, there has been an increased focus from
both the university and the food/dairy industry, which should employ many
of the students finishing the MSc education, on improvement and strength-
ening of the field of technology in the education. It has been decided that
from the academic year 2013-14 the course will be split into two 7.5 ECTS
courses covering Food Process Equipment in more generic terms and Dairy
Processes and Equipment, respectively. The more generic course will be
mandatory for more than one MSc specialization, thereby it is also hoped
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to spend the teaching resources in the department more efficiently by min-
imizing teaching of more or less the same topics in different courses.

Constructive alignment is an example of outcomes-based design of
teaching and learning. It was introduced by John Biggs in the 1990s and is
based on a constructivist theory of learners needing to construct knowledge
through own activities and the need for alignment between the intended
outcomes and the way these are taught/learned and assessed (Biggs & Tang
2011). The intended learning outcomes (ILOs) should describe both what
the students are supposed to learn as well as how it should be learned and
at which level. This may be achieved by the use of verbs stating an activ-
ity rather than just a topic, and the choice of a specific verb indicates the
level of understanding intended, e.g. based on the SOLO (Structure of the
Observed Learning Outcome) taxonomy (Biggs & Tang 2011). Obviously,
the ILOs should be designed so that the students are intended to reach an
appropriate level of complexity in their understanding during the course.
When the ILOs are in place, teaching/learning activities (TLAs) should be
designed to match these, meaning that if the ILOs says “analyze” then the
students should be trained in analyzing (the topic or data etc. in question)
and not just watch the teacher doing it while taking notes. Finally, the as-
sessment tasks (ATs) should assess the students on their level of perfor-
mance with respect to the ILOs and using the competences obtained in the
TLAs (Biggs & Tang 2011).

Aim of the project

The overall aim of the present project is to come up with a suggestion
for structure and content of the re-designed course “Dairy Processes and
Equipment” when this course is split from a 15 ECTS thematic course
called “Dairy Processes and Equipment” into two 7.5 ECTS courses, called
“Food Process Equipment” and “Dairy Processes and Equipment” (from
here called DPE), respectively. Special attention will be paid to constructive
alignment of the new course ensuring coherence between ILOs as described
in the course catalogue, the TLAs, and the ATs. Furthermore, focus will be
put on evaluation of teaching, both in the form of re-designing the ATs of
the course and in learning from the student responses in their evaluations
of the present course.

I have been involved in the teaching of this course for several years, but
I am not the course responsible, and therefore, the present project can only
be viewed as suggestions for the structure of the future course.
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Methods and resources

The design of the new 7.5 ECTS course is based on the course descrip-
tions for both the present 15 ECTS course and the new course. My personal
reflections regarding constructive alignment of the present course will be
included along with my suggestions for improvements for the new course.
The evaluation comments received from the students following the course
(both in 2012 and 2013) will also be included in the consideration for de-
sign of the new course.

Furthermore, I have had discussions with other teachers from the MSc
specialization in Dairy Technology about possibilities for relevant teaching
within the focus areas of the course, the use of external teachers, ways to
find relevant literature/materials and the compatibility of the course with
the others courses of the specialization.

Results and discussion

Course descriptions

When the course descriptions for the present and the new course are com-
pared many similarities are seen. A few new topics have been specified
for the new course, but the main difference is that the project work has
been reduced from more than 300 hours to 80 hours. The number of ILOs
has been reduced from 12 to 8, which is still quite many, but as I see it,
a consequence of the demand for ILOs in three categories (Knowledge,
Skills and Competences). The stated TLAs are basically the same for the
two courses (lectures, practicals, excursion and project work) even though
the relative amount of each might be changed. Finally, the exam has been
changed slightly, putting more weight on the oral examination than previ-
ously it is changed from covering 25% to 50% of the final grade.

In terms of constructive alignment I have previously stated that the
present course is fairly well aligned (Hougaard 2013), but there are is-
sues which should receive further attention. The ILOs could be improved
in formulation, and the project work may become too dominating, when
the TLAs and ATs are so heavily focused on this. This raises the discussion
important for most courses of obtaining the right balance between coverage
and in-depth study as a result of more and more knowledge gathering within
all fields. Furthermore, there is a small “course within the course” covering
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the topic rheology and the placement of this topic here might need some
reconsideration (Hougaard 2013). This rheology course is still included in
the new DPE, since it has been evaluated that the topic is important and this
is after all the most relevant placement of it.

The marked reduction in number of hours allocated to project work
may seem as a reduction in a TLA where the students are the most active
and responsible for their own learning, and this is also a result of the cho-
sen compromise between coverage and in-depth study. Furthermore, in the
evaluations from the course both in 2012 and in 2013 there were comments
like:

“I think the project is too big. . . Thought too much time was allocated
to this and that time would have been better spent on more teaching and a
more controlled practical work so that less time was spent on it.” (Trans-
lated from Danish)

“The time spent on project work was suitable. But it was the only activ-
ity there was.”

“The project is almost the entire course, and this is probably too much,
the lectures we had in the beginning of the course are very far away by
now. . . ” (Translated from Danish)

These comments (among others) suggest that the students actually like
the project work, but there should also be room for other activities, and
when the course is split in two there is not time enough to keep the big
projects, but the project work will still cover almost 40% of the course
workload (80 hours out of totally 206 hours).

The overall conclusion regarding the constructive alignment signaled
in the course description is that the description for the new DPE course is
an improvement over the old course description, but further improvements
are possible, especially I would, in general, suggest ILO descriptions to be
reconsidered whenever possible. The time allocated different TLAs may
also need reconsideration when practical experience with the new DPE has
been obtained, especially regarding the project work.

Suggested structure of the new DPE

The teaching in the course, besides the project work, has been grouped
slightly based on the topics defined in the course description and types of
TLAs are suggested for each group (Figure 3.1). An overview of the amount
of lectures within each of the topics has been made, partly based on the
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amount of lectures given within the topics also taught in the present course
(Figure 3.2).
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* These lectures are likely to be held by guest lecturers from the industry.  

** A total of 28 hours is a deviation from the course description stating 30 hours. The deviation is necessary due to 

Danish holidays decreasing the available hours for teaching. 

Fig. 3.1. Grouping and suggestion for TLAs for the topics covered in the new course
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Fig. 3.2. Distribution of lecture hours between topics

An overview of the TLAs and ATs covering the ILOs stated in the
course description is shown in Appendix A. A suggestion for ILOs for
each module and the project work to state in more detail what is expected
taught/learned and at which level has also been done (Appendix B), but
these need to be reconsidered before use, since they now are only my per-
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sonal, sometimes vague, thoughts of what needs to be learned within a spe-
cific topic.

Within the field of Dairy Technology and the MSc education with this
specialization we are privileged with an industry caring very much about
our activities and the education in general. Therefore, we have good op-
portunities for going on industry visits and also for getting guest lecturers
from the industry teaching some of the topics where we have less experi-
ence ourselves in the research group.

One of the big challenges of teaching within the field of food industry
equipment/processing technology is the scarceness of literature available at
an adequate academic level describing the equipment and processing. There
are a few textbooks within the subject, but they are relatively old and some
are not even available for sale any more. Therefore, the students tend to be-
come dependent on the lectures and maybe the power point slides or simi-
lar from the lectures, which is not optimal. The scientific papers within the
topics are often primarily focused on product properties rather than equip-
ment functionality, but so far a combination of excerpts of available text-
books, scientific papers and lecture slides have been used. This challenge is
also visible in the evaluation comments from the present course (2012 and
2013):

“It (the textbook material) was OK but I miss more literature that actu-
ally describes equipment, for example I think there is nothing about clean-
ing of dairy equipment” (Translated from Danish)

“There was in reality no relevant textbook material besides the slides,
which in general are good.” (Translated from Danish)

“There is a lack of curriculum for some of the different unit operations
. . . It might be a god idea to have something for further reading” (Trans-
lated from Danish)

The selection of literature for the new course should be improved com-
pared to the present course, and some work should be put into this challenge
as soon as possible, though lying outside the scope of this project. At some
point it might become necessary for the teachers of this course to spend the
time needed for writing some lecture notes or similar text material for the
course.

Teaching/learning activities

In Figure 3.1, a number of different TLAs are suggested for the new course.
These TLAs are all well-known and also part of the teaching in the present
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course, except practicals and demonstration that have been kept to a mini-
mum and the project work has been the primary hands-on activity.

Lectures

In the literature there are several reports demanding justification for the use
of traditional lectures to the extent still observed in many university courses
(e.g. Gibbs (1981), Mazur (1997)). According to the course description, 30
hours of lecturing is intended for the new DPE, which is around 15% of
the total workload. I find this amount appropriate for the course, but the
lecturers should still pay attention to their way of lecturing, since there
are ways of lecturing that stimulate student learning and thinking (Trigwell
et al. (1999), Mazur (1997)). Some of the lectures in the new DPE are ex-
pected to be held by guest lecturers from the (dairy) industry, e.g. the topics
of cheese production and slicing, dicing and shredding of cheese (Figure
3.2). Guest lectures of this type has been used successfully previously, but
in terms of curriculum for the topics and inclusion of the topics in the ATs,
it might be necessary to emphasize to the visitors what is expected from
them and what we expect the students to be able to do afterwards.

Practicals/demonstrations

Three practicals of 4 hours each is planned for the new DPE. Two of these
are planned as demonstrations in our pilot plant facility, where technical
staff from the manufacturers of some of the equipment, which is other-
wise seldom used, should come and demonstrate the use of the equipment.
The students should during these demonstrations participate by collection
of relevant data showing the progress and state of the process demon-
strated. The equipment to be demonstrated is a filtration plant for sepa-
ration/concentration of products and a scraped surface heat exchanger for
production of butter/margarine type emulsions.

The third practical is a more traditional laboratory practical within the
topic rheology, where the students should perform different types of rheo-
logical measurements on dairy products.

Excursions

At least two excursions are planned, one covering the topic Drying and one
covering the topic Cleaning. For both these topics there are manufacturers
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of equipment based relatively close to the university who have expertise and
willingness to let the students in and teach them, along with visits to their
pilot plant and/or production facilities. The excursion to a manufacturer of
equipment for drying could also be combined with a similar excursion in
one of the other MSc courses dealing primarily with powder functionality,
so that the company will have only one visit, but covering a whole day and
cross disciplinary aspects of drying within the dairy industry from equip-
ment manufacture to testing of product functionality.

A possible third excursion could go to a manufacturer of many types of
equipment used in the dairy industry, SPX Flow Technology, and thereby
deal with subjects from different modules. However, there might be some
time issues in the course, making a third excursion hard to fit in, as the
course is placed in the spring where the Danish holidays often fall on teach-
ing days, e.g. in 2014 this course will lose a total of 8 hours for teaching
due to Easter Monday and Whit Monday.

As stated for the use of guest lecturers inside the university, attention
should be paid to the learning objectives and the inclusion of the topics in
the ATs.

Project work

In the present course the students have had more than 300 hours to plan,
perform and report a project. The planning and practical work has been
done in small teams of 3-4 students, whereas the report has been pre-
pared individually. In the new DPE only 80 hours has been allocated to
the projects, which means that the projects need to be re-designed. There
is room for approximately three and a half days (28 hours) of experimental
(pilot plant/laboratory) work within the new course plan, and the remaining
time should be used for planning, literature study, data analysis and report
writing.

The decrease in time available for project work means that the settings
around the projects need to be changed. In the present course the students
choose between rather loosely defined projects and start planning their
work with literature study and selection of process changes and analysis
they want to perform. This often results in students asking for analysis that
are not available, either due to instrument limitations or due to time limi-
tations for training/supervision within a certain analysis. The planning part
should definitely not be removed from the project work, but the projects
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may need to be more tightly defined and designed to be realistically per-
formed within relatively short time (fewer parameter changes, less analysis
etc.). Possibly a list of available methods for analysis should be handed out
to avoid that they spend time on finding methods which they cannot use
anyway.

Assessment tasks

The ATs of the present course are almost purely summative. The students
get one grade in the end of the course, where their written report accounts
for 75% and the remaining 25% is based on a short oral examination. The
oral exam could/should in principle cover the entire course, however, in
reality this exam has had a form as a very short defense of the project report,
with an oral presentation of the project followed by a few questions from
teacher(s) and censor. The feedback the students get during the course is
a discussion and approval of their experimental plan for the project, and
possibly some discussion of results during project supervision.

According to the course description, the summative assessment in the
new DPE consists of the same elements, but the weight of the project report
has been reduced to 50% and the weight of the oral exam increased to 50%.
It seems reasonable that the report from the project work covering approx.
40% of the course workload could account for 50% of the final grade, but
from my point of view the oral exam needs to be changed to a format where
it assesses the learning outcome of the other TLAs. This is also asked for
in the student evaluations (2012 version):

“. . . It seems like you at the exam are “only” held accountable for your
own project, and thereby the exam do not cover the curriculum as such. . . ”
(Translated from Danish)

In some literature regarding motivation of students to read for lectures
and engage actively in TLAs there seems to be an anticipation of students
being lazy, or maybe more correctly, strategic in their work, meaning that if
there is no consequence of not reading and working, then they just do not do
it (e.g. Gibbs & Simpson (2002)). I do not think that this is completely true,
but nevertheless, I think it is necessary to assess the intended competences
gained through the DPE course more broadly than it is done in the present
course. It is therefore suggested that the oral exam is used to assess the
other TLAs and not directly the project work. This can be done in numerous
different ways and only a couple of those will be mentioned and discussed
here.
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The “easy” solution is to do a traditional oral examination where the
student draws a question from a pile of questions and then with or without
further time for preparation is tested within that particular topic. In this
way the students do not know which topic they will be tested within and
therefore, at least in theory, they will learn them all. The questions could
deal with a process or a specific piece of equipment and the students then
be asked to describe the functionality of the equipment, the type of data that
could be obtained during processing and to suggest changes to the process
necessary in order to change a certain product in a certain way (or vice
versa). My primary concern about this form of assessment is that it might
be difficult to assess high level competences intended for the course in this
way, since it would be possible for the students to do much of the exam
fairly well simply by rote learning of a few facts regarding the processes
and equipment included in the course.

Another possible form for the oral exam is to ask the students to make
some sort of portfolio from assignments and activities during the course
which they have to present at the oral exam and answer questions from
teacher(s) and censor within. The students will then need to hand in the
portfolio as well as the project before the exam and they might find this
being too much, even though the materials for the portfolio should have
been prepared during the course, they do still need to do the selection of it
and deliver it in a presentable manner. This type of assessment is according
to Biggs (1996) strongly implicated in the constructivism in learning, since
the students need to select and provide evidence that they have obtained the
intended learning outcomes.

Besides the changing of the oral exam, I would also like to introduce
some formative assessments during the course. Formative assessment is
done during learning (Biggs & Tang 2011) with the overall purpose to con-
tribute to the learning process by informing the students about their perfor-
mance (Yorke 2003). Formative assessment may also be called formative
feedback, and the importance and efficiency of timely, sufficient, interactive
feedback between students and teachers has been emphasized by a number
of authors (e.g. Yorke (2003), Black & William (2001), Gibbs & Simpson
(2002), Biggs & Tang (2011)).

As mentioned previously, some form of feedback is already given on the
project work in the present course, as the students need to present a project
plan to the supervisor and receive feedback on the outline and quality of this
plan, and an approval of the project plan is needed for the practical work to
start. This feedback should continue in the new course, so it still is required
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to prepare a project plan that is reviewed and commented on by the project
supervisor and when sufficient, approved by the supervisor. Furthermore,
some more formal supervision during the project preparation should also
be included to provide feedback on the work progress, data interpretation
etc. This has also been asked for in the student evaluations of the present
course (2013):

“. . . More consultation with tutor on project progress to ensure analysis
methods etc. are the correct ones chosen and ensure project is moving in
the correct direction.”

In module 6, rheology, I suggest that some sort of test is included in the
teaching material, possibly design a test that can be done in Absalon (the
course homepage). Such test could provide the students (and the teacher)
with information on whether they have grasped the ideas of this topic, and
the individual student could figure out what he/she specifically needs to
improve his/her skills within.

I have had certain difficulties in finding ways of formative feedback
for the remaining modules without introducing excessive amounts of work
on the teachers. I have thought about introducing some sort of reflection
paper for each module and some peer assessment of these, but I have not
so far been able to design a format of this, which I believe that the students
will engage in. Small assignments within the module topics could also be
developed, but they would still need to be assessed and discussed in some
way.

Conclusions, reflections and perspectives

The aim of the present paper was to re-design the course Dairy Processes
and Equipment from a 15 ECTS thematic course into a 7.5 ECTS course
covering the dairy specific part of processing and equipment and supple-
menting another new 7.5 ECTS course covering processing and equipment
in the food industry more generally.

One major change in the new DPE course is the decrease in the amount
of time spent by the students doing project work in teams, but there is still
room for the project fulfilling some of the intended learning outcomes of
the course. There is also coherence between the projects’ part of the course
workload and the weight of the project in the final assessment. Many of the
lectures in the present course can be moved more or less directly into the
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new course, though it is still recommended for the teachers to pay attention
to their ways of lecturing and activation of the students.

Laboratory/pilot plant practicals/demonstrations have been introduced
in order to ensure that the students get broader practical skills than in the
present course, where this is primarily obtained through the project work.

Finally, the assessment tasks of the course have been evaluated and
changes are definitely needed. The weight of the project report has been
reduced, and the oral exam is suggested to be re-designed to cover the other
teaching/learning activities of the course, but decisions still need to be done
on the actual format of the oral exam. Introduction of more formative as-
sessment is also suggested, but more work needs to be done in designing
a format that the students are likely to engage in without adding too much
work on the teacher/course responsible.

The structure of the new course has been designed with the aim of im-
proving the constructive alignment of the course compared to the present
course and trying to incorporate new topics and TLAs also based on the
previous students’ suggestions for improvements to the course in their eval-
uation responses given at the end of the courses in 2012 and 2013.

This project is only the first step in the work that needs to be done
to change the course and improve it. More work is needed in the detailed
planning of excursions, demonstrations and guest lectures, but it should be
possible to plan an improved course for 2014, which could serve as basis
for further improvements for future courses.
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A An overview of the TLAs and ATs covering the ILOs
stated in the course description
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Appendix A 

Category Course Intended Learning 

Outcomes 

Teaching/Learning 

Activities 

Assessment Tasks (f/s)* 

Knowledge Identify and describe the 

principle(s) behind the 

processes and equipment 

needed in production of 

dairy products 

All lectures and 

excursions module 1-5 

Practicals/demonstrations 

Project work 

Assignments/reflection paper – 

peer assessment (f)** 

Final exam – project report 

Final exam – oral examination 

Explain the effects of dairy 

processes and equipment 

on the molecular, physical 

and chemical properties of 

dairy products during the 

different stages of 

processing 

Practicals/demonstrations 

Project work 

Assignments/reflection paper – 

peer assessment (f)** 

Approval of project plan (f) 

Final exam – project report (s) 

Final exam – oral examination (s) 

Possess comprehension of 

the flow and rheological 

properties of fluids and 

elastic materials based on 

knowledge from physics 

and chemistry 

Lectures module 6 

Rheology practical 

(Project work) 

Absalon test (multiple choice?) (f) 

Final exam – oral examination (s) 

(Project report (s)) 

Skills Analyze complex unit 

operations and processes in 

the dairy industry and 

apply previously obtained 

knowledge of physics and 

chemistry to them 

Lectures module 1-5 

Practicals/demonstrations 

Project work 

Assignments/reflection paper – 

peer assessment (f)** 

Final exam – oral examination (s) 

Final exam – project report (s) 

Apply relevant methods for 

characterization of physical 

and chemical properties of 

dairy products and analysis 

of data 

Project work Approval of project plan (f) 

Final exam – project report (s) 

Structure a scientific report 

based on primary literature 

and obtained experimental 

results  

Project work 

Competences Collect relevant data in 

dairy processing lines for 

monitoring and identifying 

changes in chemical and 

physical properties of dairy 

materials during processing 

Practicals/demonstrations 

Project work 

Assignments/reflection paper – 

peer assessment (f)** 

Final exam – oral examination (s) 

Final exam – project report (s) 

Work in a group to 

structure research work an 

report writing 

Project work Approval of project plan (f) 

Final exam – oral examination (s) 

Final exam – project report (s) 

*f: Formative assessment; s: summative assessment 
**The structure of this AT needs further considerations before introduction 
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B Suggestions for ILOs for the modules of the new “Dairy
Processes and Equipment”
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Appendix B 

Suggestions for ILOs for the modules of the new “Dairy Processes and Equipment”  

Course module ILOs 

1 – General treatments used for different 

dairy products 

Describe the principles of heat treatment, 

homogenization and filtration processes  and the 

equipment needed 

Explain the differences related to different types of 

dairy products 

Collect and analyze process data 

2 – Cheese Describe equipment used for cheese production and 

cheese cutting 

Explain differences between equipment types and 

relation to cheese quality and process efficiency 

Discuss problems and solutions in slicing, dicing 

and shredding of cheese 

3 – Drying Describe the principles of drying processes and 

equipment used in the dairy industry  

Discuss the relation between processing parameters 

and product quality 

4 – Freezing Describe the process and equipment used in ice 

cream production 

Explain the effects of changing processing 

parameters on product functionality and quality 

5 – Cleaning Describe cleaning processes and principles applied 

for different types of equipment 

 

6 – Rheology Describe viscous, elastic and viscoelastic properties 

of foods and methods for analysis 

Discuss the relevance of rheological parameters for 

characterization of different types of dairy products 

Apply rheological analysis methods to dairy 

products and interpret the results in terms of product 

properties 

Project Plan and conduct experiments in teams 

Investigate, document and communicate effects of 

changing processing parameters on product 

properties and functionality 

Apply relevant literature to explain observed effects 
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Developing the course “Ecology and Ecosystems
Science in Relation to Environmental
Economics”

Inge Stupak, Lars Vesterdal and Morten Ingerslev

Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management, University of
Copenhagen

Introduction

This work reports group work by three colleagues involved in the estab-
lishment of a new MSc level course in natural resource ecology. The report
therefore reflects our current effort to design and establish a new course and
at the same time serves to meet the requirements for passing the course in
university pedagogy.

Background

The MSc Programme in “Environmental and Natural Resource Economics”
(ENRE) should make students capable of using a wide range of quantita-
tive and qualitative methods for analysing economic effects of environmen-
tal and natural resource policies. Such economic analyses are important as
support for policy and management decisions that concern the use and con-
servation of environmental and natural resources. According to the course
description, students should become familiar with environmental and nat-
ural resource policy and project appraisal, including for example how to
use economic instruments to efficiently control pollution problems and op-
timise the extraction of natural resources over time (Appendix A).

The MSc programme ENRE aims to develop four general attributes
and professional competences (Appendix A). The course we wish to de-
sign should particularly support the students’ ability to “understand basic
information on environmental phenomena in natural science”. Previously
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no specific course within ENRE has directly focused on this competence.
A thematic course in the first year has included a two to three week teaching
module where teachers from environmental sciences taught cases from their
own field of research, for example different environmental aspects of natu-
ral resource management such as sustainable bioenergy feedstock produc-
tion and harvesting, management of carbon in forest ecosystems, ground-
water as a natural drinking water resource, and issues related to groundwa-
ter pollution.

In 2012 it was decided that students of the ENRE MSc programme to a
larger extent should acquire competence, understanding and insight in en-
vironmental and natural resource sciences, and that this should be done by
including a 15 ECTS course to cover these issues. It was initially considered
whether students could participate in an existing course for students in the
MSc programme “Forest and Nature Management”, “Ecology and Man-
agement of Forest and other semi-natural terrestrial ecosystems”1, which
is taught by Karsten Raulund-Rasmussen and J. Bo Larsen. However, the
backgrounds and competence profiles of the two groups of students would
be different. The existing course focuses on ecological understanding and
management and planning in relation to forest and semi-natural terrestrial
ecosystem. The ENRE students should also obtain understanding of natural
resource ecology, but rather than management and planning, a crucial goal
of the learning is, as expressed by one of the teachers in the programme,
Frank Jensen, be able to read, understand and assess scientific literature on
environmental and natural resource issues. Another shortcoming is that the
existing course does not cover agricultural land uses, while several of the
cases used later in the ENRE programme deals with agriculture. It was fi-
nally decided to establish a new specifically tailored course for the ENRE
students.

The three authors of this report form a group of core teachers to cover
the content of this new course in ecology and natural resources. As long-
term colleagues we expect that our individual competences will be comple-
mentary in terms of research experiences. We are all working with sustain-
able management of ecosystems, but from slightly different points of view.
Lars covers environmental impacts of land-use change and forest manage-
ment and provisioning of ecosystem services related to carbon sequestra-
tion, water quality and water recharge. Morten covers environmental im-
pacts related to Christmas tree production, ecology and growth of urban

1 http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LNAK10064.aspx$

 http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LNAK10064.aspx$
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trees, biomass and bio-ash chemistry, soil amendment with bio-ash and for-
est fertilization generally. Inge is experienced in environmental impacts re-
lated to production of woody bioenergy feedstock within forests and short
rotation systems, and also covers forest and biomass certification. Lars and
Inge have a forestry and forest ecology background, whereas Morten has a
background in chemical engineering.

During autumn 2012 we drafted the course description including the
general intended learning objectives (ILO) of the new course with inspira-
tion from the ILOs of the course “Ecology and Management of Forest and
other semi-natural terrestrial ecosystems”, together with inputs from other
teachers of the ENRE MSc programme:

“The aim is to give the student an in-depth understanding of the ecol-
ogy of various land uses, e.g. forestry, agriculture, heathland, and dune
ecosystems, and the interactions among them at the landscape level. The
student should understand the reasoning behind the use of various man-
agement tools in different ecosystems according to specific management
goals. Temperate ecosystems will be in focus, but the principles will be
general and relevant for other biomes.”

A number of more specific ILOs were formulated and structured as
leading to knowledge, skills, and competences, respectively. The complex-
ity of the ILOs increases from one level to the next, as required by the fa-
culty template for course descriptions. This template is based on the “struc-
ture of observed learning outcome” (SOLO) taxonomy (Biggs & Tang
2007, p. 76) that describes how a learner’s performance increases in com-
plexity from lower to higher hierarchical levels.

The full course description was submitted to the Institute of Geo-
sciences and Natural Resource Management on the second of November
2012 (Appendix B), under the title: “Ecology and Ecosystem Science in
relation to Environmental Economics” and it was passed on to the Board of
Studies on 16 November 2012. The approval is still pending.

Ideas about course design for effective teaching and learning

The ultimate aim of any professional education course is to improve the
professional competences of the students (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 50). This
approach is confirmed by recommendations in a report by the Ministry of
Science, Innovation and Education in Denmark, which states that teach-
ing and assessment to a higher degree must be seen in relation to compe-
tences needed by graduates (FIVU 2006). This requires a well composed
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study programme, and good and effective teaching in the courses of the
programme.

Identification of the need for a new course in a study programme

The establishment of a new course must be justified by a gap in courses
to cover the intended learning objectives (ILOs) of the study programme
ILOs and it should contribute substantially to fulfill ILOs in the competence
profile of the general part of the MSc Programme. Obviously, a MSc pro-
gramme design with the same issues addressed at the same level in several
courses would be redundant and most probably lead to student complaints
(Biggs & Tang 2007).

The need for a course at MSc level should not only be justified in a gap
in course curriculum since the necessary competences of students to some
extent could have been obtained through their BSc programme. However,
in international MSc programmes the background of students is often too
heterogeneous to provide a well-defined common competence level, even if
they must fulfill certain minimum requirements, often formulated as having
a relevant BSc degree. To the extent possible, it is however, still useful to
analyze information regarding student background, for example by use of
experiences from teachers within the study programme.

Constructive alignment

According to the experiences of Biggs & Tang (2007) good and effective
teaching may be achieved if courses are designed according to two princi-
ples (p. 50):

1. A constructivist learning theory
2. Alignment between ILOs, the teaching/learning activities (TLAs) and

the assessment tasks (ATs)

The constructivist theory explains that learners should use their own
activity to construct their knowledge or other learning outcomes (what the
student does is more important for the learning than what the teacher does).
The principle of alignment implies that TLAs should implement the verbs
of the ILOs that are thus activated in the TLAs and ATs. Once the verbs
of the ILOs have been specified, it should be clear what the TLAs are and
what the student needs to perform in the ATs (p.52). Biggs & Tang (2007)
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call the combination of these two principles constructive alignment, which
is the fundamental principle they suggest for designing good and effec-
tive teaching. The use of this principle is also recommended for quality
in university education by the Ministry of Science, Innovation and Higher
Education (FIVU 2006).

Designing intended teaching and learning outcomes (ILOs)

From the principle of constructive alignment it is clear that the design of the
ILOs is a crucial element in course design, as it influences all other elements
of the course. The ILOs should clearly stipulate the kind of knowledge that
should be learned, using a verb that clearly indicates also the level at which
it should be learned, and performance should be displayed. Biggs & Tang
(2007) suggest the following steps in formulation of course ILOs (p. 72):

1. Decide what kind of knowledge should be involved
2. Select which topics to teach
3. Decide the level of understanding desirable for the students to achieve

As for the kind of knowledge, Biggs & Tang (2007) distinguish declara-
tive knowledge from functioning knowledge (p. 72). Declarative knowledge
is knowledge about something or how to do something, while functioning
knowledge is being able to do. Functioning knowledge is created through
the student’s own experiences, and puts the declarative knowledge to work.

The ultimate aim of the university education is that the students ob-
tain functional knowledge, but there are still a number of reasons justifying
that also declarative knowledge is being taught and learned. These include
teaching and learning of contents that related to general cultural issues, the
profession, or bears on functioning knowledge broadly and specially in re-
lation to everyday decision making (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 81).

The selection of topics and the context in which they should be pre-
sented is judged by the experts involved in designing the course, but es-
pecially in this context it is worth noting that when more teachers are in-
volved, there is a tendency that courses get a broad coverage, at the expense
of deeper understanding, and more likely lead to surface learning (Biggs &
Tang 2007, p. 82), while effective teaching should rather eliminate those as-
pects which encourage surface approaches to learning, and instead set the
stage for students to more readily use deep approaches to learning (p. 31).
However, it is also mentioned that the range of topics that can be taught
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without losing depth in understanding is larger if the teaching is effective
and properly designed.

When deciding on the required level of understanding, it is important
to know what are the reasons for teaching a particular topic; is it to give the
students a broader picture, to inform them about the current state-of-the-art,
to make them gain professional competences likely to be needed at some
point in time, or to provide them with knowledge needed here and now in
problem-based learning (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 83)? The SOLO taxonomy
(Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome) is a tool for defining the de-
sirable level of understanding. Biggs and Tang (2007) distinguish between
four different levels: unistructural, multistructural, relational, and extended
abstract, and list a number of verbs that are suitable for each level (Biggs &
Tang 2007, Table 5.1., p. 80).

Biggs and Tang (2007) recommend including no more than five to six
course ILOs, as the alignment otherwise becomes too complicated.

Teaching and learning activities (TLAs)

According to the principle of alignment, the TLAs should implement the
verbs of the ILOs, with the ILOs being activated through the TLAs and
finally also the ATs. The most common TLA is to offer the students straight
listening to lectures. However, such lectures do not activate the student.
The term ‘teaching session’ may be used as an extended concept, with a
teaching session being a teaching and learning situation that can involve a
number of TLAs. These situations may take place in or outside the class
room (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 105).

TLAs for learning declarative knowledge should activate the student
e.g. by making the student work with the knowledge in the exercises us-
ing student-student interaction with appropriate intervals (Biggs and Tang,
2007). Such activities are needed if students TLAs should support common
ILOs that include the verb ‘explain’. The students’ understanding can be
tested by letting them declare the take-home messages from the lecture, do
multiple-choice tests or by reading back in their own words.

TLAs suitable for functioning knowledge should put the declarative
knowledge to work. Most TLAs developed for functioning knowledge
make use of the student-student interaction in the form of for example
group work or role plays (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 140). Group work will
be most efficient if the student have sufficient background knowledge or an
adequately broad range of relevant experiences to be able to contribute to
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the build-up of knowledge within the group (Marzano 2004), even if more
knowledge and experiences will also be built up while solving the task. The
size of the group needed for optimal learning will depend on the nature of
the task and the group dynamics. For example, it has been shown that in
western cultures, larger groups lead to some persons leaving the work to
others, while in the Chinese culture it was found to be opposite (Biggs &
Tang 2007, p. 140). A number of group activities are mentioned and de-
scribed by (Biggs & Tang 2007, pp. 141-143): buzz, syndicate, jigsaw, and
problem-solving groups. Other types of student-student interaction may be
generated in so-called learning cells or by reciprocal questioning. In group
formation it is recommended by Yamane (2006, cf. Biggs and Tang, 2007,
p. 141), that students are assigned to groups randomly. He found that groups
formed by friends or voluntary membership tend to use more time on off-
task activities.

Workplace activities through e.g. practicum or internships are other
types of TLAs mentioned by (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 143) as suitable for
functioning knowledge. The TLAs for functioning knowledge involve ac-
tivities that allow the students to get their own experiences. Such activities
are usually associated with verbs like solving, designing, managing, plan-
ning, performing etc. (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 72).

Assessment Tasks (ATs)

The ATs should, similarly to the TLAs, take a starting point in the verbs
used in the ILOs and activate these, so that there is alignment from ILOs to
TLAs and further on to ATs.

A distinction is made between formative and summative assessments,
which have two different purposes. Formative feedback and assessment
takes place during teaching and learning and serves to improve both learn-
ing and teaching, with the effectiveness of the teaching being directly de-
pending on the its ability to provide formative feedback (Biggs & Tang
2007, p. 163). On the other hand, the summative assessment is used to
grade the students at the end of the course, to see how well they learned
what they were supposed to. Teaching and learning does not take advan-
tage of the summative assessment.

In grading, a distinction is made between norm-referenced (NRA) and
criterion-referenced assessment (CRA). When using the norm-referenced
principle, the results of the assessment are expressed as comparisons be-
tween students after the teaching is over, where for the criterion-referenced
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principle they express the performance (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 179).
In Denmark, criterion-based summative assessment has now replaced the
norm-referenced assessment.

Alignment of individual course ILOs with teaching session ILOs

The ILOs of this course are connected to the different hierarchical struc-
tures of this course: ILOs on course description level, ILOs on module
level within the course, and ILO´s on lecture level (Fig. 4.1). In the de-
sign of each lecture the lecture ILOs need to be aligned with the TLAs and
ATs in the lecture

Fig. 4.1. Illustration of the alignment between the different hierarchical structures
of the course.

Alignment at all levels

When course ILOs are designed, it is important to ensure that they are
aligned with general graduate attributes set for the university, and the ILOs
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of the programme. As such, alignment should take place at three levels
(Biggs and Tang 2007, p. 85-87):
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Figure 2. Illustration of the alignment at all levels. 
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Fig. 4.2. Illustration of the alignment at all levels.

Student backgrounds

There is evidence that students learn more effectively when they already
know something about a subject area and when concepts in that area mean
something to them and to their particular background or culture (Marzano
2004). One of the reasons for this is that the student’s interest and curiosity
is activated when the teaching links the new information to the student’s
prior knowledge. With effectiveness of the teaching being increased when
students’ learning is based on their own experiences, it also seems obvious
that teaching must take account of the students’ previous experiences. This
is in line with social constructivism which encourages the learner to arrive
at his or her version of the truth, influenced by his or her background and
culture (Wikipedia 2012).

A goal for the teaching should therefore be that students are able to
connect new learning to their prior knowledge and experiences, and that
teachers relate new learning to students’ everyday lives and culture. This is
especially a challenge for courses with students from different professional
and national backgrounds, and when their backgrounds are different from
that of the teachers.

Step by step model to course design

Based on the above, five stages of the course design were identified, using
the principles of constructive alignment (modified from Biggs and Tang,
2007, p. 54):
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1. Describe the ILOs in the form of a verb (learning activity), its object
(the content) and specify the context and a standard that the students
are to attain. Make sure that there is alignment with university graduate
attributes and programme ILOs.

2. Create a learning environment using teaching/learning activities (TLAs)
that address the verb and take account of the students’ backgrounds,
including knowledge learned at undergraduate level. Such learning en-
vironmental is more likely to bring about the intended outcome.

3. Use assessment tasks (AT) that also contain that verb, thus enabling you
to judge with help of rubrics if and how well the students’ performances
meet the criteria.

4. Transform these judgements into grading criteria

When ILOs, TLAs and ATs should be implemented, a number of con-
crete additional challenges furthermore arise. These include for example:

1. Design of the individual lectures, which should also contain a set of
aligned lower level ILOs, TLAs and ATs.

2. Identification of teaching materials
3. Identification of the teacher group and challenges when there is a group

of teachers, compared to one or two teachers.

Theories related to these challenges have not been addressed by Biggs
and Tang (2007) and will not be addressed here.

Objective

The objective of this project is to take first steps in the design the course
“Ecology and Ecosystems Science in Relation to Environmental Economics
(TEMP0404)” to be included in the mandatory course curriculum of the
MSc Programme, “Environmental and Natural Resource Economic”, at the
Faculty of Science, University of Copenhagen. The principles of construc-
tive alignment should, together with other up-to-date knowledge about ef-
fective teaching and learning, be used in the design of the course. The
course has never been taught before, and will be launched in autumn 2013.

More specifically we aim at fulfilling the following criteria in our course
design:

1. Course ILOs should be aligned with MSc programme ILOs (which
should again be aligned with graduate attributes)
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2. Course ILOs, TLAs and ATs should reflect the background of students
to create motivation and thus ability to be successful.

3. Course ILOs, TLAs and ATs should be constructively aligned.

Methods

The course will be designed according to ideas and methods of Biggs and
Tang (2007), chapter 5. These ILOs will then be analysed for alignment
with graduate attributes and MSc programme ILOs using the method sug-
gested by Biggs and Tang (2007), chapter 4. The course TLAs and ATs
were designed using the principles outlined in Biggs and Tang (2007) chap-
ters 6-11, to be in alignment with the course ILOs.

The outlined pathway appears to be linear, but we applied the principles
in an iterative process where the different course components were revised
if a need or a potential for improvements was identified. The already sub-
mitted course description, including the drafted ILOs, formed a starting
point for a three-level analysis of the ILOs, and the further development
and design of the course. Even if the already formulated ILOs were new,
we decided to propose revised ILOs, before designing TLAs and ATs, if
our analysis showed a need for further alignment with graduate attributes
or Programme ILOs. We also propose changes to MSc programme ILOs if
a need for this was identified in relation to the programme ILOs addressing
topics to be taught and learned in the new course. The iterative approach
was also used in the alignment process for course ILOs, TLAs and ATs, for
example, if the time assigned to teach and learn a certain subject showed up
to be insufficient for reaching the ILOs. Such discrepancies were removed
by reorganising the time schedule and the TLAs or ILOs might be repri-
oritised. The iterative approach to the principles of constructive alignment
was thus used at all levels.

The work on the course design was divided into the following parts:

• Course alignment
– A two-level alignment of course ILOs with the MSc-programme

ILOs and course ILOs for other courses in the programme.
– An analysis of student backgrounds, including contents of relevant

undergraduate courses.
– Revised design of course ILOs (based on analyses in the above two

bullets).
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– Design of course TLAs and ATs, and analysing their alignment with
the course ILOs.

• Course implementation (implementation of ILOs, TLAs and ATs into
an overall course plan)
– Two level structure for all course elements, identifying a number

modules to be taught , and suggesting a number of teaching sessions
for each module, implemented into a calendar

– Identification of the teacher group
– Identification of teaching materials

• Development of an example lectures: alignment of lower level ILO,
TLA and ATs (for an individual teaching session)

• Synthesis, conclusions and further work to be performed until August
2013.

Course alignment

Aligning course with MSc programme ILOs and ILOs of other
programme courses

This analysis will be based on the ILOs of the MSc. Programme in En-
vironmental and Natural Resource Economics (Appendix A), the initially
suggested ILOs for the course we are designing (Appendix B), and course
ILOs for other courses in the programme. A second part of the analysis will
revise the course ILOs accordingly, and also includes thoughts from teach-
ers within the study programme on the competences that students should
obtain from following this course.

The analysis should reveal for example if there are gaps or disagree-
ments in course curriculum compared to the MSc programme ILOs, if the
course ILOs are supported by the other courses in the MSc programme and
if they are in general agreement with other teachers’ ideas about the com-
petences that students should obtain.

The course ILOs describe the main contents of the course, but we will
also formulate ILOs for the specific modules and teaching sessions of the
course. The course ILOs will thus be specified in a three-level structure

Student backgrounds and undergraduate courses

The analysis of student backgrounds is based on available information on
the students enrolled in the MSc Programme since 2003 (Appendix C), and
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on feedback from last year’s students of the ENRE programme, when they
were taught a module incorporating cases from environmental sciences in
one of the economic courses (Appendix D).

Revision of course ILOs

Following the analysis of MSc programme ILOs, student background and
information from economics teachers within the MSc programme we revisit
drafted course ILOs for possible revision.

Design of TLAs and ATs aligned with course ILOs

We broadly discuss teaching and learning activities (TLAs) and assessment
tasks (AT, formative and summative) required for constructive alignment of
ILOs, TLAs and ATs. Alignment is finally demonstrated from ILOs over
TLAs through ATs.

We will design the course using alignment in outcome-based teaching
and learning activities (based on the results from the above listed activities).

Identification of the framework of the course, including a calendar
showing the dates and times that the teaching will take place.

• Identifying the teachers and guest lecturers that need to be involved in
the course

• Planning the teaching and learning activities (TLAs) in alignment with
the ILOs. This will include formative assessments (ATs).

• Planning the summative assessments tasks (ATs) in alignment with the
ILOs

• Planning reflective evaluation discussions at the end of each parts of the
course

The TLAs will include teaching and tutorials in the classroom as well
as smaller excursions in the region of Copenhagen and Zealand.

Implementation

Course structure

A first step in the implementation procedure was the development of an
overall course structure, which included all ILOs, identified topics and con-
texts, and the associated TLAs and ATs. The overall structure was designed
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to reflect the relative importance of the different ILOs. The ILOs and asso-
ciated topics, TLAs and ATs were divided into modules that will be further
developed into a number of teaching sessions. The balance between the
different topics and the number and type of TLAs reflected the relative im-
portance of the topic expressed in the individual ILO.

Teaching and learning materials

It was attempted to find a text book that could be used for the course, rather
than relying on only selected individual studies or book chapters. If possible
to find a suitable book, we reasoned that this would give the students a better
overview of what should be learned.

We studied the text books used at BSc Level in the course Natural Re-
source Ecology which serves as the baseline ecology course for BSc Natu-
ral Resource candidates enrolled in the MSc programme. Text books used
in the new course would need to be at a higher level, and possibly more
targeted within the framework of ecosystem services and with link to soci-
etal needs in terms of natural resources. It was also sought to find textbooks
that directly address the use of ecological knowledge in environmental eco-
nomics.

Identifying the teacher group

The competences of the three core teaching were mapped in relation to
course ILOs and gaps in their competences were identified. It was attempted
to find ideal teachers for these topics, regardless if these were internal or
external teachers, or if they employed within universities or professionals
with public authorities or private companies.

A condition was that teachers from economic course in the programme
should be responsible for teaching lessons that make the usefulness of eco-
logical knowledge in environmental and natural resource economics clear
to the students.

Designing a constructively aligned lecture

We constructed a sample lecture not included here) within ILOs A1-3 and
B1-3, in the course structure placed within module 3, see chapter 5. The
lecture falls within the subject of bioenergy and is titled ’Sustainable pro-
duction of forest biomass for bioenergy’. A set of teaching session ILOs
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was designed to be in alignment with first mentioned course ILOs. TLAs
and ATs were designed to ensure that the specific teaching session ILOs
were met, and thus contributing to learning of the associated course ILOs.
Finally, the lecturing slides, and other teaching activities were elaborated.

Course and programme alignment

We carried out curriculum mapping, i.e. an analysis of alignment between
programme ILOs and course ILOs in order to confirm the need for a course
in ecology for students in the MSc. programme in Environmental and Nat-
ural Resource Economics, and to ensure that the drafted course ILOs of the
new course were aligned with the programme ILOs.

As a supplement to answer these questions, we also examined the
course curriculum for other optional courses in the MSc programme offer-
ing competences within basic ecology and environmental sciences and used
feedback from the study director on the student profile and from core teach-
ers regarding their previous experiences on the need that students possess
knowledge with ecology, and environmental and natural resource sciences.
This information was also used as a guideline for revising course contents.

The need for a new course

The course is expected to be placed in the first two blocks of the MSc
programme to provide the necessary background knowledge for students to
follow other courses. We examined the need for a new course by analyzing
the general description of the MSc programme and course curriculum of
the programme.

The overall objectives of the MSc programme (Appendix A) are:

1. “The objective of the programme is to offer students a coherent and
profession-oriented education within the field of environmental and
natural resource economics.”

2. “Among other things, students will become familiar with environmen-
tal policy and project appraisal, and such policy issues as how to use
economic instruments to control pollution problems and how to opti-
mise the extraction of natural resources over time.”
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A set of programme ILOs exist to fulfill these objectives (Appendix A,
see also Figure 4.5), and it was apparent that the new course could espe-
cially contribute to the general statement, that the study programme should
enable students to “understand basic information on environmental phe-
nomena in natural science”. It is also stated in other places that the foun-
dation within natural sciences is important: “Throughout, the programme
maintains an emphasis on incorporating the biophysical aspects of environ-
mental problems into the framework of environmental and resource eco-
nomics analysis.”

In the programme description is said that these aspects are being ad-
dressed in an introduction: “An introduction to applied ecology or envi-
ronmental eco-technology keeps the focus on the physical and biological
circumstances underlying environmental and natural resource policy prob-
lems.”

However, these aspects would receive more attention through the inclu-
sion of a new course specifically designed to provide common understand-
ing of applied ecology. Due to the quite diverse backgrounds of the stu-
dents, in some cases within politics, law and economy (Søren Boye Larsen,
personal communication), it is especially important that a common know-
ledge basis is established.

We also examined the mandatory course curriculum of the MSc pro-
gramme to check that no other courses address the same MSc programme
ILOs as the new course. No other mandatory courses address ecology and
environmental issues. However, a suggested optional core course “Envi-
ronmental Management in Europe” (LNAK100432) would be possible to
follow in the second year of the MSc as a more specialized policy-related
environmental management course with a specific European perspective,
but we see no direct overlap with this course.

In a mandatory thematic course, “Applied Environmental and Natural
Resource Economics” (block 3, LOJK102383), a two week module en-
tirely addressing environmental and natural resource issues has been taught.
However, we expect that this module will be removed as the new course is
introduced.

The overall conclusion is that a new course would bridge identified gaps
in programme ILOs and course curriculum, thereby strengthening the MSc
programme.

2 http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LNAK10043.aspx
3 http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LOJK10238.aspx

http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LNAK10043.aspx
http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LOJK10238.aspx
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Alignment of course and programme ILOs

As mentioned above, we identified one crucial ILOs of the MSc. pro-
gramme that directly relies on supporting knowledge ILOs in the new ecol-
ogy course: “Show acquaintance with relevant environmental phenomena
within natural science”. This is a very broad and vague knowledge-related
ILO that will now be matched and detailed by many ILOs of the new
course, including also more complex skill- and competence-related ILOs
(Appendix B).

Two skill- and competence-related ILOs of the MSc programme are
of more generic nature, i.e. the skill to “communicate solutions to the
management- and climate change-related problems in reports and oral pre-
sentations” and the competence to “work effectively in teams or on an indi-
vidual basis in multi-disciplinary settings...”. These MSc programme ILOs
are also well aligned with specific course ILOs.

Several ILOs of the MSc programme furthermore indirectly rely on
competences regarding understanding of ecosystems, their ecology and
functioning, when the students should apply the tools and perform analyses
on environmental and natural resource issues. Understanding of ecosystem
processes and patterns within relevant forest, agriculture or nature ecosys-
tems is thus required. An example is the ILO ”Identify relevant policy in-
struments to manage environmental problems and the utilization/extraction
of natural resources”, where knowledge of environment, natural resources
and ecosystems forms the framework for identification of economic in-
centives to promote a certain management. Moreover, graduates from the
programme “will later be charged with solving broad-spectrum problems
where economic disciplines, natural science and law are combined”.

It is concluded that the programme and course ILOs are well aligned,
and that there is sufficient degrees of freedom within the most relevant pro-
gramme ILOs to design specific course ILOs in a manner that makes them
complementary to other course ILOs and well linked to other courses.

Complementarity and linkage between ILOs of the new course and
existing courses

As the new course should provide a common basis for learning in other
courses, it should be properly linked to other courses and be complementary
to these.

One of the courses that most obviously link with the new course is
the course previously including the two week module on natural science
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Fig. 4.3. Examples of course ILOs that would contribute directly to ILOs of study
programme (Appendix A).
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issues, “Applied Environmental and Natural Resource Economics” (block
3, LOJK102384). Among the knowledge-related ILOs of this the thematic
course is “Give an overview of a topic from the point of view of natu-
ral science”. A skill-related ILO is to “Integrate natural science and eco-
nomics”, while a competence-related ILO is to “Identify the border lines
between economics and natural science”. Thus, a good foundation in nat-
ural resource and environmental science is a requirement for this course,
and the new course will strengthen the basis compared to the previous two
week module addressing natural science issues.

Feedback from teachers and students are however worth noticing when
revising course ILOs of the new course. The teacher of the thematic course
in block 3, “Applied Environmental and Natural Resource Economics”
(LOJK10238) has mentioned the importance of students obtaining suffi-
cient knowledge within environmental and natural resource sciences for
them to be able to read, understand and utilise scientific literature and find-
ings within these subjects“ (F. Jensen, personal communication). Feedback
from students, after the two-week natural science module taught in 2012,
showed that also students also saw a need for better integration of eco-
nomics with environmental science issues (Appendix D). They specifically
asked for use of literature that would help bridge this gap.

It is as such important that the new course will enable more time on how
to approach the application of studies on environmental services in applied
studies within environmental economics.

Student background

Analyses of student profiles and behavior 2003-2011 revealed that the typ-
ical student is increasingly a foreigner (53% in 2010 and 71% in 2011),
mainly from other EU countries, but not Nordic countries (Appendix C). In
2011, the few students from the University of Copenhagen (UoC) have a
BSc in Natural Resources or Agricultural Economics. Thus, the MSc pro-
gramme cannot rely on competences acquired in BSc programmes of the
UoC.

There are no statistics on the BSc background of the large group of
non-UoC students. A background in natural sciences is among the general
criteria for enrolment in the MSc programme, but the study director has
informed us that there may be several students allowed with no previous

4 http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LOJK10238.aspx

http://www.kursusinfo.life.ku.dk/Kurser/LOJK10238.aspx
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background in natural sciences. Student feedback (Appendix D) also indi-
cated that some students found it difficult to read scientific literature within
natural sciences and that there is a need for specifically training of this skill.
It will be a challenge to gauge the need for competence building of all stu-
dents as we expect that the level of competences in environmental science
from BSc level is quite heterogeneous within the student group.

Conclusion

We conclude that there is a clear gap in the course curriculum of the MSc
programme. This is based on 1) lack of mandatory natural science-devoted
courses in spite of the clear application of economic theories on issues re-
lated to environment and ecology, 2) information from economics teach-
ers that the natural science basis appears too weak in students, 3) the stu-
dent background analysis indicates that the MSc programme cannot rely on
competences expected to be acquired in BSc programmes of KU, and 4)
some students have no natural sciences background at all. ILOs of the MSc
programme and content of later courses do not provide any specific guid-
ance regarding focus on certain environmental issues of most relevance for
students. This leaves the options for the specific design of the course quite
open. The course in ecosystems ecology would therefore be a key course for
establishing the foundation of the MSc programme within natural sciences
to enable integration of natural science and economics.

Alignment of course ILO, TLA and ATs

Apart from the revision of the course ILOs as recommended above, this
section takes the development of the course one step further by designing
at set of TLAs and ATs suitable for the individual ILOs.

Revision of preliminary course ILOs

We revisited the preliminary ILOs based on information collated and ana-
lyses of MSc programme ILOs. Since the drafting of the ILOs that were
submitted to the board of studies we had more time to consider the in-
formation about the specific competence needs of students and additional
information about the background of students, as well as additional infor-
mation from a teacher in economic courses.
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Since the study director of ENRE specifically mentioned a paper by
Bateman et al. (2011) as a good example for understanding the role of the
course in the MSc programme course curriculum, we wanted to further em-
phasize the concept of ecosystem services. MSc progamme teachers and
the study director emphasized that there should be an early linkage be-
tween knowledge about natural resource science and its application in eco-
nomics, and we also wanted to support the ability of students to critically
read scientific literature within natural sciences for integration with eco-
nomic methodologies and analyses. This is specifically what distinguishes
the candidates within the ENRE MSc programme from “conventional” can-
didates in economics.

We therefore revised some of the ILOs to meet the needs for students
to:

1. Better understand the concept of ecosystem services
2. Critically read and understand scientific literature and be able to extract

qualitative as well as quantitative information on impacts of natural
resource management

3. Be able to use a common framework for integration of natural resource
management/environmental sciences and economics, i.e. the concept
of ecosystem services sensu the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005).

Furthermore, the wording of certain ILOs was revised for simplifica-
tion and to link up with the ecosystem service concept, and the number of
ILOs was reduced to get closer to the maximum of 5-6 course ILOs rec-
ommended by Biggs and Tang (2007). We also organized ILOs at the three
levels of understanding according to the concept that functioning know-
ledge ILOs should put declarative knowledge to work, cf. Biggs and Tangs
(2007). Therefore, each of the two knowledge ILOs are connected with an
ILO at the skill and competence levels. The revised course ILOs are pre-
sented in Figure 4.4, in which they are compared to the preliminary initial
course ILOs. The ILOs numbered with the same letter are linked so that the
knowledge ILO is put to work by the corresponding skill and competence
ILOs.
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understanding to be achieved, using SOLO taxonomy, is indicated in brackets. 

Level of 
under-
standing 

Initial ILOs Revised ILOs 

Knowledge 
(uni- and 
multi-
structural) 

Describe fundamental structures, functions and 
processes of systems ecology, for example 
biogeochemistry, soil processes, hydrology, 
succession, biodiversity, disturbance), including 
interactions between ecosystems. 

A1. Describe fundamental structures, functions and 
processes of ecosystems, for example 
biogeochemistry, soil processes, hydrology, 
succession, biodiversity, disturbance), including 
interactions between ecosystems and the concept of 
ecosystem services. 

Explain how ecosystem structures, functions and 
processes can be influenced by management and 
climate change. 

- 

Explain key theories and methodologies for 
ecosystem management, including principles of 
sustainable management, restoration, and 
protection of environmental values. 

B1. Explain key theories and methodologies for 
ecosystem management, including principles of 
sustainable management, restoration, and protection 
of environmental values and natural resources. 

Describe the most common certification and labeling 
systems relevant to sustainable and responsible 
management in forestry and agriculture. 

- 

 C1. Explain the process of creating scientific 
knowledge. 

Skills 
(multi-
structural, 
relational 
and 
extended 
abstract) 

Make plans for application of methods for 
ecosystem management. 

A2. Compare impacts of climate change and various 
ecosystem management methods on structures, 
functions and processes of ecosystems and thus the 
provisioning of ecosystem services. 

Develop long-term strategies, operational targets 
and specific operational plans for sustainable use 
and protection of various ecosystems, and evaluate 
agreement with standards of selected certification 
or labelling systems. 

B2. Apply strategies and operational targets in the 
planning of sustainable management and protection 
of various ecosystems, and evaluate the agreement 
of such plans with recognized standards for 
sustainable management or provisioning of 
ecosystem services. 

 Assess implications of management and climate 
change for ecosystem structures, functioning, and 
processes. 

- 

  C2. Critically read and understand scientific literature 
on quantitative and qualitative impacts of ecosystem 
management and climate change  

 Communicate solutions to the management- and 
climate change-related problems in reports and oral 
presentations. 

D2. Communicate solutions to the management- and 
climate change-related problems in reports and oral 
presentations. 

Competences 
(Extended 
abstract) 

Identify environmental possibilities/limitations in 
relation to management of ecosystems and 
mitigation and adaptation to climate change, 
including tradeoffs between reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental 
services. 

A3. Reflect on environmental possibilities/limitations 
in relation to management of ecosystems and 
mitigation and adaptation to climate change, 
including tradeoffs between various ecosystem 
services 

 Adapt principles and methods for management of 
ecosystems to achieve identified ecosystem services 
and goals. 

B3. Adapt principles and methods for management of 
ecosystems to achieve identified potentials for 
provision of ecosystem services. 

 Evaluate methods and plans for ecosystem 
management, e.g. by identifying strengths and 
weaknesses of various solutions in relation to 
specific sets of environmental challenges. 

C3. Use scientific literature for analyses of 
environmental impact as a basis for economic 
analyses, development of policies advice and 
governance measures related to environmental 
services (e.g. as in the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (MEA, 2005))  

 Cooperate effectively in multidisciplinary and 
multicultural groups within a group project. 

D3. Cooperate effectively in multidisciplinary and 
multicultural groups within a group project. 

18 
 Fig. 4.4. Initial and revised ILOs for the course. Revised or added ILOs in bold ital-
ics. The level of understanding to be achieved, using SOLO taxonomy, is indicated
in brackets.
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Learning environment and selection of suitable TLAs and ATs

We browsed the revised course ILOs in order to identify relevant TLAs
and ATs to establish the best possible learning environment and to enable
constructive alignment of the course according to Biggs and Tang (2007).

The course will form a major part of the teaching in the first block of
the MSc programme, and based on information on student background it
can be expected that very few students know each other from BSc level
and most of them have just arrived in Denmark. We therefore see it as an
important task for the course to establish a good learning environment by a
group activities during the first week, e.g. an excursion that will serve partly
as an introduction to the course content and partly as a social event, e.g. by
concluding the day with a few social get-together activities and a common
dinner at the Danish Forestry College in Nødebo.

It will also be emphasized in this first part of the course why students
should be motivated to learn about environmental and natural resource sci-
ences, particularly in case they have a more economic background. This
will be done by an early lecture on cases exemplifying situations where
professional environmental economists are needed for integration of nat-
ural sciences and economic analyses. The lecture should include a sound
example of such work as well as an example of wrong conclusions from
economic analyses in case the underlying assumptions from natural sci-
ences are false.

Furthermore, we will strive to create a good learning environment by
use of teaching/learning activities (TLAs) that address the verbs of the ILOs
and take account of the students’ backgrounds, including possible know-
ledge learned at undergraduate level. Such a teaching and learning environ-
ment is more likely to result in the intended outcome being achieved.

Teaching and learning activities (TLAs)

The selected constructively aligned ILOs, TLAs and ATs are given in Fig-
ure 4.5, with the reasoning behind the selection further explained in this
chapter.

The knowledge-related ILOs about basic ecology and ecosystem sci-
ence most concern learning of declarative knowledge and will be conveyed
through teaching sessions that contain the following types of TLAs:

1. Lectures, that are as much as possible based on a dialogue between
students and the teacher s using problem-based learning approach. The
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relatively small expected class size (25-30 students, Appendix C) en-
ables a high degree of student-teacher interaction during lectures, and
we will therefore aim at establishing an informal environment.

2. Exercises to be discussed in groups or with neighboring fellow students
will be an integrated part of the lectures that also ensures change in
activities. Formative assessment of these exercises will be carried out
within groups or in plenary, e.g. at the blackboard, check-out-points
in PowerPoint slides or multiple choice in Absalon guided by click-
ers as formative evaluation of own understanding of main take-home
messages

3. Excursions that will illustrate ecosystem structures, functions and pro-
cesses, and environmental services. The excursion will set the context
of the descriptive knowledge to be learned.

4. A group project which gives the student the possibility to explain the
knowledge to be learned in their own words.

Dialogue, small exercises and the project will serve to engage and acti-
vate the students, so that they will themselves gain experience in describing
or explaining the knowledge to be learned, in a manner which points be-
yond the knowledge-based ILOs.

The skill- and competence-related ILOs mostly concern functional
knowledge, and also here, we will also actively engage students as much
as possible by conveying teaching sessions that contain the following types
of TLAs:

1. Cases, exercises, and specific assigned group projects for comparing
climate change and management impacts and for applying strategies
and operational targets in management planning. From our own re-
search we possess several good cases regarding changes in ecosystem
services that may be used and we will as far as possible use a problem-
based approach to teaching, e.g. in order to balance the provisioning of
more than one ecosystem service (e.g. climate change mitigation and
recreation and water recharge). Cases or exercises will primarily be ap-
plied during afternoon sessions but also as “breaks” during lectures as
relevant in the given context of learning.

2. Excursions will be arranged using external guides or we might guide
the excursion ourselves and integrate with exercises. The excursion
should also serve as an important inspiration for projects as well as
source of knowledge. Questions for external guides will be prepared
in advance and the minutes from excursions will serve as teaching and
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Fig. 4.5. Constructive alignment at course level. Visit Figure 4.6 to see the course
structure referred to in this table (the course has been structured into seven mod-
ules addressing different course ILOs and topics, with four group projects being
included).
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learning materials. ILOs such as the skill-related “Apply strategies and
operational targets in the planning of sustainable management” and
competence-based “Adapt principles and methods for management of
ecosystems to achieve identified potentials” must be supported by ex-
cursions to relevant ecosystems.

3. Case-based exercises will be used to focus on ILOs regarding the skills
to understand environmental science literature and to interpret journal
article results for use in economic evaluations. To this end, teachers
in economics specifically requested students are competent in under-
standing, extracting and distilling the relevant quantitative measures of
ecosystem services in order to enable economic evaluations.

4. Lectures will be used to shortly introduce cases, exercises, projects and
excursions.

5. Group work will support generic competences such as “cooperate ef-
fectively in multidisciplinary and multicultural groups within a group
project”. The teachers will guide the formation of different groups
for some or all four projects. It is our experience that some teacher-
guidance is needed to support the group formation process, but we
might also let the students form groups themselves in the two last
projects. The guided group formation can be done directly based on in-
formation on nationality, BSc. background, age and gender to achieve
working environments where the students may complement each other.
It can also be done more indirectly by supporting group formation
based on common interests, i.e. by a poster session where students can
shop around between different issues.

6. Written reports and oral presentations will support the other generic
skill-related ILOs “communicate solutions to the management- and
climate change-related problems in reports and oral presentations”.
These activities will especially take place in relation to presentations
of projects, but may also be used for case-based exercises. Written re-
ports may be in a form such as poster or information briefs in order to
train various forms of communication that will be relevant for candi-
dates.

Assessment tasks

Formative assessment of ILOs will be included as part of lectures as men-
tioned above, i.e. as “check-out questions” at the end of lectures for stu-
dents to self-evaluate their understanding. ILOs associated with exercises
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will be assessed formatively during oral presentations through use of peer
opponents and feedback from teachers.

After the formative feedback give at oral presentations, the project re-
ports will be finalized and submitted for summative assessment (pass or not
pass). Selected exercises may also be summatively assessed after formative
feedback and submission (pass or not pass).

The final exam would need to evaluate not only knowledge-related ILOs
but also skill and competence ILOs supported by the project work. There-
fore, the final exam should assess declarative knowledge as well as func-
tioning knowledge related to projects. A minimum of three projects and
75% of the selected exercises must be passed for the student to attend the
final examination.

Generic competences regarding communication of solutions may be as-
sessed by presentation of certain projects as a part of the exam. The final
exam could be structured in two sections, 1) an oral presentation of one
report from another group and 2) one exam question reflecting ILOs of the
course.

Implementation

In the previous sections it was decided which topics should be taught and
learned, to which extent the learned knowledge should be declarative or
functional knowledge should be involved, and at which level the student
understanding and competences should be, i.e. the formulation of ILOs.
Suitable TLAs and ATs were identified for each ILO in the previous chap-
ter, in an iterative process with the identification of topics, elaboration of a
course structure and other implementation aspects presented in this chapter.

In this chapter we describe the implementation aspects, including those
already referred to in the previous chapter. This included the elaboration
of a course plan which structures the identified ILOs, TLAs and ATs into
modules that are further structured in time (Figure 4.6). We also elaborated
more details with regard to the topics to be taught and learned, including
issues related to selection of learning materials and identification of the
teacher group.

Course plan

The developed general course structure is presented in Figure 4.6. The pri-
orities made concerning time distributed to different topics reflect the im-
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portance of a certain topic/ILO, even if it is not necessarily so, that the
importance is proportional to the time needs (Biggs and Tang, 2007).

The course includes a lump of declarative important knowledge to be
learned. It was considered if such knowledge should be taught and learned
in connection with the functional ILOs, that put this knowledge to work, or
if it should all rather be taught and learned in the beginning of the course.
We chose to include it in the beginning of the course, as it would be difficult
to separate it as topics associated with individual functional ILOs. The only
exception is ILO B1, which will be addressed in projects later the course.

Two initial modules were made for teaching and learning of declarative
knowledge. Ecosystem structures, functioning and processes in module 1,
and concepts of ecosystem services and environmental impact assessments
in module 2.

A module on management impacts in land uses forestry, agriculture,
and other nature and urban areas, respectively, addressed skill and know-
ledge ILOs by putting the declarative knowledge to work, as is already
indicated by the structure of the ILOs.
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Table 4. Overall structure of the course, with ILOs, TLAs and ATs from Table 3 included. Note that lectures 
may include smaller exercises to discussed and solved in plenum or in groups.  
Mod. Weeks Topic TLA AT 

     Lectures Exercise/Cases Excursions Projects Assessment 

1 Week 36-39 Ecology and ecosystems science Yes E/C 1-3 Excursion 1 Project 1 Formative 

2 Week 40 Environmental services and 
assessments 

Yes E/C 4     Formative 

3 Week 40-41 Forests management impacts Yes E/C 5-6 Excursion 2 Project 2 Formative 

- Week 42 Holidays - - - - - 

3 Week 43-44 Forests management impacts Yes E/C 7   Formative 

4 Week 44-46 Agriculture Yes E/C 8-10 Excursion 3 Project 3 Formative 

5 Week 47-48 Heathland and other nature areas Yes E/C 11-12     Formativer 

6 Week 49-51 Land-use changes and alternatives Yes E/C 13-14 Excursion 4 Project 4 Formative 

- Week 52-1 Holidays - - - - - 

7 Week 2 Project finalisation and review - - - - - 

- Week 3-4 Assessments - -  -  -  Summative 

 

5.2. Literature 
At BSc. level the text books in the basic ecology course (Natural Resource Ecology) are  

23 
 

Fig. 4.6. Overall structure of the course, with ILOs, TLAs and ATs from Figure 4.5
included. Note that lectures may include smaller exercises to discussed and solved
in plenum or in groups.
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Literature

At BSc level the text books in the basic ecology course (Natural Resource
Ecology) are

1. Smith and Smith: Elements of ecology (main textbook) http://www.
pearsonhighered.com/educator/product/Elements-of-Ecology-8E/9780321736079.
page

2. Botkin and Keller: Environmental science (secondary text book) http://
eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-EHEP001554.html?filter=TEXTBOOK

Based on studies of these text books we have preliminarily considered
using a more targeted text book on ecosystms ecology, e.g. Jørgensen, S.E.,
Ecosystem Ecology. http://books.google.dk/books/about/Ecosystem_Ecology.html?
id=a-LjEvwWmOEC&redir_esc=y

Screening of various books and final selection of literature will be car-
ried out at a later stage.

Identification of the teacher group

The core group of teachers consists of the three persons behind this project.
The clear aim to integrate natural resource science and economics made
it clear that involvement of teachers from environmental economy courses
within the MSc programme would be necessary to ensure the right con-
text for the course, i.e. to establish exercises in which students are faced
with the task of extracting quantitative information on environmental im-
pacts for use in economic analyses. The inclusion of economy teachers will
also ensure good internal communication and targeted learning for use in
economics courses.

We also realize that some of the modules, i.e. on agricultural manage-
ment and heathlands, will require some input from guest teachers. Some
guest teachers will be colleagues within our institute whereas experts on
agricultural management will need to come from another institute within
the faculty. In the detailed planning of establishment of the teacher group
we will, however, consider the added value of including external teachers
against possible tradeoffs, e.g. that the course will be more difficult to man-
age and that it may be more complicated to ensure constructive alignment
throughout the course.

http://www.pearsonhighered.com/educator/product/Elements-of-Ecology-8E/9780321736079.page
http://www.pearsonhighered.com/educator/product/Elements-of-Ecology-8E/9780321736079.page
http://www.pearsonhighered.com/educator/product/Elements-of-Ecology-8E/9780321736079.page
http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-EHEP001554.html?filter=TEXTBOOK
http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-EHEP001554.html?filter=TEXTBOOK
http://books.google.dk/books/about/Ecosystem_Ecology.html?id=a-LjEvwWmOEC&redir_esc=y
http://books.google.dk/books/about/Ecosystem_Ecology.html?id=a-LjEvwWmOEC&redir_esc=y
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Synthesis, conclusions and further work

Summary conclusions

We have established a first framework for a new mandatory 15 ECTS
course “Ecology and Ecosystems Science in Relation to Environmental
Economics” to be taught for students during blocks 1 and 2 in the first year
of the MSc programme “Environmental and Natural Resource Economics”
(ENRE). The course aims to strengthen the natural resource and environ-
mental science aspects of the MSc programme to better support the integra-
tion of “biophysical aspects of environmental problems into the framework
of environmental and resource economics analysis” as stated in the MSc
programme description. The course design was based on state-of-the-art
ideas and recommendations regarding constructive alignment of the teach-
ing for improved and effective learning.

The inclusion of a mandatory ecology course was justified by analysis
of MSc programme ILOs, the course curriculum information from teachers,
feedback from students, and information on the diverse BSc background of
the mainly foreign students accepted for the programme. It was explicitly
stated that environmental and natural science aspects needed strengthening,
in a manner that also ensures integration of environmental sciences and eco-
nomics. It was also clearly stated that students should be more competent in
understanding scientific literature and in their ability to extract qualitative
as well as quantitative information on impacts of natural resource manage-
ment for use in economic evaluations.

For the revision of the preliminary course ILOs, we decided to intro-
duce a common framework for integration of natural resource manage-
ment/environmental sciences and economics, i.e. the concept of ecosystem
services sensu the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005). Based on
the revised ILOs, we planned the framework for TLAs and ATs using the
concept of constructive alignment, i.e. alignment of ILOs, TLAs and ATs.
Planned TLAs include lectures with student interaction tasks, case-based
exercises, excursions and project work in groups. Formative assessment
tasks will be linked with lectures, exercises and projects, and these will
be used as a basis for the final summative assessment (oral exam).

The preliminary course plan is structured in six modules with two initial
basic “tool-like” modules (general ecology and ecosystem services, respec-
tively) followed by three land use-specific modules (forest, agriculture, na-
ture areas), a module that addresses land-use change influences and interac-
tion between adjacent land-uses as well as synergies and tradeoffs between
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different environmental services. Finally a project presentation and exami-
nation module consists of summative assessment of projects and individual
learning of the students.

We present a sample lecture within the course module “forest manage-
ment impact” to illustrate planned alignment of course ILOs, module ILOs,
and lecture ILOs with lecture TLAs and ATs.

This project work has set the framework for the new course, but many
details remain to be settled. The current report forms our basis for further
work on those details.

Status of the work

1. The framework for the new course has been established.
2. Analyses of course justification within MSc programme and the overall

content is finalized
3. Course ILO are finalized; perhaps with some minor adjustments still

being needed
4. TLAs are preliminarily drafted but should be specified in more detail,

e.g. the use of different forms of student-student and student-teacher
interaction during lectures (buzz groups, jigsaw groups etc.) as well as
e-tools for deeper learning.

5. ATs are preliminarily drafted but should be specified in more detail, e.g.
formative assessment using multiple choice tools in Absalon, clickers,
Socrative etc.

6. The course plan is finalized in “low temporary resolution” and needs
to be specified on a course day basis

7. Text book search has been initiated but book selection is pending, and
other supplementary teaching materials need to be identified.

8. The need for inclusion of 2-3 guest lecturers has been identified but
lecturers should be selected and contacted, as is the case for guest lec-
turers from economic courses.

9. Communication with study director and teachers in economy in MSc
programme has been initiated but meetings should be set up for further
coordination and fine-tuning of course content.

Plan for the further work

January
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1. First framework for course contents, structure, implementation and
evaluation

2. Identify potential guest lecturers
3. Identify potential text books
4. Arranging meeting in February with MSc programme study director

and teachers of ENRE
5. Request to colleagues teaching another course on ecology and natural

resource management, if they can review the course design and imple-
mentation plan in February

February

1. Meeting with MSc programme study director and teachers for revision
of the course according to their feedback (including suggested guest
external and programme teachers and text books)

2. Revised course description reviewed by colleagues teaching another
course on ecology and natural resource management

3. Contact guest potential lecturers
4. Guest lecturers from economic courses have been identified and con-

firmed

March

1. Text book selected
2. Follow up on status of guest lecturers
3. Identification of potential excursion destinations and related project

topics and concepts, and contact potential excursion hosts
4. Initial planning of course “kick-off”

April

1. Initial planning of tutorials and case materials, especially those involv-
ing teachers from economic courses or needing material from these
teachers

2. Final distribution of teaching obligations to different core and guest
teachers

3. Initial plan for management of the teacher group

May

1. Final excursion destinations and project topics decided.
2. Final detailed course plan available
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3. Start detailed planning of lectures including additional learning mate-
rials

4. Final plan for management of the teacher group

June

1. Continuing detailed planning of lectures
2. Planning of tutorials and cases finalized
3. Final planning of course “kick-off”

July - holiday
August

1. Organisation of the course in Absalon, including implementation of
planned electronic formative assessments as multiple choice systems

2. Final matters of any kind

What have we learned in this project?

We have particularly gained a better understanding of:

1. course justification and alignment within a MSc programme.
2. course design using the principle of constructive alignment for align-

ment of study programme ILOs over course ILOs to TLAs and to ATs
at course level.

3. the alignment of higher level course ILOs with ILOs at lower hierar-
chical levels, i.e. teaching modules and individual teaching sessions.

4. alignment of ILOs, TLAs and ATs within the individual teaching ses-
sion.

5. how declarative knowledge from knowledge ILOs can be put to work
as a basis for gaining functioning knowledge in skill and competence-
related ILOs.

We have touched upon a number of other topics such as:

1. composing a teacher group for a course
2. selecting text books and course materials
3. the use of formative and summative assessment.
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A MSc Programme in Environmental and Natural
Resource Economics

The entire MSc programme description can be found at: http://www.science.
ku.dk/studerende/studieordninger/kandidat/enre/Sto_Environmental_and_natural_resource_
Economics.pdf/

Here we only present the most relevant parts of the programme.

The programme’s objective

The objective of the programme is to offer students a coherent and profession-
oriented education within the field of environmental and natural resource
economics. On completion of the programme, participants will have ac-
quired the skills required to conduct a broad spectrum of environmental
and natural resource economic analyses. Among other things, students will
become familiar with environmental policy and project appraisal, and such
policy issues as how to use economic instruments to control pollution prob-
lems and how to optimise the extraction of natural resources over time.

Competence profile

During the master’s programme in Environmental and Natural Resource
Economics students must obtain the knowledge, skills and competences
described below. These qualifications are obtained partly through partici-
pation in core modules partly through the participation in elective courses
and the preparation of a master’s thesis.

Knowledge

1. Define the welfare economic foundation of environmental and natural
resource economics.

2. Display an overview of environmental and natural resource economic
disciplines and the analytical methodologies applied within these dis-
ciplines

3. Refer to other economic disciplines relevant to the analysis of environ-
mental and natural resource problems

4. Show acquaintance with relevant environmental phenomena within
natural science

http://www.science.ku.dk/studerende/studieordninger/kandidat/enre/Sto_Environmental_and_natural_resource_Economics.pdf/
http://www.science.ku.dk/studerende/studieordninger/kandidat/enre/Sto_Environmental_and_natural_resource_Economics.pdf/
http://www.science.ku.dk/studerende/studieordninger/kandidat/enre/Sto_Environmental_and_natural_resource_Economics.pdf/
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5. Refer to major environmental policy issues and discussions
6. Identify relevant policy instruments to manage environmental problems

and the utilization/extraction of natural resources
7. Reflect about the value concepts underlying environmental and natural

resource economics as well as alternative ethical positions

Skills

1. Carry out quantitative as well as qualitative analyses of environmental
and natural resource policy problems based on appropriate theories and
methods

2. Use state-of-the-art statistical and analytical techniques used in envi-
ronmental policy and project appraisals such as economic valuation
methods and cost-benefit analysis

3. Discuss alternative economic theories and recommendations regarding
environmental and natural resource issues

4. Critically assess the validity and limitations of economic theories, mod-
els and methodologies when dealing with different scientific problems

5. Plan and coordinate projects
6. Communicate issues regarding environmental and natural resource

economics effectively to specialist and non-specialist audiences, at a
variety of levels, using modern information and communication tools

Competences

1. Assess environmental and natural resource policy and economic prob-
lems and propose solutions based on a solid theoretical foundation in
complex economic, political, social and ethical contexts

2. Adapt different analytical approaches to unforeseen problems
3. Show awareness of and enter into scientific discussions and political

disputes within areas of interest to environmental and natural resource
economics.

4. Integrate new scientific findings in professional or research activities at
a high academic level

5. Work effectively in teams or on an individual basis in multi-disciplinary
settings, exercising initiative, personal and management responsibili-
ties as required

6. Value lifelong learning as a principle and demonstrate the independent
learning ability to structure ongoing learning processes effectively
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B Course description with preliminary ILOs

Only the most relevant parts of the course description are presented here.
The entire course description can be found at: http://kurser.ku.dk/course/
nigk13008u/2013-2014

Content

Basic knowledge about systems ecology is essential for evaluations and
analyses within the field of environmental and natural resource economics.
Through lessons and case studies of various ecosystems (forest, agricul-
ture, heathland, dunes etc.) you will be introduced to various aspects of
ecosystem structure, functioning and processes that are of special impor-
tance to the practical application of economic theories, methods and in-
struments taught in subsequent economics courses in the M.Sc. in Envi-
ronmental and Natural Resource Economics. Systems ecology: the ecosys-
tem concept, succession and disturbances, biochemical cycling of nutrients,
soil processes, hydrological cycles, carbon sequestration and turnover of
organic material, other greenhouse gases than carbon dioxide, biodiversity
and wild life ecology. Management and human impacts on ecosystems and
their services: management and land-use change effects on ecosystem ser-
vices such as nutrients and soil fertility, water quantity and quality, habitats
and organisms, climate change mitigation (C sequestration). The specific
management related topics are for example, pesticide and fertilizer use in
agriculture (loss of nitrogen and phosphorus, impact on water quality of
lakes, streams, ground water, riparian zones), bioenergy feedstock produc-
tion, waste recycling (sludge, waste water, bioashes from combustion), land
use and land-use change (afforestation, conversion to perennial crops in
agriculture, impacts on e.g. water quality and quantity and greenhouse gas
balances), general soil conservation, habitat protection, game management,
grazing ecosystem restoration, and climate change adaptation.

Learning Outcome

The aim is to give the student an in-depth understanding of the ecology
of various land uses, e.g. forestry, agriculture, heathland, and dune ecosys-
tems, and the interactions among them at the landscape level. The student
should understand the reasoning behind the use of various management

http://kurser.ku.dk/course/nigk13008u/2013-2014
http://kurser.ku.dk/course/nigk13008u/2013-2014
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tools in different ecosystems according to specific management goals. Tem-
perate ecosystems will be in focus, but the principles will be general and
relevant for other biomes.

Knowledge

1. Describe fundamental structures, functions and processes of systems
ecology, for example biogeochemistry, soil processes, hydrology, suc-
cession, biodiversity, disturbance), including interactions between ecosys-
tems.

2. Explain how ecosystem structures, functions and processes can be in-
fluenced by management and climate change.

3. Explain key theories and methodologies for ecosystem management,
including principles of sustainable management, restoration, and pro-
tection of environmental values.

4. Describe the most common certification and labelling systems relevant
to sustainable and responsible management in forestry and agriculture.

Skills

1. Analyse structures, functions and processes of specific ecosystems.
2. Make plans for application of methods for ecosystem management.
3. Develop long-term strategies, operational targets and specific opera-

tional plans for sustainable use and protection of various ecosystems,
and evaluate agreement with standards of selected certification or la-
belling systems.

4. Assess implications of management and climate change for ecosystem
structures, functioning, and processes.

5. Communicate solutions to the management- and climate change-related
problems in reports and oral presentations.

Competences

1. Identify environmental possibilities/limitations in relation to manage-
ment of ecosystems and mitigation and adaptation to climate change,
including tradeoffs between reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and
other environmental services.

2. Adapt principles and methods for management of ecosystems to achieve
identified ecosystem services and goals.
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3. Evaluate methods and plans for ecosystem management, e.g. by identi-
fying strengths and weaknesses of various solutions in relation to spe-
cific sets of environmental challenges.

4. Cooperate effectively in multidisciplinary and multicultural groups
within a group project.

C Kandidatuddannelsen i Environmental and Natural
Resource Economics

Årgangsanalyse, opgjort oktober 2011
Årgangene 2003 – 2010 (2011 hvor relevant)

Generelle oplysninger

I tabel 1 vises aktuel status for alle der er optaget fra 2003 til 2010. Status
kan være ”afbrudt”, ”afsluttet” eller ”aktiv”.

Tabel 1 Oversigtsbillede årgang 2003 til 2010:
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Afbrudt 4 2 6 1 1 1
Afsluttet 18 14 11 3 9 6 4
Aktive 2 8 5 14
I alt (optagelsestal) 22 16 17 4 11 15 9 15

Optagelsestallet har svinget noget igennem årene med et dyk i 2006.

Tabel 2 Optagne pr. årgang fordelt på køn:
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Mænd 11 12 12 3 6 9 7 11 14
Kvinder 11 4 5 1 5 6 2 4 14
I alt 22 16 17 4 11 15 9 15 28

Af tabel 2 fremgår, at uddannelsen primært tiltrækker herrer – 62% på de 9
årgange.

Tabel 3 Alder ved optagelse, årgang 2003 til 2011:
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2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 I alt
21 – 24 år 2 3 4 1 2 7 4 12 12 47
25 år 3 5 3 2 2 2 4 21
26 - 30 år 15 7 8 2 4 5 4 11 56
31 -35 år 2 1 2 1 1 1 8
35 + 2 1 1 1 5
I alt 22 16 17 4 11 15 9 15 28 137
Yngst 23 24 22 24 23 21 21 21 23 -
Ældst 31 31 34 33 48 34 30 37 39 -
Gns. alder 26,6 26,5 26,4 27,9 29,3 25,9 28,5 24,5 26,0 26,5

Gennemsnitsalderen ved optagelse er på de 8 varierer en hel del.

Tabel 4 Optagne pr. årgang fordelt på udenlandsk nationalitet (i parentes er
angivet procent af optagne):

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Skandinavien 1 1 1
Øvrig Europa 1 1 3 2 2 6 17
Afrika 1 3 4 1 1
Asien 1 3 2
I alt 1 2 4 1 3 6 6 8 20
I alt i % 5% 13 % 24% 25% 27% 40% 67% 53% 71%

Der er en markant stigning i andelen af udenlandske studerende.
Tabel 5 Optagne pr. årgang, adgangsgivende eksamen:

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Ikke LIFE-baggrund 4 5 9 4 8 11 9 10 26
LIFE-baggrund:
Agronom 3 2
Skovbrug 13 10 5 3 2
Landskabsarkitektur 1
Jordbrugsøkonomi 1 1 1 2 1
Naturressourcer 4 2
Optagne i alt 22 16 17 4 11 15 9 15 28

Det fremgår, at tendensen er, at der i højere grad rekrutteres fra eksterne
institutioner (og fra udlandet jf. tabel 4)
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Frafald

13 af de i alt 109 optagne har afbrudt uddannelsen. Kun 1 er optaget på en
anden kandidatuddannelse på Life (kandidatuddannelsen i skovbrug). 9 af
de frafaldne er danskere (derudover en fra Norge, en fra Ghana og to fra
Parkistan).

Gennemførelsestider

Gennemførelsestiderne er beregnet på baggrund af det antal studerende pr.
årgang, der har afsluttet uddannelsen på opgørelsestidspunktet. Af de 22
optagne i 2003, har 15 gennemført uddannelsen, hvilket svarer til en aktuel
gennemførelsesprocent på 68.
Tabel 6 Gennemførselstider:

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Afsluttede 18 14 11 3 9 6 4 -
I pct. af optagne 82 % 88 % 65 % 75 % 82 % 40 % 44 % -
= 24 mdr. 5 1 1 1 4 4 -
]24 – 27 mdr.] 2 2 2 1 -
]27 – 30 mdr.] 3 1 1 1 -
]30 - 36 mdr.] 5 3 3 3 2 -
]36 - 3 7 5 1 4 -

Det ses, at over halvdelen af dimittenderne overskrider normeringen med
mere end 3 måneder.
Tabel 7 Antal STÅ ved dimission:

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Afsluttede 18 14 11 3 9 6 4 -
2.0 3 1 1 3 6 5 4
]2.0 – 2.25] 9 13 10 3 1
]2.25 – 2.50] 5
]2.5 – 3.0] 1
Gns. 2,19 2,08 2,07 2,00 2,02 2,00 2,00

Det fremgår, at kandidaterne for årgang 2003 i gennemsnit dimitterer med
en pointsum, der overstiger normeringen en del.
Tabel 8 STÅ optjent ved merit fra andre institutioner:
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2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Antal dimittender 18 14 11 3 9 6 4 -
Antal dimittender med merit 11 9 9 2 3 4 1 -
Antal STÅ 5,32 3,34 2,65 0,63 1,22 1,46 0,5 -

Af tabel 7 ses, at 60 % af dimittenderne har fået meritoverført pointgivende
studieenheder fra andre institutioner.

D Student evaluation

Following teaching cases of environmental science in the course
“Applied Environmental and Natural Resource Economics”

Summarized evaluation by the students of previous teaching of natural sci-
ences (bioenergy and bio fuel from forests) in Applied Environmental Nat-
ural Resource Economics in spring 2012 by Inge Stupak and Morten Inger-
slev. This summary was based on both class room evaluation (documented
by pictures of the blackboard by the end of the last lecture on bioenergy)
and on questionnaires that the students filled in at the end of the last lecture
on bioenergy.

Major points for general improvement:

1. Closer integration between natural science and economics (a general
comment from all students)

2. Find and use literature (papers) that link natural sciences and eco-
nomics

3. The subject of bioenergy should be included in the teaching of eco-
nomics

4. Too much chemistry
5. Send out the ILO (intended learning objectives in advance before the

lectures
6. The literature for lecture 1 was tough to some of the students (scientific

literature on forest ecosystems, element budgets, biomass harvesting
and wood chip ash fertilization). Others found it more easy to follow

7. The ILO was most often met

Major points for improvement of the excursion to Amagerværket

1. It is a good idea to spend some time for preparing various questions to
the guide at Amagerværket, however it should not be mandatory to ask
all of them, and it should be legal to ask other questions as well.
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2. It would be nice to talk to an economist at Amagerværket also (besides
the environmental chemist)

3. All students were satisfied with the excursion and found that it was
inspiring and fruitful for their learning

Major points for the daily assesments

1. They clearly contributed to the learning and was closely linked to the
lectures
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Redesigning the MSc course Marine Geoscience
towards more functioning knowledge

Verner Brandbyge Ernstsen

Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management, University of
Copenhagen

Introduction

The course Marine Geoscience is an MSc-level course within the disci-
plines of geography and geology at the Department of Geosciences and
Natural Resource Management, University of Copenhagen, Denmark. The
form of teaching is a combination of lectures, workshops (exercises) and
field work. The course is held at the field station Skalling Laboratoriet in
Ho, NW of Esbjerg. It is an intensive course over eight days, including two
days fieldwork with one day offshore Sylt using the German research ves-
sel Mya from AWI (Alfred Wegener Institute, Wattenmeerstation Sylt) and
one day in the Ho Bugt area. The purpose of the course is to provide know-
ledge about sea floor processes, marine transport processes in shallow and
deep water, marine environments and climate relations, palaeoceanography
and practical experience in marine research methods; furthermore, two days
offshore fieldwork will give the participants first-hand knowledge of field
work in marine geoscience. The intended learning outcomes (ILOs) of the
course are that upon completion of the course, students should be able to
(see Appendix A):

• identify strategies and methodologies, and to solve scientific problems
in the marine geoscience research field;

• possess a general knowledge of marine geosciences, theoretical as well
as practical;

• integrate theory, methodology, data and interpretation, and to demon-
strate the ability to evaluate new information critically.
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The grading is passed/not-passed based on the assessment by an inter-
nal examiner of a written report to be handed in after the course. Active
participation during the course at Skallingen is mandatory for passing the
course.

Already in 2010 I had the opportunity, as external postdoc from the
research centre MARUM at the University of Bremen, to give an evening
guest lecture in the course; and in 2011 I was invited to fill a full course
day, giving a self-designed lecture and exercise. At both occasions I stayed
several course days in order to see some of the other parts of the course. In
general my impression was that 1) more time was allocated to lectures com-
pared to exercises, 2) the lectures contained much information and 3) links
between the individual lectures/exercises of the different course days/topics
were rarely established. Subsequently, these observations were supported
by the student evaluation of the 2011-course (the course was not offered in
2012). Below an excerpt of some of the comments:

“Too much lecturing, too little hands on exercise fieldwork, too lit-
tle connection between subjects.”
“Too little practical work in general and the purpose/idea was un-
clear (8 hours with lectures is too much – practical work is neces-
sary then evening sessions wouldn’t be a problem.”
“Way too many lectures.”
“The amount of information is way too much.”
“Instead of giving lectures, let the students prepare short presenta-
tions of different relevant topics.”
“It really increases (my) motivation when I have to do something
instead of listening all the time.”
“I miss some connection between the different topics of the course,
how can each topic relate to each other?”

Currently, the course primarily conveys declarative knowledge from
text books and key papers and from the research and experiences of the
individual lecturers. This knowledge is mainly based on basic research and
less on applied research. Rarely, links to the role of marine geoscience in
society is established, e.g. the role of marine geoscience in the management
of marine natural resources and the marine ecosystem.

In this paper, the overall aim is to redesign the course to develop a more
applied course to obtain more functioning knowledge. More specifically,
the objectives are to:
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• design additional and/or alternative intended learning outcomes (ILOs),
teaching and learning activities (TLAs) and assessment tasks (ATs) for
the course;

• balance declarative knowledge and functioning knowledge in the course,
including a coupling of the different topics presented during the course
and the societal relevance of marine geoscience.

• integrate marine GIS and marine numerical modelling in the course as
state-of-the-art marine analysis tools (methodologies).

Theory: central concepts in the redesign of the course

Constructive alignment

Constructive alignment is a design of teaching, learning and assessing. Ac-
cording to Biggs & Tang (2007) it is “constructive” because it is based
on the constructivist theory that learners use their own activity to construct
their knowledge or other outcome. The intended outcomes specify the activ-
ity that students should engage if they are to achieve the intended outcome
as well as the content the activity refers to, the teacher’s task being to set up
a learning environment that encourages the student to perform those learn-
ing activities, and then assess the outcomes to see that they match those
intended. According to Biggs & Tang (2007) the “alignment” reflects the
fact that the learning activity in the intended outcomes, expressed as a verb,
needs to be activated in the teaching if the outcome is to be achieved and
in the assessment task to verify that the outcome has in fact been achieved.
The alignment is achieved by ensuring that the intended verb in the out-
come statement (in the intended learning outcome (ILO)) is present in the
teaching/learning activity (TLA) and in the assessment task (AT). Hence,
constructive alignment itself is achieved once TLAs and ATs are aligned to
the ILOs.

Declarative and functioning knowledge

Knowledge, as the object of understanding at whatever level, is separated
by Biggs & Tang (2007) into two main kinds: declarative and functioning
knowledge, respectively. Declarative knowledge refers to knowing about
things. Such content knowledge accrues from research, not from personal
experience. It is public knowledge, subject to rules of evidence that make it
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verifiable, replicable and logically consistent. It is what is in textbooks and
is what teachers “declare” in lectures. Students’ understanding of it can
be tested by getting them to declare it back, in their own words and using
their own examples. Such knowledge is basic to applications and creations,
but is separate from them. Functioning knowledge is based on the idea of
performances of various kinds underpinned by understanding. This know-
ledge is within the experience of the learner, who can now put declarative
knowledge to work by solving problems. However, functioning knowledge
requires a solid foundation of declarative knowledge.

Results: outline of the course redesign

In the following, an outline of the redesign of the MSc course Marine Geo-
science.

Course aims

The aims of the course are to:

1. provide students with knowledge about sea floor processes, marine
transport processes in shallow and deep water, marine environment and
climate relations, palaeoceanography and marine research methods;

2. equip students with essential skills in marine field work;
3. provide students with knowledge about the societal relevance of marine

geoscience;
4. familiarize students with marine analysis tools (marine GIS and marine

numerical modelling) relevant to their professional career.

Aim 1 is maintained from the current course description (see Ap-
pendix). Aim 2 is reformulated from the current course description (see
Appendix A) to focus on hands-on experience with marine field work in
order for students to actually develop skills. Aim 3 and 4 are new compared
to the current course description (see Appendix A).

Intended learning outcomes (ILOs)

On completion of the course, students should be able to:

1. define, describe and explain basic concepts in marine geoscience;
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2. collect, compute and illustrate marine geo-data and information;
3. evaluate marine geo-data and information critically;
4. solve scientific problems in the field of marine geoscience;
5. reflect on the integration of marine geoscience in the management of

marine areas.

ILO1 has substituted the ILO “possess a general knowledge of marine
geosciences, theoretical as well as practical” in the current course descrip-
tion (see Appendix). The main verb of the ILO, i.e. possess, seemed mis-
placed. Apart from minor reformulations, ILO3 and 4 are practically main-
tained from the current course description, while ILO2 and ILO5 are new
compared to the current course description (see Appendix A). In addition
to the ILO “possess a general knowledge of marine geosciences, theoretical
as well as practical”, the ILOs “identify strategies and methodologies, ... in
the marine geoscience research field” and “integrate theory, methodology,
data and interpretation” from the current course description (see Appendix
A) were also removed.

Teaching and learning activities (TLAs)

TLA1: Afternoon introductory lecture and group exercise (0.5 day):

• Presentation to introduce general concepts and knowledge in marine
geoscience, including an introduction to the regional course location
and field sites.

• Presentation to introduce the EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive.
• Exercise to identify elements of marine geoscience in the EU Marine

Strategy Framework Directive.
• Discussion of the societal relevance of marine geoscience

Major focus: ILOs 1 and 5.

TLA2: Morning lectures and short individual and group exercises (4 days):

• Presentations of concepts and knowledge in different topics of marine
geoscience (e.g. as listed in the course aims: sea floor processes, marine
transport processes in shallow and deep water, marine environment and
climate relations, palaeoceanography and marine research methods).

• Short individual or group exercises to define, describe and explain the
presented topical concepts and knowledge. These exercises may be in-
dependent from topic to topic (from day to day).
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Major focus: ILO 1; minor focus: ILOs 2, 3 and 5

TLA3: Afternoon short-lectures and group exercises (4 days):

• Short introductory presentation to the group exercise on applying the
presented topical concepts and knowledge (morning lectures) to a pre-
defined case study (e.g. 2-4 different case studies). This case study also
forms the basis of the final written report to be handed in after the
course.

• Group exercise as just described. In addition to applying the presented
topical concepts and knowledge (morning lectures) to a predefined case
study, these concepts and knowledge are related to previously presented
topical concepts and knowledge in order to establish the topical links.
Finally, potential societal relevance and relevance for the EU Marine
Strategy Framework Directive is identified. The afternoon groups are
pre-defined from course-begin and remain the same during all afternoon
group exercises.

Major focus: ILOs 4 and 5; minor focus: ILOs 1, 2 and 3.

TLA4: Field work (2 days):

• Hands-on experience of field work in marine geoscience with one day
offshore Sylt using the German research vessel Mya from AWI (Alfred
Wegener Institute, Wattenmeerstation Sylt) and one day in the Ho Bugt
area.

• Collection, illustration and evaluation of geo-data.

Major focus: ILOs 2 and 3.

TLA5: Group work on the written report (0.5 day):

• Group work on the written report to be handed in after the course.
• Group supervision on the written report.

Major focus: ILOs 4 and 5; minor focus: ILOs 1, 2 and 3.

TLA6: Individual work on the written report after the course days on
Skallingen

• Finalizing the written report to be handed in after the course.
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Major focus: ILOs 4 and 5; minor focus: ILOs 1, 2 and 3.

Previously, the lectures and exercises (if any) were planned by each lecturer
individually. Hence, there was no overall structure of TLAs.

Assessment tasks (ATs)

AT1: Short individual and group exercises (4 days):

• The daily short individual and group exercises (partly as quiz) in the
morning will primarily assess declarative knowledge. This provides the
students with an opportunity for continuous self-assessment of their
declarative knowledge.

Major focus: ILO 1; minor focus: ILOs 2, 3 and 5

AT2: Group exercises (4 days):

• The daily group exercises in the afternoon will primarily assess func-
tioning knowledge. Likewise, this provides the students with an oppor-
tunity for continuous self-assessment of their functioning knowledge.

Major focus: ILOs 4 and 5; minor focus: ILOs 1, 2 and 3.

AT3: Group supervision (0.5 day):

• Group supervision on the written report in order to provide formative
assessment.

Major focus: ILOs 1, 4 and 5; minor focus: ILOs 2 and 3.

AT4: Active participation:

• Active participation throughout all TLAs during the course days on
Skallingen.

Major focus: ILOs 1-5

AT5: Written report:

• Assessment by an internal examiner of the written report.
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Major focus: ILOs 1, 4 and 5; minor focus: ILOs 2 and 3.

The grading remains the same as currently, i.e. passed/not-passed based on
the assessment by an internal examiner of the written report to be handed
in after the course, and with the requirement of active participation during
the course at Skallingen for passing the course (see Appendix A).

Discussion

Two new ILOs have been introduced in the redesign of the course. The
ILO2 (collect, compute and illustrate marine geo-data and information)
specifically addresses skills which the student will develop during the
course. Through the hands-on field experience the students will develop
skills in collecting marine data. Through exercises with marine numerical
modelling tools (not specifically outlined in the TLAs) the students will
develop skills in computing marine data. Likewise, through exercises with
marine GIS tools (also not specifically outlined in the TLAs) the students
will develop skills to analyse, visualize and illustrate marine data. These are
all skills relevant for their professional career, whether in basic or applied
research, consulting or administration. The ILO5 (reflect on the integration
of marine geoscience in the management of marine areas) addresses the
coupling of marine geoscience (as a natural science) to society and pol-
itics, i.e. the societal relevance of marine geoscience, and hence also the
applicability of the learning outcomes in the professional career both inside
and outside university. In addition, course relevance may motivate students
to engage learning. Three ILOs from the current course description have
been removed, which was partly due to the choice of verbs and problems
of actually understanding the formulation.

The TLAs have been designed to align with the ILOs and in order to
balance declarative and functioning knowledge. Earlier, due to the over-
weight of lectures and the type of exercises, mainly declarative knowledge
was attained. With the afternoon exercises on predefined case studies that
also form the basis of the written report, a framework is created where the
students can apply attained declarative knowledge to solve problems and
thereby attaining functioning knowledge.

Leinhardt et al. (1995) make a distinction between “professional” know-
ledge and “university” knowledge, which is comparable to the separation
by (Biggs & Tang 2007) into two main kinds of knowledge: functioning
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and declarative. Professional knowledge is functioning, specific and prag-
matic, and deals with executing, applying and making priorities; whereas
university knowledge is declarative, abstract and conceptual, and deals with
labelling, differentiating, elaborating and justifying. In other words, gen-
erally university students are trained to label, differentiate, elaborate and
justify, when what they need in their professional career is to execute, ap-
ply and prioritize. Entwistle & Entwistle (1997) also found that the forms
of understanding encouraged by university accreditation and assessment
procedures are not those that are professionally relevant. The rhetoric is
right, but, in practice, universities tend to focus on declarative knowledge,
which students often see as irrelevant and hence worthy of only a surface
approach. Hence, establishing a framework which enables a shift towards
more functioning knowledge in the course may in addition motivate stu-
dents to engage learning by a deep approach.

The ATs have also been designed to align with the ILOs and in order to
provide self-assessment for the students as well as formative assessment in
the initial phase of the report writing.

The grading system was not changed, which is also due to practical lim-
itations. Previously, approximately one third to half of the students were
from other universities, mainly Aarhus and the North-German universities
in Kiel and Hamburg, and lectures from these universities also contributed
to the course. This setup is fruitful and motivating for the teaching, and it
is also desirable in order to strengthen the research cooperation between
the participating institutions. Due to the geographical distances, however,
it is difficult to realise e.g. individual oral examinations where the students
present their report followed by an examination. In this regard, video ex-
amination may be an option to consider.

The Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management is
a new department and the result of a merger of the former Department of
Geography & Geology and Forest & Landscape, acting as one department
from January 2013. Among others, the merger springs from a desire for a
stronger combination of basic research and more applied research (). The
current course description of the Marine Geoscience course clearly origi-
nates in a basic research tradition. With the suggested redesign of the course
towards a more applied course, working on predefined case studies and re-
lating marine geoscience to marine management and planning and the EU
Marine Strategy framework Directive, the course will also align with one
of the primary goals of the new department.

www.ign.ku.dk
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Concluding remarks

A suggestion for a redesign of the MSc course Marine Geoscience is pre-
sented. The concept of constructive alignment has been used to formulate
intended learning outcomes (ILOs) and to design teaching/learning activi-
ties (TLAs) and assessment tasks (ATs). The redesign will enable a cou-
pling of the different topics covered in the course and relate marine geo-
science to marine management and planning and the EU Marine Strategy
Framework Directive, demonstrating the societal relevance. The suggested
TLAs will shift the course towards more functioning knowledge. Also,
skills in marine analysis tools relevant for a professional career, whether
in basic or applied research, consulting or administration, will be devel-
oped. Overall, the redesign will develop the course into a more applied one
in line with one of the primary goals of the new department.
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A Course description

  

SIS-hovedside -> Naturvidenskab -> Geologi-Geoscience -> Kandidatuddannelsen -> Valgfri kurser -> Blok
4: Valgfri kurser

Marine Geoscience  

Udgave: Forår 2013 NAT
ECTS points: 7,5 ECTS
Punkter: 7,5
Point: 7,5
Blokstruktur: 4. blok
Fagområde: geog, geol
Institutter: Institut for Geografi og Geologi
Studieordning: 2012-studieordningen
Uddannelsesdel: Kandidat niveau
Kontaktpersoner: Jesper Bartholdy e-mail: jb@geo.ku.dk, tel 35 32 25 04. Verner Brandbyge Ernstsen

e-mail: vbe@geo.ku.dk, tel 35 32 25 21
Skema-
oplysninger:

 Vis skema for kurset
Samlet oversigt over tid og sted for alle kurser inden for Lektionsplan for Det
Naturvidenskabelige Fakultet Forår 2013 NAT

Undervisnings-
periode:

Preliminary dates: 18–25 August 2013

Undervisnings-
form:

The form of teaching is a combination of lectures and workshops and field work

Indhold: The course will be held at the field station Skalling Laboratoriet in Ho, NW of Esbjerg,
Denmark. Lectures and workshops will form the basic part of the course. A limited
number of a text books can be mailed to the participants prior to the course, and is
to be returned at the end. The text book is meant as an introduction to the topic in
order to secure a common background for all students. The practical part will be in
the form of 2 days fieldwork - 1 day off shore Sylt using the German research
vessel "Mya", AWI (Alfred-Wegner-Institute Wattenmeerstation, Sylt) and 1 day in
the Ho Bugt area. For more information see the Marine Geoscience flyer at the
course hompage.

Kompetence-
beskrivelse:

The purpose of this course is to provide knowledge about sea floor processes,
marine transport processes in shallow and deep water, marine environment and
climate relations, palaeoceanography and practical experience in marine research
methods. Furthermore, 2 days offshore fieldwork will give the participants first-hand
knowledge of field work in marine geoscience.

Målbeskrivelse: Upon completion of the course, students should be able to 
• identify strategies and methodologies, and to solve scientific problems in the
marine geoscience research field
• possess a general knowledge of marine geosciences, theoretical as well as
practical
• integrate theory, methodology, data and interpretation, and to demonstrate the
ability to evaluate new information critically.

Tilmelding: Via KUnet mellem den 15. november og 1. december.
Eksamensform: Written report, internal examiner, grading passed/not-passed. Active participation

during the course at Skallingen is mandatory for passing the course. Make-up exam
as ordinary examination.

Kursus
hjemmeside:

Der henvises til Absalon

Bemærkninger: There is room for 18 students on the course. 9 places have been pre-reserved for
non-Danish and non-KU students. If there are more than 9 KU students applying for
the course, places will be prioritized based on the following criteria:
1) Students enrolled in the M.Sc. programme in Geology-Geoscience/Geography-
Geoinformatics who have followed the competence course ‘Geophysics - Global
seismology and potential fields’ or ‘Coastal, Estuarine and Fluvial Geoscience’
2) Students enrolled in the M.Sc. programme in Geology-Geoscience/Geography-
Geoinformatics with a signed Masters’ thesis contract. Those applicants with the most
passed ECTS points at the time of application will be prioritized highest.
3) Other students enrolled in the M.Sc. programme in Geology-
Geoscience/Geography-Geoinformatics
Students shall pay for their own travel to and from Skallingen Laboratoriet as well as
700 DKK for food and lodgings.

Pensum: Please see Absalon
The officially approved reading list will be available in Absalon by June 1, 2013.

Undervisnings-
sprog:

Engelsk

Sidst redigeret: 14/9-2012
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Evaluation of synopsis-based teaching and exam
in the course Applied Tree Biology and
Arboriculture

Anders Ræbild

Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management, University of
Copenhagen

Introduction: The course Applied Tree Biology and
Arboriculture

“Applied Tree Biology and Arboriculture” started out as two courses for
different groups of students (landscape architects and forestry students) but
was eventually merged into one course. Approximately half of the students
come from abroad. The course thus attracts a range of students with dif-
ferent backgrounds but with a common interest in tree biology and man-
agement, as the course includes both theoretical and practical aspects. The
course is 7.5 ECTS and runs for one block (approximately two months).

The course has five learning outcomes that can be translated into one
overall objective: To educate students to become good and knowledgeable
managers of trees (see figure 6.1).

My co-teacher and I have been teaching the course for three years. The
first year, we followed the previous teacher’s plan closely, but the second
year we changed some aspects, primarily by including more theoretical and
plant physiological knowledge. Unfortunately this was not appreciated by
all students and the evaluations were rather mixed (see below).

Therefore we decided to restructure the course and were inspired for
this by Biggs & Tang (2007) as well as the lecture by Niels Grønbæk dur-
ing adjunktpædagogikum (see also Grønbæk et al. (2009)). Box 2 presents
a summary of the teaching and learning activities of the course. The main
idea was to create alignment between course objectives, activities and eval-
uation through elaboration of a series of four synopses. The topics of the
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Evaluation of synopsis-based teaching and exam in the course ”Applied Tree Biology and 

Arboriculture” 

Anders Ræbild, Dept. of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management, University of 

Copenhagen 

Abstract 

This paper describes students’ evaluations of transforming a course from a traditional lecture-based 

setup with exam questions drawn at random, to a setup with students’ synopses being at the center 

of both teaching and exam. During the revised course, students made four synopses, each based on 

a series of questions of increasing complexity formulated by teachers. The same questions were 

asked at the exam. Questionnaire surveys showed that student satisfaction was larger after the 

transformation, and that students had a better understanding of the subject matter as judged from the 

exam results. The synopsis-based teaching seems to have promoted deep learning for most of the 

students. The increasing complexity of the questions seems to be a reasonable way to deal with the 

variable backgrounds and levels of students. 

Introduction: The course Applied Tree Biology and Arboriculture 

Applied Tree Biology and Arboriculture started out as two courses for different groups of students 

(landscape architects and forestry students) but was eventually merged into one course. 

Approximately half of the students come from abroad. The course thus attracts a range of students 

with different backgrounds but with a common interest in tree biology and management, as the 

course includes both theoretical and 

practical aspects. The course is 7.5 

ECTS and runs for one block 

(approximately two months). 

The course has five learning outcomes 

that can be translated into one overall 

objective: To educate students to 

become good and knowledgeable 

managers of trees (see box 1).   

My co-teacher and I have been 

teaching the course for three years. The 

first year, we followed the previous 

teacher’s plan closely, but the second 

year we changed some aspects, 

primarily by including more theoretical 

and plant physiological knowledge. 

Unfortunately this was not appreciated 

Box 1: Learning outcomes of the Applied Tree 

Biology and Arboriculture, as stated in the 

course description.  

1. Describe central features of trees’ 

biology 

2. Apply techniques and theory from the 

course to efficiently manage trees 

3. Collect and summarize relevant 

knowledge to solve stated problems 

related to management of trees 

4. Predict how trees will perform in 

different environments 

5. Critically review other students’ work 

and (self)reflect on good learning 

Fig. 6.1. Box 1 – Learning outcomes.

synopses mirrored the learning objectives as outlined in the course descrip-
tion, and the students were examined in one of the synopses, drawn at ran-
dom at the oral exam. A synopsis would be a brief report or summary of
the answers to questions that would have an increasing level of complexity.

The aim is to motivate students to deep learning, mediated by concen-
trated work with the synopsis and showing how the activity may improve
performance at the examination. However, it may seem that there is a com-
promise between deep learning and the general overview of the subject
matter, coverage of the curriculum. Even though the synopsis questions
(see Appendix A) were formulated very broadly, it was impossible to cover
all aspects of what used to be the curriculum.

As part of the activities, students were asked to give feedback to syn-
opses developed by other groups or students. This session would take place
approximately five days after handing in the synopses. The instruction was
that feedback should be given following the Harvard model of feedback
(Lotte Sjøstedt, pers. com.), where the person or group giving feedback
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by all students and the evaluations were rather mixed (see below).  

We decided therefore to restructure the course and were inspired for this by Biggs & Tang (2007) as 

well as the lecture by Niels Grønbæk during adjunktpædagogikum (see also Grønbæk et al. 2009). 

Box 2 presents a summary of the teaching and learning activities of the course. The main idea was 

to create alignment between course objectives, activities and evaluation through elaboration of a 

series of four synopses. The topics of the synopses mirrored the learning objectives as outlined in 

the course description, and the students were examined in one of the synopses, drawn at random at 

the oral exam. A synopsis would be a brief report or summary of the answers to questions that 

would have an increasing level of complexity. 

The aim is to motivate students to deep learning, mediated by concentrated work with the synopsis 

and showing how the activity may improve performance at the evaluation (exam). However, it may 

seem that there is a compromise between deep learning and the general overview of the subject 

matter, “coverage” of the curriculum. Even though the synopsis questions (see Appendix 1) were 

formulated very broadly, it was impossible to cover all aspects of what used to be the curriculum.  

As part of the activities, students were asked to give feedback to synopses developed by other 

groups or students. This session would take place approximately five days after handing in the 

synopses. The instruction was that feedback should be given following the “Harvard-model” of 

feedback (Lotte Sjøstedt, pers. com.), where the person or group giving feedback should mention 

three good points about the synopsis, and three things that could be improved. The person receiving 

feedback should not comment on the feedback. Teachers were not involved in the feedback. Giving 

and taking feedback can be a potent form of teaching, because students have to reflect and self-

reflect on the subject matter, and leads to understanding of the students’ own strong and weak 

points. In this way the student self-direct his/her learning (Gibbs & Simpson no date).  

Box 2: Major activities in the 2012 edition of the Applied Tree Biology and Arboriculture 

course. The activities were carried out in each of the four modules: 

 Encouraging students to read ahead 

 Introduction of learning objectives, including synopsis questions 

 Introductory lecture  

 Practical exercises, relevant to the synopsis 

 (short) field visits 

 Independent work with synopses 

 

The plans included a lecture based on questions from the students, but this was less 

successful as only few questions were posted by the students. 

Fig. 6.2. Box 2 – Major activities in the course.

should mention three good points about the synopsis, and three things that
could be improved. The person receiving feedback should not comment on
the feedback. Teachers were not involved in the feedback. Giving and tak-
ing feedback can be a potent form of teaching, because students have to
reflect and self-reflect on the subject matter, and leads to understanding of
the students’ own strong and weak points. In this way the student self-direct
his or her learning (Gibbs & Simpson 2002).

The first objective to be dealt with in this paper is finding out whether
the synopsis approach used in the 2012 edition of the course lead to fulfill-
ment of the course objectives. This question can only be answered with re-
spect to the synopsis, as there was no evaluation of the knowhow of the stu-
dents outside of the synopsis topics. The coverage aspect cannot be treated
in a meaningful way. Part of this question is also to compare student satis-
faction in the new and old editions of the course.

The second objective is to investigate how students see the exam situa-
tion and how this influenced their learning. Specifically I wanted to know
if the synopses lead to a more comfortable examination and assessment
situation.
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Methods

The analysis is based on the standard course evaluations by students car-
ried out via the course homepage, Absalon. Course evaluations from 2011
(before substantial changes of the course) and 2012 (with synopsis-based
teaching) were compared. For 2011, fifteen students responded to the ques-
tionnaire, whereas in 2012 only five (out of the seven students participating)
answered the questionnaire.

Additionally, four students from the 2012 course were interviewed dur-
ing January 2013 on their perceptions and attitudes to the course. The in-
terview included questions on the general perception of the course, the syn-
opsis, the reading material and the exam.

Results and discussion

General course satisfaction and academic level

On average, the student evaluations were more positive during 2012 than
during 2011 (Fig. 6.3). While some 2011 students appeared to be happy
about the course, there was also a group of students that were less satisfied.
Discussions during the 2011 course showed that some students did not feel
sufficiently challenged, and this was mirrored in the questionnaires where
some students expressed that the academic level was too low, and that per-
sonal efforts were too low compared with the ECTS credits.

Compared to this, all 2012 students that filled in the questionnaire felt
that the academic level was suitable. We intentionally designed the synop-
sis questions to have increasing difficulty (or complexity, according to the
SOLO taxonomy), meaning that students who found the first questions easy
would be challenged by the last questions. This may have introduced flexi-
bility in the course, making it easier for students to adapt activities to their
own level.

Despite the many shortcomings of a grading system, the exam results
can also be used as a measure of the academic level. During 2011, two out
of the seventeen students received the top grade (12), while two students did
not pass. During 2012, all seven students passed, and four of them received
top grades. The average grade was thus substantially higher during 2012
than during 2011.
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Table 1. Students’ evaluations of the course ”Applied Tree Biology and Arboriculture” from 2011 

(n=15) and 2012 (n=5). 

1. What was your personal effort in the course compared with the ECTS-

credits obtained? 

Too 

little 

 Suitable  Too 

much 

2011  3 12   

2012   4 1  

2. Compared to my own qualifications I found the academic level Too 

little 

 Suitable  Too 

much 

2011 2 5 7 1  

2012   5   

3. The components in the course supported the official competency goals Disagree  Neither 

nor  

 Agree  

2011 1 1 6 3 4 

2012   1 1 3 

4. The course provided room for active participation on my part Disagree  Neither 

nor  

 Agree  

2011 1 2 4 5 3 

2012    2 3 

5. I found the course rewarding proportionate to the efforts I put in Disagree  Neither 

nor  

 Agree  

2011 1 3 4 4 3 

2012   1 2 2 

6. All in all the course was good Disagree  Neither 

nor  

 Agree  

2011 3 1 2 5 4 

2012   2  3 

 

Level of engagement  

It seems certain that the synopses have engaged people and made them more active than in the 2011 

course (question 4, Table 1). Making a synopsis requires active participation, and practical and 

theoretical exercises were planned so they could be used directly or were of direct relevance to the 

synopses. All interviewed students appreciated the synopses as a way of learning. A student 

expressed about the synopses that they lead to absorption in the compendium, and another that 

“you’ll get knowledge of what you have written”. A third simply stated that a synopsis “is the best 

way to learn something”.  

Writing the synopsis can be seen as a formalized way for students to construct their own 

knowledge. Interestingly, this approach was already used by two of the interviewed students, who 

took notes while or after reading chapters of the compendium. 

However, making a synopsis need not be a guarantee for deep learning. At first the synopses were 

made as group work, but this was not a success. Group members distributed the questions between 

them, and there was no integration or discussion of results in the group. This is a clear surface 

strategy – doing only what is required irrespective of the outcome – and after a discussion in class 

we abandoned the group work to end up with individual synopses. This improved the quality of 

synopses, and all the interviewed students expressed that they preferred the individual synopses 

Fig. 6.3. Students’ evaluations of the course “Applied Tree Biology and Arboricul-
ture” from 2011 (n=15) and 2012 (n=5).

Level of engagement

It seems certain that the synopses have engaged people and made them
more active than in the 2011 course (question 4, Fig. 6.3). Making a syn-
opsis requires active participation, and practical and theoretical exercises
were planned so they could be used directly or were of direct relevance to
the synopses. All interviewed students appreciated the synopses as a way of
learning. A student expressed about the synopses that they lead to absorp-
tion in the compendium, and another that “you’ll get knowledge of what
you have written”. A third simply stated that a synopsis “is the best way to
learn something”.

Writing the synopsis can be seen as a formalized way for students to
construct their own knowledge. Interestingly, this approach was already
used by two of the interviewed students, who took notes while or after
reading chapters of the compendium.

However, making a synopsis need not be a guarantee for deep learning.
At first the synopses were made as group work, but this was not a success.
Group members distributed the questions between them, and there was no
integration or discussion of results in the group. This is a clear surface strat-
egy – doing only what is required irrespective of the outcome – and after a
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discussion in class we abandoned the group work to end up with individual
synopses. This improved the quality of synopses, and all the interviewed
students expressed that they preferred the individual synopses because they
learned much more. If the group work is to be continued, one student sug-
gested, the synopses could be made more problem oriented, which would
lead to a better group process.

Another surface strategy used was to hand in only three of the four
synopses, as this was what was required to attend the exam.

One student suggested the possibility of making a synopsis on a subject
of their own choice, as there was a particular area that he or she would
have liked to pursue. This would have the advantage of letting students
replace a less relevant synopsis with one that really mattered to them. For
example an interviewee expressed that one of the synopses covered material
that had already been discussed in other courses. By letting students define
themselves what they want to learn within the course, the course would
approach a portfolio development and assessment.

Peer supervision

The peer supervision sessions tended to be very short, and I was therefore
curious to know how it worked. Two of the interviewed students found
that peer supervision had been helpful, whereas the other two would have
preferred having feedback from the teacher. A problem that was mentioned
is that there were large differences in the backgrounds and levels between
students, meaning that the quality of feedback was variable. One student
mentioned that teachers’ opinions were more authoritative and that it was
easier to respect their comments. On the other hand, all students expressed
that they used some or part of the feedback, and one had learned a lot from
reading the other students’ synopses.

Alignment between objectives and activities

The online questionnaire contains a question (question 3, Fig. 6.3) on the
relation between objectives and course activities. Again the answers from
2011 students were scattered, ranging from people who found that there
were no agreement to people who found that there was complete agreement.
In the 2012 course, two students neither agreed nor disagreed whereas three
students found that there was complete agreement. The average degree of
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alignment from the point of view of students thus seemed slightly better in
2012.

Similarly, interviewees were asked whether they found that the course
activities were meaningful in relation to the objectives, which they all con-
firmed, emphasizing especially the usefulness of the synopses. One student
mentioned that there was a nice correspondence between theory and prac-
tical exercises, and another underlined field visits and lab exercises as good
activities. However, it should be said that the question was difficult to pose
and answer because the students did not have the objectives at hand.

Exam

A weakness of the compulsory online questionnaires is that they are to be
filled out before the course ends, and there is thus no evaluation of the exam
situation. I was therefore especially interested in this topic in the interviews.
Even if only four students were interviewed, this still gave an impression
of how the exam was perceived.

All the students stated that the exam was a motivating factor for the
learning. One student expressed it in this way: “I want to say what I know
and satisfy myself and the professors.” Another said that if it had not been
for the exam, she would not have read as much.

For all students, preparations for the exam included reading the syn-
opses. One interviewee expressed that by reading the others’ synopses
(which had been uploaded to Absalon), it was possible to learn a lot on what
other people emphasized in their replies. Other preparations included read-
ing the compendium or parts of it, but one student read only his own syn-
opses before the exam. The interviewed students had read the compendium
one or two times during the entire course.

The atmosphere during the exam was described as relaxed or relatively
relaxed, even though at least three of the students were nervous. One stu-
dent expressed that he enjoyed the exam. The fact that the questions were
known beforehand (being the synopses questions) contributed to calm down
the nerves, and one student said that “If you prepare something (i.e. the syn-
opses) during the block you have absolutely no problem to pass the exam”.
Another said “The exam is just a matter of understanding the questions
even better”. Three of the students said that they liked the exam, whereas
one would have preferred a written exam. An advantage of the oral exam
expressed by one student is that the feedback in forms of a grade is given
immediately after the examination, and there is no waiting time. From a
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teacher’s point of view, I have no doubt that this type of exam represent
an improvement over the exam where a random and unknown question is
drawn, making the situation more predictable and easier to prepare for.

In previous editions of the course we have experienced that some stu-
dents were so nervous that they did not express what they knew, forgetting
important parts of the subject matter or simply being unable to tell it in a
logical matter. This is despite us as teachers have always tried to help stu-
dents. Therefore a central question was whether the students felt that they
had shown their full potential, and whether the assessment of their know-
ledge was fair. While three of the students agreed to this, one student said
that “I could have presented it a lot better. I knew what I had to say but I
could just not get it out of my mouth”. The same student said that the assess-
ment was fair but not in relation to the knowledge he possessed. It seems
thus that the problem with minds going blank persist, despite attempts to
make the situation more comfortable.

Taking the evaluation format closer to the real format and a less stressful
environment would probably be possible by a kind of portfolio assessment.
However, it is my impression that the students also learned a lot after hand-
ing in the synopses. This knowledge would tend to overlooked lost in a
portfolio assessment but can still be presented at the exam.

Conclusion

Evaluations of the two course editions and statements of the interviews
indicate that working with the synopses was more rewarding in terms of
learning. My own impression both during the course and at the exam was
that the average student in the 2012 course was mastering the subject matter
better than participants in the 2011 course. The question is whether the 2012
students will have acquired the same knowledge outside the synopsis topics
as the 2011 students. There is no way we can tell, but maybe that is no so
important: We know that they have learned what we asked them in the syn-
opses, which we from the start defined as the essentials of the course. The
oral exam situation seems to be inherently problematic for some students,
and we need to consider if there are other ways of reasonably evaluating
student performance.
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A Synopsis questions

Synopsis 1, week 36-37

1. Tree structure and function, with special focus on water balance.

1. Describe water conductive tissues from root to leaf on your chosen
specimen tree

2. Give an overview of mechanism of water transport from soil to air
through a tree

3. Which features in trees and surroundings influence water balance?
4. Suggest ways to affect these features through management

Synopsis 2, week 38-39

1. Annual variation in trees and environmental impacts (focus on temper-
atures and frost).

2. Describe major seasonal changes in physiology of trees
3. Compare the strategy of deciduous and evergreen life styles
4. Suggest ways in which low temperature damage in sensitive trees can

be prevented
5. How will higher temperatures affect tree phenology?

Synopsis 3, Week 40-41

1. Plant production and establishment.
2. Describe different nursery plant types and their advantages and draw-

backs in relation to uses
3. Root system establishment – why is that a problem and how can man-

agement affect it?
4. Planting of a concrete area with a selected species: develop a plan and

justify your choices (area to pointed out by teachers)

Synopsis 4, Week 43-44

1. Management, stability and old age.
2. Describe degradation mechanisms in trees
3. Which stability mechanisms can be found in trees, and how are they

affected by tree management?
4. Make a management plan for the old tree(s) that has(have) been given

in your care. Justify your choices.
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To secure constructive alignment for the course
“Biodiversity in Urban Nature”

Hans Peter Ravn

Forest & Landscape, University of Copenhagen

This project wants to discuss the following topics: If there is alignment
between intended learning outcomes, the choice of the teaching methods,
assessment method and if this is reflected in the exam result and student
evaluations of the course.

Intended learning outcomes of “Biodiversity in Urban
Nature” (BUN)

When the course has been completed, the participants are expected to have
achieved the following:
Knowledge:

• Identification of elements and conditions that promote and increase
diversity of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, insects and other
arthropods, plants including trees and fungi in the urban environment

• Expected consequences on diversity of practical actions taken
• Interactions between plants, herbivores and organisms on other tropic

levels
• Methods on quantification of biological diversity

Skills:

• Able to suggest which actions that in a given situation will result in
increased, reduced or orientated development in the biological diversity.
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• Able to explain relationships and interactions among organisms in a
given location and situation and the reasons for absence or presence

• Ability to analyze and evaluate the potential for development in biolo-
gical diversity among organisms in a given locality

• Measures to put up a goal for development of diversity in a given area
and for evaluation and documentation of fulfillment of the ambition.

Competences:

• Transform theoretical knowledge to practical action in a situation given
limited frames

• Judge biological elements, potential, and possible developmental issues
of nature areas in urban environment

• Discuss biological aspects in connection to management and mediating
biological issues of nature in urban environment – authenticity, aesthet-
ical values, aspects of recreation and first-hand nature experiences

Teaching methods

Teaching was organized as a combination of lectures, excursions, practical
exercises and seminars/colloquia on essential papers. Group work was fo-
cused on specific selected topics and one major exercise was writing an es-
say about a specific case, theme or topic. Lectures included several invited
guest lecturers: Specialists that gave first hand presentations from their field
of work and answered questions from students in relation to their subject
of expertise.

Assessment method

Assessment was made as a summative assessment – a final examination at
the end of the course.

The examination was intended to be a combination of oral, practical and
portfolio exam since the essay was the background for part of examination.

Description of examination: The individual oral exam lasts about twenty-
five minutes. It consists of a short (eight minutes) presentation of the topic
of the essay followed by questions on this (eight minutes). In addition the
student will draw a question in relation to lectures and exercises (eight
minutes). Weight: Group essay: 34%. Individual oral presentation of essay:
33%. Oral examination on drawn, general question: 33%.
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Course

The practical part of the course was carried out according to the course
plan (Appendix A) through nine weeks in September to November 2012.
The course description is available at
http://kurser.kvl.dk/presentation.aspx?coursecode=LNAK10099
and general information on the course can be found in Appendix B. It was
the first time this course was given and I was in principle the sole person
responsible for how it went. In practice I had a very good assistance from
my PhD student, without whom it would have been much more difficult – if
possible at all - to run the course. There was a lot of practical confusion with
registration of the participants on the course homepage Absalon and with
finding a suitable room for the teaching. I had put a limit of thirty partici-
pants in the course description. But this limitation did not work. Forty-one
students tried to register, but several were manually deleted by the adminis-
tration. However, there was never achieved a updated list on Absalon of the
students that actually attended the course. And the class room given to us
in advance had a limit of twenty-four persons. And if you had twenty-four
persons in that room there was no space for making group work etc. So
the group had to find new rooms for every lesson. At the end twenty-seven
students had followed the course and passed the exam.

Reflections on compulsory readings

For each course day two papers of compulsory reading was up-loaded for
the students to read in advance. The papers were chosen of course as an
introduction to the topic of that day. If we could find a review paper, this was
preferred, otherwise we used papers presenting results from good, specific
scientific study. The part of the compulsory papers was organized at the
beginning of the lecture. This was decided after another experience: If you
start the lectures at 8:00 in the morning, only a minor proportion of the
students will be there. From 8-9 there were self-study of the papers of that
day in the class or at home. I or my assistant would be around for answering
questions part of the time. The students were separated in two parts, A or B
reading and preparing presentation of either of the two papers for the day.
From 9-9:15 they should discuss the papers in each of the groups (A and
B), and 9:15-9:30 A should inform B about the content of their paper. From
9:30-9:45 B should inform A, and finally 9:45-10 we would all discuss
the clues of the papers in common. Then there was a break from 10-10:30

http://kurser.kvl.dk/presentation.aspx?coursecode=LNAK10099
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when the lecture(s) of the day began. The students were well prepared the
first several days. However, they then being less careful in their preparation,
probably because no-one had been appointed as responsible for presenting
the results of the group. I tried to prepare some specific questions for the
students where the answers could be found in the text in the papers. This
worked a lot better. When I had the supervised lecture it was suggested that I
prepared some more general questions like “What was the key messages?”,
“What in that paper made you wonder?”, “Do you know any examples...?”
I am sure I will use this in addition to appointment of responsible group
rapporteur in future courses.

In the process of alignment of structure from intended learning out-
comes through teaching methods to evaluation reading and discussing sci-
entific papers is essential. Especially if you have constructed the context in
which the answers to relevant questions could be drawn from the text in
the paper, you have created a situation where deep and durable learning is
difficult to avoid! Several of the students expressed that they liked this part
– reading relevant and contemporary scientific papers – was new to them
but had given them new insight into what research actually is.

Reflections on exercises

Learning outcome is much better when students work practically with and
exploit the knowledge found in literature and given in lectures. It was the
intention that all lectures and excursions should involve exercises. Most did
but not all. Especially when you have invited specialist – we had twenty in
all on this course – you cannot always control what they present or do dur-
ing their presentation. So, in several occasions the external, invited speakers
gave a traditional oral lecture. However, as was discovered by the evalua-
tion at the end of the course, the students did appreciate this as long as
it was a good presentation. After all several of the invited speakers were
very good at making oral presentations that was provocative, gave an good
overview or in other ways fitted very well into the course program.

The exercises were of different types: Some were practical. E.g. test-
ing the use of a practical method measuring the flora diversity following
a method description or theoretical by drawing a garden plan that favors
wild bees. Another example was the classification of the parks visited dur-
ing a whole day excursion and using a modified version of “The Singapore
Index”.
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The students responded very positively to doing exercises, but nega-
tively if the time for presenting and consolidating the results was too lim-
ited. This of course will be anticipated in future courses.

In the process of constructive alignment exercises are of course essen-
tial since it is the ultimate learning by doing situation that is created.

Reflections on excursions

There was arranged several excursions during the course. Both short excur-
sions on campus or in the vicinity of the institute and whole day excursions
by bike and a single excursion by bus. The idea behind the excursion in
this particular course is of course that you should see what the situation
and solutions could look like in practice. The students like excursions very
much. The risk is that they just feel they are good entertainment. It is of
course no problem that the learning is entertaining as well, but you should
secure the learning process by linking what you see during excursion to the
more theoretical part by governing the attention to the particular aspects
you want. This could be achieved by attaching an exercise to the excursion
– e.g. filling out a classification table of what you see or ask them to prepare
a follow-up presentation addressing specific topics.

In the process of alignment excursions are very useful since the student
here could see how theory works in practice and if you arrange meeting
with experts on site, it could be persons that has the same task that could be
the future task of the students. In this way you could stimulate engagement
in learning: They could see the relevance of what they learn. It could be
useful in their future position.

Reflections on lectures

At their best lectures – oral presentations - should be the situation where
you mediate an overview of the topic you want to be part of the learning. It
is often claimed – also during the KNUD course discussed - that traditional
oral lectures does not promote learning. However, some – if not all – of
the students expect to get at least some lectures pulling together essential
knowledge from a larger area in an easy consumable way. They eagerly
took notes and were willing to learn and repeat what you tell them.

It is however essential to include both problem-oriented teaching and
student-orientated teaching in your presentation. When you have a lot of
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external, invited speakers you may not always be able to govern their pre-
sentations. However, both when you introduce the topic and when you wrap
up the presentation or put it into the context of the whole course you may
start by addressing the student with questions like “Why is this important?
What would you do if you were in a situation...? What is the connection
between what you have just heard and what you saw the other day at...?”.

Lectures should consist of several teaching elements – and oral presen-
tations should vary as well with situations where learning is among the stu-
dents, between teacher and students and in the single students alone giving
them time for reflection.

At this BUN course several of the guest lecturers were excellent speak-
ers and teachers involving the students and engaging them. Some were
more average. In all cases it is the task as course responsible to put the con-
tributions into the context and considering keeping up the intended learning
outcome throughout the course.

In the process of alignment referring to common goals and making cross
references to literature and excursion sights is the glue that makes the dif-
ferent topics of the course fit and stick together.

Reflections on essays

The one larger assignment during this course of course had much attention
from the students from the first day. It was stressed that the aim of the course
was not only to learn the theory behind but also to be able to exploit that
knowledge in practice. Therefore they would in their essay be evaluated on
their ability to actually include solutions and actions that they have heard,
read about or in other ways achieved knowledge of during the course. The
restrictions on this assignment were specified very detailed and given to the
students at the very beginning of the course (Appendix C).

We were a bit in doubt how early in the course we should draw more
attention to the fact that they should write this assignment and when they
should decide which topic to write about. Too much focus too early could
disturb concentration on other important topics.

Reflections on exam

I am very happy that we had three parts or steps contributing to the final
score. Even though I had stated that they should put more focus on the
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course and on the process than on the exam, of course they had much fo-
cus on the final examination. The questions they could draw as part of the
examination were put on Absalon some weeks before the exam (Appendix
D). And they were told that they were allowed to bring notes and other aids
to the exam. But it was underlined that since they had only eight minutes
they should concentrate on the essential issues on each topic. Bring only
3-5 key words, they were advised.

In practice this secured that all students had read through the compul-
sory papers, hand-outs and notes from lectures before the exam. All except
one had prepared notes for each of the exam topics. This actually secured
that they each had gone through all the teaching material and extracted the
essential clues for each question. Since the questions or topics included
all the course topics, it had made the students actively use the material. The
scores reflects this positive effect: six students received the grade 12, twelve
students received the grade 10, eight students the grade 7 and one student
received a 4. Most of the essays had very high quality.

The writing of the essay demanded a lot of efforts by the students since
they had lessons almost until just before the exam. I have considered if it
would have been more smooth if there had been more but smaller assign-
ments spread out during the course. My conclusion so far is that the limited
time frame only allows one major assignment, and that is valuable for the
students to have one chance to choose a topic and go a bit deeper into
describing and solving and problem in a practical context. The very good
essays produced by most of the students support this conclusion, I think.
Another consequence of forcing the students to choose and work more de-
tailed with a topic is that they might consider pursuing this topic in a master
study.

After the examination the students were given comprehensive com-
ments on their essay as well as their performance at the exam and during the
course. It was stressed what was their strong sides that they could exploit
ahead and which skills had a potential for improvements.

Reflections on student evaluations

Since it was the first time the course was run, it was decided to elaborate
a bit on the course evaluation part. Two evaluation forms were made in
addition to the valuation form on Absalon (truth is I was not aware of the
latter until after we had made our own forms). In addition we held an oral
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evaluation at the end of the course, but before the exam. In addition several
– almost all – students after the examination spontaneously expressed their
gratitude about the course.

Unfortunately only seventeen, respectively fifteen, filled out the eval-
uation forms (Appendix E). However, all evaluations pointed in the same
direction: Strengths: Almost all students felt they have had learning out-
comes corresponding to what was intended or better. Improvements are
needed on the practical execution – especially they complain that the com-
pulsory literature was available with very short notice before the lectures.
This was absolutely right and explainable by the fact that this was the first
time the course was given, and preparation of the course took place during
the course. When you select the readings for the next topic you have to read
ten times as many papers as the students before you can select and upload
the right papers. However, the student at the same time complements the
selection of papers as being good and relevant. Of course improvement of
this point is easily achieved the next time the course is run.

Two or three students expressed major disappointment at the evaluation.
They were all having a landscape architect background and had expressed
uncertainty about reading science papers and species identification. More
careful adjustment of expectations will be given at the introduction in order
to address this.

Reflections on peer supervision (by other KNUD participants)

Two fellow participants, Thomas Lundhede and Morten Ingerslev attended
part of the course. They both commented the engagement and active partici-
pation of the students during the lessons they were involved in. The reflec-
tions made in connection to the practical supervision have been expressed
in the reflection paper given to Michael Drastrup from CURAGO.

Overall reflections and perspectives

The students were kept busy with relevant material and learning activities
throughout the course. More of them expressed that they have felt the nine
weeks as a continuous “learning travel” or “learning camp” that went by
very swiftly and “suddenly was over”. One advantage was that it was a
non-obligatory course, so you should and could expect engaged students.
However, it is still possible to lose them or disappoint their expectations.
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The students had a very different background: landscape architects, bi-
ologists, nature resource management. In following courses I will encour-
age group work across and mixing people with different background.

I think the practical attitude with mixture of theory, exercises and ex-
cursions (Explain – Show – Train) to a great extend secures achievement of
the alignment from intended learning outcomes through teaching methods
to evaluation – and hopefully even longer. The results - as far as the exam
– supports this. Time will show the students have brought something with
them that they will implement in their future working life.
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A Biodiversity in Urban Nature – Course plan, 29
October 2012
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B General course information
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C Information on essay
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D Exam questions
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E Course evaluation
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Study of teaching and learning activities in the
lectures of a theoretical course

Anders Rønn-Nielsen

Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen

Introduction

This project concerns my teaching in the course Beting (conditioning and
Markov properties) in Block 3 of the academic year 2012/2013. It was the
second time, since I taught the course in the previous year as well. Although
the students had been quite content with the teaching in 2011/2012, I was
not entirely satisfied myself: During the teaching I was so occupied produc-
ing lecture notes and exercises that I was not really able to spend as much
time on the actual teaching as I would have liked. The result was that the
teaching ended up being mostly "old-fashioned lectures"’ almost without
student activities.

The students are mostly statistics and actuarial students, and they are
typically on their 3rd or 4th year of study. This year the course had 9 partic-
ipants (8 of them until the exam), but that number is likely to increase in the
next years. The teaching lasts 7 weeks (1 block) and has 5 lectures and 4
exercise classes per week. The exam is a 24 hour written take-home-exam.
The course is theoretical and furthermore has the purpose of giving the stu-
dents some tools for later courses. Like most other mathematical courses
the course is ’vertically’ constructed such that almost all elements lie end
to end with previous elements of the course. Hence it is not possible to di-
vide the course into smaller independent parts. On the other hand testing the
understanding of the entire course can be done by testing the understanding
of the final elements.

The course description that corresponds to the course this year (I had
to rewrite the description for next year already before I gave the course this
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year) was not entirely optimal. Basically the students are supposed to obtain
two types of competences. They should be able to apply various techniques
and methods, and they should obtain an understanding of the material deep
enough to make them able to see new coherences. Generally I find that the
intended learning outcomes (ILO’s) of the course description agree with my
own wishes for the students outcome of the course. Nevertheless, I believe
that the ILO’s should be more concrete in the quantification of the desired
deep learning.

The version of the course that was given last year had in my opinion too
much importance attached to proofs and too little to the true understanding
of the material and also the ability to apply the theory to concrete examples.
I certainly believe that proofs and technical arguments are important. Both
in the general education of statisticians and in the deep understanding of
the subject. Proof techniques simply form a craft that has to be learned.
However, it is equally important to keep some focus on utility of the proved
results.

It was my experience that 2 or 3 of the 6 students who followed the
course last year did not really obtain a deep understanding. At the end of
the course they were only able - in a rather shallow way - to use some of
the simplest mechanical methods, and it was clear that they were not aware
of why the methods works. This is also seen in the exam results from 2012,
where 2 students were (alarmingly) close to failing the exam. See Table 8.1.

Goal for improving the course

My goal for the teaching this year has been to make sure that the students
experienced deeper learning and gained familiarity with the subject. The
hope was - not at least - that the level of the weakest students could be
increased, such that they benefited more from the course than just having a
shallow knowledge and mechanical calculation skills in the end.

I have not myself been teaching at the exercise classes, since a TA was
attached to the course. Hence I have mostly made changes of the exercise
classes on a more general level: I have tried to align the exercises to the
lectures and the exam, and I have - together with the TA - made the pro-
gram for the classes. My considerations concerning the exercise classes are
collected in a later section.

I have not made any changes of the exam compared to last year. A 24-
hour written exam can actually measure how well the ILO’s of the course
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are satisfied. It is easy to find exercises that tests the students ability to
apply the various desired techniques and skills to concrete examples. At a
longer exam like this it is even meaningful to pose questions that tests the
understanding of coherences in the material: Exercises can be constructed
such that they can only be solved if the student is able to combine concepts
in new ways. This will test for deeper understanding - possibly deeper than
what is requested in the ILO’s.

My main focus of this project has been on the lectures. The goal has
been that they should contain more student involvement and more exam-
ples. These changes and improvements are described in the next section.

Improving the lectures

As mentioned the goal of the changed lectures was to increase the student
activity. I also wanted to spend more time on examples (including simula-
tion studies) since I believed that this could develop the students intuition
for what the field is really about.

To find time for the new improvements at the lectures, I had to reduce
something else in comparison with the lectures I gave last year. I chose to
cut down on the amount of proofs shown at the lectures. The changes were
not supposed to move all focus away from the theoretical part of the course:
I still expected the students to gain insight in a lot of results and to become
able to construct similar proofs at the exam. But I removed all proofs that
I estimated were either without an interesting technique or did not add any
intuition to the result.

There are numerous reasons why activating the students at lectures in-
crease the learning. Among these are

• Even the most motivated student will have troubles staying concen-
trated for more than 15 minutes if the person only is supposed to sit
and listen (see e.g. (Biggs & Tang 2007, p. 173)). Variation and small
breaks are created by introducing various activities during the lecture.

• Learning is easier if the student can relate to the problem. This can
be obtained if the student has had the opportunity to think about small
problems by himself.

• The learning will be deeper if the student has been part of developing
the material (or at least has a feeling of being part of the process)
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• Student activities creates interaction between students and teacher, and
thereby it is possible for the teacher to adjust the teaching according to
the needs among the students.

Similar improvements of lectures using teaching and learning activities
(TLA’s) have been tried (with great success) in a series of previous KNUD
projects (Schneider 2007, Xella 2008, Andersen 2010). I have found some
inspiration in these projects.

I decided to use the following guidelines when planning my lectures:

• There should be at least one TLA (but possibly more) per 45 minutes
of lecturing.

• I should try to ask as many questions as possible when lecturing.
• I should switch between blackboard and slides as often as possible (to

create variation).
• I should give examples or show simulation studies whenever it was

meaningful.

In the following subsections I will give examples of TLA’s used in the lec-
tures. They are divided into 4 different types depending on the context and
the purpose of the TLA.

Activities developing intuition

When introducing new concepts it can be an advantage to think about how
the students - possibly already from the beginning - obtain some intuition
of the new theory or ideas. In figure 8.1 is seen 4 examples of TLA’s at the
lecture, where the purpose has been to enhance the intuitive understanding.
Each of the 4 slides should not be seen as self-contained since notation and
use of words may refer to previous slides presented at the relevant lectures.

Upper left slide: The aim of this activity is to introduce the concept of
conditional independence before an actual definition is given. The students
were - on an intuitive level - able to say that there is (probably) not indepen-
dence between tomatoes and cucumbers, but given the knowledge that the
dinner includes salad, then it makes sense to say that the events of tomatoes
and cucumbers are independent. When the formal definition of conditional
independence was introduced shortly after this, the students already had
a skeleton of the concept in their heads: They were able to relate general
events and sigma-algebras to tomatoes and salad.
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U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Discussion about dinner

3 possible events that can happen at (my) dinner:
A I have tomatoes
B I have cucumber
C I have salad

Discuss: Are the events A and B independent?

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Discussion about your morning situation

Consider the following 3 events you could experience in
the morning

• Do we have ordinary independence here?
• Try to identify a conditional independence between

two events given a third
• Explain this using the asymmetric theorem

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Extension of Tonelli’s Theorem

Theorem (Theorem 1.4.2, Extended Tonelli)
Let µ be a probability measure on (X,E), and assume that
(Px)x∈X is a (X,E)–Markov kernel on (Y,K). Let λ be the
integration of (Px)x∈X with respect to µ. For every
E⊗K–measurable function f : X×Y→ [0,∞] it holds that∫

f (x,y) λ(dx,dy) =
"

f (x,y) Px(dy) µ(dx)

Discussion: Compare with example 1.3.3 and discuss why
this theorem is called an extension of Tonelli!

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Example 4.1.14 – concerns exercise 4.3

Assume that Y1,Y2, . . . are iid with values in N. Define for
all n ∈ N

Sn =

n∑
k=1

Yk

Furthermore define the renewal process N0,N1,N2, . . . by

Nn = sup{k ∈ N0 : Sk ≤ n}

Illustration on blackboard!!

Discuss: Try to argue (intuitively) why N0,N1,N2, . . . is not a
Markov chain!
(Given Nn = m then either Nn+1 = m or Nn+1 = m+1. Does
this depend on previous Nk’s?)

Slide 1/1

Fig. 8.1. Shows 4 examples of TLA’s that helps to develop intuition.

Upper right slide: This discussion took place the day after the activity
to the left. At this time an equivalent definition of conditional indepen-
dence had been presented and the idea of the activity was that students tried
to identify such a relation in an everyday example that was similar to the
salad example from the day before, but where the new formulation method
was more meaningful. This example was used repeatedly afterwards when
further results were presented. Again, it was useful to have a very concrete
example when results containing various events and sigma-algebras were
to be explained.

Lower left slide: On this slide a theorem that appears rather compli-
cated was presented - and it was to be proved afterwards. The theorem can
be seen as a generalisation of a result that had been well-known to and also
frequently used by the students for at least a year. The aim of the discus-
sion was that the students deduced why this is true, and hopefully during
this process got more familiar with both the notation and the content of
the result. This helped a lot when we started going through the proof after-
wards.

Lower right slide: This slide was presented at a lecture, where the con-
cept of Markov chains was introduced. At this time the students had seen
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several examples of processes that actually are Markov chains, so here the
idea is that the students get to think about how this "can go wrong". A
consistent theoretical argument will be rather complicated to produce in a
short time, but it is possible to give intuitive arguments that are instruc-
tive when understanding the so–called Markov property. Furthermore this
example served as an introduction to an (notationally heavy) exercise they
were supposed to work with at the following exercise class.

A possible challenge of this type of TLA’s is that my intuition is not
necessarily the type of intuitive arguments the students need to understand
a given problem. I have experienced that some intuitive comparisons I asked
the students to make, only made them more confused. They simply re-
garded some results in a completely different way. In these situations I had
to spend some additional time on combining the different ways of thinking.
Of course if the combining-process is successful it can be an advantage in
the end that students have been exposed to several ways of interpreting the
material.

Activities relating to known theory

For various reasons it can be profitable to use TLA’s to remind the students
of material they (in principle) already know about.

• An obvious reason could be that I get the opportunity to check whether
they actually did understand what happened at the lectures, say yester-
day.

• Another obvious reason is that it (almost) always helps the deep under-
standing of a subject if it is seen several times - possibly with varying
applications and ways of formulation.

• It could also be useful to remind students about results (perhaps from
previous courses) that are about to be applied in the lecture.

In Figure 8.2 is seen four examples of TLA’s that relate to theory that is
already known.

Upper left slide: The exercise in this slide was presented just before
a rather complicated proof was started. The proof relies heavily on a par-
ticular calculation method that is used repeatedly. In principle this method
- which is not very deep - is well-known to the students from previous
courses, but I feared that using the method in this course (and thereby a
changed framework) would confuse them. Hence I decided to prepare the
students by giving them the exercise, where the method is naturally derived
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U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

5–minutes exercise

(1) Let X be a random variable with values in (X,E). Let
A ∈ E. Argue that

P(X ∈ A) = X(P)(A)

(2) Assume furthermore that f : X→ R is
E−B–measurable. Argue that

P(f (X) > 0) = P(X ∈ {f > 0})

and that

f (X) > 0 P–a.s ⇔ f (x) > 0 for X(P)–almost all x ∈ X

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

In the Theorems 3.5.3–3.5.5 we shall see two results for
the variables X, Y and Z:
(1) We have Y ⊥⊥ Z | X if and only if there is independence

in the conditional distribution of (Y ,Z) given X

(2) We have Y ⊥⊥ Z | X if and only if the conditional
distribution of Y given (X,Z) = (x,z) only depends on x.
In that case we will see that Y | (X,Z) = Y | X

Discuss: Recall the two equivalent definitions of cond.
independence: Definition 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.3.7. How
should they be matched with (1) and (2)?

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Discussion – Memory game:-)

Consider the Markov kernels

1 : P∗k and 2 : Pk.

Combine them with the following conditional distributions:
a) (X1, . . . ,Xk) | X0

b) Xn+k | Xk

c) (Xn, . . . ,Xn+k−1) | Xn−1

d) Xk | X0

e) Xn+k | X0, . . . ,Xk

f) (Xn, . . . ,Xn+k−1) | X0, . . . ,Xn−1

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Markov chains so far

Think about the arguments and the order:
• we defined a Markov chain
• we derived the finite–dimensional distributions for a

Markov chain (if it exists)
• we argued that a probability measure exists on

(X∞,E∞) with finite–dimensional like this
• we went back and saw that a process with this

distribution IS a Markov chain
Think about: Could we have changed the order?

Slide 1/1

Fig. 8.2. Shows four examples of TLA’s that help to understand known theory

in a simple and known framework. Most of them regarded it as extremely
simple, but on the other hand it was really useful in the following proof:
The students had no problems understanding the technical arguments.

Upper right slide: At a previous lecture the students had seen two equiv-
alent ways of defining conditional independence. At this lecture we studied
conditional independence in the special case when it is formulated for ran-
dom variables. The two equivalent definitions of conditional independence
are still meaningful but when formulated in the new framework it is not im-
mediately clear how the two new definitions should be combined with the
already known definitions. That is what the exercise in this slide is about,
and the aim is that the students are forced to use known theory in new ap-
plications. This will hopefully give a deeper learning of both.

Lower left slide: This slide was used in the beginning of a lecture, where
we were going to use various formulations of conditional distributions re-
peatedly. These formulations had been presented and used at the previous
lectures, but I was not sure how well they were remembered and under-
stood by the students. Hence I introduced this "memory game", where the
students were supposed to compare different formulations of the same con-
cepts. It actually worked really well: Almost all students gave input in the
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summarising part in the end, and they seemed more prepared than usual
when we used the formulations afterwards.

Lower right slide: This slide was presented after the students had seen
how Markov chains are constructed, and the purpose of the slide was that
they should obtain a deeper understanding of how the 4 main parts of the
construction fit together. The idea of the slide was to ask the students to
reorder the 4 parts in a way such that the construction still makes sense
(this is in fact possible). The reordering process forced the students to think
about the content of each of the 4 parts and of how they interplay. Hence a
correct answer of this exercise will be a valid indicator of deep learning.

Activities that gives involvement in a proof

Since Beting is a theoretical course and an important part of the ILO’s of
the course concerns proof techniques in the relevant field, some amount
of proofs will necessarily be present at the lectures. In order to avoid situa-
tions, where I give one-man-shows that easily can last more than 30 minutes
resulting in sleeping students with only a very superficial understanding of
what happens, I have had to come up with ways to involve the students ac-
tively in the proofs.
Naturally, I try to ask small questions as often as possible, but typically this
means that only one student can give an answer and that there is not much
discussion going on between students. My solution has been to find more
formalised ways of involvement. Four examples of ways to do this are seen
in Figure 8.3.

Upper left slide: This is an example of a rather short proof, where the
students can see all the steps but without any arguments. Previously the
students have seen a similar - but not identical - proof of another result. In
this exercise the students are asked to explain how the result is obtained.
That makes them think about both the previous result and the similarities
between the two proofs. My hope is that they are more prepared to give
other similar proofs in the future (e.g. at the exam).

Upper right slide: This slide was presented in the middle of a rather
long and possibly tedious proof shown on the blackboard. On this point in
the proof a key step is about to be taken. The slide sums up what has been
shown so far, and then asks the students to figure out how the important step
can be shown. With this TLA the students became much more involved in
a key part of the proof and furthermore got a break with time to think about
what had happened so far.
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U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Theorem (Theorem 3.4.3)
Let A, B, G and H be σ-algebras. It holds that

A y B | H and A y G | B∨H ⇒ A y (B∨G) | H .

Proof.
We show the asymmetric characterisation: Let A ∈ A, then

P
(
A | (B∨G)∨H

)
= P(A |B∨H) = P(A |H) a.s.

Discuss: How is this equality obtained? �

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

An important step in the proof

We have shown

h0 = P∗1(h0) ν–a.e.

Define f0 = h0/‖h0‖ = h0/c.

Discuss:
• How can we obtain f0 = P∗1(f0) ν–a.e. ?
• What does this result tell us?
• Would the arguments work for any choice of minorant

h instead of h0?

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Theorem (Theorem 4.3.5)
A time homogeneous Markov chain X0,X1, . . . is weakly
time homogeneous.

Proof.
On the blackboard! �

Discuss: Why can we conclude from the proof that

Xτ+1 | Xτ
D
= Xn+1 | Xn ?

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

First steps of proof of 5.5.1
Let B = {x ∈ X : V(x) ≤ r} and

h(y) = inf
x∈B

k(m)
x (y)

Then we have shown

P∗(m+n)(f )(y) ≥ h(y)
∫

B
P∗n(f )(x)dν(x)

Suppose we furthermore can show that for some δ > 0∫
B

P∗n(f )(x)dν(x) > δ

for n big enough.

Discuss: Why will the proof in that case be complete?

Slide 1/1

Fig. 8.3. Activities that gives involvementin a proof

Lower left slide: This slide was presented to the students just before
I started to give the proof (on the blackboard) of the theorem seen on the
slide. The proof lasted about 10 minutes, and the students got the task to
observe my proof and then figure out why something more than the stated
results actually could be derived from the proof. This exercise worked very
well. Giving the students this TLA forced them to pay special attention to
what was going on and furthermore it yielded some excitement because
they had to look for a hidden result.

Lower right slide: The idea of the TLA on this slide is quite similar to
the upper right slide. The students had seen me showing a series of sub-
results on the blackboard, and now they got the exercise to combine these
sub-result to the result of the theorem. Again this forced them to take part
in a key step of the proof.

Activities on the form of exercises

Although the course has separate exercise classes it is very reasonable that
some of the TLA’s have the form of small exercises. This way the students
have the opportunity to apply the theory to concrete examples immediately
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after it has been presented. Similar to the intuition-based TLA’s the exer-
cises help the students obtaining a deeper understanding of the material:
When they know about possible applications it becomes easier to relate to
the content of a given theorem.

In Figure 8.4 a collection of TLA’s on the form of exercises is displayed.

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Example 3.2.3

Let H be the σ–algebra generated by some set C ∈ F:

H = {∅,C,Cc,Ω} .

Exercise: Show that for A ∈ F

P(A | H) =


P(A∩C)

P(C)
on C

P(A∩Cc)
P(Cc)

on Cc

a.s

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Example 5.5.3: ARCH(1)–process

Define X0,X1,X2, . . . recursively by

Xn+1 =

√
(γ+αX2

n)εn+1 ,

where (again) ε1, ε2, . . . are iid N(0,1) (independent of X0).

Discuss:
• Why is this a Markov chain?
• How do you expect a simulation of X0,X1,X2, . . . to look

like?
• Which values (big/small) of α and λ do you think will

make the Markov chain asymptotically stable?

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

4–minutes exercise

Use

(Xn,Xn+1, . . .) y (X0,X2, . . . ,Xn) | Xn for all n = 1,2, . . .

to show that

(Xn,Xn+1, . . .) y (X0,X1, . . . ,Xm) | (Xm, . . . ,Xn) .

for m < n.

Slide 1/1

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C O P E N H A G E N

Discussion

• Do we have (X1,X2) ⊥⊥ (X4,X5) | (X3,X6,X7)?
• Do we have (X1,X2,X3) ⊥⊥ (X4,X5,X6) | X7?
• Do we have (X1,X2,X3) ⊥⊥ (X4,X5,X6)?

Slide 1/1

Fig. 8.4. Activities on the form of exercises.

Upper left slide: This is a "standard" exercise, where the students were
asked to use a new (it was presented to them 5 minutes before) definition to
establish a general property in a simple example.

Upper right slide: This is also a standard exercise. At this time the stu-
dents had seen several results concerning Markov chains, and in this exer-
cise they had the chance to apply these results to a concrete (but not trivial)
example.

Lower left slide: Before this exercise the students had seen several
proofs where a certain argument technique was used. I expect them to be
able to use this technique at the exam. In the exercise they are asked to
prove a similar result using the technique.
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Lower right slide: This is a classical voting exercise with 3 questions
each with the possible answers yes and no. The questions are not at all very
complicated but you need to understand some basic concepts in order to
be able to answer correctly. With this type of exercise it is possible to get
answers from the entire class by asking: "How many say yes?".

A problem that is often encountered when exercise-based TLA’s are
used, is that the exercise question may be either too simple or too compli-
cated. If the questions are too difficult the students may become insecure
and perhaps also less willing to give an answer the next time they are pre-
sented to a similar exercise. In such situations it can be helpful that the
teacher admits that the exercise in fact is difficult.

If on the other hand an exercise appears to be too easy to solve, the
students can actually be reluctant to answer as well: In such cases they
are afraid that they have misunderstood what the question is about. Here
a solution could be that the teacher admits that the question is an easy (or
even silly) question.

General comments on TLA’s

Almost all TLA’s had a form where I presented a slide with a question or
an exercise. I made it a tradition that all such questions and exercises had a
blue headline. Typically I explained the exercise and then gave the students
some minutes (I told them how many) to discuss the solution. In this period
I walked around ready to help and answer questions. When the time was up
or all student clearly were ready, I asked for answers. In some situations -
but not often - this developed into a longer discussion.

The students were not particularly willing to discuss the exercises with
each other. Only a few of them said something in the time period for dis-
cussion. The rest worked on the problems by themselves - but it was clear
that they were actually working. I think that the reason for this behaviour
among the students was that most of them did not really know each other
before this course, and furthermore group discussions are not very common
in courses at the mathematics department. It will probably take some time
until they get used to this type of activities at lectures. I tried to convince
them to take part in discussions, but it is my personal opinion that students
should be allowed to stay out of the discussions if they choose to; the best I
can do is to make sure that there is a positive atmosphere in the classroom,
where the students are not afraid of saying something wrong or even stupid.
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It was my experience that a larger part of the students were willing to
answer questions, when the answer could be expressed in a single word
(e.g. yes/no questions or a multiple choice question). On the other hand,
this type of questions (and answers) are less informative about what the
students are thinking: Has the student developed a useful intuition, or is he
in fact a little confused? I decided to use a combination of the two question
types.

Exercise classes

In courses at The Department of Mathematical sciences there has been a
long (but not necessarily reasonable) tradition for how the exercise classes
should progress: The students are supposed to have prepared solutions for
all exercises, and by turns they go to the blackboard and present the solution
to the other students. If no student is willing to go to the blackboard (and
that happens quite often), then the TA will explain the solution.

This system has some obvious drawbacks. Students who have not pre-
pared the exercises from home only experience another lecture where a lot
of theory is presented. They gain no deep learning from observing how an
exercise could be solved if they have not worked with the exercise them-
selves. The students who have solved the exercise from home are not very
interested in seeing the solution repeated on the blackboard. Only the stu-
dent at the blackboard and the students with minor problems in solving the
exercise, will gain anything from this system.

Together with the TA I chose to introduce some changes:

• We still expected that the students tried to solve most of the exercises at
home

• At each exercise class (an exercise class lasts 2 hours), the first hour
was spent on students (in groups or individually) trying to solve the
remaining exercises - with help from the TA.

• The second hour was spent on the traditional presentation of exercises
by the students or the TA. Here only exercises chosen by either the
students or the TA would be presented - there was not time to present
all exercises.

• To obtain a proper institutionalisation with respect to the remaining ex-
ercises, written solutions of all exercises were handed out after the class.
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Although this was a slight change of the didactic contract the students
received the changes well.

Another change of the exercise classes compared with the previous year
was that I in numerous situations tried to use exercises from the exercise
classes as examples at lectures. This helped to institutionalise the student
work, and furthermore the students seemed more confident with examples
they already knew.

Results

Course evaluation

The results from the student evaluations can be seen in Appendix A. The
general impression from the evaluations is that the students liked the course
and that they gained a lot from the teaching. The workload was adequate
and also the difficulty of the course has been reasonable. More importantly
for this project, the students liked the balance between proofs and examples
and the amount of TLA’s. The answer to the final question "At lectures I
achieve a better understanding of a subject if there are student activities
(as opposed to the subject being presented without student activities)" is
a bit interesting. Only 16% of them agreed, while the rest of them were
neutral or "didn’t know". I asked them afterwards if this meant that the
TLA’s were unnecessary, but that was definitely not the case: They did not
want less or changed TLA’s. Some of them said - with a certain amount of
logic - that it was impossible for them to know whether they would have
obtained the same amount of understanding without the TLA’s; not having
TLA’s had simply not been an option (they are mathematicians after all...).

Exam

To the best of my knowledge the exam this year had the same level of diffi-
culty as the exam last year. However, the results had improved remarkably:
6 out of 8 students obtained the best grade 12 by handing in excellent so-
lutions showing an almost perfect understanding of the subject. The two
remaining students handed in solutions on a much higher level than the two
weakest students last year. As a statistician I am reluctant to conclude too
much in a comparison of two groups with 6 and 8 observations - it may
very well be that the student population this year simply was more able.
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However, it is my impression that the changed teaching method actually
had an effect on the exam result.

Grade -3 00 02 4 7 10 12 average
2012 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 7.5
2013 0 0 0 1 1 0 6 10.4

Table 8.1. Exam results from last year (2012) and this year (2013)

Conclusion

In this project I have studied how to improve deep learning in the course
Beting. I have realised that although the course is theoretical and contains
a lot of proofs it is in fact possible and meaningful to make student acti-
vities in the teaching. My experience has been that it is essential to vary
the teaching as much as possible. Not at least when it comes to the use of
TLA’s, where different types of TLA’s are useful in very different situations.

I believe that the changes I introduced during the course have been wel-
comed by the students and have helped them obtaining deep learning. This
was far from being contradicted by the exam result - which was remarkably
good.
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Appendix A – Student evaluations
Question 1: I experienced a good correspondence between the teaching and the course objectives

Strongly agree 83,3%
Agree 16,7%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 2: I think that the practical execution of the course was successful (facilities, equipment, information dissemination etc.)

Strongly agree 83,3%
Agree 16,7%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 3: I experience a good coherence between the various course elements (lectures, practical work, etc.)

Strongly agree 83,3%
Agree 16,7%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 4: I experience the course as relevant to my personal educational objectives

Strongly agree 66,7%
Agree 33,3%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 5: In cases where I needed feedback on my work (presentations, assignments, papers, reports) I was able to adequately get such
feedback from the teachers

Strongly agree 50%
Agree 33,3%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 16,7%

Question 6: For me, the teaching material is adequate for this course.

Strongly agree 66,7%
Agree 33,3%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 7: Compared to my background knowledge I experience that the academic level of the course is

Far too low 0%
Low 16,7%
Adequate 83,3%
High 0%
Far too high 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 8: I experience the work load of the course as

Much too low 0%
Somewhat low 16,7%
Adequate 66,7%
Somewhat high 16,7%
Much too high 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 9: In this course, for me the average work load per week was (including classes, preparation, written assignments etc.)

Under 10 hours 0%
10-15 hours 16,7%
15-20 hours 50%
20-25 hours 16,7%
25-30 hours 16,7%
Over 30 hours 0%

Question 10: If you have further suggestions for improving the course - or other comments and or elaborations on your answers above (please
refer to question number)
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• The lecture notes works great and is nicely structured. There are, however, a lot of hints in the exercises. The hints are generally good, but I
usually read them by mistake before I get to try to solve the exercise by myself. Maybe you could collect the hints in a seperate section, like in
the VidSand-book.

• 1) I would have liked the textbook to be posted in one piece at the beginning of the course instead of chapter-by-chapter at the end of each
week. However, this was not really a big problem.

2) As the textbook is well-written/easy to read and the exercise problems are so slow and elaborate that even I could solve them, I think
the idea of walking through curriculum during lectures could be skipped altogether.

Maybe the lectures in the future could be biased more towards showing where, and how the theory has "real-world"-applications. By this I
don’t intend to suggest that the lecturer should be merely increasing the number of "examples".
For instance, one could focus more on problems in other branches of mathematics, where knowing about conditioning and markov properties,
was crucial for solving a given problem (if any exists). Or really diving full scale into the acceptance-rejection algorithm, simulated annealing,
regenerating markov processes or maybe even going through some professors reasearch?
I realize, one has to strike a balance, as some students prefer sticking to the textbook.... hmm..

Question 11: Please comment on how much you have benefitet from the lectures in this course while learning the subject at hand

• The lectures are great, with nice examples and regular keeping track on how the whole intuition is (e.g. when it comes to conditional inde-
pende/moments/distribution and such). The 1-min.-discussions during the lectures are a good idea, however usually there aren’t really any
discussion at all. Its a matter of us (the students) giving it a try and not being afraid of saying something wrong and a matter of you trying to
push us to start discussing. The last thing is definitely the most difficult part, because there is no obvious way to do it. However, I think what
you are doing works, e.g. asking some of the students individually how they would go about the problems.

• Really good lectures, Anders makes the very theoretical definitions and theorems understandable through examples and "word-explanations".
• On a scale 1-10, I would say 7-8, depending on coffee. To the best of my understanding, Anders Rønn did a good job.
• Very much. The balance between motivation and proofs is very good. Also the activating questions work fine. I am impressed. Just keep up the

good work!

Question 12: Please comment on how much you have benefitet from the problem sessions in this course while learning the subject at hand

• The problem sessions were generally very good. The TA was always ready to give hints and presented the correct solutions in a nice way. Also
you put a lot of effort in to typping in the correct solutions, which is really great.

• Sometimes when you present the solutions you skip parts, e.g. simple symbol-manipulations using extended tonelli etc., it is nice to know that
one can find the formal way to go about the problems in the typped-in solutions. Maybe the first time you present a solution involving extended
tonelli, you should emphasize that this strategy is used a lot, but in the future you will not give all the details. In that way it will be easier for
me to recall that particular strategy at a later point.

• Good exersice classes. I find that questions are always welcome in class and the written solutions are really helpfull and understandable.
• The instructor seemed competent.
• A lot. It is important to be able to check whether you are on the right track. There is no chance in hell you can solve all the exercises during

class (at least I can’t), but even when I have solved the majority of the exercises, I believe I have benefited from the sessions.

Question 13: The lectures include both theoretical proofs and examples: I think that

More time should be spent on theoretical proofs 0%
More time should be spent on examples 0%
The balance between theoretical proofs and examples in adequate 100%
Don’t know 0%

Question 14: I experience good possibilities to ask questions during lectures.

Strongly agree 50%
Agree 50%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 0%

Question 15: The lectures include some student activities (questions, discussions, small exercises, ect). I think that

More time should be spent on student activities 0%
Less time should be spent on student activities 0%
The amount of time spent on student activities is adequate 100%
Don’t know 0%

Question 16: At lectures i achieve a better understanding of a subject if there are student activities ( as opposed to the subject being presented

without student activities).

Strongly agree 0%
Agree 16,7%
Neutral 50%
Disagree 0%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don’t know 33,3%
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Introduction

Laboratory based courses are traditionally a central part of natural sci-
ences education curricula at the university level. The role of such labo-
ratory courses is not simply to just complement theoretical courses taught
most commonly in lectures but is far more complex and addresses the is-
sue of constructing knowledge through experimentation. Construction of
knowledge through experimentation, as a scientific method, was first advo-
cated by Francis Bacon in the 1600’s. Bacon’s ideas form the basis of the
Baconian empiricism that is an inquiry-based method that uses evidence
(experimental or observed) as a tool to investigate nature and thus, con-
struct knowledge by developing theoretical models that can account for the
observations, and thus, describe the natural phenomena under investigation.
The role of laboratory courses should be to educate the future scientists or
engineers on how to use enquiry-based techniques to construct knowledge
and subsequently how to use this knowledge in a concrete way to solve a
practical or theoretical problem or even conceive a new theoretical frame
based on what they have learned but going beyond that.

At this point it might be useful to give a definition of the term inquiry.
According to Hofstein et al. (2005, 2004), Hofstein & Lunetta (2004),
Zettili (22-24 March 2009), The National Science Education Standards
(National Research Council 1996) define the term inquiry in two ways:
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1. inquiry as content understanding, in which students have opportunities
to construct concepts, patterns and to create meaning about an idea in
order to explain what they experience.

2. inquiry in terms of abilities. Under the category of abilities or skills,
are included: identifying questions, forming hypotheses, designing and
conducting scientific investigations, formulating and revising scientific
explanations, and communicating and defending scientific arguments.

From the above it appears that the inquiry-based approach to learning,
especially in a laboratory course, can prove to be really beneficial for the
students. However, and somehow paradoxically most laboratory courses are
constructed in the complete opposite way of the inquiry approach, namely
by use of the direct instruction approach (Zettili 22-24 March 2009). In the
direct instruction approach the teacher assumes the role of authority in the
study field and constitutes the sole source of knowledge/information. The
role of the students is to assimilate the information transmitted to them by
this authority, they are thus reduced to a passive receiver role. Within this
context there is no space for creativity from the students since their role is
reduced to passively receive information. The evaluation of their learning
is also reduced to the mere verification of the teacher’s knowledge. Within
the direct instruction approach the teacher evaluates the students by asking
them to reproduce knowledge that he possesses, not by probing the students
ability to construct their own knowledge and subsequently use it as they
themselves feel appropriate.

With the above in mind we designed our inorganic chemistry labora-
tory course by implementing the inquiry-based approach to take advantage
of its many obvious, at least to us, advantages. The inquiry-based approach
places the student at the centre. The learning process is based on the stu-
dents’ activity, asking of questions, draw conclusions and use of these to go
further in their experiment. In this way the students construct their know-
ledge by asking question that are meaningful to them within the context of
the performed activity at the specific time and place. The role of the teacher
is not this of an authority but rather this of an advisor that does not have all
answers, at least most of times, but facilitates the learning process by ask-
ing himself relevant questions instead of giving definite answers that have
the status of absolute truth.
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Problem definition

My pedagogical project for the adjunct pædagogicum course is conducted
within the frame of the two laboratory-based courses that I was teaching
in the first block of the academic year 2012-2013 and that run simultane-
ously, namely “Uorganisk Kemisk Syntese” (5230-B1-1E12, UorgSyn) and
Videregående Uorganisk Kemisk Syntese (5230-B1-1E12, VidUorgSyn).
UorgSyn is a 7.5 ECTS course where 25 students are enrolled. VidUorgSyn
is a 15 ECTS course where five students are enrolled. The course descrip-
tion of these two courses is appended at the end of this document.

In these two courses the students have to complete the synthesis of a se-
ries of inorganic complexes and to report their work in the form of a disser-
tational style report (for three compounds) or a more rudimentary scheme
(rest of the experiments). For these experiments the students receive a list
containing the names and chemical formulas of the eight compounds to be
synthesized. This is the only initial information provided. Thus initial infor-
mation is kept to a minimum level. The students’ task is to find themselves
all necessary further information on how to complete their synthesis. Once
they think that they are ready to start with any of the individual experi-
ments, they have to present to one of the teachers what they are about to
do and why. At this point the teacher might demand them to go back at the
library and prepare more or to allow them to start their experiment. In the
latter case, the students are required to find the necessary equipment and
chemicals themselves in order to proceed with their experiment.

In this course we aim to make the students take initiative about their
actions and think about what they are doing. We encourage an independent
approach to taking part in the course meaning that we do not ask the stu-
dents to follow closely a script and we do not provide them directly with
the materials they need. We rather prefer that they think about what they are
about to do, how to do it and we also give them total flexibility concerning
the order that the individual synthesis are to be completed. We thus give the
students the minimum amount of initial information, ensuring the highest
possible inquiry character of their work in the laboratory.

Our teaching consists in individually discussing with each student about
questions that arise during the synthesis assignments and in asking ques-
tions individually to all students to stimulate their curiosity, induce a deeper
understanding of the concepts related to their assignments and most impor-
tantly, prompt new questions that make their understanding of the subject
matter advance.
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In addition we also favor peer teaching, in the sense that we assign
some students the same assignments and do not discourage conversations
in the laboratory. In fact we often encourage students to talk to each other
about their experiments, inducing in this way a social constructivism be-
havior (Zettili 22-24 March 2009) in the group of students that have related
experiments to perform.

The students that follow the 15 ECTS course are expected to be more
critical in their reasoning and reach a deeper understanding of the concepts
related to their assignments relative to the students that follow the 7.5 ECTS
course. In addition, at the end of each week these students are asked to
present shortly (in about 10 minutes) what they have done during the week
in question and what they have learned. This is a new element added to this
course related to the author undertaking the present pædagogical project. As
part of their course the advanced course students are also asked to complete
a larger multi-step assignment resembling more to mini research project
rather to a typical laboratory assignment, in the sense that the suggested
end product might not be known.

According to (Zettili 22-24 March 2009), guided-inquiry can be defined
as the process where the teacher initially defines the problem by asking the
starting questions and then acts as a supervisor in the learning process of
the students. In the Inorganic Chemistry laboratory course described in this
project, a guided-inquiry approach has been implemented and used since
numerous years. Conduction of this pedagogical project by the author has
prompted the addition of few additional elements in our course, always
within the frame of the guided-inquiry approach. The object of this project
is to investigate how the students perceive the role of our implementation of
the guided-inquiry approach in the inorganic chemistry laboratory course
of the academic year 2012-2013, with respect to their learning outcome
from this course. In this project I intend to investigate how the students
perceive the format of this course, how they think that this format affects
their learning outcome from this course and how they think this course
stimulates their learning in general. In addition, for the group of students
that follow the 15 ECTS course I will investigate how they perceive the role
of the short oral presentations at the end of each week and of the larger scale
synthetic assignments with possible open ending, in their learning outcome.
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Results and discussion

The above matters were investigated by means of a questionnaire dis-
tributed to all students following the 7.5 ECTS course and by interview-
ing the students following the 15 ECTS course. The questionnaire and an
edited transcription of relevant parts of the interview are appended to the
end of this document.

To the students following the 7.5 ECTS course were proposed the fol-
lowing sentences:

1. I liked that no detailed instructions manual was given in this course.
2. I got enough help with the experimental aspects of the exercises when

I needed it.
3. I got enough help with the theoretical aspects of the exercises when I

needed it.
4. I liked that there was a flexible attendance policy.
5. I liked I could myself choose the order in which to perform the experi-

ments.
6. I liked that I was given the responsibility to find myself the experimen-

tal procedures.
7. I liked that I could discuss with my fellow students about the experi-

mental and theoretical aspects of the exercises.
8. I liked that I could discuss with my fellow students about the reporting

aspects of the exercises.
9. I liked the way I interacted with my teachers.

10. I liked the general set-up of the course.

The students were asked to state their level of agreement with the above
sentences on a scale from 1 to 5 ranging from strongly disagree (1) through
neutral (3) to strongly agree (5). The results are plotted in Figure 9.1 (in the
caption is given the question number).

From the above plots it is clear that in general the students of the 7.5
ECTS course like the guided-inquiry approach. Only some of them do not
actually like that there were no detailed instructions (direct instruction ap-
proach) on how to perform their experiments. Most students think that they
got enough help with the theoretical and experimental aspects of the course,
when they needed it. They all liked the flexible attendance policy. However,
this aspect as was uncovered by the interviews of the 15 ECTS course stu-
dents, was not only related to the fact that the student liked the fact that they
assumed responsibility for their course but also because this facilitate them
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2. I got enough help with the experimental aspects of the exercises when I needed it. 
3. I got enough help with the theoretical aspects of the exercises when I needed it. 
4. I liked that there was a flexible attendance policy. 
5. I liked I could myself choose the order in which to perform the experiments. 
6. I liked that I was given the responsibility to find myself the experimental procedures. 
7. I liked that I could discuss with my fellow students about the experimental and 

theoretical aspects of the exercises. 
8. I liked that I could discuss with my fellow students about the reporting aspects of the 

exercises. 
9. I liked the way I interacted with my teachers. 
10. I liked the general set-up of the course. 

The students were asked to state their level of agreement with the above sentences on a scale 
from 1 to 5 ranging from strongly disagree (1) through neutral (3) to strongly agree. The 
results are plotted below (in the caption is given the question number).  

 

From the above plots it is clear that in general the students of the 7.5 ECTS course like the 
guided-inquiry approach. Only some of them do not actually like that there were no detailed 
instructions (direct instruction approach) on how to perform their experiments. Most students 
think that they got enough help with the theoretical and experimental aspects of the course, 
when they needed it. They all liked the flexible attendance policy. However, this aspect as 
was uncovered by the interviews of the 15 ECTS course students, was not only related to the 
fact that the student liked the fact that they assumed responsibility for their course but also 
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Fig. 9.1.

handling other courses that they were attending simultaneously to ours. Fi-
nally, the students in general appreciate the interaction with their fellow
students (social constructivism element) and with their teachers (guided-
inquiry aspect).

The analysis of the questionnaire data reveals that in general the stu-
dents appreciated positively the course set-up. However the information
obtained by the questionnaires is not quite transparent since there is no ad-
ditional explanation on each statement of level of agreement with a given
sentence and thus the individual input of the students is lost.

However, the interview of the group of student following the 15 ECTS
course has proven an invaluable source of information. In this interview
four students participated, referred to as K, J, E and S. The main points
from analysis of the interview follow. An edited transcription of relevant
parts of this interview is given, as appendix at the end of this document, for
the interested reader.

• The students appreciate that no detailed instructions were provided as
that made them think what they were actually doing.
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• In relation to the above point the students also appreciated the fact that
there was no time pressure in the course, so they had the time to think
what they were doing and not simply rush through a set of instructions.

• The students liked having the responsibility of conducting the experi-
ment because they learn from their mistakes

• The students appreciated learning from their peers by discussing with
them about the experiments they were performing and learning from
what other people had to say about what they did – and also from other
people’s mistakes! Here we see how the social constructivism is bene-
ficial in such a set-up of laboratory course.

• The students really liked that they had to present at the end of the week
what they did during the week.

• The students really appreciated that the teachers edified a safe environ-
ment in which they could ask any question they wanted. Even “stupid”
questions were asked! The students really perceive the freedom of ask-
ing questions as a factor that affects dramatically the quality of their
learning outcome.

• The students thought that having the responsibility to decide what was
relevant to be reported for their experiments was by far the biggest
challenge. The experience was perceived as rather positive but negative
sides, as creation of panic, were also evoked.

From the interview it was obvious that the students really appreciated
to be given the opportunity to take possession of their assignments, to be
allowed to make the assignments their property and to have the full respon-
sibility of conducting the experiments, the teachers being assistants and not
assuming the role of authorities.

Concluding remarks

In conclusion, from this project it is clear that the guided-inquiry approach
that we adopted is highly appreciated by the students and has a very positive
effect on their learning outcome. The main factors that create this positive
effect is that the student feel free to ask all questions they find relevant, do
not operate under stress since a safe environment is created by the teachers,
fully exploit the possibility of learning by their peers (social constructivism)
and find that the assignment they performed is their own, it has become their
intellectual property, and the teacher has just assisted them in doing so.
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The findings of this project will contribute in ameliorating our courses
by further implementing the guided-inquiry approach and by improving
the presentations sessions of the 15 ECTS course, based on the students
invaluable input.
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A Edited transcript of relevant parts of the interview

 

 

Appendices  

A.1 Edited transcript of relevant parts of the interview. 

(Introduction, starting at 0'.00'', ending at 1'.58'')  

Me: So I will say again that I will record that, if you don’t mind. This synthesis course that 
you just had, it’s conceived in a way that we want to give you the students the initiative about 
performing your experiments, about reporting the experiments and about getting motivated to 
performing the experiments. Other experimental courses are done in a such a way that you 
get a cook book, you get a package in front of you with all the reactants inside and a small 
manual about how to use all instruments that you are going to be in touch with and then the 
instructions say go from step one to step 2, then to step 3 and so on. This is absolutely what 
we didn’t want to have. So, in this course we want you to go to the cupboard find your 
chemicals yourselves think if that is the chemical I need , make mistakes, learn from that, 
then find yourselves the experimental procedures, because you have to think is this what I 
want? How I am going to set up this? In general the initiative is given to you, so it is an 
academic format, if you want to do it you are free to do it, if you don’t want to do it you 
probably won’t do it. We of course try to stimulate your interest but is not up to us to make 
you do things. So this is the general idea. I thought I would do my pedagogical project on 
how the set up of this course affects your learning outcome. Now you should tell me what 
you think about that. 

(Transcript 1, starting at 2'.19'', ending 13'.34'')  

Me: I would like to start by asking you if you had other experimental courses before and in 
which way there were set-up? 

K: We had "course 1".  

E: Yes and "course 2". 

K: In "course 1" it was kind of we had this kind of book and we had to go through that book 
chronologically and I didn’t feel that I worked that much because we were under time 
pressure so it was a matter of just reaching to the end of that book, in time to finish, so you 
would just do whatever it said without even considering what you were doing or why you 
were doing it, at least for me … 

E: Yes, we were given a solution of up to about ten compounds then it was our job to test for 
every single compound, whether it was a positive or a negative test 

Me: With respect to how you were instructed to perform all this: was it much more specific 
than what you just did in this course? 

E: Much 

10 
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J: Yeah, there is just one way to do things, you just do as it is written. And the same with 
"course 2". We had a book and there were actual pictures of how our setup should look like 
when we were doing different experiments. So there were no room to think for ourselves at 
all. 

Me: S what about you as you are coming from some kind of a different direction, maybe you 
have some different previous experiences? 

S: I had many lab courses and I think that it was important that you don’t have the time stress 
in this course, that was really nice, because usually being in the lab with a lot of people in the 
lab, for me it stresses me  

Me: What stresses you, that there are a lot of people? 

S: Well it stresses me that there is the time pressure, and also that there is a lot of people but I 
don’t think that there was so much stress in this course, so that was nice. And also not having 
the instructions because if something goes wrong with the experiment then you try to do it in 
another way 

Me: So just to have a concrete opinion on that because we heard some previous experiences, 
so specifically what did you think about this way of performing the experiments 

E: Much better 

Me: in which respect? 

E: Teaching the students not just to follow a prescription but actually adjusting the 
prescription to what actually you need to make. 

Me: Why do you like this? 

E: It requires thinking and not just reading  

K: The other courses we had were basically just following whatever other people have done 
before you so there isn’t any need to use your brain at all it’s kind like: Oh I am supposed to 
do that and that and that then I will do and then what is the next point… Ok I will do that … 
whereas in this way you have to be a lot more engaged in what you are doing because you 
need to evaluate all way through you need to change the doses and stuff like that depending 
on how your synthesis is developing. 

Me: If you had some specific instructions then it would be sure that you followed a given 
procedure the right way. Do you think that you have learned in detail how to handle specific 
experimental protocols? For example you tried inert atmosphere synthesis and distillations. 
Do you think that you got the same amount of experience and you learned as much as you 
would have if you just followed a set of specific instructions, that would make you go 
through the steps of a specific procedure? 

11 
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J: You go through the steps thinking about it for yourself or you go through the steps as you 
are directed to do it. It is clearly , I think , that you learn more if you are thinking it through 
by yourself, I mean the first time I tried to distil something it went of course horribly wrong 
and I had assembled the entire thing all the wrong ways and then that told me a lot about 
distilling things and  

Me: S what about you, you also started saying I think that you preferred this kind of approach  

S: I think having the responsibility it is important because being instructed is sort of taking 
the responsibility away. 

K: I think just as J said you learn more by making errors and then being able to correct them 
but the problem with this kind of course is that then we learn a lot about how to do our own 
projects but we come up with different competences. S knows to do something that I don’t , I 
haven’t tried it at all and I don’t have that same experience and I have some experience that S 
doesn’t have so we haven’t learned the same things after this course. 

Me: The main selection of experiments reflects a main category of synthesis so there might 
be a bit of variation but all of you did inert atmosphere synthesis at some point and all of you 
made some acac complexes and so on.  

K: I am not thinking about the small synthesis but when I say we come out with different 
experiences I am thinking more about the big synthesis we were making here because they 
are different which means we learned something completely different. 

Me: You would prefer that there is a common coverage? 

K: Not necessarily but it depends what other people expect you have learned from this 
course. If somebody asked me to use liquid ammonia I wouldn’t know how to do it but if 
somebody else asked you guys to use an autoclave, you wouldn’t know how to do it. 

S: I think in general, about learning different things, the thing to focus on is that we learn how 
to troubleshoot, how to approach a problem, how to solve a problem. I think that this is a nice 
thing, I think that in the industry or other working environments sometimes things do not 
work out and you have to find solutions. 

E: It is a fine line actually, if everyone does the same compound with the same methods then 
you have a big chance to learn from each other than to learn from your own mistakes which 
also means that because K made some mistakes from her synthesis of cyclam then I did not 
made these mistakes, instead of making that myself and then do it again. 

Me: We will come back to common coverage. We were thinking that maybe in this course we 
lack some lectures about how to do things. So, coming to the point that K made that you 
don’t all learn the same things, maybe if we had a series of presentations about each 
technique you would have an idea at least in theory of how things should look or how things 
should be done. 

12 
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J: I am quite pleased that there weren’t lectures where theoretically you learn about how to 
something. The classes on Friday were an excellent way of learning from each other it is very 
interesting to see what the others are doing, especially for me, E, and K, we are doing 
something very similar in very different ways. 

E: And it also forces you to rethink what you have done for a hall week. And that’s quite 
helpful. 

(Transcript 2, starting at 18'.25'', ending 25'.37'')  

Me: In this course you were free to find your own procedures about the experiments, you 
could choose the order of performing them, how long an experiment should take, you were 
let free on the attendance, I mean there is a minimum required to pass the course but keeping 
that in mind we were not really strict on coming and leaving from 9 to 17 every day , you 
could stay home and write your reports or read …,  you were having the responsibility to find 
out how to report the experiments, what to write down. I think what we should discuss now is 
the attendance policy. What did you think about that? 

K: I thought that was very good. When you are in the lab all the time it is very nice to able to 
simply just be in control of your own day if you work better by starting late and then stay late 
you were able to do that instead of having to meet up early when you are not at your best and 
then maybe go home early and the use your best hours at home. I thought it was really nice I 
was in control of it. 

Me: It should be always with respect to how much you learned. So you thought that this 
makes you learn better? 

K: Because for me in the morning I don’t really take a lot in. When I started early, it hasn't 
been as efficient for me as the later hours. 

(S has to leave so there is a small interruption)  

Me: Ok, so I see that you K appreciated this, but what about the others? 

E: I took the most out of the late hours, I think this was because passed three some people 
went and then you had more talking time with the teachers and that helped a lot to understand 
what you were doing. 

K: I also think it is the fact that you can create your own deadlines and dispose your own time 
as you will it also means that you don’t have the time for it you don’t get pressurised you 
don’t think oh I have to reach this point today and I have to be at that point tomorrow and 
staff like that, you are not as pressed on your time which means that you are more able to 
focus in what you are doing and really dig in deep because you don’t have the pressure 

Me: But what about with respect to not being here but still doing some work for the course. I 
mean reading home or searching for some information. Did you do that? 

13 
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J: Not really, we here every day.We turned up every day and did some work in the lab or 
wrote or talked or something.  

Me: So that doesn’t really diminish attendance, the fact that you are given the flexibility. 

E: Not for the people that has the big course, I think. Maybe for the ones that have the small 
one. Because they have another course. It leaves them a lot of time to focus on the other 
course. 

K: When you think about the others I noticed that in the beginning they were put on specific 
groups and at some point they started not showing up at those specific times but showed up at 
other times which means that the possibility has made them able to basically dispose of their 
day better so that they get the most out of their days  

J: It is easier to panic, to do all the work at the last minute. I mean someone like J who did in 
the first five weeks one synthesis and the last three weeks he did 5 or 6. It is a bit of a 
problem for someone like him but … there is a lot of people who in the last two weeks have 
been in the lab almost every day. 

K: I was actually surprised that some of the people in the small course were actually at some 
point further along their course than I was.  

E: M and C for example were just as fast as me, we had the same synthesis, so they reached 
their sixth synthesis just about at the same time that I did, on half the time, I was twice as 
much in the lab as they were. 

(Transcript 3, starting at 26'.02'', ending 32'.06'')  

Reporting: what about your reports. We told you, you should report what is relevant. That 
was all information you were given. What do you think about that? 

E: That is a huge challenge to find out yourself what is relevant. It is a huge freedom but also 
a huge demand.  

Me: What about with respect to learning? Did you also learn from trying to figure out what 
was relevant? Did you like it? Would you prefer it done in some other way?  

J: I can only speak for myself here but I almost panicked at the idea of having to think for 
myself what to write and report. That was nothing I have ever tried before, to decide what is 
relevant to write and that is a huge challenge, to learn to adapt with thinking what is it 
actually that other people would like to know. We come from a culture where it is just what 
the teacher wants to know, you can ask and you can … 

E: Sometimes they tell you (laugh) 

K: I think that is exactly the challenge that we are used in getting told what the teacher 
expects of us. 

14 
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J: It is a healthy think to learn if you want to go in the scientific world of course but it is still 
what I found the most challenging about this course. 

E: The big freedom in the reports was the bigger challenge, by far. 

Me: But how did you see that, as a positive or as a negative experience? 

E: As a positive one. 

K: I think a bit of both I think it was a big challenge and sometimes I panicked just like J and 
other times it was kind of like Oh well I don’t really have to think I just have to write 
whatever comes to mind, and in that way there were no restrictions I mean I just basically 
could take it anywhere I wanted which was nice but at other times I completely panicked, I 
said oh should I write about that or that or wait is this unnecessary or should I … And that 
was a bit of a hassle. 

E: The worst thing was to hear what other people were writing in their reports. That was hell.. 

Me: Your evaluation is a running evaluation, and then we also evaluate your reports. 
However you were completely free to discuss with each other and to ask things before you 
handed in your reports. So, is this a good thing that you can discuss with other students and 
see what they did? Do you learn from other students? 

E: Yes, a lot. 

K: Definitely. 

J: Yeah, there were a lot of like team work within the groups of people who got the same 
synthesis in the first 6, who among each other what did you do, how did you do it and learned 
from each other so I think it is an amazing opportunity to  

K: Yeah, I was really surprised because I have talked to other people about it outside of the 
course, outside of the university. I thought it was a great course because not only you learned 
yourself and by talking to your teachers but also the fact that you could walk around and say: 
Oh you are making that. How you are making it and why you are doing it? Which made me at 
least learn something else that I was actually doing. I was like trying to keep up with the 
other synthesis, I was going around, and we had the big synthesis it was just like J said they 
were quite similar but still different, I found it really perfect actually that we were at our 
corner and we were able to talk across, we just basically discussed what we were doing and 
thought "Oh wait should I do it like that?" and "no way" and "how" and "can I use something 
that you did", it was awesome. 

E: I worked a lot with C and M because we had the same synthesis and they helped me a lot 
with the theoretical analysis of the synthesis and I helped them practically because most of 
them I had made before they started.  

15 
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Me: Is this a common thing? Or in other courses you are more isolated with respect to 
evaluation or to talking to other students? Or is this something common? Can you do the 
same in all courses? 

K: I think you can do it in all courses but whenever you have a time pressure you don’t really 
have the energy to walk around and keep up with other people and talk about something else 
than what you are doing because you are so pressed on time that you need to hurry to get 
through it otherwise you won’t be able to finish on time. You don’t have the overview to 
think about whatever everybody else is talking like imagining their synthesis, imagining their 
crystals and whatever because you use all your focus on your own when you are pressed on 
time and the fact that you have time and you are able to take breaks and walk around and 
staff like that it made that possible. 

E: It is a big problem in other courses with the time pressure. 

(Transcript 4, starting at 32'.15'', ending 38'.27'') 

Me: So, I think I have more or less covered the points I wanted to discuss with you. Do you 
have anything else you think its worth discussing that I forgot? Something that you really 
liked or something that you really didn’t like or something that maybe made you not have 
such a good learning outcome from this course? 

K: For me how much I learn from a course it is very dependent on my relationship with 
whoever is teaching it so if the teacher is good or the teacher is engaging and fun I work 
better and learn more, so its been really important for me and really great that you guys have 
been very interactive with us not only on the courses matter but also joking around and staff 
like that so its more of a natural relationship and so it is more easy learning. You kind off 
learn without even having to think about it. 

E: It gets easier to relate to your teacher when you can have fun with them too. 

Me: What about you J, what do you think about it? 

J: I don’t know what to say other that has been said already, I really liked this course, I really-
really liked it.  

Me: Now we had this point about creating a relaxed and safe atmosphere: You think it is an 
important factor for learning? 

E: Yes 

K: It is easier to ask questions if you ... 

J: You know that you won’t be ridiculed 

K: Yeah 
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J: Even though for some questions you know that you ought to know this, so it is a bit 
embarrassing to ask, you can still ask those. Which is nice because sometimes you just forget 
something. 

K: If the only relationship you have with your teacher is that he stands at the end of the 
auditorium and lecturing and you are sitting at the back it is very hard and you don’t want to 
do it as often. I shouldn’t walk down and ask questions. But because we had a natural 
relationship and were having fun it was easier to go up and ask. It is something you do more 
often. You are asking about a lot more. A lot of irrelevant staff that is chemical staff but it’s 
kind of like it’s not directly relevant but it’s just because it pups into your head and because 
you have a very direct relationship it is completely ok and you will get your answers and so 
you learn more than just your synthesis. 

E: If you compare this course to "course 2" with S you have all these horror stories about how 
he exposes people’s failures in the class. You don’t have that here. It is quite lovely. 

Me: Just to make a remark here about “stupid questions”. You said (addressing K) yesterday 
you had a stupid question. There are no stupid questions. It is a cliché but it is also true. There 
are no stupid questions. What you asked yesterday, it actually took me a long time to figure it 
out myself. I think people realise things at different paces and degrees, in different subjects. 
Always a question concerns something that hasn’t been understood. So it can’t be stupid. 

K: But I think that there might be a downside to it also because when you are "allowed" to 
ask questions all the time sometimes, at least for me, I would ask questions that I would guess 
the answer but I would like to make it completely sure. I did that quite a lot, which means 
that maybe I didn’t make as many errors. Like I said, you learn from your mistakes and 
because I asked that much I didn’t I made a lot of mistakes but I could of have made a lot 
more, it wouldn’t have been fun, it would have probably taken the joy out of doing it but I 
might have also learned more. 

Me: It is always a question of the teacher having the choice of answering or not what the 
student asks. Many times we answer by asking a question to lead the student or by saying to 
the students to go back to the library and figure it out themselves. 

E: If you look at a bachelors project you have a supervisor who is a lecturer or a professor or 
something and have a support supervisor who is candidate or PhD so you can ask the 
candidate or PhD the stupid questions and the wiser questions to the professor so he doesn’t 
have to answer every single … But you and Høgni actually took up both roles.  
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B Questionnaire

 

 

A2. Questionnaire 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
One of the teachers in the Inorganic Synthesis course (Stergios Piligkos) is preparing a 
project for the Adjunct Pædagogicum course, investigating the effect of the Inorganic 
Synthesis course format on the student’s learning outcome. The Inorganic Synthesis course’s 
set-up gives the initiative and the responsibility to actively participating in the course to the 
students. 
 
Please state your level of agreement on the following statements. 
 
 Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

disagree 
I liked that no detailed instructions 
manual was given in this course. 

     

I got enough help with the experimental 
aspects of the exercises when I needed it. 

     

I got enough help with the theoretical 
aspects of the exercises when I needed it. 

     

I liked that there was a flexible attendance 
policy. 

     

I liked I could myself choose the order in 
which to perform the experiments. 

     

I liked that I was given the responsibility 
to find myself the experimental 
procedures. 

     

I liked that I could discuss with my fellow 
students about the experimental and 
theoretical aspects of the exercises. 

     

I liked that I could discuss with my fellow 
students about the reporting aspects of the 
exercises. 

     

I liked the way I interacted with my 
teachers. 

     

I liked the general set-up of the course.      
 
General comments:  
______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
Thank you! 
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Study of Teaching and Learning Activities and
Constructive Alignment Aiming at Deeper
Learning

Sami S. Brandt

Department of Computer Science, University of Copenhagen

Introduction

Marton and Säljö’s (1976) model categorize learning into two distinct ap-
proaches called the surface and deep learning. The surface approach fo-
cus on inappropriate and/or low level activities where as deep approach
focuses on understanding the message what the author is actually trying
the say. Some students (Susans) intend to naturally select the deep ap-
proach where another group of students (Roberts) have different objectives
and would naturally select the less effective surface approach. However,
by well-designed teaching, it is possible make more of those students who
would naturally select the surface approach to select the deep approach.

This project is fundamentally oriented along the Level 3 objectives
Biggs & Tang (2007), that focuses what the student does and on how well
the intended learning outcomes are achieved. The project is carried out
along with the course Signal and Image Processing at the University of
Copenhagen. The project is essentially (1) formulating weekly and course
intended learning outcomes (ILOs) that relate to mastering the course top-
ics, (2) designing teaching and learning activities (TLAs) to achieve the
stipulated levels understanding, and (3) constructive alignment, i.e., de-
signing the assessment in such a way that it measures the ILOs as well
as possible.

The organisation of this report is as follows. I start by defining weekly
ILOs for each week. And I provide a suggestion, on the basis of the weekly
ILOs, for revised course ILOs for next year. Using weekly ILOs, I then de-
signed TLAs to serve the deeper learning. Afterwards I describe how con-
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structive alignment was achieved in the assessment. The results are then
discussed, where I investigate both the grade distribution and student feed-
back. The conclusions follow in the last section.

Intended learning outcomes

Weekly ILOs

As the basis for each week teaching, I formulated the ILOs for the week,
and designed the TLAs and the assessment to be aligned with the selected
ILOs. As the starting point I used the ILOs of the course (see Appendix A),
but since the course ILOs are about to be developed as part of the project
I took the freedom to step into direction that serves deeper learning objec-
tives.

As the theoretic basis I used both SOLO and Blooms taxonomy (Biggs
& Tang 2007) and emphasized verbs that imply deeper leaning objectives
with understanding on the relational and extended abstract level. In deter-
mining the intended level of understanding I took into the consideration
that the course is a Masterï¿½s level course and using my own judgement
what are the most important topics in the course.

The weekly objectives I designed on this bases are collected into Figure
10.1.

Revision of the course ILOs

After the course, I summarized the ILOs to provide a suggestion for a re-
vised course ILOs for next year. An earlier consideration of the course
ILOs (see Appendix B), made in part of the Adjunktpædagogikum, was
also taken into consideration. The modification was preformed so that the
revised ILOs are aligned with the programme ILOs.

Similarly, as on the week level, I picked up the appropriate verb char-
acterizing the intended level of understanding and tied that together with
the course topics. Even though I taught only a half of the course, using the
same principle, I proposed the course ILOs in total since the course ILOs
needed a thorough revision. The proposed revised course ILOs are below.

To get maximum grade the student must successfully be able to:

• Discuss and apply the theoretical basics of digital signal and image pro-
cessing
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2 Intended Learning Outcomes 

2.1 Weekly ILOs 
As the basis for each week teaching, I formulated the ILOs for the week, and designed 
the TLAs and the assessment to be aligned with the selected ILOs. As the starting point 
I used the ILOs of the course (see Appendix A), but since the course ILOs are about to 
be developed as part of the project I took the freedom to step into direction that serves 
deeper learning objectives.   
 
As the theoretic basis I used both SOLO and Blooms taxonomy (see Biggs 2007) and 
emphasized verbs that imply deeper leaning objectives with understanding on the 
relational and extended abstract level. In determining the intended level of understanding 
I took into the consideration that the course is a Master’s level course and using my own 
judgement what are the most important topics in the course.  
 
The weekly objectives I designed on this bases are collected into Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Weekly ILOs for the Signal and Image Processing Course 

• Relate the processing of discrete 
and continuous signals. 

• Relate sampling, signal band width, 
aliasing, and the role of the 
anti-aliasing filter, interpolation, 
and resolution. 

• Reflect and design of low-pass 
high-pass, band-pass digital filters. 

• Relate the extension of digital 
signals by zero-padding and 
non-periodic signals. 

• Apply filtering of discrete signals in 
practise. 

(a) Week 2 

• Discuss, explain, and demonstrate, 
the concept of noise. 

• Identify, analyse, characterise and 
use linear and shift invariant 
systems. 

• Relate the point spread functions 
and transfer functions. 

• Interpret, explain and illustrate 
inverse filtering in well-posed and 
ill-posed problems. 

• Design, compare, and characterise 
noise removal and inverse 
filters for image restoration. 

 
(b) Week 3  

• Explain the limitations of Fourier 
analysis. 

• Explain the ideas of 
multiresolution analysis for signals 
and its benefits. 

• Relate multiresolution analysis, 
signal subspaces, scaling functions, 
wavelets, and filter-banks. 

• Perform time-frequency analysis of 
signals. 

• Apply multi-resolution analysis for 
images. 

(c) Week 6 

• Explain the data compression 
fundamentals. 

• Relate different types of 
redundancy. 

• Explain the fundamental principles 
of image compression 
methods. 

• Relate the lossless and lossy 
compression approaches. 

• Design and implement methods for 
image compression. 

 
 

(d) Week 7 
 

Fig. 10.1. Weekly ILOs for the Signal and Image Processing Course.

• Reflect the linear processing of signals and design and apply digital
filters for discrete signals.

• Explain and identify different types of noise, design noise removal algo-
rithms for image restoration and solve statistical linear inverse filtering
problems for images.

• Compare Fourier analysis to multiresolution analysis, relate the funda-
mental concepts of multiresolution analysis, and perform time/space-
frequency analysis for signals and images.

• Analyze the image histograms, and transform the images to another
forms to enhance the visual content of the image or to facilitate easier
interpretation and processing.
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• Explain the fundamental image segmentation approaches and imple-
ment them to extract homogeneous regions on the images.

• Explain the principles of image compression methods and design and
implement lossless and lossy compression methods for image compres-
sion.

• Relate and apply elementary representation methods in description of
image content.

Teaching and learning activities

The weekly ILOs provided me the basis to design the TLAs that serve
deeper learning. I decided to use student centred activities and self-reflections
as well as supervision feedback to guide in the development. The TLAs
were also intended to guide the students towards solving the mandatory ex-
ercise and make this transparent to the students. I always started the week
by stating the ILOs of the week so that it was clear to the students what was
expected.

The course contained five hours of teaching on each week plus three
more with the teaching assistant, where she was helping the students with
the mandatory exercise of the week. I initially thought dividing the week
to 2 · 45 minutes of lecturing on Mondays and 45 minutes on Wednesdays
and using one or two more hours on exercises with the students. I always
had a 15 minutes break after every 45 minutes teaching. I was flexible to
modify the TLAs according to what seem to work well with the students
and matched with the topic. In the following I am now going to discuss
what kinds of TLAs I selected for the class.

Week 2

On the first lecture I used student activation in the form of providing them
small problems about every 20 minutes. I let the students discuss with the
neighbour a couple of minutes after which I discussed the answers with the
students and provided the institutionalization. The problems were selected
so that they guided towards a deeper understanding of the topic, typically
relational level of understanding according to the SOLO taxonomy. An ex-
ample of such a problem I used was the following.
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How well do the discrete samples represent the continuous function in
practise? In what case is it accurate? In what cases is it inaccurate? Can
it be perfect? Discuss the question with you neighbour.

My pedagogical supervisor Michael Drastrup was listening to this lec-
ture and provided a feedback that he could hear from the student discussion
that they got into a deeper level of learning as anticipated.

For the Wednesday exercise session I selected a collection of problems,
that I let the students solve alone first and then I was intended to circulate
in the class and finally go through the answers with the students on the
white board. However, I noticed a problem in the class as the students did
not react as I expected but turned into a passive mode. To cope with this
problem, I decided to solve the exercises interactively on the white board
so that I continuously asked the students how one should proceed. This
seemingly worked much better as I keep them active.

Week 3

As to the lectures on the Week 3, I continued in the same track as on the
Week 2 but I decided to give one a slightly bigger problem for the students
for which I used about 20 minutes of the lecture. In practice, I introduced a
problem in one-dimensional signal processing and then lectured solutions
for analogical problems in image processing. After presenting three differ-
ent approaches I let the students discuss how these approaches could be
used in solving the given analogical one-dimensional problem. I got really
interesting discussion from the students since the problem was such that
there was not a clear answer. The setting forced them to a deeper learning
through the discussions and reflections against the two-dimensional exam-
ples.

On Wednesday I decided to mix the traditional lecture and exercise ses-
sions in order to increase the student activation. I took related problems
every now and then in a middle of the lecture and I solved interactively
with the students. An example activation
problem was.

Exercise: What is the adjoint when the linear operator is a real matrix?

Thus using the Level 3 objectives (Biggs & Tang 2007) the focus was
on what the students did. Working in this way thus provided at least two
benefits: (1) the student activation and learning by doing and (2) formative
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feedback what the student have actually absorbed from the lecturing part.
The mathematical content was quite challenging to the students, but as my
department supervisor Sï¿½ren Olsen noted during after the session, by
giving only a little help, the students were able to solve relatively advanced
tasks. I also could sense from the atmosphere of the class that the students
learnt a lot during the session, and could literally hear the moments when
certain things were illuminated to them.

Week 6

The topic of the week 6 was the most advanced on the course. The course
book did not help me a lot in this matter, since the chapter was quite poorly
written. I therefore put a lot of emphasis on developing the lecture slides
and first provided an intuitive definition of the wavelet transform. Then to
reinforce the learning on the students I provided a task for them to formu-
late themselves what the topic was about:

On the basis of the discussion above, please formulate verbally a sen-
tence describing what the wavelet transform is, and write it down. Work in
groups.

I collected the answers and discussed each of them and provided a def-
inition given by the mother of the theory to provide the institutionalization.

As I found from the week earlier, I increased using small exercises on
the lectures so that I kept the student actively working on the topic dur-
ing the teaching sessions. I thus no longer had a separation to a traditional
lecture and exercise sessions but they were more fused together so that
the exercises provided the student activation part couple of times on each
teaching session.

Week 7

On the last week when I taught, I continued the teaching by mixing lec-
turing and student activation by questions and exercises on the Monday
teaching session. However the topic contained many different approaches
and methods, so I decided to make a group work on Wednesday, where
each group selected method and prepared a 10 minutes presentation of the
main idea of the method and how it would suit for solving the manda-
tory exercise of the week. The motivation for this group work was that, as
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stated in (Biggs & Tang 2007) a most effective learning method is to teach
somebody else. By the group work they (1) prepared the presentation, and
teaching the method to the others and (2) got the other students conclusions
how technique could solve the mandatory exercise of the week.

Constructive Alignment

In the assessment of the course I used continuous evaluation. In practise
it meant that the students got a mandatory exercise every week and the
grade of the course was determined as the mean over the grades of the
mandatory exercises. The constructive alignment was obtained by selecting
such mandatory exercises that measure as well as possible the weekly ILOs.
I also made it explicit to the student that the weekly objectives are those
towards we worked during the weeks and the mandatory exercise is going
assessed against the weekly ILOs.

In the continuous assessment I see it is important to see the difference
to exam. In preparation to the exam the students would not know what is
going to be asked and the questions could sample only some relevant parts
of the ILOs. This also gives a possibility to speculate the exam questions
and would easily encourage the students to use surface learning tools. On
the other hand, in continuous evaluation the students know the questions
in advance, so it is very important that the ILOs are completely covered
since the students tend to work only on topics they are assessed. One might
criticize that the students might have only returned the mandatory exercises
and passed the course - but the ability of completing the mandatory exer-
cise was aligned with weekly ILOs, i.e., I did not provide any way through
without entering the deep learning.

As far as the course was concerned, I carefully reflected upon the
weekly ILOs and designed the mandatory exercise to maximally meet those
i.e. providing the constructive alignment. I considered wide variety of prob-
lems from theoretical pen-and-paper exercises towards practical program-
ming exercises. I also used an essay assignment since I found it most suit-
able to one part of the weekly ILOs and simultaneously it was part of the
learning process since the students had to work through the ideas them-
selves. The evaluation form hence allowed continuing the learning process
longer while the final product of the learning process was assessed.
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Results

Mandatory Exercises

The evaluation form of the course was continuous assessment that meant
that we have a mandatory exercise on each in order to assess the weekly
learning. Each exercise was assessed with the 12 point ECTS scale and
the mean of the grades was the used as the final grade of the course. The
distribution of the grades of the mandatory exercises is collected in Figure
10.2. The Peak on -3 on the left is due to the fact that of the 33 students
who signed up on the course 9 dropped the course in an early phase. The
graph suggests that deep learning was achieved on most of the students as
the distribution is monotonically increasing from grade 2 upwards.

Student Feedback

The course was taught together with Francois Lauze so the student feedback
reflected the teaching given by both of us. However, I added extra questions
to the student evaluation form that precisely asked the learning with respect
to the weekly ILOs which I set in the beginning of my teaching weeks in
order to get more focused response of my teaching. The student feedback
is collected to Appendix C.

As to the weekly ILOs, 80% of the students reported that they were
ambitious but realistic. The majority of the students (60%) complained that
the workload was by far too high. However, about 80% of the students used
less than 30 hours per week for the course and 40% 25-30 hours, so course
being 7.5 ECTS course, the computational time budget for each week is
25.75 hours week. In this light, I do not think that workload was much too
high after all.

Concerning the TLAs, the majority of the students about 65% reported
that the lecturing supported well in achieving the learning objectives. 70%
agreed or strongly agreed that the teaching material was adequate for the
course. Majority (55%) also found that the student activations supported
moderately or well the weekly ILOs. And 65% strongly agreed or agreed
that there was good coherence between the course elements.

As to the constructive alignment, over 90% of students found good or
very good correspondence between teaching and course objectives. About
70% found that the mandatory exercises were well or very well aligned
to measure the fulfilment of the objectives of the week. Most importantly,
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As far as the course was concerned, I carefully reflected upon the weekly ILOs and 
designed the mandatory exercise to maximally meet those i.e. providing the constructive 
alignment. I considered wide variety of problems from theoretical pen-and-paper 
exercises towards practical programming exercises. I also used an essay assignment since 
I found it most suitable to one part of the weekly ILOs and simultaneously it was part of 
the learning process since the students had to work through the ideas themselves. The 
evaluation form hence allowed continuing the learning process longer while the final 
product of the learning process was assessed.  

5 Results  

5.1 Mandatory Exercises 
The evaluation form of the course was continuous assessment that meant that we have a 
mandatory exercise on each in order to assess the weekly learning. Each exercise was 
assessed with the 12 point ECTS scale and the mean of the grades was the used as the 
final grade of the course. The distribution of the grades of the mandatory exercises is 
collected in Figure 1. The Peak on -3 on the left is due to the fact that of the 33 students 
who signed up on the course 9 dropped the course in an early phase. The graph suggests 
that deep learning was achieved on most of the students as the distribution is 
monotonically increasing from grade 2 upwards.   

5.2 Student Feedback 
The course was taught together with Francois Lauze so the student feedback reflected 
the teaching given by both of us. However, I added extra questions to the student 
evaluation form that precisely asked the learning with respect to the weekly ILOs which I 
set in the beginning of my teaching weeks in order to get more focused response of my 
teaching. The student feedback is collected to Appendix C. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Empirical distribution of the grades of the mandatory assignments. The bars refer to the 12 point 
ETCS scale i.e. the bars correspond to the grades -3, 0, 2, 4, 7, 10, and 12. 
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Fig. 10.2. Empirical distribution of the grades of the mandatory assignments. The
bars refer to the 12 point ETCS scale i.e. the bars correspond to the grades -3, 0, 2,
4, 7, 10, and 12.

when asked how the students would characterize their learning outcome
with respect to the weekly learning objectives, 50% reported that they learnt
almost all topics deeper or mostly deeper and 30% of the students learnt
some topics deeper and some on the surface.

Conclusions

In this project I have studied designing intended learning outcomes, teach-
ing and learning activities, and constructive alignment aiming at deeper
learning during the course Signal and Image Processing. I found it fruitful
to try different kinds of teaching and learning activities depending of the
course topics. I realized that different methods work in different situations
and even the mandatory exercise was an important part of the deep learn-
ing. In my experience, the continuous evaluation suits very well for these
kinds of courses, while the mandatory exercise can be formulated in such a
way that they directly measured the learning objectives of the course. Both
quantitative results as well as student feedback suggested that deep learning
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outcomes were achieved and the teaching was well aligned. The students
criticized the high workload but simultaneously they reported deep lean-
ing outcome and gave overall positive feedback of the course. In the light
of all these results, it can be concluded that the goals of this project were
successfully achieved.
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A Course description
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B Reflection of the Intended Learning Objectives (ILOs)
on the Signal and Image Processing Course ï¿½ Sami
Brandt, Adjunktpædagogikum 2012

1. The intended learning objectives (ILOs) of the course are attached to
the end of this document. In my opinion the students should under-
stand the related theory signal and image processing and become able
to successfully apply image and signal processing tools in practical
problems. The ILOs are in the right direction, but they would need
to be revised to obtain better learning outcomes: explain, analyse, and
reflect should be used, for instance, instead of know, apply, etc. The
objectives are operational, i.e., they can be used to help planning of
the teaching; however, during the teaching one should continuously re-
flect what are actually the most central parts of the course and revise
the objectives for the next year. The course is assessed using continu-
ous evaluation without an exam, which suits well to this kind of course,
where one learns most by doing. ILOs and Teaching and Learning Acti-
vities (TLAs) are somewhat aligned but ILOs can be revised to improve
the alignment. The final assessment is based on the ILOs (summative
assessment) which makes it imperative to revise them to obtain better
learning outcomes. In my opinion the course is constructively aligned,
but needs careful review and revision next year during the development
of the course.

2. To summarise the changes I would like to suggest to the ILOs: (1)
they should better reflect the deeper understanding of the topics, (2) It
is need to consider what are actually the most important topics in the
course and reflect those considerations in ILOs, and further in TLAs.
Only in this way, we teach the learning outcomes of the students will be
better focused, and the constructive alignment correctly implemented.

3. For the study programme of Computational and Mathematical Mod-
elling I would formulate the ILOs as follows.
Specific competences to:
• reflect, analyse, compare, relate, theorize complex problems in the

domain of computation and mathematical modelling, data-analysis
• Apply and develop, and evaluate mathematical models, and data

processing tools in old and new applications domains
Specific skills in:
• Analysis and modelling of real digitized data, signals, and images

contaminated by noise and outliers
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• Application, implementation, evaluation and comparison of math-
ematical and statistical models for real data

• Relating and comparing the limitations of analysis and modelling
methods

• Formulating, evaluating hypotheses, and testing them experimen-
tally

• Conducting and evaluation of computer-based experiments
Specific knowledge of:
• Numerical and analytical methods for data-analysis, modelling, and

simulation
• Statistical and numerical optimisation methods
• Statistical methods for estimation, modelling and model evaluation
Compared to the ILOs of the study programme, I have the following
major differences.
As to the competences, I would like to raise the demands so that the ob-
jectives would become towards reflecting and theorizing the methods
rather than only compare, analyse and evaluate. In addition, instead of
just aiming to combine existing methods, I would like that the students
would be able apply and develop the methods for different new appli-
cation domains.
As to the skills I instead of considering only ï¿½noisyï¿½ data, the stu-
dent should be able to also analyse data containing outliers. One should
also be able to compare different analysis tools and critically evaluate
their applicability for tasks. Conducting and evaluating of computer-
based experiments should be a skill, not knowledge as it is in the cur-
rent study programme.
As to the knowledge, there should be knowledge about analytical me-
thods in addition to numerical methods in contrast to the current ILOs
of the study programme. Statistical optimisation, and statistical evalu-
ation should also be also mentioned.

4. On the Signal and Image Processing course, ILOs are well aligned with
the ILOs of the study programme. The assignments are to be designed
so that they train the students towards to the competences described.
Almost all the ILOs of the study programme are covered (see attach-
ment) - an ILO that is less relevant for the course is the skill of “formu-
lating and evaluating hypotheses that can be tested experimentally, and
disseminating, planning for, producing and processing the results of
experiments”. In addition, the knowledge about optimization methods
will not be disseminated on the course.
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C Course evaluation

1/4/13 2:02 PMEnglish 7,5 ECTS

Page 1 of 6https://absalon.itslearning.com/test/show_survey_result.aspx?TestID=1580481&Type=1

Back to Select result

Number of respondents: 14

1. Multiple choice question Percentage

Name of course: Signal and Image Processing
Course Objectives: 
To get maximum grade the student must successfully be able to:
-Know and apply the theoretical basics of digital signal and image processing
-Implement filters in the frequency and spatial domain.
-Implement algorithms for preprocessing of images and evaluate the result.
-Analyze and highlight the relevant content of images by using image transforms.
-Understand the principles and design filters for image restoration.
-Write programs that extract features such as edges and regions.
-Know and apply elementary representation methods in description of image content
-Know and apply the principles of image compression methods
 
I experienced a good correspondence between the teaching and the course
objectives (as indicated above):
(Please indicate the answer that best represents your opinion)

 

Strongly agree 42,9%
Agree 50%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 7,1%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don't know 0%
2. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

I think that the practical execution of the course was successful (facilities,
equipment, information dissemination etc.):

 

Strongly agree 0%
Agree 64,3%
Neutral 14,3%
Disagree 14,3%
Strongly disagree 7,1%
Don't know 0%
3. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

I experience a good coherence between the various course elements
(lectures, practical work, etc.):

 

Strongly agree 14,3%

English 7,5 ECTS
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1/4/13 2:02 PMEnglish 7,5 ECTS

Page 2 of 6https://absalon.itslearning.com/test/show_survey_result.aspx?TestID=1580481&Type=1

Agree 50%

Neutral 21,4%

Disagree 14,3%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don't know 0%
4. Multiple choice question Percentage
 
 

I experience the course as relevant to my personal educational objectives:
 
 

 

Strongly agree 14,3%
Agree 57,1%
Neutral 14,3%
Disagree 7,1%
Strongly disagree 0%
Don't know 7,1%
5. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

In cases where I needed feedback on my work (presentations, assignments,
papers, reports) I was able to adequately get such feedback from the
teachers:

 

Strongly agree 7,1%
Agree 42,9%
Neutral 14,3%
Disagree 21,4%
Strongly disagree 14,3%
Don't know 0%
6. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

For me, the teaching material is adequate for this course:  

Strongly agree 7,1%
Agree 64,3%
Neutral 7,1%
Disagree 14,3%
Strongly disagree 7,1%
Don't know 0%
7. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

Compared to my background knowledge I experience that the academic level
of the course is:
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1/4/13 2:02 PMEnglish 7,5 ECTS

Page 3 of 6https://absalon.itslearning.com/test/show_survey_result.aspx?TestID=1580481&Type=1

Far too low 0%

Low 7,1%

Adequate 57,1%
High 28,6%
Far too high 7,1%
Don't know 0%
8. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

I experience the work load of the course as:  

Much too low 0%
Somewhat low 0%
Adequate 14,3%
Somewhat high 28,6%
Much too high 57,1%
Don't know 0%
9. Multiple choice question Percentage
 

In this course, for me the average work load per week was: (including classes,
preparation, written assignments etc.)

 

Under 10 hours 7,1%
10-15 hours 0%
15-20 hours 7,1%
20-25 hours 21,4%
25-30 hours 42,9%
Over 30 hours 21,4%
10. Multiple choice question Percentage
In the begining of the week, the learning objectives of the week were introduced. How would you
characterize the weekly learning goals?  

They were by far too ambitious. 0%
They were a little bit too ambitious. 14,3%
They were ambitious but realistic. 78,6%
They were a little bit too light. 0%
They were by far too light. 0%
I do not know. 7,1%
11. Multiple choice question Percentage
How did you find the lecturing during the lectures in the light of the learning objectives of the week?  

It did not support learning at all. 0%
It supported learning only a little. 21,4%
It supported learning moderately. 7,1%
It supported learning well. 64,3%
It supported learning very well. 0%
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1/4/13 2:02 PMEnglish 7,5 ECTS

Page 4 of 6https://absalon.itslearning.com/test/show_survey_result.aspx?TestID=1580481&Type=1

I do not know. 7,1%

12. Multiple choice question Percentage

How did you find the student activations during the lectures in the light of the learning objectives of the
week?  

They did not support learning at all. 14,3%
They supported learning only a little. 21,4%
They supported learning moderately. 35,7%
They supported learning well. 21,4%
They supported learning very well. 0%
I do not know. 7,1%
13. Multiple choice question Percentage
How do you think the teaching and learning activities helped you to solve the mandatory exercise of the
week?  

They did not help me at all. 0%
They helped me a little. 64,3%
They helped me a lot. 28,6%
They helped me very much. 0%
I do not know. 7,1%
14. Multiple choice question Percentage
How well do you think the mandatory exercises were aligned to measure the fulfillment of the objectives
of the week?  

They were weakly aligned. 7,1%
They were not so well aligned. 7,1%
They were moderately aligned. 7,1%
They were well aligned. 57,1%
They were very well aligned. 14,3%
I do not know. 7,1%
15. Multiple choice question Percentage
How would you characterize your learning outcome with respect to the weekly learning objectives?  

I think I did not meet the objectives at all. 7,1%
I think I learnt the topics mostly on the surface but a little part deeper too. 14,3%
I think I learnt some topics on the surface and some other topics deeper. 28,6%
I think I learnt the topics mostly deeper but some topics only on the surface 35,7%
I think I got deep understanding on somewhat all of the topics taught on the course. 14,3%
16. Multiple choice question Percentage
Which of the following teaching and learning activities helped you in achieving the weekly learning goals
of the course? You can select many alternatives.  

Lecturing. 64,3%
Student activation. 21,4%
Training exercises. 42,9%
Mandatory exercises. 85,7%
Self-study. 85,7%
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Group work. 50%
Other. 0%

None of the above. 0%
I do not know. 0%
17. Open question
 

If you have further suggestions for improving the course – or other comments and/or
elaborations on your answers above (please refer to question number):

I think 8 mandatory assignments might be a little too much for the grading. Maybe one could have 8 mandatory
assignments, but only the 7 best count or something.

Quite a lot of the mandatory exercises took too much time to finish properly in my oppinion. I didn't learn much
extra from attending the exercises on monday compared to if I had spent the three hours studying myself or
with my fellow student group.
Very disappointed with the lack of response on the discussion forum. This needs to improve.
Too mangy assignments!Each week has assignments,it means if we want to get high points,which needs us
focus this course,which will really affect another lecture we have in the same block!
Maybe it's the problem of level of English.I could not understand Teachers' English! :(
Loved the course!

First of all, I think this multiple choice evaluation misses some important nuances that would help you
determine what, specifically, it was that made me answer them in the way that I did.

For instance, under question 6, the teaching material refers to everything used in the course, and depending on
the goal set for a particular week, I would say that the book was better than slides for some of the concepts,
and that the slides were hard to follow in other cases.

Under question 7, what is academic is not defined, and so I have answered this question presuming that it
refers to the theoretical part, and not, in any way, the hard work it took to find out how to do anything in Matlab.

Generally, I found the questions in the assignments to be too vague, and in grading the answers, you did not
seem to take into account very often the alternate interpretations that some people had when they read them
the best they could.

I found that information about the grading process was obscure when it should have been clear. What does it
matter that you get a number, when you do not know the criteria that were used to compute it?

Yes, we were told about the grading procedure in the second week, but as it turned out, later in the course it
became clear that this had dhanged considerably by introducing a point system where the final grade was
calculated according to what everyone else in the class had obtained. This method was described only
verbally, and only after the fact that it had been in use for the earlier assignments.

How is anyone supposed to know what their given grade means? It becomes even harder, when it is only
explained during the subsequent walkthrough what had been assigned which many points (half poins even).

And it made the evaulation even less constructive that the different questions were, well, different and so giving
only one grade for each assignment only left people confused about where their strong and weak sides were.
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I spent so much time programming, and it would have been really helpful to have been given code-examples
after each assignment, so that I did not need to keep writing work-arounds, when I could have had more
efficient code to move forward with. Moving forward in the sense that the hardest part in this course for me was
never the mathematics or the rest of the theoretical content. It was mainly with programming. I think it is a bad
idea to strongly encourage people to use Matlab, if they are more familiar with other tools that do precisely the
same, at least within the limits set by the assignments in this course.

I also think that it is unfair not to give any working examples during the walkthroughs, since this robs people the
chance to actually learn something, even if they did not achieve a nice grade for that particular assignment.
Explaining each assignment within less than 10 minutes did not seem compellingly efficient, even for me.
Sometimes the wrong answer in an assignment is based on a simple misunderstanding, and if that can be
clarified during the walkthrough, it might save that person crucial time in preparing for the next assignment and
even in passing the course having learned something useful.

Almost-lastly, I think that you should spend some time answering people's questions in the forum on Absalon. I
seems disrespectful not to, and there are some questions in there that were really important, not just to those
individuals, but to everyone on the course. Some were answered in the beginning. You even used it as a
platform for providing us information regarding the early assignments, so you can not have known that it exists.
Not answering the questions just wasted those people's time and was a cause of unnecessary frustration, at
least for my part.

Otherwise, I think that the content of the course is just as interesting as I had hoped for, and I really feel like I
have learned a lot, although the price for it was in time that I could have used better on other things. Time that I
think was unnecessarily spent on deciphering assignment questions and slides or trying to obtain basic
information about the course.

Also, thanks, Françoise, for that one time where you led the excersise class. It really helped that you walked
around and asked everyone how it went.
This was a tough course! I did not manage a single day off during the block (other than the autumn break) but I
think it was nonetheless rewarding. There should have been more feedback from the assignments, other than
a simple grade. For example, a suggestion of which parts of the answer could be improved.

A bit more activity from the teachers on the Discussion Board would have been useful. As would links to extra
reading material - I did not find the main textbook enough sometimes and had to find more materials in order to
understand certain aspects.

The main things that I would suggest changing in future are (1) to avoid teaching in Week 8, because that
coincides with a very heavy exam on the compulsory Advanced Programming course. The Sunday night
deadlines meant I didn't have a chance to rest between weeks so I was pretty exhausted at the end of the
course (this had very negative effects on my performance in the AP exam where I was simply too tired - I
attended the lectures during the exam week and in retrospect I should have spent the time on the exam). I was
very grateful for the extension of the last deadline, however.
First off: Sami really need to learn to speak up. I suggested it at least twice. It's hard to hear what he is saying,
but besides that I find him to be a good lecturer. Too bad half of it is mumbling.

My strongest criticism of this course is directed at the assignment feedback, assignment formulation, and in
general the attitude towards the students. I found that Chen was arbitrary and inconsistent in her feedback,
when you actually managed to obtain it. I also found it was hard to get any help unless you had very concrete
questions during the Monday or Wednesday lectures. Two things that very demotivational. Lastly, either you
work out a document on how to produce solutions or you're a bit more forth-coming on elaborating how it
should be done
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Pursuing problem-based learning as an
alternative didactic option to the traditional
teaching/fill-up-the-tanks method

Sayed Hossein Hashemi

Department of pharmaceutics and analytical chemistry, University of Copenhagen

Background

The traditional way of lecturing has for years followed the fill-up-the-tanks
model that does not define what is to be learned. Therefore, the students
tend to wonder at the relevance of what they are doing or at their motivation
for doing it. Furthermore, declarative knowledge, which is the main output,
may be insufficient for job market and thereby curriculum, teaching and
assessment are not aligned.

In comparison problem-based learning (PBL) reflects the way people
learn in real life; they simply get on solving the problems life puts before
them. Professional practice requires functional knowledge that can be put
to work on the spot. PBL is considered to equip the students with more
such knowledge and aid introduction into real-life professional practice.
Therefore, PBL is alignment itself (Biggs & Tang 2007).

I have been teaching in the master course Pharmaceutics and Drug De-
velopment (see Appendix A) since 2009 involving in lectures, instructing
labs, supervising writing literature reviews and examination. My lectures
in previous years followed the fill-up-the-tanks model discussing the text
book in the class room with fewer opportunities for questions, discussions
and elaborations. Although I experienced student learning by final assess-
ment/examination I have an interest to pursue other didactic methods in
benefit of the students and the course.

This year, I have pursued performing the lecture in PBL-style in benefit
of student learning and in assessing this teaching a questionnaire was sent
to the students a week before my lecture (see Appendix B).
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Implementation and performance

Course description - overall context

Structure: Main weight on laboratory work and project assignment with
a focus on formulation, production and biopharmaceutical characteristics
which are supported by class lessons. Examination: Individual oral exam-
ination based on outcome (report) of the project assignment. Approval of
all lab reports, ditto the report. Criteria are outlined for excellent, good
and acceptable performance. Key words for excellence are to “elucidate”
(and discuss), for good to “explain”, “discuss”, “relate”, “categorize” and
“sketch”, and for acceptable to “know” and “mention”.

The curriculum structure indicates that a PBL-approach or at least a
problem-solving learning (PSL) approach would be relevant to consider as
this would lead to generation of profession-related knowledge.

Teaching - preparations

My teaching this year is related to chapter 14 and 15 of the text book
whereas that of the follow-up speaker (HG) chapter 17 and 18 providing
together a cohesive subject in relation to microorganisms as a challenge in
production of drugs. The title of my lecture was Action of Chemical and
Physical Agents on Microorganisms and these lectures were provided cov-
erage for the key topic “Quality requirements for drug products”.

HG in a meeting with me, which was facilitated by the course director,
learned before the lectures about the content of my lecture and I about his
- that a couple of important key factors, e.g. D-value and Z-value (chapter
15 of the text book), would be addressed during my lecture. This meeting
helped to avoid repetition and to make these more cohesive in benefit of
teaching and learning activities (TLA).

A power-point presentation of 34 slides was prepared applying under-
lining, empty slides with only a subtitle precedes the fully elaborated slides
and hand-pointing to the critical content as well as changing the tone and
pace of the talk in support of TLA. Furthermore, pictures were used mainly
to highlight the content without much discussing the details.

The title and headings of my lecture were designed to link to the in-
tended learning objectives (ILOs) of the course, in particular with “Have ac-
quired insight into the challenges of developing new drug products”. These
ILOs were implemented to provide insight into diversity of microbes and
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the treatments affecting these whereas those of HG were focused rather on
the evaluation of the treatments. Therefore, the content of my lecture was
more of general nature providing an introduction to that of HG.

In this presentation all microbes as challenge in drug production were
presented and highly specialized microbiology was skipped as they were
treated similarly in the lectures by HG. However, there was a focus on bac-
teria as they comprise a major challenge in drug production.

To evaluate my teaching a questionnaire was provided to the student
prior to the lecture that would contribute to discussion of PBL vs. fill-the-
tank teaching methods. Another questionnaire based on Blooms and the
SOLO Taxonomy was considered in harmonizing the ILOs and the TLA
in line with constructive alignment (CA). However, this was not pursued
as it could in combination with the questionnaire above cause confusion,
inappropriate expectations and damage to constructive alignment (CA).

Teaching - implementation and performance

The sequence of PBL is typically as following; a problem from real-life be-
come presented by teacher, learners become activated very quickly through
for instance assignments, teacher facilitated building of a knowledge base,
application of knowledge to the problem, problem is reviewed and learners
develop monitoring skills.

Pursuing PBL I have prepared and performed the lecture highlighting
an important subject by a question; tools assessing microbial contamina-
tion (D- and Z-values) that are important for understanding the follow-up
lectures by HG.

The second question elaborated an insight into modern drug produc-
tion; that the pharmaceutical industry is relying more and more on “bio-
logical drugs” than small molecule drugs. Furthermore, this direction is
also relevant for the scientific topic of the final report that is crucial in fi-
nal assessment/student examination in this course. Therefore, although this
question was not related a problem in professional practice it was aligned
with the course content.

There were 44 participating students filling up the long classroom. Be-
fore starting the lecture I welcomed everybody to this lecture and checked
if people in the end of the classroom if they heard me well. The slide-show
started with the main title followed by a reminder about a questionnaire for
assessing my teaching by the present students.
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After declaration of the content and showing a funny cartoon to cap-
ture the attention of the students the two questions were presented. They
were shown asking the students to find answer during this lecture and to
provide the answers in the end of the lecture. The jargons used as part of
the question like D130 were touched briefly and the students were asked to
be patient until the end to find enough clues for the questions.

After reviewing some of the key points of the text book using 24 slides
the students were asked to answer and elaborate the questions. I moved
away from the blackboard toward the students asking the first question
“How does treatment of microorganisms work, biologically?”.

A few students in front responded and elaborated the answer that trig-
gered other students to do the same. The discussion highlighted cell and
molecular structure of living cells and brought the attention to details which
were underlined in slides.

After 10 minutes of discussions on a variety of cellular and molecular
levels, which had been directly or indirectly touched during the lecture, I
asked the second question “What is the Z-value if D130 and D140 are 25
and 2.5 minutes, respectively?” in connecting quality with quantity. It is
noteworthy that pointing fingers to individual students was avoided as in
my experience it causes dislike related to the subject and inhibits long-life
learning.

Some of the students answered to the second question and some others
showed that they grasped some fundamental knowledge of cell and mo-
lecular biology beyond the subject of the lecture. I noted though that the
majority stayed silence.

The slide-show took 30 minutes time the discussions roughly 15 min-
utes – totally 45 minutes for the whole lecture.

Results and discussion

Teaching - student assessment

Besides sending the questionnaire (see Appendix B) in advance it was also
reviewed quickly in the start of the targeted teaching/lecture (see Appendix
D) and sent again to the students after the lecture together with a PDF of
the lecture as a reminder. However, only 6 out of 44 students responded to
this and thereby drawing any solid conclusion is not possible. Nevertheless,
the following points are considerable.
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• By the majority of these students (see student responses, Appendix C)
there was an agreement about this point; that the ILOs clearly state
what students were supposed to achieve, the students learned what these
ILOs stated and that the elements of the teaching prioritized in a pur-
poseful way in light of these ILOs.

• The students found the lecture different from regular lecture and that
structuring the content in relation to ILOs and a problem was somehow
appreciated.

• There was one student that did not find the lecture different, interesting
or strong enough for this course. The other critics were related to num-
ber of used pictures/slides (the more, the better!), too fast slide show,
not interactive enough, and applying not specified enough ILOs.

I think it is important to focus on the critics as that could be the reason
behind too few responses. Alternatively, some students may have time issue
or in general not interested in these kinds of processes.

Application of more specified ILO could contribute to student learning.
The challenge is to balance these with those of the course and in this case
more specification of the ILOs could damage CA with regard to the course
content.

I think structuring the teaching based on ILOs was useful. I experienced
more interaction with students and more activity in the classroom as result
of application of these and the questions. Students were more alert in com-
parison with those in my previous lectures/years in which I mainly talked
and the students listened (fill-in-the-tank model).

I have experienced planning, implementing and performing this teach-
ing in light of KNUD (“Course in University Science Teaching and Learn-
ing” in Danish) highly useful not just for teaching this subject but also for
teaching in general as well as project management. Therefore, this expe-
rience is encouraging to continue with PBL-based teaching and to explore
more student and learning-centred approaches.

Teaching - future direction

Making more fruitful interactions in the classroom requires more fruitful
interactions before classroom!

More frequent interactions with course director can contribute to fine-
tuning of teaching in terms of understanding ambitions of the course, or-
ganizing teachers for a specific theme, and choice of didactics methods.
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These discussions may contribute to application of common ILOs toward
more cohesive teaching. In this line the focus on what the students should
be able to know and do after these lectures as well as what they have
to do to achieve these goals is likely to promote more stimulating lec-
tures/provocative content and generation of functional knowledge.

It would be also useful to apply Blooms and the SOLO Taxonomy to
improve levels toward application, analysis, synthesis etc. Certainly, this
process also benefits from development of the course curriculum with more
clarification on skills and competences. However, this would be a challenge
as students of this course have highly heterogeneous background; most of
the enrolled ones have achieved B.Sc. degrees in other countries than Den-
mark. Therefore, stratifying the prerequisites for student enrolment may be
considered to improve more student-cantered learning.

Another challenge in organizing the teaching is the affiliation and em-
ployment terms of the involved teachers. For instance, teaching load of ex-
ternally funded researchers/teachers is normally different from internally
funded ones. It would be certainly useful to create a dialogue in this regard
to harmonize ambitions of the university with reality of research funding in
benefit of teacher and the students.

Defining these challenges is of importance in identification of solutions
in pursuing CA, a process that can benefit from discussions with course
director, program director or dean.

Grouping students in relation to problem-solving may involve more stu-
dents in the classroom including those sitting far from the blackboard. Per-
haps, moving away from the blackboard toward could be useful to get more
students involved however the trade-off is to give up the momentum of
brain-storming in front. A fewer slides can generate more time for dis-
cussion in the end but that would require reorganizing the content of the
lecture.

Well-balanced pace in teaching can give more time for student reflec-
tions in benefit of TLA. Furthermore, including more time in the end for
showing more slides/writing on blackboard in relation to institutionaliza-
tion and summarizing can help student learning. Timing of teaching is
likely to be promoted by more teaching practice and experience.

Finally, participating in seminars covering university pedagogy and, ob-
serving experienced teachers who are excellent in different kinds of didac-
tics methods also help in developing teaching skills. In particular, it is of
interest to learn more about PSL and PBL as not so infrequently teachers
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at university have difficulties in differentiation between these two (Savin-
Baden 2000).
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A Course description

Course: Pharmaceutics and Drug Development (7.5 ECTS), MSc in Phar-
maceutical Sciences - compulsory, MSc in Medicinal Chemistry – elective-
FLVKA0331U
Text book: Aulton’s Pharmaceutics, The Design and Manufacture of Medicines,
M.E. Aulton Ed. 3rd Edition 2007, Churchhill Livingstone
Purpose: broad, solid knowledge of (types of) drugs, special focus on drug
formulation, production and quality assurance (Ph.Eur.).
Prerequisites: least 15 ECTS in chemistry (10 of which in organic chem-
istry).
Intended course outcome:

• Describe what the term medicine comprises
• Have knowledge of absorption, fate of drug substances in vivo related

to bioavailability
• Have acquired knowledge in different dosage forms
• Have acquired insight into the challenges of developing new drug pro-

ducts
• Be able to clarify the critical characteristics of various dosage forms for

drug substances and rational design of dosage forms for specific drug
substance in question

• Have acquired knowledge of producing various dosage forms of drug
substances

• Have acquired knowledge of quality assurance and quality control for
drug products

• Have acquired knowledge of The Danish Medicine Agency’s require-
ments for drug approval

• Have acquired knowledge about The European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.)
and Danish drug standards (DLS)

• Be able to choose suitable methods to characterise the biopharmaceu-
tic and physicochemical properties of drug substances and characterize
drug products

• Have an insight into the difference in drug development of small molecules
and biologics.

Content:

• Introduction to biopharmaceutical principles of drug delivery, scientific
principles of dosage form design, pharmaceutical manufacturing tech-
nologies and different types of dosage forms.
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• Impact of physiochemical and biopharmacological characteristics of
drug substances on dosage form design.

• Practical opportunities in the lab to work on producing granulates and
tablets, in which it is possible to present a number of unit operations
and evaluation of the final drugs products.

• Review of these key topics
– Requirements for drug substances including solubility, impurities

and stability
– Quality requirements for drug products
– Quality assessment of drug substances, excipients and drug pro-

ducts
– Formulation and composition of drug products with relation to tech-

nical production requirements as well as bioavailability
– Selecting excipients
– Production techniques including the special regulations for sterile

drug products
– Alternative administrative routes
– Drug product specifications and Pharmacopoeia requirements
– Quantitative and analytical techniques for drug substances and char-

acterization techniques for physical characteristics of intermediate
drug product and final drug products

– Process control and finished-goods control
– Durability and stability studies
– Quality by Design (QbD) in Drug Development.
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B Letter

APPENDIX II 
 
To students enrolled in the current Pharmaceutics and Drug Development course 
(FLVKA0331U) 
 
Teachers at the university are obligated to complete a program in pedagogy improving teaching 
quality. In this regard we are currently pursuing a project that requires feedback from the students. 
 
The traditional way of lecturing has for years followed the fill-up-the-tanks model whereas 
problem-based learning (PBL) intends to equip the students with more functional knowledge 
(Teaching for Quality Learning at University, 3rd edition, Biggs and Tang). 
 
The lecture scheduled for 9-10AM, November 29 will be performed in PBL-style. In this regard 
you are kindly asked to answer to the questionnaire below, of course after this lecture.  
 
We are very grateful for your comments and answers that will be used only for improving teaching 
quality at the university. Please, forward your response to amha@farma.ku.dk no later than 
December 6, 2011.  
 
 
    Sincerely yours 
 

The team of FLVKA0331U 
 
 
 

• Did the intended learning outcomes (ILOs), which is first provided in the lecture, clearly 
state what you were supposed to achieve? 

 
 

• Did you learn what the ILOs stated? 
 
 

• Did the ILOs guide the teaching? 
 
 
• Were the elements of the teaching prioritized in a purposeful way in light of the ILOs? 
 
 
• Do you experience that structuring the content in relation to a problem has made a 

difference compared to an ordinary lecture? 
 
 
• What did you like about this lecture in particular? 
 
 
• Please, state a suggestion for improvement! 
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C Student answers
APPENDIX III 

 
� Did the intended learning outcomes (ILOs), which is first provided in the lecture, clearly state what you were 

supposed to achieve? 

Student1: Yes. Maybe more than I expected.  
Student2: Yes the ILO was fine. 
Student3: Yes, the lecturer stated ILOs 
Student4: Yes, they did. 
Student4: Yes 
Student5: Yes 
Student6: Except the first one. The first ILO was not specific.    
 
� Did you learn what the ILOs stated? 

Student1: Yes. All the ILOs are mentioned during the lecture. 
Student2: Yes, but the first part about microorganism went wery fast, so it did only cover a bit of 
the information about microorganisms in the text book. 
Student3: Yes. 
Student4: Yes, I did (hopefully!) 
Student5: well, superficially I quess yes.. At least for the two first ILOs. 
Student6: Yes 
 
 
� Did the ILOs guide the teaching? 

Student1: I think so. The ILOs make the teaching more coherent and logic. 
Student2:  Yes, the lecture was organized and defined from the ILO. 
Student3: Yes, the slides and lecture is in accordance with ILOs 
Student4: Yes they did. 
Student5: Yes 
Student6: Yes the teaching was guided by ILOs. 
 
� Were the elements of the teaching prioritized in a purposeful way in light of the ILOs? 

Student1: Yes. 
Student2:  Yes, the lecture was organized and defined from the ILO. 
Student3: Yes, in this lecture it has 3 ILOs and the lecturer presented them according to sequence. 
Student4: Yes the teaching followed the ILOs sequence and logic, as stated  at the very beginning of 
the lesson. 
Student5: If you mean in the order of the three ILOs - then yes. 
Student6: Yes it was in accordance with the ILOs. 
 
 
� Do you experience that structuring the content in relation to a problem has made a difference compared to 

an ordinary lecture? 

Student1: I think it is different from the ordinary one. It makes the lecture more understandable for 
me. 
Student2: No normally you will also organize a lecture. 
Student3: Yes, the ILOs will guide the lecturer as well as student to be more focus. 
Student4: Yes, I think that this kind of teaching help us to stay more focused waiting to achieve 
(through the teaching way) the tools and skills that could help us solve the problem 
Student5: In general I didn´t find this lecture and the structural contents of it, different form any 
other ordinary lecture. There were no new thing in it, in relartion to making an agenda and follow it, 
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and then summarise it at the end. For me, that is a general structure of a presentation, which many 
of our teachers also follows. 
Student6: It did make the difference. 
 
� What did you like about this lecture in particular? 

Student1: The professor was trying to inspire student throughout the lecture which made me more 
intend to thinking instead of just listening. 
Student2: The question /discussion part was good. 
Student3: I like that the lecturer stated ILOs in the beginning of lecture as well as the questions in 
the end. 
Student4: That it helped us experience a purposeful learning (knowing in advance what we wanted 
to achieve at the end of the lesson and feel we were achieving it while listening the professor) 
Student5: I actually didn´t like much of the lecture. It was uninspiring and I could not really relate 
to the topic. There was lack of overall message and meaning with the different sub-topics presentet, 
and thus it was several times unclear to me why theese were chosen for the presentation - I mean, 
they probably were justified topics, but it was not communicated out that it was especially 
important. 
Maybe it also has something to do with the topic, but the guy Holger made the same topic much 
more interesting AND made a much better structured presentation. Check him out maybe?! 
Student6: I liked the way the contents of lecture was structured in accordance to the 
problem that was presented in the beginning. 
 
� Please, state a suggestion for improvement! 

Student1: If more pictures in the slide will be better. Sometimes it’s hard for me to imagine and 
react what the professor is actually talking about.  
Student2: It went very fast, and it seems like you were lecturing in a chapter that we shold not read. 
So it was difficult to fall along because it went so fast. 
Student3: It is good to have interactive lecture, but I hope that lecturer will give answers or 
feedback after listening to some answers from student. Then proceed with the lecture or another 
questions. 
Student4: NO ANSWER PROVIDED BY THE STUDENT! 
Student5: For example explain why we are talking about ionizing radiation before describing what 
it does... And all the different headlines: "Treatment with.." leave them out or let them in - not only 
in one slide!! Write numbers on the slides. ... Always explain math with graphic illustration, if 
possible. In this case it was accually possible! (D - and Z values). 
Student6: I think the intended learning goals should be more specific, like instead of specifying only 
microorganisms, it could be something that states what aspects of micro-organisms are we supposed 
to know in relation to pharmaceutical field. Though ILOs didn't specifically demonstrated what we 
are supposed to know about microorganism the content about it was really good.  
 
instead of using questions as problem it would have been more interesting if some real world 
problem related to the topic could have been stated. By that way we can learn how to apply the 
gained knowledge in practical problems. The second question though was more related to real 
world problem.  
 
 
 

APPENDIX IV 
See PDF below 
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D PowerPoint from lecture
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Constructive alignment af kurset Advanced
Plant Ecophysiology med fokus på dybere læring

Inge Skrumsager Møller

Institut for Plante og Miljøvidenskab, Københavns Universitet

Introduktion

Som ung forsker med ansvar for undervisning ønsker jeg at videregive min
passion og faglige viden til de studerende jeg underviser samt inspirere til
faglig refleksion, der ligger udover de enkelte faglige facts.

Dette projekt beskriver den udvikling jeg og mit kursus Advanced Plant
Ecophysiology har været igennem for at øge de studerendes dybere læring,
bedre aktivere de studerende i undervisningssituationen samt sikre en sam-
menhæng mellem læringsmål, undervisningsaktiviteter og eksamen.

Projektet beskriver derfor hvordan jeg har foretaget en constructive
alignment af kurset Advanced Plant Ecophysiology med specielt fokus på
de studerendes dybere læring, hvilke ændringer jeg har implementeret og
deres effekt.

Baggrund

Dette projekt omhandler kurset Advanced Plant Ecophysiology, der bli-
ver udbudt ved Institut for Plante og Miljøvidenskab på Det Natur- og
Biovidenskabelige Fakultet. Jeg overtog kursusansvaret i undervisningsår-
et 2012. Den lektor, der tidligere var ansvarlig for kurset havde forladt sin
stilling, og kurset havde af denne grund misset en omgang. De tidligere eva-
lueringer var blandede, men det var mest af alt lærebogen (eller mangel på
samme) samt manglende styring/planlægning/struktur af kurset, som blev
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kritiseret. Det var således ikke et velfungerende, kørende kursus, der bare
skulle fortsætte.

I samråd med afdelingens professor valgte vi en ny lærebog, og jeg
byggede kurset op så det i høj grad fulgte lærebogens opbygning. Syv andre
forelæsere bidrager med sessioner indenfor deres specialområde, men jeg
varetager langt hovedparten af undervisningen. Undervisningen er teoretisk
og omfatter ikke laboratorieøvelser, men har en enkelt ekskursion.

I 2012 var faget et blandet BSc/MSc-kursus. Med effekt fra 2013 er
kurset udelukkende et kandidatkursus og kaldes nu Advanced Plant Ecop-
hysiology. Studerende med forskellig baggrund fra agronomi (hovedsage-
ligt), biologi, bioteknologi, geografi, miljøvidenskab og naturressourcer har
tradition for at vælge faget, som ikke er obligatorisk.

Min undervisning blev udført baseret på intuition i forhold til hvordan
et dynamisk læringsmiljø skabes og min fornemmelse for de studerende
og deres læringsproces, min tro på egne pædagogiske evner til at forklare
komplekse problemstillinger og stædighed i forhold til en meget grundig
forberedelse, både fagligt og strukturelt.

Kurset i 2012 blev gennemført uden undervisningssituationer med fag-
lig og strukturel usikkerhed. Det lykkedes at skabe et positivt og energisk
læringsmiljø (som blev kommenteret af flere af de eksterne forelæsere og
deltagere i deres evaluering), hvilket bidrog til, at undervisningen blev en
fornøjelse for de enkelte undervisere. Et stort engagement og højt forbere-
delsesniveau smittede ligeledes positivt af på de studerende som var meget
aktive og deltagende. En enkelt af de 18 studerende, der gik til eksamen
bestod ikke, mens resten klarede sig godt, og kurset samt underviserne fik
positive evalueringer.

Med denne undervisningserfaring i bagagen startede jeg på adjunktpæ-
dagogikum og blev hurtigt klar over, at succeskriteriet for et kursus selv-
følgelig er hvor meget og/eller på hvilket niveau de studerende lærer. Min
manglende bevidsthed omkring dette og undervisningsaktiviteterne- og ek-
samensstrukturen på Plant Ecophysiology 2012 havde formentlig medvir-
ket til, at de studerende måske lærte faget på et lavere niveau end tiltænkt.

Kursets læringsmål var beskrevet med verber på et lavere eller uklart
niveau end det tiltænkte. Kursets læringsaktiviteter lagde for ofte op til, at
svaret kunne findes et sted i bogen, og i nogen tilfælde slap de studerende
af sted med at gengive lærebogens formulering uden egen bearbejdelse og
refleksion. Eksamensformen var 4 multiple choice/short text answers af 1
times varighed med 2 ugers mellemrum løbende i kurset, hvoraf gennem-
snitskarakteren fra de 3 bedste var den endelige karakter. Eksamensformen
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fik positive evalueringer, idet den løbende form fik de studerende ud af
startboksen med det samme, men opfordrede desværre samtidig i høj grad
til overfladelæring.

Det er derfor ikke overraskende, at når jeg nu ser mere kritisk tilbage
på kurset i 2012, med de studerendes læring og ikke min egen evne til at
gennemføre kurset som fokus, så ønsker jeg fremover at afholde kurset med
de studerendes dybere læring af faget som fokus.

Problemformulering

Formålet med dette projekt er at afklare hvilke ændringer der bør imple-
menteres i kurset Advanced Plant Ecophysiology 2013 for at øge de stu-
derendes dybere læring og undersøge effekten af disse ændringer i forhold
til kurset Plant Ecophysiology 2012. Mit mål er, at niveauet af læring skal
være dybere, og at de studerende bliver i stand til at reflektere over kursets
problemstillinger i højere grad end tidligere. Det højere faglige niveau har-
monerer også med, at kurset fra 2013 afholdes på udelukkende MSc niveau.

En constructive alignment analyse (Biggs & Tang 2011) af Plant Ecop-
hysiology 2012 blev udført i løbet af adjunktpædagogikum og ligger til
grund for de foreslåede ændringer. Constructive alignment analysen pegede
på, at denne målsætning ville kunne opnås gennem mere variation i under-
visningen, mere uddybende og flere udfordrende undervisningsaktiviteter
samt en ændring i eksamensstrukturen og form, der bedre matcher et dybe-
re læringsniveau.

Desuden ønsker jeg i 2013 forløbet at afprøve de redskaber, jeg har til-
egnet mig i adjunktpædagogikumkurset til at øge de studerendes villighed
til at være aktive deltagere i undervisningen (især blandt de mere tilbage-
holdende studerende), at øge deres forberedelsesniveau samt at støtte læ-
ringsprocessen aktivt ved at give feedback.

Disse ændringer skulle samlet gerne resultere i et mere contructively
aligned kursus med en bedre opfyldelse af læringsmålene end tidligere.

Effekten af disse planlagte tiltag vil blive vurderet på følgende vis:

• Ved brug af min professionelle dømmekraft vil jeg vurdere de studeren-
des læring ud fra det faglige niveau af de spørgsmål, der bliver stillet til
mig, i deltagernes løsning af teoretiske opgaver og i diskussioner ind-
byrdes på hele holdet og sammenligne med min opfattelse af læringsni-
veauet i 2012.
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• Udvalgte eksamenssvar fra 2013 vil blive sammenlignet med tilsvaren-
de svar fra 2012 og eksamensspørgsmålene vil i 2013 i langt højere grad
udfordre de studerende på et dybere læringsniveau. Her forventer jeg,
at eksamenssvarene til genganger-spørgsmålene er mere nuancerede og
reflekterende samt at de studerende kan svare på de sværere spørgsmål,
hvis ændringerne har haft den ønskede effekt.

• Evalueringerne fra studerende fra henholdsvis 2012 og 2013 vil blive
sammenlignet, for at vurdere om de studerendes oplevelse af fagligt
niveau, kursusintroduktion, kursusaktiviteter, læringsmiljø og kursus-
materiale.

Constructive alignment analyse af Plant Ecophysiology
2012

En analyse af constructive alignment i Plant Ecophysiology 2012 viste at
læringsmålene i vid udstrækning er gode, og at de er rimeligt operationelle,
men dog skal omformuleres til et højere læringsniveau i kursusbeskrivel-
sen.

Kursets læringsaktiviteter var i 2012 temmelig ens fra session til ses-
sion og bestod hovedsageligt af en kombination af forelæsninger med re-
gelmæssige teoretiske opgaver, som regel udformet som spørgsmål til em-
net, som beskrevet i bogen. Mere variation med gruppearbejde, summemø-
der, gruppediskussioner, case-baserede opgaver og studenterfremlæggelser
skal implementeres. Kursets opgaver skal både omhandle og repetere del-
elementerne i planters fysiologi og stress respons, men skal også kræve, at
de studerende kan forstå disse del-elementer i et samlet hele, hvilket kursets
aktiviteter skal give mulighed for at øve sig på, da dette fremover vil blive
krævet ved løsning af eksamensopgaverne.

Eksamensformen i 2012 var løbende eksamen hver anden uge i form
af 4 x 1 times multiple choice questions eller spørgsmål med relativt korte
skriftlige svar, hvoraf gennemsnittet af de tre bedste eksamener talte. For-
delene ved denne eksamensform var, at de studerende var klar fra start og
deltog aktivt, men opvejes af ulemper, som at undervisningsperioden ikke
er gratis, eksamensspørgsmålene ikke kunne favne hele fagområdet som et
hele og opfordrede ikke til tilstrækkelig perspektivering og refleksion, da
eksamen begyndte hurtigt efter kursusstart.
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Tiltag der afprøves i Advanced Plant Ecophysiology 2013
med henblik på dybere læring

På baggrund af constructive alignment analysen, erfaringer fra sidste år
samt inspiration fra adjunktpædagogikum blev følgende punkter afprøvet
for at opnå øget fokus på læringsprocessen og den dybere læring.

Udvidet introduktion til kurset og indgåelse af didaktisk kontrakt

I 2012 bestod kursusintroduktionen mest af en oversigt over kursusdage,
forklaring af eksamensstrukturen og en indføring i kursets overordnede em-
ne og begreber.

I 2013 blev Absalon brugt til at lave en e-activity inden kursusstart, der
opfordrede de studerende til at uploade et billede og skrive en hilsen til
holdet indeholdende deres uddannelsesmæssige baggrund, særlige interes-
seområder og hvorfor de havde valgt kurset, samt hvorvidt de kunne med-
bringe laptops/smartphones til undervisningen for at muliggøre anvendelse
af socrative/absalon.

9 ud af 10 svarede, og det virkede som denne elektroniske intro faldt i
god jord. Da holdet var så lille besluttede jeg ikke at investere tid i elektro-
niske virkemidler som socrative, da det virkede overflødigt med så lille et
hold i forhold til det forventede tidsforbrug.

På den første kursusdag kommunikerede jeg tydeligt mine forventnin-
ger til de studerende. De var at de studerende skulle prioritere fremmøde,
spørge, interagere og tage del i undervisningen og medansvar for lærings-
processen ved at aktivt deltage, forberede sig, være på Absalon og give
feedback mundtligt og ved udfyldelse af skemaer. Derefter kommunikere-
de jeg tydeligt mine forventninger til mig selv i forhold til kurset. De var
at skabe betingelser for at læringsprocessen kan ske igennem forelæsnin-
ger, spørgsmål og svar, facilitering af diskussioner, oploadning af materia-
ler og kommunikation via Absalon, tilstedeværelse når andre forelæser så
vidt muligt og give feedback på læringsprocessen. Derved forsøgte jeg ak-
tivt at indgå en didaktisk kontrakt med de studerende. Derefter gik jeg i
dybden med hvordan de kompetencer der opnås i kurset kan bruges i for-
skellige felter (økologi, planteavl, naturforvaltning, havebrug, skovbrug og
miljøvidenskab).

Det blev godt modtaget og vi fik talt om nødvendigheden af at læse bo-
gen og om hvordan eksamen ville teste deres viden. Det var en god åbning i
forhold til at starte en åben dialog om læringsprocessen og det blev tydeligt
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for de studerende at jeg oprigtigt er interesseret i denne proces. Navneskil-
te på mærkater var også med til at alle lærte hinanden hurtigere at kende,
hvilket er med til at skabe en holdfølelse fra start.

Min opfordring til at læse lærebogen inden undervisning blev kun i no-
gen grad fuldt. Flere studerende fandt i år at lærebogen var svært tilgæn-
gelig uden først at have deltaget i undervisningen om emnet, og de fik der-
for mere ud af at læse kapitlet i bogen efter endt undervisningssession. De
stærkeste studerende havde ofte læst kapitlet inden og kom med afklarende
spørgsmål dertil.

Tydelige læringsmål, matchende aktiviteter og studenter feedback til
hver 4-timers session

For hver 4-timers session blev læringsmålene præciseret og præsenteret ved
start, og jeg fik udviklet nye aktiviteter til at understøtte, at læringsmålene
blev opnået. Disse var både mange flere indbyggede spørgsmål blandet ind
i min forelæsning og flere case-baserede opgaver der skulle løses med en
makker eller i grupper f.eks. baseret på forskningsdata der skulle fortol-
kes og relateres til dagens tema, økologiske problemstillinger, diskussion
af fordele og ulemper ved planters forskellige stress respons. Det virke-
de godt at inkludere mulige arbejdssituationer, hvor viden fra kurset er i
brug som inspiration til bedre og mere varierede cases (økologi, planteavl,
naturforvaltning, landbrugsudvikling, havebrug, bioteknologi og miljøvi-
denskab) og dermed synliggøre disse erhvervskompetencer mere i løbet af
kurset samtidig med at det giver mere variation i perspektiv. Denne pro-
ces blev igangsat i år og vil fortsætte. I slutningen af alle sessions vendte
jeg tilbage til læringsmålene for at tjekke med de studerende, om de havde
opnået læringsmålene, og om der nu dukkede flere spørgsmål op, som de
endnu ikke havde fået stillet/besvaret.

Jeg oplevede en stor grad af opfyldelse af læringsmål fra de studerende,
idet de var åbne om at påtale hvis der var et læringsmål, de ikke havde nået,
som vi derefter tog fat i igen. De studerende var aktive og spørgelystne i ar-
bejdet med opgaver og case-baserede problemstillinger, hvilket gav en god
energi. Det var tydeligt at mærke at de studerende generelt fik meget ud af
at bruge dagens emne til at løse de givne problemstillinger, og opgaverne
blev et godt udgangspunkt for at repetere del-elementer samt samle sam-
men og reflektere over et emnes bredere betydning. Især kommenterede de
meget positivt på opgaver der involverer fortolkning af data, da det giver
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dem følelsen af at være forskere på opdagelse efter sammenhænge, så det
vil jeg udbygge i fremtiden.

Desuden gjorde jeg brug af feed-back sedler, hvor hver studerende kun-
ne svare på følgende efter hver 4-timers session: What did you learn to-
day that was new? Which questions relating to today’s session are still left
unanswered? What was good about the session today? Do you have any
constructive criticism relating to today’s session you would like to provi-
de?

Muligheden for at nævne spørgsmål anonymt på feed-back sedler blev
flittigt brugt. I flere tilfælde resulterede det i, at jeg i begyndelsen af næste
session skulle forklare begreber/problemstillinger i større detaljegrad, hvil-
ket krævede at jeg lavede nye slides/opgaver til det formål. De studerende
gav mundtligt udtryk for, at de var glade for, at jeg tog deres spørgsmål
alvorligt og fulgte op med yderligere materiale. Det er dog en fin balance-
gang, idet det også skal være den studerendes ansvar at opsøge yderligere
litteratur til forståelse af begreber som må anses for at være kendt inden
kursusstart. Det er derfor vigtigt at få præciseret forudsætningerne mere i
kursusbeskrivelsen.

Det var en stor success at bede om feedback efter hver session, da det
gav mig et umiddelbart indtryk af læringsprocessen. Især var det vigtigt i
starten, så jeg hurtigt kunne skyde mig ind på gruppen. Det er en glimren-
de måde at få de studerendes tvivl og usikkerhed klarlagt, hvor det samti-
digt er ”gratis” for dem at vise usikkerhed og stille fundamentale ”pinlige”
spørgsmål. Den umiddelbare feedback var glimrende at få – det er selv-
følgelig dejligt at få god kritik, men også vigtigt med en øjenåbner for de
studerendes mangfoldighed/opfattelse/perspektiv på en læringssituation el-
ler et emne. At have en god føling med deres niveau påvirkede også, at jeg
blandede mig mere i en anden forelæsers oplæg (mht tempo, afklarende
spørgsmål, start af summemøder) for at sikre at de studerende var med. Der
blev dermed prioriteret mere tid til diskussion og mere uddybende forkla-
ringer, hvilket jeg kunne fornemme var nødvendigt for læringsprocessen.
Min intuition blev bestyrket af de studerendes tilbagemeldinger og udbyt-
tet af sessionen blev højere, også for den eksterne underviser, der pludselig
oplevede at de studerende blev mere aktive.

Adjunktpædagogikum har givet mig indblik i hvor vigtigt det er, at de
studerende selv laver arbejdet med opgaver osv og ikke får løsningen givet
for hurtigt. Jeg synes det gik meget godt med at bruge summe-møder med
sidemanden eller gruppearbejde, når det blev tydeligt, at flertallet af de stu-
derende ikke var parate til at prøve at svare, i stedet for at lade de dygtigste
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give svaret hver gang eller selv sige det. Jeg prøvede at tænke på at påvirke
de studerendes tro på egne evner ved i høj grad at opfordre alle til at prøve
at svare også når svaret ikke var helt korrekt. Det lykkedes godt at skabe
en stemning hvor de studerende følte sig trygge ved det, og de fleste var
villige til at tage chancen og bidrage. Dog skal jeg fortsat blive bedre til at
insistere på i endnu højere grad, at de studerende selv skal komme frem til
resultaterne, og at det er nødvendigt at læse bogen for at komme derhen. I
forhold til sidste år kom vi længere i forhold til refleksion over faget og fik
arbejdet langt mere med komplekse problemstillinger i løbet af kurset, hvil-
ket gjorde at de studerende i meget høj grad kunne svare tilfredsstillende på
den type eksamensspørgsmål ved den endelige eksamen.

Ændret eksamensform

Eksamensformen i 2012 var løbende eksamen hver 2. uge i form af 4 x 1
times multiple choice questions eller spørgsmål med relativt korte skriftli-
ge svar, hvoraf de tre bedste eksamener gjaldt. For at øge fokus på dybere
læring og have mindre summativ evaluering i løbet af kurset blev en ny ek-
samensform afprøvet i 2013. De første 50% af den endelige karakter opnås
som gennemsnittet af de to bedste ud af tre 30 min eksamener bestående af
multiple choice questions eller spørgsmål med relativt korte skriftlige svar
afholdt løbende i kurset med hurtig feedback. De sidste 50% af den endelige
karakter opnås ved en 2,5 timers skriftlig eksamen efter kurset med spørgs-
mål/cases/problemstillinger, der kræver refleksion/perspektivering over he-
le faget eller indgående kendskab til del-emner. Denne ændring i eksamens-
form skulle øge den dybere læring og blev godkendt af samtlige deltagende
tilmeldte studerende, så den kunne afprøves.

Eksamensformen i år virkede generelt på tilfredsstillende vis for både
mig og de studerende. Det var tydeligt at de første 3 eksamener mere testede
facts og mere basale elementer, med enkelte mere komplicerede opgaver,
hvorimod der var en klar forventning om, at opgaverne i den sidste eksamen
hovedsageligt ville afkræve detaljerede/reflekterende svar. De studerende
udtrykte at eksamen nummer to var svær, og at pensum til denne var nyt
og stort, og at de generelt var lidt for pressede på tid. Generelt klarede de
dog eksamenerne med meget fint resultat, idet karaktererne for de 9 der tog
eksamen var 4 x 12, 3 x 10 og 2 x7. Det var en god ændring, at hovedvægten
af eksamen er efter kursets slutning, men samtidig er der incitament for at
være aktiv fra kursets start, idet en del af karakteren bestemmes i løbet af
kurset.
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Havde ændringerne en effekt – blev dybere læring opnået?

Dette års studerende var i stor stil fra Biologisk Institut og ikke som tidli-
gere hovedsageligt fra Agronomi/Plantevidenskab. Ændringen til rent kan-
didatkursus har ændret på hvilke studerende der kan tage kurset, idet stude-
rende fra Agronomi/Plantevidenskab har et obligatorisk kursus eller speci-
ale i blok 4, og derfor pt ikke normalt kan tage kurset. Denne kollision med
andre kandidatkurser gjorde, at deltagerne i år ikke havde den sædvanli-
ge basisviden i plantefysiologi, og jeg derfor måtte bruge relativt meget
undervisningstid (mange basale spørgsmål, opsamlende, uddybende for-
klaringer) på basis plantefysiologi, inden vi kunne gå videre på et højere
niveau. Niveauet af diskussionerne startede derfor svagere ud end sidste år,
men de bedre udviklede aktiviteter har dog gjort, at vi alligevel nåede frem
til de mere krævende refleksioner over emnet og ikke holdt os til læring af
basis facts. På trods af de studerendes lavere udgangspunkt nåede vi læn-
gere end sidste år i forhold til læring af mere komplekse sammenhænge, og
de studerende klarede den mere krævende eksamen tilfredsstillende. Den
øgede åbenhed og fokus på læringsprocessen fra min side har uden tvivl
været gavnlig, idet de studerende havde en oplevelse af at kunne være åbne
overfor mig i forhold til at bygge ovenpå egen eksisterende viden.

Det viste sig sværere end antaget at direkte sammenligne sidste års ek-
samenssvar med dem fra i år, idet de studerendes baggrundsviden var meget
forskellig. Det udtrykte sig ved at dette års hold lavede fejl på baggrund af
mangel på solid biokemi/fysiologisk viden. Holdet fra 2012 lavede færre af
den slags fejl, men fik på grund af mindre uddybende opgaver i den tidligere
eksamensform ikke samme mulighed for at udvise deres mere reflekteren-
de viden sidste år. Holdet fra 2013 var således gode til at fange svarene på
de reflekterende spørgsmål på trods af mangler i basisviden. Eksamensre-
sultaterne er på karakterniveau meget ens fra de to år, men årets eksamen
udfordrer i langt højere grad de studerende på et dybere læringsniveau.

Følgende er baseret på evalueringerne fra de studerende af kurset og af
mig som underviser. Taget de studerendes forskellige udgangspunkt i be-
tragtning er det forståeligt, at der i 2013 er flere studerende der mener, at
deres arbejdsindsats har været for høj (28% mod 0% i 2012), og at niveauet
har været lidt for højt i forhold til egne forudsætninger (42% mod 18% i
2012). Sidste år evalueringer fandt langt de fleste at begge parametre var
helt tilpas (91% mod 42% i 2013 for egen indsats og 63% mod 29% i 2013
for kursets niveau). Den mere udførlige introduktion til kurset og det mere
klare udtryk om forventninger til deltagerne gav sig udslag i at 71% var
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helt enige i, at de fik en god introduktion til kurset (mod 55% i 2012). De
bedre tilrettelagte aktiviteter i årets udgave af kurset viser sig også i en me-
re positiv evaluering idet 86% er helt enige i, at aktiviteterne støtter op om
opnåelse af de beskrevne kompetencer (mod 36% i 2012) og at øvelses-
materialet er klart og forståeligt (100% enige eller helt enige i 2013, mod
81% i 2012). Således kan jeg konkludere, at min egen opfattelse af hvordan
effekten af de udførte ændringer har været, er i tråd med de studerendes
bedre evalueringer af kurset på disse områder. Det er dog værd at bemærke
at 71% i 2013 er enige eller helt enige i, at kurset generelt har været godt
mod 100% i 2012, hvilket måske kan skyldes den lidt atypiske sammen-
sætning af holdet i 2013 og derfor en utilfredshed med niveauet i forhold til
egen indsats. I 2013 var der 8 timers mere undervisning end i 2012, hvilket
jeg mener burde være tilstrækkeligt til at nå til et dybere læringsniveau af
faget end sidst år idet pensum var det samme.

I forhold til den individuelle evaluering af mig som underviser er de
studerende helt enige i, at jeg har anvendt materiale der passede til kursets
faglige indhold (86% i 2013 mod 50% i 2012), og helt enige i, at jeg var
god til at formidle faget klart og præcist (86% i 2013 mod 50% i 2012) og
helt enige i, at jeg stimulerede de studerende til at reflektere over faglige
emner (86% i 2013 mod 60% i 2012). Denne fremgang er jeg selvfølgelig
meget tilfreds med og skyldes, at årets præstation er bygget på erfaringerne
fra sidste år, samt input fra adjunktpædagogikum, og jeg derfor er betydelig
mere sikker og bevidst om mine egne virkemidler i undervisningssituatio-
ner nu.

Således kan jeg konkludere at både min professionelle dømmekraft,
sammenligning af eksamensbesvarelser og de studerendes evalueringer al-
le stemmer overens og generelt viser, at mine intentioner med at lave de
fremsatte ændringer i kurset er blevet indfriede. Det er svært nøjagtigt at
vurdere om en dybere læring er opnået i 2013, særligt fordi de to grupper
af studerende havde ret forskellige udgangspunkter, men udviklingen i kur-
set går tydeligvis i den rette retning i forhold til constructive alignment og
dermed også mod dybere læring.

Handlingsplan for Advanced Plant Ecophysiology 2014

Kurset har i det forløbne år bevæget sig mod en højere grad af constructive
alignment, og denne bevægelse ønsker jeg at fortsætte. I forhold til at øge
kursets constructive alignment yderligere er følgende skema opsat (kursiv
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er opgaver, der skal laves) og kommentarer til næste års kursus præsente-
ret efterfølgende (Figur 12.1).

Handlingsplan for Advanced Plant Ecophysiology 2014  

Kurset har i det forløbne år bevæget sig mod en højere grad af constructive alignment, og denne bevægelse 

ønsker jeg at fortsætte. I forhold til at øge kursets constructive alignment yderligere er følgende skema opsat 

(kursiv er opgaver, der skal laves) og kommentarer til næste års kursus præsenteret efterfølgende. 

Intended learning 

outcomes 
Efter kursets forløb skal de studerende 

kunne:  

Teaching/learning 

activities 

Assessment tasks 

Have en forståelse af plantefysiologi der 

involverer funktionen af hele planten i 

dens miljø (fysiologi, anatomi, morfologi, 

biokemi og molekylær biologi)  

Forelæsninger, teoretiske opgaver, 

diskussioner, forskningsartikel-baserede 

opgaver  

Eksamensspørgsmål i løbet af kurset der 

tester den mere basale faglige viden i 

kursets emner 

Have en specifik viden om stress respons 

mekanismer på signalerings-, 

molekylærbiologisk, biokemisk og 

fysiologisk niveau samt have lært at 

integrere denne viden til et indgående 

kendskab til planters vækst og hvordan de 

påvirkes af stress 

Forelæsninger, teoretiske opgaver, 

diskussioner, forskningsartikel-baserede 

opgaver 

Eksamensspørgsmål i løbet af kurset, der 

tester den mere basale faglige viden i de 

emner samt spørgsmål, der kræver større 

overblik i den endelige eksamen 

Beskrive og sammenligne forskellige 

planters reaktion på og adaption til stress 

Aktiv deltagelse i løsning af opgaver 

hvor studerende øver sig på at formulere 

sammenhænge både mundtligt og på 

skrift til hinanden (peer-review) og i 

klassen 

Eksamensspørgsmål i løbet af kurset samt 

i den endelige eksamen 

Forudse hvordan forskellige specifikke 

planter i et økosystem reagerer på en 

ændring i en ydre påvirkning  

Aktiv deltagelse i løsning af opgaver med 

økologisk islæt. Case-baserede opgaver 

med økologisk forskning som basis  

Eksamensspørgsmål i den endelige 

eksamen 

Forklare økologiske problemstillinger ud 

fra plantefysiologi: Hvorfor vokser en art 

succesrigt på en lokalitet og hvorfor ses 

den ikke på andre?  

Aktiv deltagelse i løsning af opgaver med 

økologisk islæt. Case-baserede opgaver 

med økologisk forskning som basis 

Eksamensspørgsmål i den endelige 

eksamen 

Løse planteavls-relaterede udfordringer: 

hvordan kan vi optimere udbyttet på trods 

af plantestress?  

Case om bioteknologiske strategier for 

øget salttolerance i planter, næringsstof 

mangel, øget P udnyttelse 

Eksamensspørgsmål i den endelige 

eksamen 

Forstå problemstillinger i naturbevaring: 

hvordan bevarer vi økosystemer og 

hvorledes påvirkes de af 

klimaforandringer?  

Case om klimaforandringer med afsæt i 

naturforvaltningsproblem  

Eksamensspørgsmål i den endelige 

eksamen 

Forstå miljøvidenskabelige 

problemstillinger: hvordan påvirker 

miljøforandringer og forurening planters 

vækst og udbredelse? 

Case om tungmetalforurening Eksamensspørgsmål i den endelige 

eksamen 

Forstå problemstillinger indenfor 

havebrug: hvordan kan vi optimere 

planteproduktion?  

Ekskursion til gartneri hvor økofysiologi 

opleves i praksis. Flere case-baserede 

opgaver med udspring i dette besøg er 

nu mulige at lave, da jeg kender til 

udbyttet af ekskursionen. 

Eksamensspørgsmål der inddrager viden 

omsat i praksis i højere grad  

Analysere eksperimentelt opnået data og 

forklare data i forhold til baggrundsviden 

Peer-assesment af hinandens 

opgavebesvarelser vil være ideelt her, 

med fælles gennemgang i kurset for at 

sikre institutionalisering men undgå 

retning af opgaver.  

Eksamensopgave der består af 

eksperimentelt data der skal fortolkes og 

afsætte tid til at sådan en opgave med 

rimelighed kan stilles.  

Have viden om hvordan plante 

økofysiologiske eksperimenter kan 

opstilles  

Case der tager udgangspunkt i en 

dårligt forsøgsopsætning – analysere og 

forbedre 

Eksamensopgave stilles så svaret både 

viser den studerendes indsigt i et emne 

men også lader dem tænke mere 

eksperimentelt og praktisk end 

udelukkende teoretisk. 

Figur 12.1. Handlingsplan for Advanced Plant Ecophysiology 2014.
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• Kursusbeskrivelsen i kursusdatabasen skal opdateres med beskrivelser
af læringsmål på højere SOLO-niveau. Desuden skal kursets forudsæt-
ninger præciseres med konkrete eksempler på kurser, der skal være be-
stået inden, både fra Institut for Plante og Miljøvidenskab og Biologisk
Institut

• Grundet de studerendes lidt anderledes baggrund var der ikke i år behov
for at øge niveauet for at implementere springet fra blandet Bsc/MSc til
udelukkende MSc. Dette bliver nødvendigt, når kurset flytter blok og
igen får flere Agronomi/Plantevidenskab studerende. En nøje gennem-
gang af diverse studieplaner har vist, at kurset med fordel kan flyttes til
blok 2, hvilket er blevet ansøgt om til studienævnet.

• Den eksamensform der blev afprøvet i 2013 var langt hen af vejen en
succes og studienævnet skal snarest ansøges om en officiel ændring.
Jeg overvejer at have tests i løbet af kurset, hvoraf 50% af svarene skal
være korrekte for at kunne deltage i kursets eksamen, som er en 4 timers
skriftlig eksamen i eksamensugen. Den tid der går fra undervisningen
på grund af løbende eksamen skal ikke være så stor som nu. Timerne
efter tests kan bruges til opgaveløsning, case-arbejde og lignende, som
ikke er for tungt. Desuden er der ansøgt om flytning fra blok 4 til blok
2.

• Niveauet af kurset kan øges ved udvidet brug af cases, peer-review op-
gaver og mindre tid på forelæsninger i basis-stof. Jeg har nu mere er-
faring i at opstille cases med succes, så det skulle være fint muligt til
næste år. De studerende oplever, at det giver dem oplevelsen af at være
forskere at løse dem, så det er bare om at udnytte den gode energi deri
og ikke gøre opgaverne for teoretisk baserede. Peer-review skal indfø-
res for at give de studerende mere erfaring og feedback på skriftlige
opgaver uden at øge min belastning i form af rettelser.

• Starten af kursus skal koordineres bedre mellem de forskellige under-
visere i uge 1. Dette er især vigtigt fordi de studerende shopper rundt i
starten, så den første uge skal være meget skarp.

• Det er et dilemma at have eksperter til at deltage, og samtidig prø-
ve at styre deres undervisning, så de studerendes forventninger ift
pensum/emne opfyldes. Dette blev mere tydeligt angivet i evaluerin-
gerne i år. Næste år skal der udvikles specifikke læringsmål for hver af
de forelæsninger, som andre forelæsere varetager. Det er tydeligvis et
ansvarsområde jeg skal tage, hvis jeg vil have det gjort, og et middel
til at bedre styre de forskellige undervisere ift pensum. Fordelene ved
mange eksperter er dog langt større end de enkelte ulemper, og det er
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væsentligt, at de forskellige eksperter har det nødvendige råderum til at
udvise deres passion.

• Med et lille hold med 10 studerende giver det ikke mening at bruge
Socrative og lignende, men dette skal implementeres, så snart et større
hold studerende er tilmeldt. Da vil tidsforbruget bliver opvejet af fordele
i undervisningssituationen.

Kursets læringsmål set i forhold til studieordningen for
Agronomi

Kandidater der har haft Advanced Plant Ecophysiology opnår detaljeret og
overordnet viden om planters fysiologi, fra celle-niveau til økosystem, hvil-
ket gør dem i stand til at indgå i samarbejde med forskere og specialister
i havebrug, naturbevarelse, skovbrug, økologi, planteavl og landbrugsud-
vikling, at fremsætte ideer til at forbedre vores afgrødeplanters tolerance
overfor forskellige former for stress og miljøforandringer og være i stand
til at vurdere hvordan stress påvirker de produkter vi får fra planter. Disse
egenskaber er helt centrale mål i studieordningen for kandidatuddannelsen
i Agronomi.
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University of Copenhagen

Introduction

Supervising students is all about communicating feedback and mentoring
the student during his/her study. This involves guidance and feedback on
matters of personal, professional and educational development’ in a specific
context (Kilminster et al. 2007).

As a former PhD student and later postdoc who traveled and worked
in several places worldwide while still being affiliated to the “mother uni-
versity” in Copenhagen, I am interested in exploring the drawbacks and/or
advantages of distance supervising. This study draws on my own experi-
ence, as researcher who has been the supervised and advised on distance
in many circumstances. My reflections and considerations in relation to my
personal long distance student-supervisor experience (including the time
zone differences, ways of communicating) will be debated. I will also dis-
cuss the relation and distance supervising of a PhD student being located
in Belgium, at the University of Antwerp, whom I have supervised in the
years 2009 and 2010.

Overall, the project explores why and how should the students be en-
couraged to involve themselves in the project they work with, even when
their supervisor is not physically close by. In this study, I follow several
recommendations regarding to the deadlines deliveries, motivation of the
student, and ways of interacting and social relations development. E-mail
or spontaneous telephone meeting, live meetings, their length and outcomes
are some of the means of communication that have been evaluated.
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Project background and aim

During my PhD studies as well as later on I lived and worked in four other
countries than Denmark (Canada, Switzerland, United States and Aus-
tralia), where I have been affiliated to various research institutions. During
this time, either as part of my PhD studies or part of my postdoctoral stud-
ies, I have been in contact with my PhD supervisor (later collaborator) for
most of the time. Although in each of these places I had a “local supervisor”
with whom I collaborated for specific aspects of the problems of interest, I
and my supervisor in Denmark have always tried to be in close connection
and to reciprocally update on the progress of research in order to attain the
most effective outcome. This communication sends the updates both ways
so we reach the most effective outcome. It was also meant to ensure that
we both know the course of the project and the actions we will be taking
further.

In the same note, during the last year I also engaged one of my for-
mer students from Denmark and current PhD student in Belgium in a side
project of mine, which put myself in the position of “long distance supervi-
sor”. In this context I have analyzed what exactly should be followed when
distance supervising, how to motivate and engage the student into a project
run in parallel with his main PhD project and particularly how efficient and
effective our professional relations have been.

Given this double experience, the aim of this project is to provide a
reflection on my own experience and on the way I have adapted teach-
ing/supervising methods to a long-distance situation.

Project rationale

In the long and maybe difficult path of a project development there is al-
ways need for a leading light as a reliable source of guidance. It is therefore
needed to make sure that both the supervisor and the supervised have an
understanding and common sense of how to approach all this guidance. It
is true that the supervision can be exploited and can expand in several di-
mensions modeling a sort of deeper understanding and sense of orientation,
but for all this to happen openness, flexibility and adjustments are needed.
What are then the key points for improvement and the evaluation criteria in
the whole process? Either as a student who maybe feels a relief or a discon-
nection when not being closely supervised, or as a supervisor who tries to
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make the best out of his student’s project, both parts deserve to be reflected
upon.

In sum, based on the personal experience of being distance supervised
and comparing it to the supervisor position, this project explores which are
the general and the particular elements of distance supervision and which
are the tools of maintaining such a relation to the best of it?

Material and methods

The following section distinguishes among five study/research periods. The
first four involve the relationship between me and my supervisor when I
was a PhD student in Copenhagen and postdoc in other research institutes,
while the latter focuses on the supervision relation I between me and a
PhD student in Antwerpen. Each period is briefly presented in terms of
duration and communication patterns. A short discussion of the supervision
relationship follows.

1. I, R.A., PhD student in the first year of studies. My supervisor, who ini-
tiated the PhD project. A group of two professors in Canada who pro-
posed me to work in an overlapping project at their location in Truro,
Nova Scotia.
• Year: 2004
• Time distance: 5 hours
• Physical distance 5500 km
• Duration: 6 weeks

2. I, R.A., freshly PhD graduate. My PhD supervisor, now collaborating
in a new project. A professor at the University of Bern, Switzerland
who accepted to work in a common project in his lab.
• Year: 2007
• Physical distance 1035 km
• Duration: 4 months

3. I, R.A., recently awarded a postdoctoral grant. My PhD supervisor, now
collaborating in my project. Supervised work at Oakland Children’s
Hospital, California, USA.
• Year: 2009/2010
• Time distance: 9 hours
• Physical distance 8780 km
• Duration: 7 months
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4. I, R.A., second year of the main postdoctoral period. My PhD super-
visor, collaborating in my project. Inspirational stay at University of
Sydney, NSW, Australia.
• Year: 2010/2011
• Time distance: 10 hours
• Physical distance 16000 km
• Duration: 3 months

5. M.N.M., former student in Denmark, now PhD student at the Univer-
sity of Antwerpen, Belgium. I, R.A.,supervisor.
• Year: 2010/2011
• Time distance: none (when in Copenhagen), 10 hours (when in

Sydney)
• Physical distance: 730 km (when in CPH) and 16000 km (when in

Sydney)
• Duration: over 12 months

Methods: E-mail, telephone communication, online instant message
tools (Skype)

Results

The results will be briefly summarized for each of the above mentioned
cases.

1. In year 2004, the availability of affordable telephone communication
was limited; therefore most of the communication was based on e-mails.
The ideas I was sharing with the local supervisors in Canada was later
transmitted to and discussed with my supervisor via e-mail. The frequency
of emails was roughly once a week with an average of half a page. As I
have all the communication archived, I was able to evaluate the main ele-
ments of the discussions. The main focus was on the progress of the project
and its status. Given that it was the first year of my PhD, the email discus-
sions were very formal and very little of private life was shared with the
supervisor.

2. My stay in Switzerland in 2007 was longer and therefore more went
on. As a newly PhD graduate I was full of enthusiasm both for the new
projects I involved into and for the fact that I was working with a new
supervisor in a new place. The affordable landline rates enabled an easy
communication with the supervisor in Denmark, whom I was calling any
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time there were news in the project. Checking the archives reveals that only
nine e-mails over a period of 4 months are recorded and they all contain
attachments and paper documents which had to be shared. VOIP landline
to landline system was most frequently used both within working hours,
and outside them, when contacting my supervisor home.

3. My stay in California, at a non-academic institution was of a differ-
ent texture and my supervisor here has become a collaborator whose con-
tributions have been listened to and respected. The time difference in this
situation made the telephone meetings more organized and in most of the
cases I was calling him (via Skype) on his local number at home. Archive
indicates 10 e-mails over 7 months and all of them have attachments and
discussions over papers or analysis of sequences in my project.

4. Australia has been a challenge by default as the time difference
proved to be the most inconvenient from all points of view and communica-
tion was rather scarce and limited to very important aspects and problems.
Summarizing the experiences derived from the described situations I could
say that I have learned a lot about how distance supervising works and how
could be optimized further. It had been extremely helpful to have my su-
pervisor on the other side of the world as much as I always enjoyed telling
him good news about the development of the project. Less good news was
also updated and I always felt supported and encouraged in case of partial
failures. Although the project was supervised locally, I always tended to
consider the input from the distant supervisor in a very realistic manner.

5. As a supervisor, I indicated and gave the free feeling of being ad-
dressed at any time in all sorts of issues. The student in Belgium, former
student in Denmark was very familiar with all the online communication
tools and in this respect I confess that I learned a lot from him. Nevertheless,
we became socially very communicative and close. He has visited my de-
partment for a week and worked together with me, and was accommodated
at my house. Later on, as the project evolved I paid a visit to his institute
not only to discuss closely the project, but also to realize and picture better
the environment he is working in. He could call me freely at any time, both
on my work and private numbers and we could develop and discuss with-
out any difficulties all the aspects of the project. I always tried to motivate
him by putting in perspective the publications we shall produce together
and the rewarding elements of working together in a completely different
field than his (animal genetics vs plant physiology). The relation evolved
very positively and we still work close together to anything in our com-
mon interest. As resulting from the questionnaire (Appendix A) to which
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I asked him to honestly answer, all the aspects were fairly satisfactory in
this distance supervision. Together with my personal thoughts from both
perspectives I should resume that the answers in my student’s evaluation
(Appendix 1) are very much in the line with my personal thoughts. It is
indeed rewarding rather than disturbing to be available for the student most
of the time and give him the freedom of freely contacting and addressing
you as in these cases. There can be practically no differences between local
supervision and distance supervision as most if not all of the issues, discus-
sions, constructions can be reliably and easily addressed via telephone or
e-mail.

Tools for online supervision

When supervision of students becomes more difficult because of distance
it can easily decrease the quality of supervision. Supervising and following
students working abroad for can be a difficult task. Especially with time
differences at hand, supervision can be delicate. It is very probable that stu-
dents studying abroad are in a sense forgotten. They are in the hands of
teachers in other educational institutes or internship organizations and just
need to make sure they come home with enough credits to resume their
study program. Therefore, to be involved with your student and maintain a
high quality supervising standard, there are options to supervise your stu-
dents learning process with online tools.

There are many advisory tools online nowadays, and they can be con-
sulted when deciding (needing) to supervise from distance (e.g. http://
supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29).
In function of their main role, the tools can be grouped in three categories:

1. Communication
2. Collaborative Knowledge Building
3. Document Sharing

Figure 13.1 below presents different tools and their use in specific set-
tings, adapted specially for distance supervision.

Using teleconference makes is possible to synchronically supervise and
communicate with the student in real time online using headphones or a
telephone connected via a VOIP service (e.g. Nonoh Voip). In contrast with
e-mail, you can feel and hear how much the student understand, and is less
subjected to misinterpretation. It benefits the teacher as much as the student.

http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29
http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29
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Using instant messages, which slightly overlap with the teleconference
tool, is the best possible way to have the student ask instant questions and
have teachers answer them, without elaborating. I consider that is a tool
which is helpful supervising students who study or do an internship. This
method would be available in almost all virtual learning environments.
Table 1. Tools for distance supervision. 

 Educational setting Method Tool 
 1.Communication 

 - Student abroad 

 - Instant answering student 

questions  

 Teleconference VOIP and other online tools (e.g. Skype) 

 2.  Knowledge Building 

 - Student discussion or debate 

 - Providing feed-back on 

questions 

Instant messages Skype 

Window Live Messenger 

 3.  Document Sharing 

 - Student supervision during 

projects and assignments 

 -  Documents sharing 

Document sharing & 

collaboration 

 E-mail, webtransfer 

Several online document sharing applications 

are available, for example (e.g. Webshare. 

Dropbox) 

 

 

Source: http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29 

Document Sharing could be divided in large documents sharing and small documents sharing. 

In exchanging basic data and results e-mail can easily be accessed and read. The way the data is 

presented is a free choice of the student/supervisor. The most common way adopted by my 

student is exemplified in Appendix 2 where the student shares information via e-mail caring a 

power point file. Of course this cannot supply large data transfer such sequenced data (larger than 

one 15Mb) or large pictures, which are better served by tools such as described in Table2. 

 

As stated above, a visit to the student's work environment is a good way to get a real feel for what 

the student does and the challenges he may face. It also gives the supervisor an opportunity to get 

to know the student on a more significant level, to meet the colleagues with whom he interacts.  

Fig. 13.1. Tools for distance supervision. Source:
http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29.

Document Sharing could be divided in large documents sharing and
small documents sharing. In exchanging basic data and results e-mail can
easily be accessed and read. The way the data is presented is a free choice of
the student/supervisor. The most common way is where the student shares
information via e-mail caring a power point file. Of course this cannot sup-
ply large data transfer such sequenced data (larger than 15 Mb) or large
pictures, which are better served by tools such as described in Figure 13.2.

As stated above, a visit to the student’s work environment is a good way
to get a real feel for what the student does and the challenges he may face.

http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29
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It also gives the supervisor an opportunity to get to know the student on a
more significant level, to meet the colleagues with whom he interacts.

If possible, it is also important to develop a personal connection, social-
ize and try to know and understand him as a person.

In my particular case, we shared things about ourselves, which enabled
us establishing a connection between the two of us. What I did was to let my
student know that I want to keep the lines of communication open. He could
call or e-mail me at any time with questions, concerns or just news and up-
dates about what is going on with the project. I also found out his preferred
means of communication – telephone, rarely e-mail. So, I always tried to
respect his preference when communicating with him. I also think that is
important to communicate with the student often- about the project but also
other matters that you could share with the student around the water cooler
if he were located in your office. The supervisor should stay approachable
and invite the student to reciprocate if he is comfortable in doing so. He can
also call just to ask how things are going from time to time and to ask the
student if he has any concerns. My communication with the student was set
following some elementary and not necessarily professional methodology
but it aimed at gaining some information in relation to what and how can be
improved in distance supervising approaches. My interpretation was maybe
subjective and not really following some standards but I incline to believe
that the outcome has been very informative and very effective.

When the need to share documents (large documents, pictures, manu-
scripts, which cannot be sent as attachments) arises, one can choose among
the available free tools, which have different features to satisfy various
needs elated to privacy, speed, interactivity. Figure 13.2 reviews the most
common such tools.

Conclusions

In my particular case, we shared things about ourselves, which allowed us
to connect easily. What I did was to let my student know that I want to keep
the lines of communication open. He could call or e-mail me at any time
with questions, concerns or just news and updates about what is going on
with the project. I also found out his preferred means of communication –
telephone, rarely e-mail. So, I always tried to respect his preference when
communicating with him. I also think that is important to communicate
with the student often- about the project but also other matters that you
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Fig. 13.2. Tools for document transmission. Source: http://
supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29.

could share with the student around the water cooler if he were located in
your office. The supervisor should stay approachable and invite the student
to reciprocate, if he is comfortable in doing so. He can also call just to ask
how things are going from time to time and to ask the student if he has
any concerns. My communication with the student was set following some
elementary and not necessarily professional methodology but it aimed at
gaining some information in relation to what and how can be improved in
distance supervising approaches. My interpretation was maybe subjective
and not really following some standards but I incline to believe that the
outcome has been very informative and very effective.

Students’ involvement in a distance supervision model is related to the
relevance of the topic with regard to his studies, science field or future job
and career. Contributions to his curriculum vitae are also an important as-
pect in generating enthusiasm and motivating further the in-time deliveries
of the data.

In the same line, the most motivating aspect for a student is to see the
utility of the project he is engaged in and the appreciation he gets from his
“distance supervisor”. As method, when a basic course is being interspersed
with practical examples, the students react in a much more participatory
way. This is obviously expressed by the students when talking about their
current bachelor project and courses with their practical approaches and
implications. Thus motivation itself is related to the relevance of the ma-
terial in relation to their studies/field/future career. In this sense, distance
supervision should be geared in such a way as to maintain focus not only

http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29
http://supervising-distance-learning.wikispaces.com/Home+%28overview%29
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on the success of the project per se, but also on the motivation of student
involved in the project.
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A Questionnaire

Supervisor (R.A.) / supervised (M.M.)

1. R.A. What drove you into running in parallel a project supervised
from Denmark?

M.M. The trust I had in the people from the university in Denmark in
which more than 10 years ago I had the chance to meet. So when the op-
portunity rose I had no hesitation to run a parallel project.

2. R.A. Which are the most motivating factors in involving yourself in
such a project, given that is not on your regular PhD program.

M.M. Mainly the opportunity to work in the different filed than my own
and possibilities to participate in publications, other than in my field is good
motivation factors for collaboration

3. R.A. Which are the most challenging situations when working on a
project supervised from the distance?

M.M. The difficulties to adapt to the project when knowledge is limited,
but other than that maybe the distance between the two institutions could
be challenging.

4. R.A. How easy or difficult did you find the communication over the
telephone?

M.M. I found not real problem in communication over the telephone
or other means such as Skype or email. In fact, I believe this is one of the
factors that made this collaboration possible.

5. R.A. Which way of communicating you find the most difficult way
of communication: E-mail, instant messaging, or telephone?

M.M. I believe is the e-mail, due to the fact that does not allow live
conversations

6. R.A. When delivering data to me, how stressful is a certain deadline
or an excessive pressure from me?

M.M. The true though is that there is a degree of stress in any deadline
even with colloquia next door or with the supervisor from Denmark.
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7. R.A. Would physically closer supervision and discussions give you
more insight compared to distance supervision?

M.M. Not really, since any question or any problems one may face dur-
ing the running of the project can be simply solved by picking up the phone
and calling over, or even chatting through Skype. Sometimes was even eas-
ier, as I had the liberty to call anytime.

8. R.A. How quick do you feel the need to deliver obtained data and
how do you tend to do this?

M.M. Sometimes is important to have the data delivered as soon as it
comes out. However, I was not under pressure to deliver the data, since one
has to take care and ensure the quality of the final product. This involves
different levels of thinking or troubleshooting.

9. R.A. Would you prefer your main PhD supervisor to be out of office
and supervise you from the distance?

M.M. To be honest I will neither prefer nor dislike if he had supervised
me from the distance.

10. R.A. What improvements would you make in the distance commu-
nication?

M.M. At the given moment I don’t think is any particular aspect to be
improved.



Part V

Peer teaching and Peer assessment
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Innovation processes as a tool to design human
neurobiology experiments

Mark Schram Christensen

Department of Nutrition, Exercise and Sports, and Department of Neuroscience
and Pharmacology, University of Copenhagen

Introduction

Recently the Danish Ministry of Science, Innovation and Higher Education
announced (4th of June 2013) a new Innovation Foundation with a bud-
get of 1.5 Mia DKK in order to ensure that public investments in research
and development (R&D) are transformed into solutions that benefit society
and economical growth. Transforming new ideas into solutions that ben-
efit society can however not be accomplished just by yelling: “Innovate!”
Universities need to educate in skills that make students able to transform
ideas into actions. Furthermore, due to an increased demand for educations
in R&D, there is also a need for educating students in the ability to trans-
form novel ideas into research projects in order to give students the best
prerequisites when approaching a career within research.

This assignment is a presentation of a new initiative I have taken in the
course Human Neurobiology, taught at the Human Physiology programme
at the Department of Nutrition, Exercise and Sport Sciences, in which I de-
veloped, in collaboration with the Innovation unit Katalyst at University of
Copenhagen, an initiative, where the students had to design a novel research
projects related to the topics of the course.

Problem definition

One of the intended learning outcomes (ILO) of Human Neurobiology is
to give the students the ability to conduct and interpret human neurobiol-
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ogy experiments. However the teaching learning activities (TLA) so far has
only focused on the acquisition of theoretical knowledge about human neu-
robiology and interpretation of neurobiological experiments but not on the
ability to conduct experiments. In order to facilitate this ILO I would like
to test whether the use of innovation processes can improve the ILO.

Motivation for approaching this problem

In human neurobiology, which is my own area of research, (as well as other
branches of natural sciences) a crucial part of research is to invent and de-
sign novel experiments. I would therefore like to introduce students to a
novel way of designing experiments. I see the preparation process of exper-
imental design as a very creative process. However, creative thinking is not
something one just does. As part of my Adjunktpædagogikum I took part
in a workshop on innovation processes in university teaching, presented
by Katalyst (http://katalyst.hum.ku.dk/) from the Faculty of Humanities at
KU. Afterwards I thought that using similar ways to invent novel products,
which I found was used in the innovation processes presented by Katalyst,
also could be used in teaching experimental design.

I would therefore like to use a short period during the course, where I
test whether TLAs inspired by innovation processes can be used to facilitate
learning in design of human neurobiology research experiments.

Using these innovation process tools, I hope that the students will have
improved their ability to come up with novel questions that they would like
to find the answer to, and develop hypotheses based on these ideas that
can be transformed into experiments that test their hypotheses. I am not
particularly interested in whether the students are just able to find other’s
experiments and replicate them, but rather design experiments themselves
and argue why they take specific choices during the design process.

Description of the course

Human Neurobiology (see: https://sis.ku.dk/kurser/viskursus.aspx?knr=143311)
is a master level course covering theoretical and practical aspects of human
neurobiology research experiments. Teaching is done in a seven week pe-
riod with two half-day (three hours) modules per week. The basic structure
of each module is: 45 minutes lecture on scientific topic, one-hour student

http://katalyst.hum.ku.dk/
https://sis.ku.dk/kurser/viskursus.aspx?knr=143311
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presentations, twenty minutes lecture on scientific method, twenty minutes
of presentation of student assignment for the next lecture. The final two
weeks of the course was devoted to the innovative design of a neurobiolog-
ical experiment (Design your own Experiment (DYOE)). They consisted of
one hour and two times two hours where the students designed a neurobi-
ological research experiment with the help of process tools developed in
collaboration between Katalyst from KU and myself. Finally the students
presented their proposed projects by the end of the course for a total of two
hours. Formal assessment of the course is a 25 minute oral exam with one
third of the question covering a topic presented in one of the 45 minute
lectures, one third covering one of the student presentations, and one third
of the oral exam was also to present their proposals of a neurobiological
experiment.

In order to test transfer of knowledge from DYOE to the ability to eval-
uate the quality of previously proposed experimental designs I designed a
multiple choice test that I applied before and after the DYOE.

Approximately 26 students had signed up for the course from different
educational programs: sports science, biology, biochemistry, and molecu-
lar biomedicine. Around 16 showed up for the first couple of lectures. A
few quit the course after having taken part in the teaching twice. Twelve
students attended the final exam.

Transformation of a course – a two-step ladder

The course Human Neurobiology has changed dramatically during the last
two years where it has been taught. Until 2010 it was a lecture course with
14 lectures lasting 2-3 hours and sometimes with one hour of discussion of
an original research or review article.

Step 1: In 2011-12 I, together with Jens Bo Nielsen who is course re-
sponsible, re-organised the format of the course, by introducing student pre-
sentations from lecture to lecture based on four questions founded mainly
in original articles. The students did the presentations in teams of 4-6 stu-
dents.

Step 2: In 2013 I proposed inclusion of TLAs in the course, which
closer resembled the ILO of making the students capable of “conduct-
ing and interpret neurobiological experiments”, and thereby constructively
align the course better than previously.
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The intervention - Design Your Own Experiment (DYOE)

The DYOE process was practically done over four days of teaching in the
final weeks of a seven-week module. The DYOE was intentionally placed in
the end of course in order to give the students the best possibilities of hav-
ing been acquainted with neuroscientific methods through the short method
lectures given the first 5-weeks. Furthermore, the student would have famil-
iarised themselves with basic principles of neuroscience experiments thor-
ough the studies they have presented during the student presentations. In
the actual DYOE I wanted to use a topic which combined knowledge from
several of the lectures and student presentations from the first 5-weeks of
the course. The overall topic I asked the students to do was to design an ex-
periment to study how cognitive processes influence motor control. Figure
14.1 gives an overview of the different elements that was introduced on the
different days.

Getting ideas

One of my main concerns with this project was to inspire the students to get
good ideas. It is very difficult to get good ideas on command. That was the
main reason for involving Katalyst in this project. They provided me with a
sketchbook of elements that I could include in the process. Many of the pro-
posed elements use peer-feedback as the main TLA to achieve new ideas
and to improve the ideas. Initially I will highlight some of the deliberate
interventions I made in order to facilitate idea generation. First task I gave
the students was 15 minutes to come up with their immediate associations
based on the overall question. After a few minutes I overheard the work in
the groups, and instead of coming up with a lot ideas, the students were al-
ready eagerly discussing whether a few of the proposed ideas were possible
to implement, and whether or not it would work out to perform that inside
in MR-scanner (or similar arguments). This meant that I had to intervene
and change the settings, so I asked the students not to talk for the remain-
ing part of the session with each other, in order to avoid that the used the
limited amount of time to discuss rather than associate. Furthermore, I in-
troduced three dogmas the students had to follow during homework. I gave
all students a notebook, in which they could write all their associations and
ideas.

Dogmas:

1. Do not search for scientific literature on the topic
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2. Note all your ideas. Do not sort ideas before they have been noted.
3. Do not comment on each other’s ideas within the group before all ideas

has been presented

When speaking with the students on day two, it was interesting to hear
how they individually had used different strategies to get ideas. Some got
ideas while bicycling others at home by the desk. In general the students
responded that the notebook was something useful, which they had brought
with them.

3. Do not comment on each other’s ideas within the group before all 
ideas has been presented  

When speaking with the students on Day 2, it was interesting to hear how they 
individually had used different strategies to get ideas. Some got ideas while bicycling 
others at home by the desk. In general the students responded that the notebook was 
something useful, which they had brought with them. 
 
Day 1 (1 h) 
MSC: Presentation of the topic 
MSC: Inspirational lecture  
MSC: Group formation 
Groups: Get new ideas! 
Groups: Sort new ideas 
Groups: Present ideas to each other 
MSC: Assignment for next time - ideas 
MSC: Hand out logbooks 
MSC: Present Dogmas 
 

Day 2 (2 h) 
Groups: Presentation of ideas 
Groups: Feedback from the other group 
Groups: Work individually with feedback 
MSC: Feedback to the groups 
MSC: Presentation of assignment for next 
time - qualify your design with 
hypotheses in mind 
 

Day 3 (2 h)  
MSC: Lecture on switching direction 
Groups: Presentations of hypotheses  
Groups: Feedback from other group 
MSC: Feedback in plenum to the groups 
Groups: Work individually with feedback  
Groups: Presentations of reformulated 
hypotheses 
Groups: Feedback from other group 
Groups: Work individually with final 
presentation 

Day 4 (2 h) 
Group 1: Presents experiment 
Feedback from other group and MSC 
Group 2: Presents experiment 
Feedback from other group and MSC 
 

 
Table 1: Overview of DYOE content 
 
Feedback sessions 
One of the bearing principles in the innovation process suggested by Katalyst was the 
used of peer-feedback between the students. Below you find a small summary about 
some of the types of feedback that was included in the project.  
 
Within the groups 
During the whole project the students met within their respective groups a number of 
times. As described previously it was hard for the student not to comment on the 
practicalities related to the different ideas, however with the introduction of dogma 3, 
they responded afterwards that it had become better.    

In the course evaluation of the DYOE it was mentioned that the groups were 
too large, which meant that too many ideas were generated, which made it difficult 
for the students to decide upon one idea. Apparently some of the usual group dynamic 
issues also arose in these groups, like someone who did not do so much work as the 
others. Some students also mentioned that dominant individuals were leading the 
groups and therefore, not all ideas were possibly appreciated equally. However, 
during the final presentation at Day 4 it was evident that all students at least 
“appeared” very engaged in the projects. 

 4 

Fig. 14.1. Overview of DYOE content.

Feedback sessions

One of the bearing principles in the innovation process suggested by Kat-
alyst was the used of peer-feedback between the students. Below you find
a small summary about some of the types of feedback that was included in
the project.
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Within the groups

During the whole project the students met within their respective groups a
number of times. As described previously it was hard for the student not to
comment on the practicalities related to the different ideas, however with
the introduction of dogma 3, they responded afterwards that it had become
better.

In the course evaluation of the DYOE it was mentioned that the groups
were too large, which meant that too many ideas were generated, which
made it difficult for the students to decide upon one idea. Apparently some
of the usual group dynamic issues also arose in these groups, like someone
who did not do so much work as the others. Some students also mentioned
that dominant individuals were leading the groups and therefore, not all
ideas were possibly appreciated equally. However, during the final presen-
tation at day four, it was evident that all students at least appeared very
engaged in the projects.

Initially I had tried to mix the group differently in order to mix their
different skills as much as possible. One student replied in the special eval-
uation:

“Det var lærerigt at arbejde sammen med andre med en anden baggrund
end ens egen. Det gav god dynamik fordi folk tænkte forskelligt.” (Student
B).

Between the groups

After the first task, the groups met and exchanged their ideas. Group 1 had
worked with a focus on using the scientific methods that they had been
introduced to during the first five weeks of the course, rather than with a
scientific question that puzzled them. However, because Group 2 had been
very open and focused more on behavioural phenomena rather than specific
methods, when Group 1 heard their presentation, they immediately realized
that their focus on methods had put limits on their creative ideas. In the
course evaluation students explained that “Keep it simple” had been one of
the key learning objectives they had brought with them.

Later in the process some students reported that the feedback they re-
ceived from the other group often was something they already had thought
of, but for some reason also considered and/or discarded. The process of
giving and in particular receiving feedback must have improved the stu-
dents skills in arguing why they had take particular decisions during the
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design process, and this was one of the key elements that I asked the stu-
dents to put emphasis on, both during the DYOE and when preparing their
oral exam. A statement made by one of the students in the special evalu-
ation also supports this, when answering what worked well in the DYOE,
the student replied:

“Feedback inden for gruppen og især mellem de to grupper gjorde, at
projektet blev præciseret (man skal kort og præcist kunne forklare hvad
man vil og hvor man vil hen for at andre forstår det) samt at der blev stillet
spørgsmål, vi i gruppen ikke have overvejet.” (Student B).

“At vi fremlagde - reviderede og fremlagde igen nogle gange, ...det var
godt med feedback!” (Student C)

During the final presentations and feedback on Day 4, the feedback and
communication between the groups was extremely qualified and took part
at a very high level.

Between the groups and teacher

A number of time slots during the DYOE sessions were devoted to my
feedback to the students. First time (on day two) I deliberately did not give
suggestions to the proposed ideas but rather interviewed them regarding
the process. During the plenum session on day three I had the opportunity
to point out flaws in the different designs, but I also put on the “provoca-
tive hat” and challenge some of their ideas. That I did after an inspirational
lecture on how you sometimes need to change track completely, by giv-
ing some examples from my own research. Group 2 had been struggling
to decide on an idea and during presentations on day three, I had asked a
couple of times why they had picked certain methods without getting clear
answers. I briefly mentioned whether they had considered some other tech-
niques as a possibility. Immediately after Group 2 completely switched idea
on what method they wanted to use and grabbed my suggestion, without
much further consideration. That in the end turned out to be somewhat of a
problem for the group, because they could not explain in detail the rational
behind the choice of method, and they had only very little time to explain
how they had thought of using that specific methods. Given that the students
were suppose to make the design themselves and emphasis had been put on
their ability to argue why they had made their choices, I did not avoid being
the teacher with the narrow likelihood. It was clear in the evaluation that it
had been frustrating for the group to work with an assignment where there
was no clear answer to how to solve the task.
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“Jeg savnede feedback i form af: ‘Det der holder slet ikke i virkelighe-
den’ eller ‘det der er bestemt realistisk’ ” (Student C).

In future use of DYOE I will probably increase the amount of scien-
tific feedback in the final feedback session, but preserve the idea that the
students have to develop their ideas themselves (within and between the
groups) during the DYOE.

Because this whole process of using innovation processes was all new
to me, I was, as a teacher, very much concerned about the process and asked
the students a lot of questions related to the process, also in the final session.
But during the process I did not want to intervene too much, because I
wanted the students to develop the project themselves as much as possible.

Results of the intervention

Did the student learn to design human neurobiology experiment after four
sessions of brainstorming, feedback, presentations and discussions? To the
question: “What did you learn most from during the DYOE?” I received the
following answers from the students:

“At det er svært at finde på et relevant og meningsfuldt forsøg, samt at
det ofte vil kræve mange par øjne, førend forsøget ligger klar.” (Student A).

“Jeg tager med mig, at man i forbindelse med en opgave først skal undre
sig og stille spørgsmål ved det, man ikke ved. Tankerne og ideerne skal blot
sive eller vælte spontant ud, og så først bagefter går man praktisk til værk
ifht. hvordan man vil undersøge problemstillingerne. ’keep it simple’ er
essentielt.” (Student B).

“Jeg lærte at det er rigtigt vigtigt med sparring og feedback når man vil
lave et projekt. Man kan hurtigt komme til at overse noget.” (Student C).

I also asked whether the students felt they could use knowledge from
the first five weeks of the course in the DYOE. One replied:: “I gruppen
startede vi med at tage udgangspunkt i de teknikker og metoder, vi blev
præsenteret for i løbet af kurset og hvad vi ligesom kunne vise med dem
ifht. opgavens overskrift, men hurtigt begrænsede det os voldsomt i idé-
genereringen. I stedet sadlede vi om, og i stedet stillede spørgsmål ved
simple ting i dagligdagen, vi undrede os over og ikke vidste. Herefter kunne
vi så tage fat i metoderne og bruge dem til hvordan vi ville undersøge den
valgte problemstilling.” (Student B)

I further asked the students whether the DYOE had taught them think
out of the box. In reply: “Har længe tænkt over, hvordan et forsøg designes,
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så det her var en god måde at få det prøvet af på, samtidig med at man fik
kyndig feedback.” (Student A)

I also asked the students whether they felt better equipped to de-
sign and conduct experiments in the future. In reply: “Jeg skal i fremti-
den ikke arbejde med mennesker – og da slet ikke når de bevæger sig,
men ’keep it simple’-tankengangen og konceptet med frie og spontane
tankestrømninger/ideer efterfulgt af et ’hvordan’, kan nemt overføres til
andre projekter og sammenhænge.” (Student B)

Summative evaluation of the students

Twelve students attended the final 25 minutes oral exam with an external
censor. Six students received the grade 12, five students the grade 10 and
one student the grade 7 on the 7-point grading scale. In the evaluation I
asked the students whether they felt comfortable with the inclusion of their
DYOE in the oral exams. In reply: “Ja! Man havde arbejdet så meget med
det, så det var noget, man kunne falde tilbage på. Desuden var det en spæn-
dende diskussion med censor og lærer, hvor man netop skulle argumentere
og ikke blot recitere lærerbogen.” (Student A)

Course evaluation

I received 7 replies (Student 1-7) of the official course evaluation. In addi-
tion I made a specific questionnaire regarding the students’ thoughts about
the DYOE assignment. I received three replies (Student A-C) to this specific
questionnaire.

Abstract test

In order to test the transfer of knowledge from the DYOE to other sci-
entific branches, I designed a test in which the students should evaluate
20 abstracts and determine whether they were abstract taken from 1) High
impact scientific journal, such as Nature or Science, 2) Specialised neuro-
scientific journals, 3) Scientific conference Proceedings, or 4) Unpublished
MSc or BSc theses. Eight students participated in the test before the DYOE
and 3 students participated afterwards. Only one student took the test twice,
i.e. before and after DYOE. Based on these test results I cannot conclude
whether there was any effect of participating in the DYOE on the ability to
evaluate the originality and quality of scientific abstracts.
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Increased ownership

During the final presentation on day four of DYOE it was very obvious to
observe that all members of the two participating groups were very active
and all took engaged part in the presentation. Furthermore, during the fi-
nal feedback sessions all students were very active and gave very qualified
feedback to each other. Both my pedagogical and vocational supervisor no-
ticed that they had never experienced such a high proportion of motivated
students that were active during presentations and discussions.

I believe that designing your own experiment based on your own ques-
tion, and not a predefined specific question, increase the sense of ownership
of the assignment, and that will improve motivation for actually taking ac-
tive part in the assignment. That was also evident given the amount of ad-
ditional material that the groups had made for the presentation. One group
had illustrated their experiment with videos.

Future directions

For future DYOE I am very curious to see the effect of more groups than
two and how that may influence the student’s innovation process and how
it possibly changes the dynamics interaction between the groups. Only 12
students ended up taking part in the DYOE and the exam, which puts limit
on the number of groups that can be formed. Initially, when designing the
DYOE with Katalyst we were aiming at 4 groups.

Furthermore, it would also be interesting to follow-up on the DYOE
with practical assignments, where they students could come into the lab
and try out their ideas. One possibility would be to encourage students to
sign up for their practical masters thesis work with their ideas from the
DYOE as the foundation.

Conclusion

It has been very inspirational to see that one’s ideas of a new way of in-
troducing students to experimental design worked out well. Both in terms
of practically running the DYOE intervention, but also in terms of the stu-
dents’ enthusiasm and willingness to take part in this teaching experiments.
And finally, also with respect to actually being able to make the students
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able to learn, what I initially had thought they were going to learn. It has
also been a great learning process for me as a teacher to propose new ideas
and try and develop them into actual teaching learning activities. It was
definitely possible to achieve the ILO with new TLA.

I was impressed by the students’ thoughtful insight into their own learn-
ing process, and also how well they complemented each other during the
feedback sessions. The peer-feedback worked very well, although some stu-
dents now and then felt they lacked feedback from the teacher.

The idea of looking at the transfer of knowledge from the DYOE to
other branches of science turned out less successful than expected, and test-
ing this transfer needs to be improved in future implementations of DYOE.

It was very surprising for me to see how well the different interventions
actually worked while performing the DYOE, and it proves, at least to me,
that it is possible to guide teaching into new fields by making an effort in
organizing the TLA well and in accordance with the ILOs.
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Improving report writing qualities with peer
review feedback

Lise Bech Christensen

Dark Cosmology Centre, Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen

Introduction

In astronomy research as well as physics, we are constantly evaluated by
peer-review procedures. In the course of the carrier, any graduate will en-
counter several if not all of the following review processes: project pro-
posals and white papers, grant applications, job applications, paper writing
and refereeing, or instructions and information for peers (e.g. sharing re-
sults through reports, programming codes and other documentations). Writ-
ing effectively entails describing objectively, clearly, while highlighting the
crucial points in relatively short texts. Developing such competences is fun-
damental in getting a successful outcome with the intended purpose of the
writing.

It is therefore important that undergraduate students become famil-
iar with the entire process of how peer-review works in practice. Cho &
MacArthur (2011) test the effectiveness of report writing for undergradu-
ate physics students, and find that the process of reviewing other peoples
report improve the students own writing skills. In a related study, Cho &
MacArthur (2010) find that receiving feedback from multiple peers is more
effective than from a single expert.

Inspired by these studies, I wanted to test if a similar procedure can im-
prove astronomy students report writing qualities in the course I am teach-
ing. The intended learning outcome is that the students learn to write such
that others easily understand what they have done, explain why those steps
were necessary, and finally explain the results, and how reliable these re-
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sults are. In writing a report, they need to consider what should and should
not be included in the report to keep it consistent, and yet sufficiently short.

My assumption is that a peer-review feedback session will benefit their
future carrier whether or not they continue their carrier in research. I also
expect that they have not previously experienced that a large written report
based on several weeks worth of work is evaluated by their peers.

Course description: Astronomical Data Processing

The peer-review session was implemented in the course “Astronomical data
processing” which ran in Block 3, 2013. This is a masters level course
which I have developed and which is offered for the first time and is aimed
at fourth year astronomy students. I am teaching the course as co-course
responsible with a colleague, Marianne Vestergaard. Twelve students com-
pleted the course.

The course is aimed at astronomy students who wish to get experience
with handling astronomy data in practice. The students work with archive
data on their computers in lab style classes thus acquiring the functional
knowledge necessary for an observational astronomer. The course does not
include measurements at the telescope, because it would be difficult to im-
plement in practice. The main focus of the course is practical work where
the students have to process all the data themselves step-by-step using basic
principles, instead of relying on black boxes, which are becoming standard
in astronomy. Such black boxes are extremely fast and are sometimes ne-
cessary when dealing with a huge amount of data, but without a detailed un-
derstanding of the processes also prone to errors. Many procedures have to
be carried out before any final analysis of the data can be done. This course
aims to equip the students with a fundamental knowledge with simple data
sets, such that they independently can start analyzing more advanced data
products, e.g. if they choose an observational project for their masters the-
sis.

Course contents

• Class hours: 8 weeks, Mondays 13-17 and Wednesdays 9-12 + 13-17.
• Students are required to participate actively in class and be present more

than 80% of the time.
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• Introductions (20-30 minute lectures incl. discussions) to the various
calibration data that are needed before even starting to analyze scientific
data.

• Ten computer exercises on imaging and spectroscopy, starting from the
basic introduction to the software used, to more advanced methods of
handing data and error propagation. Discussing practical planning of
observations. Calculating signal-to-noise ratios from basic principles.

• Roughly one hour sessions each course day with validation of their ex-
ercise results, and institutionalization.

• Students write two reports based on the first five exercises. The first re-
port on imaging data processing and calibration will be peer-reviewed.
The final report will include both imaging and spectroscopy, and will
be evaluated by the lecturers.

The last step differs from what is stated in the course description1. Of-
ficially, the students are only required to submit a single report at the end
of the course. However, given my expectation that their final report would
be substantially longer than anything they had ever written2, it would be
better to split the report in two, and make the first part be peer-reviewed.
Aside from spreading out the work load needed to write the report, I expect
that a formative assessment of the mid-term report will benefit the students,
because formative assessment is known to promote student learning Yorke
(2003). At the beginning of the course, we asked the students if they agreed
with splitting up the report in two parts, and the first being peer-evaluated.
All students agreed to participate in this experiment.

Implementing peer-reviewing

The simplest cases for implementing of peer-reviews are when the task to
review is a simple calculation exercise with a single correct answer. Alter-
natively, peer-reviews can be useful for topics of discussion, where various
points of view can be taken and where diverse arguments are needed. For
the course I taught, we deal with a combination of the two: One can make
several assumptions while choosing a specific parameter in the programs

1 The official course description is found here: https://sis.ku.dk/kurser/viskursus.
aspx?knr=147123

2 Their final reports varied between 50–70 pages in length including figures and
appendices.

https://sis.ku.dk/kurser/viskursus.aspx?knr=147123
https://sis.ku.dk/kurser/viskursus.aspx?knr=147123
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and reach some numeric results. These results may change slightly with the
chosen parameters, but generally the final numbers have to agree within the
measurement uncertainties if the correct error propagation is used.

In order for the students to learn from the peer-review process, they
need to first know the criteria for evaluating the reports. As they have little
prior knowledge with such a task, preparing them well is a necessary step.
The information the students need can come from an evaluation rubric, or
a sheet containing the correct results. I chose consciously not to provide
them with a result sheet, because I wanted to check if they were able to
spot mistakes in each others reports. I also did not want them to get the idea
that the choices of parameters I had made was the absolute and best ones.
Instead I provided them with some suggestions of what constitutes a good
report, and what a reviewer would look for in a good report (Appendix A).

The peer-review process followed a structure according to the theory of
didactical situations (TDS): A devolution where the students are informed
of the process steps and a guide for their evaluations, followed by an action
part where the students read another report, a formulation and explanation
part where the groups consider the report and discuss what two write in the
peer-review report, a validation where all the students present their peer-
reviews reports for 5 min in front of the class, and finally an institutionali-
sation part, where I summarise and generalise the feedback and comments
from the students, highlighting what is good and bad in a report.

Process steps

Following steps were implemented for the review procedure:

1. Students write a report based on the initial 5 imaging exercises included
midways through the course. The exercises are common for all stu-
dents, but the choices of various parameters and final results are not
necessarily the same. The report is written in groups of 2-3 collabo-
rating people. Four groups of 2 or 3 people were formed, while two
students worked independently.

2. Each group reviews the report from another group. This part is not
anonymous.

3. Students write a one page summary of the review, and submit that on
Absalon as a given task.

4. One class session is devoted entirely to discuss the outcome of the peer
reviewing process. Each group presents a short 5 minutes summary of
the review of the other groups report.
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5. The listeners, i.e. those who did not either present or receive feedback,
are requested to note down one single positive and a single negative
comment from each presentation.

6. Institutionalization, where all positive and negative responses from all
the 5 minutes summaries are written on the blackboard and discussed
collectively.

7. The evaluation of the mid-term report is meant as a formative assess-
ment of the students course work. After the peer-review process the
students are requested to modify their report taking into account the
peer-review comments and submit the corrected report for a summative
assessment at the end of the course. The grading is passed/not passed.

Guidelines

To guide the students through the peer-review process, they were informed
about the procedures step-by-step a week before the event. I suggested a
few things to take into account when they evaluate the other groups report
(see Appendix A). I suggested that they reflect on the differences from their
own report with the mindset that they consider their own omissions and
mistakes in their own reports. I also emphasised that by making positive
remarks and suggestions in the peer-review report, it can be used as an
opportunity to help others improve their reports.

Peer-review reports

The students were required to submit the peer-review report to Absalon.
Typically, the contents of these reports followed well the suggested guide-
lines. The best reports contained positive feedback, negative feedback, and
suggestions for improvements, while other reports did not provide signif-
icant suggestions for improvements. Some of the low-level feedback in-
cluded that some caption text was missing, figure labels too small to read,
or equations should preferably be numbered for easy reference. While this
is important too, it would have been preferable to also get a higher level of
complexity in the feedback.

Since the students had been working on the same tasks and thereby
knew all the necessary steps, the peer-review reports were good at pointing
out omissions, e.g. that other groups might have skipped a relevant issue
to discuss, or forgotten to include a relevant number which some of the
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exercises asked for. In a few cases, mistakes were discovered. In the ques-
tionnaire most students report that the feedback helped them improve their
final reports (Questions 4-5 in Appendix B).

Students workload

The lengths of the imaging reports that the students had to review varied be-
tween 15 and 30 pages including figures and appendices. Two days before
the review session, the students handed in the imaging reports.

On average they spent three to four hours to review the reports, which
included both reading, commenting, and discussing in the groups how to
present the review. According to the feedback from the students, they would
have needed more time for the whole process.

Nine of the 11 students reported that they never before tried to review
their peers writing. Only a single student reported a more than once trial of
the peer review process; mainly volunteered ones for fellow students, e.g.
while reading their bachelor project.

Students reflections

One of the general comments from the students (Appendix C) was that
reading other reports provided them with new ideas for their own report,
and made them think what constitutes a good report. If they remain con-
scious about the way they write and present results in the future, the in-
tended learning outcome is fulfilled.

Reflections

During and after the peer-review process, I reflected on how the task helped
the student learning, and what changes to the peer-review process are ne-
cessary for the future.

Peer review report quality

To help the students further in making reviews of better quality, they need
a bit more guidance of what constitutes a good report. In this first trial,
the students were often more focused on reviewing the form of the reports
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rather than their contents. To avoid that next time the course is run, I plan
to give them information on what to evaluate in particular in addition to the
information presented in Appendix A. When scientific refereeing is done,
we can apply some of the questions that are typically addressed:

1. Are the assumptions mentioned clearly?
2. Are the methods described comprehensively?
3. Are the results adequately emphasized?
4. Are the figures and tables sufficient and properly laid out?

According to the my written guidelines (Appendix A), I asked the stu-
dents to check the structure of the report and that the layout was readable
and understandable for a student with knowledge equivalent to a 4.th year
student, and who did not follow the course. They considered those issues
carefully, but did a less careful review of the more detailed contents and the
actual results. Next time the course is run, I will emphasise strongly that
they should evaluate the results, compare with their own results and try to
understand why there were any differences. As an illustration, the students
computed an uncertainty measurement using two different methods. Those
uncertainties should have been more or less the same, but some groups
found a factor of 2 differences, and claimed that this result was correct.
They reflected on that in their report, but apparently did not carefully in-
vestigate where in their programs they had a bug, or even considered that
the other group had the correct result (which they did). After examining
their program codes for the summative evaluation, I discovered two com-
mon mistakes. Next time I will be more thorough giving them feedback on
this part halfway through the course, so they can correct their mistakes for
the final report.

Without presenting a result sheet to the students, I probably cannot ex-
pect them to check in the greatest detail all the possible mistakes. Some
students preferred to have such a sheet, while others did not (Question 2 in
Appendix B). According to Cho & MacArthur (2010), students learn more
from peer-feedback than single expert feedback. If I as an expert provide
them with all my detailed comments, it might be too much information for
the students to absorb and understand the importance of. Besides, I might
give them an impression that my choices of parameter settings are the sin-
gle best ones, although I frequently stressed in class that often there are
several equally good choices. Accordingly, I will not provide the students
with a result sheet next time the course is given.
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While the students generally followed the information on what a peer-
review report can contain (Appendix A), it would have been desirable that
they reach a deeper level of reviewing. However, given the 3-4 hours time
the students have spent on the reviewing task, the results were quite accept-
able. As some of the students commented (Appendix C) they would have
liked to have more time for the task. I agree that the timing was far from
optimal, so the next time the course is run I will plan that the student have
a couple of more days for the task.

Changes in the final report

One of the requests in the peer-review procedure, was that the students
implement the changes suggested in the peer-review report they received.
In that process, I did not enforce or mention directly that I would cross
check that they implemented those suggestions and corrected their errors.
I presumed that this was self-evident, and I had trusted that they did that
task.

At the end of the course, when the students had submitted their final
reports, I could check what changes they had done. From the six reports
received, three included substantial changes. The changes were modifica-
tion to the report structure, corrections of previous omissions, and includ-
ing more descriptions. Two reports had negligible corrections like change
of font sizes on figures axes. One of these reports did in fact not require
many changes anyway, because it was already sufficiently comprehensive.
One group did not implement any changes whatsoever, even though the
peer-review report pointed out a mistake in their calculation. If the students
had implemented those changes, the final results would not have changed
much. However, a mistake like that should certainly have been corrected
even though it would take a few more hours of work. Next time the course
is run, I will highlight the importance of addressing all the items in the
peer-review report, read the peer-review reports and approach each group
to stress clearly that they need to take specific comments seriously into ac-
count.

Group work

A couple of students had decided to work alone on the exercises during the
entire course and in writing the report. I did not interfere with that deci-
sion, partly because I agreed that this was the best option for a couple of
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students given that they were lacking behind the working schedule of the
course. While reading their final reports, I noticed that they had made sig-
nificantly more mistakes and had more omissions compared to those who
worked in groups. Presumably, the students in this course learn a substantial
amount from each other, and will be able to correct each others mistakes.
For the peer-review process, the students who worked alone did not have
the chance to read a report that was much more elaborate than their own. I
only discovered that at the end of the course block.

Furthermore, the feedback from the students that worked alone (see last
comment in appendix C and question 6 in appendix B), suggested that they
did not get sufficient feedback, and the entire task of peer-review is better
done as a part of a group. Next time, I will enforce that all students be
included in groups, because it enhances their learning.

Student involvement

A general observation during the course was that the students did not ex-
hibit a high degree of involvement in class. When asked a question, students
would hesitate with an answer, and typically only a few hands were raised
to indicate an answer. In contrast, in the peer-review session, all the stu-
dents were presenting the reviews, and in the last part of the session they all
participated actively. Since the students are more involved in the activity,
this also promotes a deeper learning.

Student feedback

Generally, the students appreciated the peer-review session, apart from the
students who worked alone. Most of the students (10 out of 11) agreed
or strongly agreed that the peer-review helped them improve their reports.
Given the overwhelming positive feedback from the students the peer-
reviewing session is worth keeping.

Perhaps a bit surprising, the students did not consciously write their
report in a different manner when they knew that the report would be eval-
uated by their peers (question 3 in Appendix B). In fact I had anticipated
that they would be somewhat more careful in their writing. Therefore the
social motivation (Biggs & Tang 2011, Ch. 3) seems to be irrelevant for the
task.

One student remarked that since the report was read by peers, it gave a
more easy feel to the task of writing the report. Such a positive atmosphere
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is conductive to student learning and perhaps an equivalent to the ’Theory
Y climate’ (Biggs & Tang 2011, Ch. 3) where the student is trusted with
their own learning.

One student mentioned that the 5 minutes summary in class was exces-
sive, probably because everyone worked on the same tasks, so the whole
process was a bit repetitive. Another student disliked the institutionalisa-
tion part of the peer-review session where I generalised all the responses
from the 5 minutes summaries. While I agree that the institutionalisation
could be skipped since it is simply repetition, I presume that some students
do benefit from the summary, because they see clearly what errors are the
most common ones. Seeing a summary-list on the blackboard with com-
mon errors and common positive things in the reports certainly help some
student to have a better overview. In addition to the summaries of the stu-
dents own comments, I could finalise the process by presenting them with
my own opinion of what a good report contains. This would leave out any
doubts for the few students who need a bit more certified evaluations.

On the negative side, the students agreed that reading the other groups
report was boring, since they had carried out the same tasks themselves.
It is not clear if we can avoid this sense of repetition for this particular
course. Presenting the students with different data sets would be an option,
but comparing the final results will then be impossible. In my point of view
that is not worthwhile.

Discussion and conclusions

As presumed, the students do not have much previous experience with peer-
reviewing procedures. My initial aim was to test if the report writing quality
had markedly improved by the peer-review procedure, but the notion of
writing quality is subjective. What we can measure is the quality of the
feedback given by the various groups and the changes implemented for their
final report. While all students did provide suggestions for improvements
of the other groups reports, the level of complexity of the feedback can
be improved. Yet, what I mean here is at the level of an expert reviewer,
and according to recent studies Cho & MacArthur (2010), students learn
less from expert comments and more from multiple peer comments. As
implemented here, when the students work in groups, they essentially get
responses from multiple peers.
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Concerning the changes the students implement in their own report
based in the peer-reviews, there can be some improvements since only half
of the groups made substantial changes for their final reports. However,
many students reflect that the entire peer-review process makes them think
more carefully of what constitutes a good report. Reaching this level of
critical thinking on their own writing fulfills one of the intended learning
outcomes of the course.

Ideally, the peer-review process will reveal if the students improve sig-
nificantly their writing from the initial imaging report submitted for the
peer-reviewing task, compared to the final report, which besides the imag-
ing part also contains the remaining spectroscopy part of the course. For
some of the group reports, the spectroscopy part had significant omissions
compared to a more thorough treatment of the imaging part. From this sin-
gle experiment with peer-reviewing, I cannot conclude that the students
did not learn to improve their writing for the future. More likely, the spec-
troscopy part contained much more mixed tasks and was not as coherent as
the imaging part of the course. I conclude that from some direct feedback
from one of our students after the course ended. Combined with a high work
load for the entire course and finalising the report meant that that there was
not sufficient time to streamline the spectroscopy report.

In the course evaluation on Absalon after the end of the course, a cou-
ple of students remarked that the peer-review part of the course was worth
keeping. Following the positive feedback from the students, the study-board
recommended that peer-reviews potentially could be implemented in other
courses across the physics study as well. Apart from the time spent inform-
ing the students about the guidelines for the peer-review, as well as the one
hour reviews and discussions in class, the teacher time spent on the task is
minimal. Also the students did not spend too much time on the task (3-4
hours). If students are exposed further to this activity during their studies
they will gain confidence in the task, which some of them seem to lack,
even when presented with thorough guidelines. Still, the students show an
increased involvement and are overall positive towards the process.

In conclusion, I think the peer-review task was successful and can rec-
ommend others to try peer-reviews as a teaching and learning activity.
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A Information to the students

A week before we started the peer-review process, I informed the students
about the procedures and time-line for the entire process.

I presented a few slides (Fig. 15.1) to guide the students, given my
justified assumption that only few of them had any previous experience
with such a procedure.

! "

# $

%

Fig. 15.1. Slides presented to the students before they started the peer-evaluation
task.
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B Statistics

The questionnaire for the students was constructed with very few questions,
the first three of which were related to how they experienced the whole pro-
cess and the last three on whether they benefitted from the process. Besides
these questions the aim of the questionnaire was also to get feedback from
individual students, as reported in Appendix C.

All eleven students who participated in the review session answered the
questionnaire.

Questions

1. I got sufficient information how the peer-review process was going to
be done

2. I would have preferred to have a checklist to help me reviewing other
peoples reports

3. I was more careful when writing the report because peers had to evalu-
ate it rather than the course teachers

4. The reviewers provided ideas how I could substantially improve my
report

5. The whole reviewing exercise helped me increase the quality of the
written report

6. I benefitted from working in groups rather than individually
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Fig. 15.2. Distribution of answers to the six questions in the questionnaire.

C Student feedback

This section reports the direct feedback from the students conception of
the peer-reviewing procedures. The comments are partly translated by the
author.

Question: What did you like about the whole peer-review exercise and
what should be kept in a future version of the course?

• Good form of evaluation. Keep it an integral part of the course. It gives
an easy feel to the report writing.

• It made me think more about what I think is a good report.
• The 5 minutes presentations were nice.
• It was good to have our results confirmed, and seeing that we did the

correct things (Your reports were quite similar). Good to receive thor-
ough feedback from the others.
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• It was nice to see that the other groups had some of the same things
to correct in their reports. I think peer-review is a good thing. It makes
you think about how you could do some things differently in your own
report.

• Quick and concise, makes it feel less negative.
• It was good to see how others had put emphasis on various aspects of

the report.
• It was really useful because the other groups provided new ideas for

improvements I would otherwise not had thought of. It was also really
nice to have the peer-review session in class because we could see what
the general tendency was for future reference.

• It was nice to try and it gave some ideas about improvements of the text.
So it was a nice exercise but not strictly necessary.

• A lot of useful feedback and ideas to improve the report.
• The peer-review itself was good. Doing the review in groups brought

new ideas to the table.
• The we were pretty conscious about what we ourselves would like to

read in a report. Also that we got to split the report in two parts and get
feedback on each part.

What did you not like, and what could be changed or improved?

• Maybe the teachers should also be involved in the reviewing process so
there are some guidelines on how to do it correctly.

• A bit more time would be nice.
• It was excessive to report the review in class in front of the others.

Instead we could have talked directly with the other group.
• It would have been great to discuss some more concrete issues related

to the report, e.g. the errors of IRAF and our own errors.
• More emphasis on showing differences between reports needed. Maybe

pick a few specific comparisons we have to show.
• It was very boring to read exactly what we had just written ourselves.
• It was a bit chaotic. I did not know at first that we had to submit a peer-

review report. So get more structured for next year. Also, perhaps not
as interesting to hear the same contents for all the reports, which was
what I expected. More or less everyone made the same mistakes, and
good things.

• Not necessary to summarize all the reviews in the end.
• I missed a formal description of the desired content of the report. There

was very little time to do the review.
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• Maybe have a day extra for the peer-review (hand in on Wednesday, and
talk about it on Monday).

Course feedback

Listed below are the general comments from the students related to the
peer-review session provided on Absalon after the course ended. The com-
ments are partly translated by the author.

• I have gotten a lot of feedback from the peer-review session, which was
a stroke of genius.

• The peer-review idea is really good, and should be maintained.
• I don’t feel that I got much help from the peer-review session. I also feel

that I didn’t contribute as much as I could have for this either. Maybe it
was because I worked as an individual and received feedback from the
only other individual.
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Kollega-evaluering og mundtlige fremlæggelser
øger motivation og læring

Tina Holberg Pihl

Institut for Produktionsdyr og Heste, Københavns Universitet

Baggrund

Beskrivelse af kurset

Kurset “General Clinical Practice Large Animals LVEK 11009” (Basal kli-
nisk praksis - Store Husdyr) er et obligatorisk fag på veterinærstudiets kan-
didatdel. Kursets overordnede læringsmål er følgende:

• At de studerende skal forstå de basale diagnostiske og terapeutiske prin-
cipper der anvendes for at udrede og behandle sygdomme og reproduk-
tionslidelser hos store husdyr.

• At de studerende opnår en etisk korrekt og ansvarlig indstilling til store
husdyr, klienter og forbrugere i relation til den danske lovgivning og
danske forhold.

• At de studerende træner deres evne til livslang udvikling og specialise-
ring af deres kliniske færdigheder.

Kurset er inddelt i fire praktisk kliniske rotationer; Reproduktion (1
uge), Hestekirurgi (2 uger), Hestemedicin (2 uger) og Produktionsdyr en-
keltdyr medicin og kirurgi (2 uger). Denne opgave omhandler ændringer i
den to uger lange heste-medicin rotation. På heste medicin rotationen ind-
deles de ca. 12 studerende på dette kursus (09’er studerende) i tre grupper af
ca. 4 studerende. Hver gruppe tilknyttes én dyrlæge samt én til to ældre stu-
derende på det mere specialiserede kursus “Differentiering Hestesygdom-
me” (Dif-studerende). Gruppen skifter dyrlæge og patienter hver 2.-3. dag
for at sikre at de studerende samarbejder med forskellige dyrlæger, samt ser
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så mange patienter som muligt. Det er kun den ene ud af de tre dyrlæger
der er undervisningsansvarlig og som dermed har ansvar for læringsaktivi-
teterne. Figur 16.1 viser den ugeplan, som de studerende får ved starten af
kurset.

Eksamen foregår som en multiple-choice-test baseret på kliniske cases.
Spørgsmålene præsenteres på Power-point slides med billeder, videoer, la-
boratorietest resultater, præparater og lydfiler. Desuden kræves 80% frem-
møde på hver af de 4 rotationer i kurset for at kunne deltage i eksamen.

 

5 

 

Tabel 1. Uge-plan på heste medicin- og kirurgi-rotationen i kurset ”General Clinical Practice Large Animals” LVEK 

11009 før ændringer. De studerende blev desuden mundtligt bedt om at foretage daglig status på deres patienter kl. 

8.30-9.00. Eftermiddagene uden workshops er afsat til at de studerende selvstændigt skal arbejde med deres patienter 

samt teoretiske cases på Absalon. 

 

Problemer i kurset 

Dette kursus er et særdeles vigtigt kursus for veterinærstuderende, da de her for første gang i praksis 

skal anvende al den teoretiske viden og de praktiske færdigheder de har tilegnet sig i løbet af studiet 

på rigtige patienter. For størstedelen af de studerende vil dette kursus være det eneste de får inden-

for klinisk praksis hos store husdyr og de forventes således efter kurset at have opnået alle kompe-

tencer de skal bruge på deres første dag som autoriseret dyrlæge (dag 1 kompetencer).  

Af flere årsager er det i midlertidig svært at sikre sig, at alle studerende opnår tilfredsstillende ”dag 

1 kompetencer”. Én af de vigtigste årsager er, at der ikke er overensstemmelse mellem kursets eva-

luering/eksamensform og de praktiske læringsmål for kurset. Selv om Multiple-choice-testen er 

meget praktisk orienteret med billeder og videoer osv., så er det alligevel primært de studerendes 

teoretiske færdigheder der testes og f.eks. ikke deres evner til at foretage en grundig klinisk under-

søgelse og på den baggrund opstille problemlister og differentialdiagnoser, planlægge diagnostiske 

udredninger og behandlingsforløb, vurdere prognose og informere ejeren. Disse evner trænes bl.a. i 

løbet af kurset i form af udfærdigelse af grundige kliniske journaler på hver enkelt af de patienter de 

studerende har ansvar for i løbet af kurset. De studerende bliver ved introduktionen af kurset bedt 

Figur 16.1. Ugeplan på hestemedicin- og kirurgi-rotationen i kurset “General Cli-
nical Practice Large Animals” LVEK 11009 før ændringer. De studerende blev des-
uden mundtligt bedt om at foretage daglig status på deres patienter kl. 8.30-9.00.
Eftermiddagene uden workshops er afsat til at de studerende selvstændigt skal ar-
bejde med deres patienter samt teoretiske cases på Absalon.

Problemer i kurset

Dette kursus er et særdeles vigtigt kursus for veterinærstuderende, da de her
for første gang i praksis skal anvende al den teoretiske viden og de praktiske
færdigheder de har tilegnet sig i løbet af studiet på rigtige patienter. For
størstedelen af de studerende vil dette kursus være det eneste de får indenfor
klinisk praksis hos store husdyr og de forventes således efter kurset at have
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opnået alle kompetencer de skal bruge på deres første dag som autoriseret
dyrlæge (dag 1 kompetencer).

Af flere årsager er det i midlertidig svært at sikre sig, at alle studerende
opnår tilfredsstillende “dag 1 kompetencer”. Én af de vigtigste årsager er,
at der ikke er overensstemmelse mellem kursets evaluering/eksamensform
og de praktiske læringsmål for kurset. Selv om Multiple-choice-testen er
meget praktisk orienteret med billeder og videoer osv., så er det allige-
vel primært de studerendes teoretiske færdigheder der testes og f.eks. ik-
ke deres evner til at foretage en grundig klinisk undersøgelse og på den
baggrund opstille problemlister og differentialdiagnoser, planlægge diag-
nostiske udredninger og behandlingsforløb, vurdere prognose og informere
ejeren. Disse evner trænes bl.a. i løbet af kurset i form af udfærdigelse af
grundige kliniske journaler på hver enkelt af de patienter de studerende har
ansvar for i løbet af kurset. De studerende bliver ved introduktionen af kur-
set bedt om at udfærdige minimum to fulde kliniske journaler pr. uge. Men
på grund af manglende undervisningsressourcer skal journalerne ikke afle-
veres til underviseren og de bliver heller ikke fremlagt eller gennemgået i
plenum. Det er således udelukkende op til den studerendes eget ansvar for
egen læring at udfærdige de grundige skriftlige journaler.

Teoretiske didaktiske overvejelser

Evaluering og konstruktiv feedback har i flere studier vist sig at have større
betydning for studerendes læring end selve undervisningen (Miller & Par-
lett 1974, Snyder 1971) og kvaliteten af læring er generelt højere i kurser
med løbende opgaver end i kurser uden (Forbes & Spence 1991, Tynjala
1998). Da studerende er tidsmæssigt pressede bliver de hurtigt meget mere
fokuserede på, hvad der er nødvendigt at lære for at bestå eksamen, end
hvad der er vigtigt at kunne den dag, de er færdige som dyrlæger. Selvom
vi tidligere har bedt de studerende om at lave minimum to fulde journaler
om ugen, fordi det er vigtigt for dem som kommende dyrlæger, så bliver det
ofte nedprioriteret af de studerende, fordi der ikke er nogen, der læser jour-
nalerne og giver dem feedback. Der har desuden heller ikke været nogen
konsekvens i forhold til at bestå kurset ikke at udfærdige journalerne.

Indførelse af mere feedback på de studerendes journaler kunne derfor
være en mulighed for dels at indføre mere evaluering og konstruktiv feed-
back og samtidig give dem opgaver med deadlines i løbet af kurset.

Grunden til at de studerendes journaler på dette kursus ikke er blevet
evalueret af underviseren er primært pga. manglende tid. Kollegaevaluering
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fra andre medstuderende kan imidlertid være bedre end ingen evaluering
(Gibbs & Simpson 2002). I mange tilfælde vil det desuden øge de stude-
rendes forståelse for, hvad der er læringsmålene, eller de forventede stan-
darder, ved selv at skulle evaluere og give feedback til andre. Derved øges
læringen hos de studerende, der giver feedbacken også (Gibbs & Simpson
2002).

Et af kursets læringsmål er at forberede de studerende på livslang læring
og give dem redskaber til fortsat at udvikle deres kliniske evner. Livslang
læring kræver at de studerende bliver opmærksomme på, hvad de har lært
og hvad de mangler at lære (Dolmans et al. 2005). Ved at evaluere an-
dre medstuderendes journaler kan de studerende forbedre deres evner til at
identificere, hvad der er væsentligt og samtidig også identificere områder,
hvor de selv har brug for at udvikle sig.

Formål med projektet

At undersøge om de studerendes motivation for at opnå kursets læringsmål
kan forbedres ved, at de studerende får mere feedback på deres kliniske
patientjournaler i form af kollegaevaluering og mundtlige fremlæggelser af
journaler.

Materialer og Metoder

Ændringer i kurset

Mundtlig journalgennemgang

Den ugentlige struktur i kurset blev ændret således, at der var afsat tid til, at
hver af de tre grupper af 09’er studerende kunne gennemgå én fuld klinisk
journal pr. uge for resten af gruppen og underviseren. Journalgennemgan-
gen blev så vidt muligt foretaget i stalden sammen med hesten så kliniske
fund kunne demonstreres og eventuelt diskuteres. Hvis hesten var blevet
udskrevet foregik gennemgangen i undervisningslokalet. I de studerendes
første uge på medicin blev journalgennemgangene placeret onsdag, torsdag
og fredag kl. 11.45-12.30, mens de i den anden uge blev placeret tirsdag,
onsdag og torsdag i samme tidsrum (Fig. 16.2).
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Kollegafeedback på skriftlige journaler

Udover den mundtlige journalgennemgang blev alle 09’er studerende bedt
om at aflevere én skriftlig journal pr. gruppe pr. uge senest torsdag efter-
middag til den dif-studerende de havde undersøgt og behandlet patienten
sammen med. Dif-studenten blev bedt om at læse journalen igennem og
give mundtlig konstruktiv feedback til 09’erne.

Evaluering af resultater

Ændringerne blev gennemført i to gange to uger, hvor jeg var undervis-
ningsansvarlig. Effekten af ændringerne blev vurderet ved mundtlige eva-
lueringer fra de studerende, mine egne refleksioner efter hver afsluttet uge,
samt ved interviews af mine kollegaer, der hjalp til i samme uger som jeg
underviste eller som selv stod for undervisningen i andre uger.

Resultater

Studenterevalueringer

De studerende syntes, det var positivt, at der var et formål med at skri-
ve journalerne ud over “for deres egen lærings skyld”. De fik lavet flere
fulde journaler end de havde gjort ugen før jeg underviste dem, hvor der
ikke var nogen der læste journalerne eller gav dem feedback. De mundtlige
fremlæggelser syntes de var gode, fordi de blev tvunget til udover den dag-
lige kliniske status at bruge tid på en grundigere klinisk undersøgelse og
at tænke over den sidste side af journalarket, der indeholder problemliste,
differentialdiagnoser, diagnostisk udredningsplan, terapi og prognose samt
anbefalinger til ejer. Selve fremlæggelserne fandt de nogle gange for lange
og der blev brugt for meget tid på de kliniske fund i forhold til den sidste
“svære” side af journalen.

Udfærdigelse af journalen og fremlæggelse i små grupper fungerede
rigtigt godt. Det var godt at have nogen at diskutere de kliniske fund med
og bagefter også til at prioritere problemer og differentialdiagnoser.

Samarbejdet med “differne” var godt, og de fik gode konstruktive kom-
mentarer til deres journaler. Det var bedst med mundtlig feedback. Nogen
gange var det svært at nå at aflevere til “differne” i løbet af ugen og derfor
blev journalerne afleveret og kommenteret pr. mail i stedet og det fungerede
ikke nær så godt.
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Tabel 2. Uge struktur på medicin rotationen i kurset ”General Clinical Practice Large Animals” LVEK 11009 efter 

ændringer. De lysegrå felter er de ny-indførte fælles gennemgange af journaler. De mørkegrå felter er perioder hvor de 

studerende forventes at arbejde selvstændigt uden underviser. 
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Figur 16.2. Ugestruktur på medicinrotationen i kurset “General Clinical Practice
Large Animals” LVEK 11009 efter ændringer. De lysegrå felter er de nyindførte
fælles gennemgange af journaler. De mørkegrå felter er perioder hvor de studerende
forventes at arbejde selvstændigt uden underviser.
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“Differne” synes også det var lærerigt at læse 09’ernes journaler, men
var trætte af at få dem fredag eftermiddag og så skulle kigge på dem i
weekenden. De uger hvor der var mange patienter i klinikken, var det svært
for de studerende at nå at lave de fulde journaler og de blev nogle gange
frustrerede over ikke at have tid nok i løbet af dagen til at lave journalerne
færdige, hvis de samtidig ville være med til at behandle deres patienter.

Mine refleksioner

I de to første uger hvor ændringerne blev implementeret var der ikke så
travlt i klinikken. Det vil sige, der ikke var så mange indlagte patienter og de
studerende havde god tid til at lave deres fulde journaler. Det var heller ikke
svært at afsætte tid til at gennemgå journalerne i fællesskab. I de to sidste
uger var der imidlertid væsentligt flere patienter og mange patienter der
krævede intensiv behandling og overvågning. Det gjorde det meget svært
at overholde ugeplanen med fælles fremlæggelser på fastlagte tidpunkter.
Det var desuden nogle gange svært at vurdere, hvad de studerende ville lære
mest af; en fælles fremlæggelse af en patient eller aktiv deltagelse og ansvar
for deres egne patienter. Ofte blev løsningen at de studerende fulgte deres
egne patienter og dermed ikke altid var med til alle fælles gennemgange.

Det var meget vigtigt at aftale om morgenen, hvornår vi skulle mødes
igen senere, samt at lave en plan B-aftale, hvis der skete noget uforudset.
Desuden var det vigtigt i starten af ugen at aftale, hvilke grupper der skulle
fremlægge på hvilke dage, så de vidste det i god tid. Aflevering til “differ-
ne” aftalte vi til senest torsdag, men mange afleverede først fredag, hvilket
betød at deres feedback blev per mail i stedet for mundtligt.

I nogle af ugerne var der slet ikke nogen “differe” eller de var der kun i
nogle af dagene. Det betød at jeg som underviser i stedet læste og gav feed-
back på journalerne. Der var ikke tid til at jeg kunne give mundtlig feedback
til alle og jeg brugte derfor meget tid på at skrive skriftlige kommentarer,
der var brugbare for de studerende.

Mit indtryk var i øvrigt at de studerende var meget grundige med deres
journaler og at de havde gjort en stor indsats for at læse på de relevan-
te sygdomme samt havde reflekteret over differentialdiagnoser, diagnostik,
behandling, profylakse og ejer information i hvert enkelt case. Ved de før-
ste gennemgange havde de brug for vejledning i, hvordan de skulle opstille
problemlister og differentialdiagnoselister, selv om de allerede havde haft
én eller flere uger af kurset inden.
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Andre læreres refleksioner

De undervisere der efterfølgende forsøgte at gennemføre de beskrevne æn-
dringer havde svært ved at nå at holde de fælles journalgennemgange pga.
travlhed i klinikken. Det blev foreslået, at der kun skulle afholdes maksi-
mum to studenterfremlæggelser per uge. De andre dyrlæger, der var i kli-
nikken samtidig med at jeg underviste, bemærkede at de studerende gik me-
re op i journalskrivningen og havde forberedt sig mere end de normalt ple-
jer at se studerende gøre. Journalafleveringerne til “differne” blev desværre
ikke gennemført af andre undervisere.

Diskussion

Indførelse af kollegaevaluering og mundtlige fremlæggelser af journaler
blev foretaget for at øge de studerendes motivation for at lave grundige
kliniske journaler og dermed opnå vigtige “dag 1”-kompetencer.

Effekten af øget feedback på de studerendes arbejde kunne ses i form
af, at de fik lavet flere og mere grundige journaler end de tidligere har gjort.
De studerende, der læste og gav feedback på de andre studerendes journaler
udtrykte også, at de lærte noget af at det. Der er således ingen tvivl om,
at der var en positiv effekt på motivation og læring for begge grupper af
studerende.

For underviseren var der i imidlertid en del praktiske udfordringer, der
vanskeliggjorde implementeringen af de beskrevne ændringer. De væsent-
ligste udfordringer var;

• Manglende tid til mundtlige gennemgange ved travlhed i klinikken
• Ingen “dif-studerende” i alle uger

Det sidste af disse problemer kunne løses ved at lade 09’erne evaluere
hinandens journaler. Det ville også give 09’erne øget fokus på læringsmå-
lene og samtidig give dem indsigt i flere patienter.

Den begrænsede tid til at gennemføre mundtlige fremlæggelser er svæ-
rere at ændre på, men ambitionsniveauet om at hver gruppe afholder én
fremlæggelse om ugen skal nok justeres til, at hver gruppe afholder én
fremlæggelse i løbet af de to uger. Alternativt skal den tid vi som under-
visere bruger i klinikken sammen med de studerende udvides, så vi kan
inddrage flere eftermiddage til undervisning. Det sidste er blevet diskute-
ret blandt underviserne på kurset og der er generel opbakning til, at den
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undervisningsansvarlige fremover kan afsætte mere tid til at undervise de
studerende om eftermiddagen og overlade mere patientansvar til de øvrige
dyrlæger i klinikken.

Konklusion

Indførelse af kollega evaluering og mundtlige præsentationer af journaler
på Hestemedicin-rotationen i kurset “General Clinical Practice – Large
Animals” for veterinærstuderende på kandidatdelen forbedrede de stude-
rendes motivation for at udføre journalerne og skabte øget sammenhæng
mellem kursets læringsmål om at opnå “dag 1”-dyrlægekompetencer og
kursets evalueringsform.
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Introduction

This KNUD project is based on the course “Computational Chemistry” that
is held at the Department of Chemistry and taught by seven different teach-
ers. All teachers are present during the final oral exam. During past editions
of the course I experienced that students might arrive at the exam without
knowing exactly what kind of questions they will have to answer. More-
over, the teachers were surprised that the students were not aware of their
own level of preparation. I can see this originating from two causes:

• Students may not be used to have a course taught by different teachers.
• Teachers may not be used to teach only a small part of a course.

These two facts can have a series of consequences, like:

1. Students are timorous to approach (scarcely encountered) teachers out-
side teaching hours in order to ask for extra explanation of their subject.

2. Students are timorous to ask a different teacher for explanations about
a previous subject.

3. Teachers have limited/no time to spare assessing/re-explaining the ma-
terial taught by their colleagues.

4. Students get more distracted by different ways of teaching other than
enriched by different points of view.

5. Different teachers have different expectations about the level of under-
standing of the course in general and the various subjects (their own or
others) in particular.
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6. Teachers do not have the possibility to assess the students’ understand-
ing of their subject before the final exam.

The course evaluation sheets (see Appendix A) do not easily evidence
this series of problems. Nevertheless, it is interesting to read in the 2012
evaluation:

“It’s hard to evaluate a course with so many different lecturers each with
their own approach”.

Since so few comments are left in the course evaluation, this one could
be symptomatic of some issues with having so many teachers. It could be
that there is not alignment between students’ and teachers’ expectations for
the course (Biggs & Tang 2007).

In order to analyze this problem and, possibly, improve the students
learning experience and the overall course quality, I took three actions:

• I provided the students with a short questionnaire before the start of the
course, to test their feelings and expectations towards the course itself.

• I created two tests on the course arguments so that the students could
self-evaluate their knowledge (formative assessment) (Gibbs & Simp-
son 2002, Yorke 2003, Nicol & Macfarlene-Dick 2006). These tests
were held one between Block 1 and 2 and one at the end of the course,
but well before the exam.

• After the first test, I interviewed a few students in a focus group, (Berg
2001) to check if they changed their general feelings with respect to the
starting questionnaire and to probe their response to the test, i.e. if they
found it effective in detecting their possible deficiencies in the course
matters and/or to understand what will be required of them at the exam.

The interview’s contents constitute the base for the main reflections and
conclusions of this project.

The course Computational Chemistry

The course “Computational Chemistry” (CompChem) is held at the Depart-
ment of Chemistry throughout block 1 and 2 and is divided into modules.
Each week corresponds to one module, which in turn loosely corresponds to
one chapter of the reference textbook (Jensen 2007). Seven different teach-
ers impart this course. Each week a different argument is treated, with theo-
retical lectures and computer based exercises. Each teacher is in charge of
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one to three weeks of teaching, often not contiguously. I taught two of these
modules, Optimization Techniques and Basis Sets. Typically each week,
Tuesday mornings are dedicated to lectures, while Thursdays are full days
of computer based exercises. During the Thursday session it is common to
review and complete some aspects of the Tuesday lecture. On average 15-
20 students attend the course. The course is aimed at master level students,
but often also PhD students attend it. Twenty-four students were initially
registered to the course. All students have to prepare a final project in order
to pass the course, but PhD students are not requested to defend it during an
oral exam. Eleven students participated to the final oral exam. The course
was given in English since non-Danish students attended it.

Methods

The course expectations questionnaire and its answers are reported as
Appendix B. The questionnaire consisted in three yes/no questions, four
multiple-choice questions and an open field for comments. The question-
naire was sent to the students, through Absalon1 before the start of the
course. Nineteen students answered the questionnaire.

At the beginning of the course, I asked all the other teachers to pro-
vide me with five questions relative to their arguments, together with right
and plausible but wrong answers. These questions constituted the two tests
I sent out to the students mid-way through the course and at the end of
it. The tests were created in Absalon. The questions were mainly multiple-
choice questions, even if there were a few open questions and some of other
kinds (e.g. put terms in the right order). The first test was about the argu-
ments covered during block 1 and consisted of forty-three questions. The
second test was about the arguments of block 2 and consisted of twenty-
seven questions. In each test the questions were grouped according to the
course modules. Twelve students took the first test. The first test was made
again available at the end of the course and this time four students took the
test. Seven students took the second test. At the end of each test the Absa-
lon system immediately gave the students the results of all their answers,
minus those to the open questions. Afterwards I sent the students a set of
good enough answers to the open questions.

After the first test I asked the students if they were interested in partici-
pating in an interview about their experience with the test and the course in

1 Absalon is the online system for all courses at the University of Copenhagen.
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general. I was able to interview three students in a focus group. The inter-
view was articulated more as a conversation rather than a series of questions
and answers. Nevertheless I prepared ahead a series of questions which I
wanted the students to talk about, to guide me through the interview. Figure
17.1 reports the guideline questions.
Aligning	  expectations	  in	  a	  course	  taught	  by	  many	  teachers Luca	  De	  Vico	  

4 

• When you signed up for the course, were you aware that so many teachers 
taught it? 

• Did you previously attend other courses with so many teachers? 
 
• How is your general feeling towards the course midway through it? 
• Do you miss a reference figure, i.e. a teacher who is present to all/most of the 

activities? 
• Do you think such a figure would be necessary/beneficial or counter-

productive/useless? 
 
• Did you expect more benefits or disadvantages from this situation? (i.e. many 

teachers) 
• Is the course living to your expectations? 
 
• Did you find the mid-block test useful? 
• Did your level of confidence towards the final exam increased or decreased 

after taking the test? 
• Do you think will it be useful to have a similar test also at the end of the 

course? 
Table 1: Outline of the questions used during the focus group interview. 

 

Findings 
Course expectations questionnaire. From the answers to the questionnaire 
(Appendix B) sent to the students before the start of the course it is apparent that most 
of the students were aware that the course was taught by many teachers. Even if for 
some of the students this was going to be the first course with so many teachers, the 
majority were quite confident that the teachers would be coherent and that they would 
benefit from different points of view. Nevertheless, around half of the students 
anticipated problems in asking extra explanations about a previous lecture to a 
different teacher. The students showed an average confidence in the exam. The only 
comment left is positive and about having greater opportunities of learning given the 
multitude of points of view. 
 
Interview. All three interviewed students had taken the test at the time of the 
interview. Two of the interviewed students were from the minority who was not 
aware of the number of teachers before signing up for the course. For one of the 
students this was the first course with so many teachers. 
 
When talking about the differences between courses with only one or two teachers 
and courses with many teachers, the students had mixed feelings. They had no clear 
preference for one or the other type of teaching.  

“I’m neutral” “I had good experiences with both structures” 
They expected some lack of continuity because the course is very broad, but since the 
modules are (quite) self-contained, there is no explicit need for continuity. 

 “[In CompChem] some teachers are better than others, especially when you 
have so many teachers, [but] for this course in particular I don’t think 
[continuity] is a big problem because every week the material stands for itself” 

The students highlighted some good aspects of having a course with many teachers. 
For example: 

Fig. 17.1. Outline of the questions used during the focus group interview.

Findings

Course expectations questionnaire

From the answers to the questionnaire (Appendix B) sent to the students
before the start of the course it is apparent that most of the students were
aware that the course was taught by many teachers. Even if for some of
the students this was going to be the first course with so many teachers,
the majority were quite confident that the teachers would be coherent and
that they would benefit from different points of view. Nevertheless, around
half of the students anticipated problems in asking extra explanations about
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a previous lecture to a different teacher. The students showed an average
confidence in the exam. The only comment left is positive and about having
greater opportunities of learning given the multitude of points of view.

Interview

All three interviewed students had taken the test at the time of the interview.
Two of the interviewed students were from the minority who was not aware
of the number of teachers before signing up for the course. For one of the
students this was the first course with so many teachers.

When talking about the differences between courses with only one or
two teachers and courses with many teachers, the students had mixed feel-
ings. They had no clear preference for one or the other type of teaching.

“I’m neutral”, “I had good experiences with both structures”.

They expected some lack of continuity because the course is very broad,
but since the modules are (quite) self-contained, there is no explicit need for
continuity.

“[In CompChem] some teachers are better than others, especially when
you have so many teachers, [but] for this course in particular I don’t think
[continuity] is a big problem because every week the material stands for
itself”.

The students highlighted some good aspects of having a course with
many teachers. For example:

“If there is one teacher and the teacher is bad, then you have a bad course,
if there are seven teachers and two of them are bad, then it’s still ok.”
“If there is a bad teacher and is going to teach for [. . . ] half of the course,
then you simply are just not coming to the lectures, because spending the
time on the book is better. [. . . ] You don’t do that here [in CompChem],
you come every time because there is someone new.”

In particular they considered a strength having different points of view
on the same argument:

“Sometimes we talk about the same arguments [. . . ] and the fact that we
have had different teachers [. . . ] adds something to the course, because we
see different points of view, [. . . ] we talk about the same topic in different
lectures.” “It’s a strength.”
“A good teacher can change everything because can make you understand
all the other things that you didn’t understand before”.
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While talking about the possibility for a responsible teacher taking a
more central role, one of the interviewed students reported his experience
with another course where there are many teachers as guest lecturers pre-
senting their current research. In such a course it is good that the teacher
responsible for the course is present, because he or she can ask questions to
the guest, in order to help the students to put the lecture in the perspective
of the rest of the course. The students agreed that this would not apply for
CompChem, since each module is about a known methodology or theory.
But one of the students pointed out that:

“I think the course would only benefit if there was a more central person
in charge [. . . ] just to make sure that we covered everything, because right
now nobody can be sure that we had that, the right knowledge”.

Afterwards we started to talk about the test that they took and its use-
fulness.

“I found it useful, because [. . . ] it’s hard for me to look in the book to
know ‘I have to able to explain that’. The questions are my guideline.”
“It was nice we had the chance to prove our knowledge. This test cannot
cover everything, but it gives me a feeling about what I know [. . . ] and
what I need to revise. Some teachers said explicitly ‘These are the kind of
questions you could be asked during the exam’, but not all of the teachers
have done it. [The test] is a good thing.”
“I think it is super good. [. . . ] Every course should have something like
this, you have to know the answer to these questions before you go to the
exam.”
“I think it is a very good way to re-evaluate yourself “ “especially in this
course because there is so much information [. . . ] and the book is giant.”
“I found it important in this course to have those kinds of questions be-
cause the exercises we do are not really theoretically based, it is more like
practical ‘how we do this computation’ and not really ‘why we do this’.
We only get that from the lectures. The book is [terrible], so we got pretty
much the lectures and the notes we get in the lectures, which is not a good
basis.”
“I’m basing my studying only on the notes that I take during the lecture,
because the book is hard to get in.”

To the question if they felt that their level of confidence increased after
the test the students answered:

“Yes.” “Confidence is a good word, because you know you have a way to
validate yourself, you know you’ll be able to find where you need to focus
right before the exam. It’s a good safety net.”
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This answer raised my doubt that the students might decide to learn by
heart only the answers to the test questions, but they answered:

“No no, I see that the questions have an area, so if I get the questions
wrong I should probably study that area.”

From the technical point of view, they found that the test should have
had all questions in one page to scroll, rather than each question on a sep-
arate page. The students appreciated to receive the correct answers after
completing the test and a good enough answer to the open questions.

The students also said that they would like to have the lecture notes
before the lecture so that they can prepare themselves before the lecture. For
this reason the notes themselves should be a written summary of the lecture
argument, not a copy of the slides that will be used during the lecture. The
students appreciated as well the usage of instruction videos.

In conclusion the students felt that the usage of a formative assessment
based test coupled with clear lectures notes would be highly beneficial to
the course.

“If this course would be completely perfect there would be questions after
every week for each subject and every teacher would write their own notes
for every week.”

After the exam, two of the interviewed students were briefly asked
about the usefulness of the test in light of the exam results. They stated that
they still thought the tests have helped them with their studies and would
recommend having them also for next editions of the course.

“Possibly any course should have a self-checking test like these ones”.

Reflections and Conclusions

Thanks to the interview it is possible to draw some (qualitative) conclusions
on how the course is perceived by the students and the effects of the tests I
provided them.

Regarding points (1) and (2) in the list reported in the Introduction,
not so much can be done to encourage timorous students, given the format
of the course. Nevertheless it has to be noted that the course is aimed to
master students, who should be already confident enough not to worry to
ask anything to any teacher at any time.
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Regarding point (3), from the interview it is apparent that, without
knowing it, different teachers are already re-explaining parts of the course
given by their colleagues, even if they are not formally doing any formative
assessment. The students consider this situation as a strength of the course.
They really like the possibility of having different points of view (point
(4)), since one of them may shed light on all the others.

The students can see advantages and disadvantages of the format with a
single teacher and many teachers, but they do not seem to have a preference
for either. Given the nature of the course and its arguments, there seems not
to be any indication that the format with many teachers is inherently bad.

The students sounded positive about the tests and their value. They felt
the test they already took increased their level of confidence towards the
exam. The students knew better what was supposedly expected from them
at the exam in terms of level of knowledge for the various modules. They
seemed able to use the test to do self-assessment, in order to check which
arguments needed to be revised.

Since the teachers provided the questions, the tests represent the essen-
tial knowledge expected at the exam. In this way the students indirectly
know what is the least that is expected of them.

The tests represent a tool also for the teachers, not only the students.
For example, at the exam all teachers were able to examine the set of ques-
tions, in order to understand what to expect from the students in terms of
knowledge outside the arguments they taught and calibrate accordingly the
exam questions. This would address point (5) of the list. Moreover, the
teachers have access through Absalon to the full set of answers given by
the students, so that they can get which arguments have been better under-
stood and which ones were more difficult. In this way they can improve
the quality of their teaching for the following year and, in case of serious
difficulties, maybe send the students some extra material or organize some
kind of extra teaching. Even if it is not the perfect solution, still also issue
(6) is addressed by using the tests.

Finally, the students’ interview highlighted some need for a stronger
coordinator figure, mostly as a person checking that the entire required cur-
riculum is actually taught. The tests questions, as based on the actual ar-
guments covered during the lectures, together with the students’ answers
provide a tool for the course responsible to check on what the colleagues
have been doing. If needed, the course responsible could intervene to sug-
gest modifications to the contents of the lectures to better conform to the
course intended learning outcomes.
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In conclusion, through the usage of the tests a better alignment between
teachers and students expectations has been achieved. This better alignment
is based on material (the tests on Absalon) that is easily available to both
parts. Through Absalon the tests can be easily re-used also for next edi-
tions of the course, while being carefully updated and revised as necessary.
Following the interview and the exam results I would highly recommend
using these tests again next year. Possibly, a similar format could also be
extended to other courses with many teachers.
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Introduction

The M.Sc. programme Nature Management is offered at the Faculty of Sci-
ence, University of Copenhagen from autumn 2012.The first course of the
programme “Ecology and management of nature and semi-nature areas”
is divided into five sub-themes that are all organized according to the tra-
dition in many biology courses with a mixture of lectures, exercises, field
and laboratory work. This structure is generally regarded as effective and
stimulating for student learning. As an extreme case, the department of Bio-
logy offers summer courses as residential courses with focus on field and
laboratory exercises, which always receives good evaluations from the stu-
dents. A previous pedagogic project on the summer courses also reflected
the high educational outcome for the students (Hansen 2006). However,
previous findings have also shown that especially laboratory exercises with
too much ‘cook-book’ approach are not very effective (Tamir 1989, Dewey
1910). In addition, some students do not see the connection between dif-
ferent course modules (based on input from fellow pedagogic students and
colleagues). This potential mismatch between the resource-intensive teach-
ing (i.e. anything but lectures) and the learning outcomes of the students in
ordinary semester or block courses is a major problem and should be taken
seriously in planning and designing new courses.
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Problem definition

The aim of this project was to investigate the student’s interpretation of the
effectiveness and coherence between course modules in the new course in
Nature Management. The focus was put on the part of the course that I was
responsible for called ‘Theme III: Holocene development of climate, vege-
tation and human impact on lakes and catchments’ containing both lectures,
discussion exercises, field and laboratory work over a period of 1½ weeks.
Especially, the coherence of the individual modules was in focus during
the planning of Theme III and questions on coherence between all the in-
dividual modules were addressed. Student activation during lectures was a
secondary focus point for increased learning outcomes of the students in-
spired by the university pedagogic program (KNUD), Biggs & Tang (2007),
and Mazur (1997). However, as several teachers contributed to the lectures
this particular aspect of the course was not separately investigated due to
different teaching styles. Instead, a general investigation of the students self
evaluation on specific topics within Theme III was performed.

Based on prior knowledge of possible problems with coherence be-
tween course modules, the hope was that a stronger focus on creating a
good link between field and laboratory exercises and theory (lectures and
discussion exercises) would have a positive effect on the student’s inter-
pretation of the course and consequently increase their learning outcomes.
However, it was also recognized that the schedule and amount of theory in-
cluded in the course set relatively narrow boundaries for time and material
that could be included in each sub theme.

Planning of Theme III

In the introduction lecture, the students were introduced to the different
course modules and the reasoning for including them, together with presen-
tation of the condensed version of the intended learning outcomes (ILOs).
Each lecture had focus on links to other modules of the course, the discus-
sion exercise and the field and laboratory work, e.g. by indicating what parts
of the theory they would be discussing, work with, or calculate. Based on
reflections of previous teaching and supervision, I have found that increased
student activation during lectures works well both for the students and for
me as a teacher and several student activities were included throughout all
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lectures conducted by me. These activities included the use of small cases
during the lecture as well as for summarizing the lectures.

Active use of the web-based student-teacher forum at University of
Copenhagen, Absalon, making the students choose one of two themes for
both the discussion exercise and field was applied to make the students take
active part in the content of the theme. The discussion exercise was intro-
duced a day in advance and guiding questions to the reading material was
put on Absalon together with the time schedule. The discussions consisted
of group discussions of the individual papers followed by presentations for
the entire class where the fellow students were expected to act as oppo-
nents. A full lecture was devoted to introducing the field and laboratory
work including the specific proxies which were going to be measured and
a discussion among the students as to the value of these proxies. The intro-
duction was conducted a day in advance of the field trip and the field and
laboratory protocols were put on Absalon. During the laboratory day, a peer
instruction exercise was introduced where the two groups had to explain to
the others what they were doing and why.

The theme was concluded with a discussion and a report of the obtained
data from the field and laboratory work in groups consisting of students
working with both themes (historic and current status of a lake). The objec-
tive of the formation of groups was to take advantage of information sharing
as a good way of learning. However, the time provided for this part of the
theme was more restricted than originally planned, which to some extent
limited the outcome of the sharing exercise. Theme III was concluded by a
lecture putting the theme in perspective on the global scale.

Student evaluations

Questionnaires were handed out at the end of Theme III. The question-
naire was organized in three parts: a general part on student background
and overall level of the theme, a part on the coherence of the different ac-
tivities in the theme, and a last part concerning the outcome of Theme III.
Evaluation of the coherence between the course modules included coher-
ence of lectures and discussion exercise, lectures and field/laboratory work,
and general theme and report focus as these could be evaluated differently
by the students. Effectiveness was evaluated based on questions to their
self-evaluation of their skills on topics from various parts of the course
e.g., ‘ability to understand mechanisms of natural succession’, ‘ability to
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interpret a stratigraphic diagram in relation to catchment development’, and
‘ability to plan and conduct fieldwork on a lake’. In addition, the students
were given the opportunity to come up with suggestions for further devel-
opment of the course based on their prior experience, as these students were
all master students and thus experienced students. The questionnaire on the
specific theme was supplemented by phone interviews of three students as
well as answers to the general questionnaire on the entire course.

Results

Questionnaire

There were fifteen students in total attending the Theme III of the course
and fourteen who filled out the questionnaire. Overall, the results from the
questionnaire were very positive and particularly, it was noticed that the
students found good coherence between the modules, which was a major
focus point in the development of the theme.

The students were evenly distributed between Biology at University of
Copenhagen (4), former Life at University of Copenhagen (4) and interna-
tional (5) students (one indicated as ‘other’), most of them with a biology
background. Most were female (11). The majority found the scientific level
adequate while the workload was rated as adequate or high. Time allocation
between the different modules was also rated as adequate.

There was a general satisfaction with the execution of especially lec-
tures and field, while there was more variability in the evaluation of execu-
tion of the laboratory and discussion exercises as well as the report require-
ments. The most common concern among the students was too little time
for the individual tasks.

The great majority of students found that there was very good coher-
ence between the individual course modules (Fig. 18.1). In addition, they
found the teachers engaged, while they were not as satisfied with the com-
munication of what was expected of them as well as the general outcome of
Theme III (Fig. 18.2). However, the majority of the students found that they
had achieved the intended outcome ‘to some extent’ or ‘to a great extent’
(Fig. 18.3).

A qualitative evaluation of the differences in answers between the
groups (Danish/International) was undertaken due to the low amount of stu-
dents. There was a tendency towards the International students evaluating
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development of the course based on their prior experience, as these students were all master 
students and thus experienced students. The questionnaire on the specific theme was supplemented 
by phone interviews of three students as well as answers to the general questionnaire on the entire 
course. 

Results 

Questionnaire 

There were 15 students in total attending the Theme III of the course and 14 who filled out the 
questionnaire. Overall, the results from the questionnaire were very positive and particularly, it was 
noticed that the students found good coherence between the modules, which was a major focus 
point in the development of the theme. 

The students were evenly distributed between Biology at University of Copenhagen (4), former Life 
at University of Copenhagen (4) and international (5) students (one indicated as ‘other’), most of 
them with a biology background. Most were female (11). The majority found the scientific level 
adequate while the workload was rated as adequate or high. Time allocation between the different 
modules was also rated as adequate. 

There was a general satisfaction with the execution of especially lectures and field, while there was 
more variability in the evaluation of execution of the laboratory and discussion exercises as well as 
the report requirements. The most common concern among the students was too little time for the 
individual tasks.  

The great majority of students found that there was very good coherence between the individual 
course modules (Figure 1). In addition, they found the teachers engaged, while they were not as 
satisfied with the communication of what was expected of them as well as the general outcome of 
Theme III (Figure 2). However, the majority of the students found that they had achieved the 
intended outcome ‘to some extent’ or ‘to a great extent’ (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 18.3. Effectiveness of Theme III based on student self-evaluation of their ability
to understand or perform different topics of the theme..

their achievements a bit lower (65% ‘to some’ or ‘to a great’ extent) than
the Danish students (80%). There was no clear trend in what topics that
were rated as best achieved based on how the material had been covered,
e.g. primarily in lectures, lectures and discussion, lectures and field/lab or
report. However, the ability to plan and conduct field and laboratory work
was rated low, and could be a focus point for future teaching of this subject.
It should be noted that this was originally the plan, but it was not con-
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sidered possible under the current time constraints of the course and the
variable background of the students.

The most common ‘best things’ indicated by the students were the field
trip, the good structure and coherence of Theme III, and the topic including
the methods in general. The ‘worst things’ were found to be lack of time and
laboratory/report work. The suggested changes to the report requirements
and Theme III in general were mostly concerning how to lessen the time
constraints experienced by the students.

Interviews and general evaluation

As a supplement to the written evaluation, three students (two female and
one male) were interviewed over the phone after conclusion of the entire
course and exam. They had all agreed to participate in writing before the
interview and were asked for additional comments to the teaching style, the
discussion exercise, the field and laboratory work, the conclusion of Theme
III with a report, and links between the modules in general.

Both female students liked the activating teaching style, while the male
pointed out that discussions and summarizing among the students are only
efficient if they are all well prepared. He pointed out that more discussion
time between teachers and students and use of summarizing discussions
every day could be an option. Two of them were present at the discussion
exercise and were very happy about discussing primary papers enhancing
their understanding of the topic. There was general agreement that the time
allocated for direct introduction of the field and laboratory work was im-
portant for them to prepare themselves and get more out of the practical
exercises. They also stated that the practical work was good and interesting
and helped them get a better understanding of the theory. However, they all
pointed out that time constraints was a problem as not all students had a
chance to try all methods, and they also felt that they did not have time to
engage in all aspects of the theory for the concluding report. More time for
discussion of the results among students and with the teacher would have
increased the outcome of the practical exercise and report. They all found a
good coherence of Theme III in general.

Nine students answered the general questionnaire on the entire course.
Coherence between the different modules in Theme III was evaluated
higher (96% agreed or partly agreed that there was a good coherence be-
tween lectures-discussion and lectures-field/laboratory) than in the course
as a whole (44% agreed or was neutral). This indicates that the focus on
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coherence have been successful in Theme III. However, the evaluation of
the course as a whole will also have been affected by the fact that it consists
of five sub-themes with very different focus.

Reflections on execution of Theme III

The execution of Theme III including lectures, discussions, field and la-
boratory work went mostly as planned. Particularly, the lectures including
teaching learning activities (TLAs) and focusing on creating links to the
other modules went as planned and had a good response from the students.
Several students pointed out the planning and coherence as one of the best
things about Theme III. This is in line with the ideas of Biggs & Tang
(2007) that constructive alignment of courses on all levels and designing of
appropriate TLAs, both in lectures and as separate modules, is important
for achieving the best learning outcome.

It was noted by one of the female students in the phone interview that
even more discussion of the individual proxies measured or looked at in the
field and laboratory could have been included during the lectures. The orig-
inal idea of letting the students be part of designing the field and laboratory
exercises did not seem feasible due to the very variable previous know-
ledge and experience of the students and the condensed time of Theme III
in general. However, in the future, more focus on posing open questions
where possible and maybe introducing selectivity in methods as suggested
by Tamir (1989) could be an asset to the field and laboratory part of the
theme. The problems of lack of previous knowledge and time constraints
could be addressed by relatively short discussions among the students and
more thorough discussion in cooperation with the teacher, i.e. an extended
version of the dedicated lecture for discussion of proxies.

More time constraints than expected was experienced by the students
during the discussion exercise of primary papers, and this was the likely
cause that the execution of the discussion exercise was rated relatively low
compared to other parts of Theme III. However, in the phone interviews the
two students present both expressed that it was a very good thing to discuss
primary literature and that it helped enhancing their understanding of the
topic. Reduced time constrains during discussions could be implemented in
future teaching by decreasing the amount of guiding questions and keeping
focus on the more general aspects. Also, less focus on presentation of the
discussion points to the rest of the class (creation of PowerPoint) and more
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focus on the discussion itself could be promoted by pre-prepared presenta-
tions with the main figures for use in the common concluding discussion.
Even though I believe it is important that these discussions are not con-
trolled by the teacher, it is also important to use these discussion sessions
to facilitate discussion with the teacher if needed. This could overcome the
lowered outcome that can be experienced if the students are badly prepared
as pointed out in the phone interview with a male student.

The execution of the field work went very well, while the laboratory
work and concluding discussions for the report suffered from time con-
straints particularly during the concluding discussions. This was foreseen,
and was tried compensated for by insisting on full calculations and some
discussion during the laboratory day. However, part of the laboratory work
took more time than anticipated and the groups therefore finished at dif-
ferent times, which hampered a more formal and effective conclusion and
check up of the calculations on the laboratory day. This should be restruc-
tured for the next teaching so that the laboratory day is concluded with
solid data ready for discussion, both by the students alone and in the com-
mon discussion with the teacher. Preferably, there should be at least a day
between the laboratory day and the discussion to give the groups some time
to look into their data before presenting them. In addition, there should be
allocated some formal time for report discussions, particularly when part
of the aim of the report is information sharing between students that have
performed different parts of the laboratory and field tasks. This information
sharing or teaching among peers is important as this has been pointed out
as a very effective way of learning (Biggs & Tang 2007).

Conclusion

The conclusion of this pedagogic project, based on a specific part of a newly
developed course in Nature Management, confirmed my expectation that
focus on coherence between course modules as well as teaching learning
activities during lectures are important in structuring an efficient and well
perceived course with multiple and diverging intended learning outcomes.
The students expressed that they were very satisfied with the coherence of
the module both between lectures and discussion exercises and between lec-
tures and field/laboratory work. They also expressed understanding for the
choice of the topics chosen, but felt that too many things were covered in
the limited time available. Time constraints are a major issue in all courses
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and maybe particularly in the new block structure, and make it even more
important to create a strong link between the modules of a course to make
sure that the students get the most out of all the different parts. The current
data did not provide direct evidence of whether the outcome of the theme
was enhanced by the focus on coherence and student activation, however,
based on the students own evaluations, the outcome of Theme III was rela-
tively good and no one failed the final exam.

Given that this is the first time the course was offered and the consid-
erations stated above for the execution of the various modules of Theme
III, some adjustments of the course in general and Theme III are going to
be made for future teaching. In particular, a major adjustment considered is
the removal of one of the five sub-themes of the course in order to provide
more time for the remainder sub-themes. Restructuring the hours sched-
uled for the individual modules in Theme III, taking more advantage of
the learning potential of the report discussions and keeping focus on teach-
ing learning activities during lectures, will also be conducted to facilitate
more time for deep learning of the main subjects. Possibilities of including
increased participation in designing the field and laboratory work will be
explored further. It is my strong belief that continued focus on coherence
between teaching modules and student activity will enhance the outcome
of any course and how it is perceived by the students.
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